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ABSTRACT
Land subsidence and saltwater intrusion problems are encountered 
concurrently or individually in many coastal areas, especially where heavy pumping 
is exerted. In order to evaluate the extent and progress of these two phenomena in 
quantity and quality, a two-dimensonal model, the STRALAN (Solute Transport 
and Land Subsidence) model, is developed to simulate fluid movement, solute 
transport and land subsidence in a non-homogenous, anisotropic, compressible and 
sloping aquifer system.
i
The governing equations of the model, i.e., the fluid mass balance equation, 
solute mass balance equation and land subsidence equation for confined or 
unconfined as well as for sloping aquifers are derived in detail. Hybridization of 
finite element and finite difference methods is employed for the numerical solution 
of the governing equations which describe the interdependent processes of fluid 
density-dependent saturated ground water flow, solute transport and land subsidence 
caused by changes of pressure due to pumping.
STRALAN model provides, as primary calculated results, piezometric 
drawdown (or pressure), solute concentration and subsidence spatially and 
temporally in the simulated subsurface system. It has a wide variety of options from 
which one can select to simulate either a confined aquifer or unconfined aquifer; 
either a horizontal or sloping aquifer; land subsidence only; saltwater intrusion only; 
or both of the above; steady or transient state condition for ground water flow,
jriv
solute transport or land subsidence and many other options. Similar to a U.S. 
Geological Survey model, the SUTRA model, STRALAN also can cope with single 
chemical species transport including processes of solute sorption, production and 
decay.
STRALAN model, is applied to the Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer, New 
Orleans area, Louisiana, where saltwater intrusion and land subsidence are critical 
issues. This case study includes: the calibration of the hydrogeologic parameters in 
this 352 square-mile area; the verification of the model; and prediction of the 
drawdown, chloride concentration and land subsidence in time and space in 1995 and 
2010 with several management scenarios, including surface water supply cut-off 
supplementary pumping and recharging well management.
The model is also verified by comparing the simulation result with an 






Coastal ground water management is subject to the constraints of saltwater 
intrusion and land subsidence associated with a lowering of the inland piezometric 
head due to extensive pumping. The moving interface between fresh water and salt 
water, whether it is sharp or dispersed, can be regarded as a dynamic boundary of 
the aquifer varying in time and space. Saltwater encroachment may reduce the 
potable ground water storage and influence the extraction of ground water.
Within the past two decades, analysis of an aquifer system containing both 
fresh water and salt water was based on a number of different conceptual models. 
Many computer models using these conceptual models have been developed for the 
analysis, prediction and control of saltwater intrusion in coastal aquifer systems (Bear 
and Verruijt, 1987; Willis and Finney, 1988). Based on the dynamic behavior of 
fresh and salt water, these models can be classified into: (1) sharp interface models 
in which the fresh water and salt water are considered as two immiscible fluids, and 
the Dupuit assumption is valid so that the flows in the aquifer are essentially 
horizontal (Shamir and Dagan, 1971; Kashef 1975; Wilson, Townley and Coasta, 
1979; Bear and Kapuler, 1981); and (2) transition zone models in which the fluids 
are miscible, and both horizontal and vertical movement of fluids occur in the flow 
region caused by advection and hydrodynamic dispersion (Pinder and Cooper, 1970; 
Lee and Cheng, 1974; Huyakom and Taylor, 1976; Volker and Rushton, 1982). 
These model require the solution of the advective-dispersion-diffusion equation .
According to the dimensionality, saltwater intrusion models can also be 
grouped into three categories (Reilly and Goodman, 1985): (1) two-dimensional 
cross-sectional models with both sharp or dispersed interface (Wilson, Townley and
Coasta, 1979; Frind, 1982); two-dimensional areal models with a sharp or dispersed 
interface in a heterogeneous and anisotropic aquifer (Voss, 1984); and (3) three- 
dimensional models for either confined or unconfined aquifer (Guswa and LeBlanc, 
1981; Huyakorn et al., 1987).
Yan, Adrian and Wang (1988) used the SUTRA model developed by Voss 
(1984) to investigate the potential problems of saltwater intrusion within the 900 km1 
Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer from 1961 to 1986. The simulated results of the 
approximate position of the freshwater and saltwater dispersed interface (250 ppm 
isochlor) during this period show good agreement with the available observation 
data. These results were from the preliminary study in which the assumptions were 
made that the aquifer was horizontal with constant rate pumping throughout the 20- 
year simulation period.
Land subsidence often occurs in areas where there is intensive withdrawal of 
ground water from an underlying aquifer or withdrawal of oil and gas from an 
underlying reservoir (Bear and Corapcioglu, 1981a; 1981b; Bell, 1987). However, 
subsidence is more commonly produced by the excessive pumping of a ground water 
basin than in oil and gas fields (Corapcioglu, 1983). The subsidence is attributed not 
only to the consolidation of the sedimentary deposits in which ground water is 
present but also to the increasing effective stress due to the decrease in pore 
pressure caused by pumping.
The amount of subsidence is governed by the various factors such as effective 
pressure, the thickness and compressibility of the deposits or aquifer, the length of 
time over which the increased loading is applied, and the rate and type of stress
(e.g., pumping) applied (Lofgren, 1968).
Many areas in the world experienced significant land subsidence due to 
extensive pumping of ground water. THe areas of greatest extent and maximal 
settling in the United States, and probably in the world, are found in California. A 
maximum of 9 meters of subsidence was measured in San Joaquin Valley, where 
large quantities of ground water have been pumped to support the valley’s immense 
irrigation needs (Corapcioglu, 1983). In Tokyo (Japan), several million people live 
in an area of 80 square kilometers subsided to 2.3 m below mean sea level (Poland, 
1972). In some coastal cities in China, land subsidence is substantial (People’s Daily, 
1988a; 1988b). In Shanghai (China), where over 10 million people live in an area 
of 150 square kilometers, the maximum land subsidence due to pumping reached as 
high as 2.63 meters in 22 years, averaging 12 cm/yr (People’s Daily, 1988a, Appendix 
7). Land subsidence in Tianjin City , China, in 1987 was 4.3 cm, 1.9 cm less than 
the previous year because of the effective management measures enforced by the 
local government (People’s Daily, 1988b, Appendix 8). In Venice (Italy), the 
subsidence is only 8 cm in 16 years. However, the ground surface is less than 1-2 
meters above mean sea level (Poland, 1972). The environmental conditions 
associated with subsidence may be more critical than the magnitude itself.
Other places where subsidence due to pumping is of significant importance 
are Galveston, Texas; Houston, Texas; Santa Clara Valley, South Central Arizona; 
Las Vegas (U.S.A.); Mexico City (Mexico); Osaka, Niigata, Chiba (Japan); Ravenna 
(Italy); Taipei (Taiwan, China); Bangkok (Thailand); and London (England) 
(Corapcioglu, 1983).
Lofgren (1979) recorded that 20 years of precise field measurements in the 
San Joaquin and Santa Clara Valleys of California have indicated a close correlation 
between hydraulic stresses induced by groundwater pumping and consolidation of the 
water-bearing deposits (Figure 1-1). Kazmann and Heath (1968) also showed this 
close correlation between piezometric drawdown and land subsidence in the New 
Orleans area (Figure 4-3).
Based on the effective stress concept introduced by Terzaghi (1925), two basic 
approaches toward solving land subsidence problems may be found in the literature. 
In the first approach, a simultaneous solution is sought for the pressure in the water 
and for the strain in the solid matrix (Biot, 1941). Based on Biot’s accomplishment, 
several researchers further developed the coupled three-dimensional formulation in 
which the governing equations included one fluid flow equation in terms of pressure, 
or piezometric head, and three equilibrium equations in terms of vertical and 
horizontal displacements. In the second approach, following Terzaghi’s concept 
(1925), water pressure is first obtained by solving a simple partial differential 
equation with water pressure in the aquifer as the only dependent variable. Once 
the water pressure distribution is derived, the effective stress and the resulting strain 
distribution are determined. Gambolati and Freeze (1973), Helm (1975), Bear and 
Corapcioglu (1981a) applied this two-step approach to determine the vertical land 
subsidence. Consequently, numerical solutions for the simultaneous solution of the 
coupled partial differential equations have been developed by Ghaboussi and Wilson 
(1973), Schrefler et al., (1977) and Lewis and Schrefler (1978) using finite element 
methods. Safai and Pinder (1979) extended this approach to subsidence of
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Figure 1-1 Six-year Correlation of Land Subsidence, Compaction, Water-level Fluctuations 
and Change in Effective Stress, Near Pixley, California (After Lofgren, 1968)
saturated-unsaturated porous media.
Bear and Corapcioglu (1981a) developed a three-dimensional mathematical 
model based on the ground water mass conservation equation in a compressible 
aquifer to estimate the vertical displacement of the aquifer due to pumping by 
assuming that the horizontal length of the aquifer is much greater than its thickness. 
The equation is then integrated over its thickness. By introducing a relationship 
between changes in averaged piezometric head and corresponding changes in aquifer 
thickness, a single equation is obtained for land subsidence. Subsequently, a 
mathematical model for the areal distribution of drawdown, land subsidence, and 
horizontal displacement caused by pumping from a deformable phreatic aquifer was 
developed (Bear and Corapcioglu, 1983).
Most of the ground water modeling discussed in the literature were based on 
horizontal aquifers. When a sloping aquifer is encountered, a three-dimensional 
numerical model is recommended (Chapman, 1980). Modeling of unsteady flow in 
sloping bedrock was developed by Frangakis and Tzimopoulos (1979). They studied 
the effect of inclination of aquifers on the outflow rate for phreatic aquifers.
In regard to modeling techniques, Prickett (1975) and Bouwer (1978) 
presented a survey of the literature. Numerical methods using digital computers are 
of major interest in the survey because, in general, the flow equation and solute 
transport equation have no closed form solutions that can be obtained analytically. 
Finite difference techniques have been applied widely in groundwater modeling. 
One of the earliest applications of this technique to a large scale geologic basin was 
made by Fayers and Sheldon (1962). Eshet and Lougenbaugh (1965), Bittinger et
al. (1967) discussed various computing schemes that could be used to solve the finite 
difference equations. Pinder and Bredehoeft (1968) developed a model which used 
the alternating direction implicit method to solve the flow equation of a non- 
homogeneous, isotropic, confined and leaky aquifer. A number of models using 
finite difference method with different levels of sophistication have been presented 
by Bredehoeft and Pinder (1970), Prickett and Lonquist (1971), Cooley (1971), Lin 
(1972), Freeze (1972), Trescott et al. (1976), Ozbilgin et al. (1984) and many others.
Another technique which has become veiy popular in solving groundwater 
flow equations is the finite element method. The most commonly used approach in 
this technique is the Galerkin method which offers an alternative way of formulating 
a problem for finite element solution without using variational principles. A 
comprehensive discussion of this approach is given by Douglas and Dupont ( 1974). 
Following the development presented by Zienkiewicz and Parekh (1970), Pinder and 
Frind (1972) developed a model to solve two-dimensional transient groundwater flow 
problems with fewer nodes, which proved to be more efficient than the finite 
difference approach. Gray and Pinder (1974) studied the accuracy of the results and 
computed efficiency by extending the Galerkin approximation to the time derivatives. 
Wang and Anderson (1982), Huyakorn and Pinder (1983) provided systematic and 
in-depth views on finite difference and finite element methods in groundwater 
modeling and in solving subsurface flow problems. Voss (1984b) developed 
AQUIFEM-SALT model using finite element methods to solve seawater intrusion 
problems. As mentioned previously, he also developed the SUTRA model which is 
a hybrid type of model combining finite difference and finite element methods to
solve saturated and unsaturated flow and solute transport problems. Other authors, 
affilated with the U.S. Geological Survey, such as Larson (1978), Hutchinson et al. 
(1981), Mantenffel et al. (1983), McDonald et al. (1984), Reilly (1984), Guswa et al. 
(1981), Cooley (1985), Kuiper (1985) and many others-developed groundwater 
models based on these two methods. A comparison of finite difference and finite 
element methods was made by Gray (1983) who showed that the two techniques 
have more similarities than casual inspection might reveal. He concluded that each 
method has special features which may be desirable for a particular application, 
hence superiority of one over the other cannot be drawn.
Though the existing numerous mathematical or numerical models for solving 
groundwater flow and solute transport or for solving land subsidence have been 
developed with different levels of sophistication, a model that incorporates both land 
subsidence and solute transport (e.g. saltwater intrusion) has not yet been developed 
for coastal aquifers which very likely are subject to these two problems at the same 
time. The difficulty mainly lies in the complexity of solving two totally different 
problems simultaneously with one model that interconnects the problem with one 
dependent variable, i.e., the water pressure. This implies that the solutions of water 
pressure, or piezometric head, solute concentration and land subsidence have to be 
solved under the conditions of time-varying thickness, porosity, and compressibility 
as well as concentration-dependent density. The complexity will be compounded 
when sloping beds of a heterogeneous and anisotropic aquifer are considered. It is 
the objective of this dissertation to develop such a model to solve the realistic 
problems in coastal aquifers.
10
The major objectives of this dissertation research are :
1. To derive the three governing equations that depict the mechanisms of 
groundwater flow, solute transport and land subsidence;
2. To develop a computer model that can simulate the drawdown, the solute 
concentration and land subsidence in time and space by using the three governing 
equations;
3. To apply the newly-developed model (the STRALAN model) to the study area, 
the New Orleans area, to simulate the effect of pumping on the movement of ground 
water, the dynamic position of the dispersed interface between fresh water and 
saltwater in the Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer, and land subsidence spatially and 
temporally.
CHAPTER 2
DERIVATION OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
FOR
COMPRESSIBLE AND SLOPING AQUIFER
11
12
In this chapter, detailed derivation of a mathematical model for ground water 
flow for a compressible aquifer is presented first, followed by the derivation of a 
land subsidence equation based on Bear and Corapcioglu’s work (Bear and 
Corapcioglu, 1981).
The basic assumptions involved in the derivation are: (1) Terzaghi’s 
concept of effective stress, (2) horizontal flow in the aquifer, and (3) vertical 
aquifer compressibility only. The last assumption is viewed to be a rational 
estimate when dealing with regional problems in which horizontal extent is 
relatively large compared to the aquifer thickness. By introducing a relationship 
between changes in averaged piezometric head and the corresponding changes in 
aquifer thickness, a single equation for land subsidence is obtained.
Futher derivation for these equations to accomodate sloping aquifer is 
presented, thus providing a more general condition for engineering study. 
Derivation for solute mass balance equations is also provided. While derivation 
for confined aquifers is described in more detail, the derivation for unconfined 
aquifers is also given as elaborately as possible.
Z 1  DERIVATION OF FLOW EQUATION FOR 
COMPRESSIBLE AQUIFER
In an elemental control volume in a porous medium, the 3-dimensional 
mass balance equation for transient flow can be derived based on the fact that
13
the net rate of fluid mass flow into the elemental control volume is equal to the 
time rate of change of fluid mass storage within the element (Bear, 1979; Freeze 
and Cherry, 1979):
d ( p v x) d(pVy) 3 ( p v t) a{p<£)
+  ---------  4-  = -----------------  (la)
3x ay  a z  a t
or
a(p<t>)
v(py) + ------- = 0 (lb)
at
where v = Darcy velocity vector (v„ vp v,) and
Y = 4Y (V is ^ e  actual velocity vector of the flow through the 
porous medium);
p  -  fluid density;
4  = porosity of the solid matrix.
Equations (la) and (lb) do not take into account the dispersive flux and 
molecular diffusion due to spatial variations in fluid density.
In a deforming porous medium, the relative Darcy velocity is:
Yr = Y - tfY, (2)
where V, = velocity vector of the solid matrix.
Based on Darcy’s law, y. can also be expressed as 
Y, = - K v.(h') (3)
where h' is the piezometric head for a compressible fluid and
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IP dp  (Hubbert, 1940). z is the elevation; p„ and p are theP0 Pg
pressures at the bottom and top of the aquifer, respectively; and K is the 
hydraulic conductivity tensor.
From Eqs.(l) and (2):
v - M t + « £ ) ] +  -------  = 0 (4a)
dt
d $  d p
or + dV.)] + p—  + $ -----  ~ 0 (4b)
at at
By introducing the definitions of "material derivative" (Bear and 
Corapcioglu, 1981) with respect to flowing water (at velocity V) and with respect 
to moving solids (at velocity V,),
<U ) 3( )
dt at
and
d.( ) a( )
+ V .  v .(  )
+ y , .  v*( )
dt at
the last two terms of the left hand side of Eq.(4b) can be expressed as: 
8 *  d.(*)
-  = ------ - V, v .(*) (5)
at dt
dp d,(p)
—  = -------  - V v .(p )  (6)
at dt
Also, the first term of the left hand side of Eqn.(4b) can be expressed 
follows by using the rules of derivative multiplication:
v»[p(Yr + m ]  = p^*(Yt + *V.) + (v,. + <jV,)v*(p) 
= pV«(vr) + p[7*(flSV,)] + v,7«(p) + £V,v«(p) 
= pV*(vr) + p|>7*(V,) + V>7.(*)] + vrv . ( »  + tfV,7*(p)
= pv*(vr) + ^p7.(V.) + pV,v«(^) + v j j * ( p )  +  < f > V j 7 » ( p )  (7)
So, by using Eqs. (5), (6) and (7), Eq. (lb) can be written as: 
pv.(yr) + <6oV»(Vt) + oV.7»(<&1 + vy (p )  + <AVtV>(o) +
d.(*) ( W




m  ^ (p ) 
p7«(vr) + $pV*(V,) + p -   ■ + ^ —
dt dt
v v




p7*(Yr) "1" <ioV»(Vt) + p   + 4 ' + Yr^*(p) +
dt dt




b  d * ( p )  d ,d)
v.(v,) + — *   + --------- + *v.(V.) = 0 (8b)
p  dt dt
Similar to the derivation of Eq. (lb), the solid mass balance
equation in 3-D is expressed as:
d[?,(l - <£)]
v [a (1 - + ---------------  = 0 (9)
at
where p ,  =  density of the solid.
If p ,  is assumed constant, Eq. (9) can be written as:
3(1 - 4>)
v .[(l - *)VJ + -------------- = 0 (10)
at
By manipulation of derivatives, this equation can be changed to:
a t
(1 - *)v.(V,) + V,v*(l - *) - —  = 0
at
and by using Eq. (5), we get
H  d,(tf)
(1 - 4>)V*QL) = —  + V ,v .d )  a  ------
at dt
therefore,
1 d .d )
v.(V,)  ----------  .    (11)
(1 - 4 )  dt
Terzaghi’s (1925) concept of intergranular stress or effective
stress a  is defined by
o = ex’ - p*I (12)
where a  is the total stress vector; a  is the effective stress; p is the pressure in the
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water and I is the identity tensor. Because the density of p , is assumed constant, 
the pressure in the water that causes a stress on the solid particle will not 
produce a deformation, i.e., the volume of solid particles remains constant.
Hence, d(Volf) = 0
The total stress £ at a point is shown as (Bear and Corapcioglu, 1981): 
s  = (1 - *)(&y - *pl (13)
where ( a , ) '  is the average stress in the solid.
Equating Eqs. (12) and (13),
£ = (1 * <£)(£,)' + $pl = £* + pi 
This leads to
a = (1 - $0(£,)‘ - pi + tfpl
= (1 - *)(£,)* - (1 - *)pl
= (1 - *)[(£.)* - Pi] (14)
which causes the deformation of the solid matrix. If no change in the total stress 
is assumed, then 
d£ = 0 
which implies
d£ = d(pl)
Assuming vetical compressibility, hence vertical deformation only, 
d ^  = dp (15)
Recalling the definition of the compressibility of the solid matrix, a:
1 d(Vol) 1 d(Vol)
a —
Vol dp Vol da’
where Vol is the volume of the porous solid matrix. Let Vol, be 
the volume of the solid grains. Vol is equal to Vol, plus void space,
(16)
and because d(Vol.) = 0, so
d^ d[(Vol-Vol,)/Vol] 1 Vol.d(Vol-Vol,) -(Vol-Vol,)d(Vol) 
dp dp dp (Vol)2 ^
1 VoI.d(Vol) - Vol.d(Vol,) - Vol.d(Vol) + Vol,.d(Vol)
 [ *-----------------------------------------------]
dp (Vol)2
1 Vol,.d(Vol) - VoUd(Vol,)





Vol, (1 - ^)*Vol
Because    =1 -<j>
Vol Vol
dtf 1 Vol,.d(Vol) (1 - <f>) d(Vol)
so, —  = — •-------------------------•-— -—
dp dp (Vol)2 Vol dp
1 d(Vol) 1 d*
and — • --------- ------- • -----
Vol dp (1-^) dp
Substituting Eq. (20) into Eqn (16), one obtains
1 d</>
\ -<b da’





U  d .(0
d & )
Replace ■-----   = a’*d,(ff) into Eq. (11) to obtain
W
1 d.(^) d.(a’) d,(p)
V.(VJ = ---- .    = a’   = a’-------  (23)
1 -(/> dt dt dt
By definition, the compressibilty of water (in motion) is 
1 cUp)
b’ = — .   (24)
p  dp
So, the second term in Eq. (8b) can be written as
<Up) 4> < L ( p )  d*(p)




Also, from Eq. (23), we have
d,(4) d,(p)








Add Eqs. (26) and (27):
d.(tf) d.(p)
+ *v.(V.) = a '   (28)
dt dt
By substituting Eqs.(25) and (28) into Eq. (8b), we obtain 
<Up) d.(p)
v.(vr) + *b’------ + a *------  = 0 (29)
dt dt
cL(p) d p
B ecause   —  + Y*vp
dt dt
v
and Vv«p = —vp
where v (Darcy velocity) is proportional to vp, so v»vp is proportional to
(vp)2, which is very small. Therefore, it is justifiable to assume that
dp v ap
—  » Vv«p (= —v*p), hence, <f>—  » v v»p
at 4> at
d,(p) ap
Also, --------= —  + V, *vp
dt at 
ap
With the same reason, we can assume that —  » V, v*p
at
With these two assumptions, Eq.(29) may be approximated by 
ap ap
v»(v,) + ^b’— + a — — 0 (30)
at at
ap
i.e., v*(vr) + (a’ + *b’)----- = 0 (31)
__________________at
a(p#)
From Eq. (1), v^v + -------   0 , we get
at
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34  B p
pV(v) + yvp + p —  + 4>- ■■ ■ — 0 (32)
at at
Because yvp is proportional to (vp*Vp), which is very small, we can assume that
d p
4 — »  vV p .  So, Eq. (32) becomes 
at
3 4  B p
*>v»(v) + p —  + 4 ------= 0 (33a)
at at
or
8 4  4  B p
v.(v) + —  + —•-------  0 (33b)
at P at
From Eq. (24),
1 cU p) 1 (U p) dt
p  dp p  dt dp
b’  =  — « - (34)
d*(p) ap
Again, because = —  + V*Vp,
dt at
B p  B p
—  » V«Vp or 4  — » vVp can be assumed, and
at at
dt at
—  = — . This is because pressure, p, is only dependent on time, t, at one 
dp ap
location.
Eq. (34) now can be approximated by
l  ap at l  Bp
b’ ~  —•—•— = —•— -= b (35)
p  at ap p ap
where b is the compressibilty of the water not in motion.
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Eq. (35) can also be written as:
1 dp ap
—•—  = B-
p at at
4> dp ap
So, — •— = </>n—













Eq. (37) can be expressed as 
d<f> ap
—  = (W )°------  (38)
at at
a  here is the approximation of a ,  because we are now using partial derivatives 
rather than "material derivatives" for approximation.
By inserting Eqs. (36) and (38) into Eq. (33b), we obtain
ap ap









v.(v) + Sop— = 0 (39b)
dt
where Sop = (l-^)a + f a  is the specific storativity with respect to pressure 
changes. Also, because 
Y = Vr + ^ V, , 
v«(v) = v«(vr) + v«[^V,]
= v .fc )  + & . Q Q  + V,v(*) (40)
Eq. (33b) becomes
d<f> 4> d p
v.(v,) + ^v»(V.) + Y,.7(^) + ---- + — ------ = 0 (41)
3t p  at
d,(^) d<f>
Because   — r + V,«v(0)
dt 3t
m  d,(p)
and from Eq. (26), --------  (l-^)a’-------,
dt dt
Eq. (41) becomes
d,(p) 4 d p
v*(v,) + W Q L )  (l-^)a’-------+ — —■ (42)
dt p  at
From Eq. (35), we get
1 d p  3p
—  = 6------  (43)
p  dt dt
and from Eq. (23), we can get 
d.(p)
v.(V,) = Or*  (44)
dt
Eq. (42) now becomes
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d /p) d /p) ap
v .fe ) + <f>a ------+ (l-^)a’— + <f>B —  -  0 (45)
dt dt at
which can be simplified as
d,(p) ap
v»(vr) + a  1- <j> s— = 0 (46)
dt at
d /p ) ap
Again, because  = —  + V,«v(p), we can assume that
dt at
ap
—  » V,*v(p) 
at
So, we obtain from Eq. (46) a new form for approximation: 
ap ap




?•& ) + («’+ ^b)-----= 0 (47b)
_________________at
kpg




7 | [ ------ ] =  Vz + -----
J p 0 P g  P g
v(h‘) = vz + v ] = vz + — vp (48)
p
So, in Eq. (47b), the relative Darcy velocity v, can be written as: 
k
¥r = - —(Vp + pgVz) (49)
Eq. (48) can have another form for approximation:
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P
h = z + — 
f i g




then, —  = p g  —  (50)
at at
By inserting Eq. (50) into Eq. (47b),
ah*




v.(vr) + s ; ----= 0 (51b)
____________ at
where S0* = pg(a’+^is)
In summary, different assumptions lead to different forms of ground water 
flow mass balance equations for compressible aquifers at a point as listed below:
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Assumptions Flow equation Equation No.
ap ap ap
» yvp; —» VTVp 7 ,(Yr) + (q’ + ̂ s’)— = 0  31
at at at
dp ap
4>~ » vVp; b’~b; a%=a; v»(v) + — = 0 39b
at at
a<j> ap
— » V,v^; — » V,vp; where = (l-^)a +
at at
dp ap ap
4 > -  » vVp; — » V,vp; V«(v,) + (a’ + ̂ e)— = 0 47b
at at at
b = b’ ah'
v.(y,) + so‘ — = 0 51b
at
where S0‘ = p g ( a + 4 > a )
Eqs. (31), (39b), (47b) and (51b) are all point equations in 3-Dimensions. 
In order to transform the 3-D equations into those that have dependent variables 
(pressure and effective stress) depending only on x, y and t (that is, 2-D 
problems), the 3-D equations have to be integrated over the thickness of the 
aquifer.
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Figure 2-1 shows the configuration of a confined aquifer in which the 
bottom boundary is assumed steady.
Functions of the boundary surface are:
Fi = F.(x,y,z) = z - b,(x,y) (52)
i.e., z = b,(x,y)
Similarly, z = b2(x,y,t)
F2 = Fj(x,y,z,t) = z - b2(x,y,t) (53)
Thickness of the aquifer B = b2 - bt = F2 - F2 (54)
For any moving boundary, the material derivative is again used:
dF aF
 = — + u«vF = 0 (55)
dt at
where u is the speed of the vertical displacement of the boundary. When we 
consider the flow of water and assume water density on both sides of the 
boundary is constant (i.e. [/>]uj)» the condition of flux continuity to be satisfied at 
the upper boundary is:
[p(v - = 0 (56a)
or [v - ^ u j^ n  = 0 (56b)
where [v - ^u]UJ is the relative velocity of water flow across the boundary from the 
upper side (subscript u) to the lower side (subscript 1) of the boundary; [ ]uj = [ ]u 
- [ ],; and n is a unit vector outward normal to the boundary (Bear and 
Corapcioglu, 1981).
Y " " ........... p2
Aquifer 




_ 1 _ Datum
Figure 2-1 Nomenclature for a Confined Aquifer 
(Bear and Corapcioglu, 1981)
vF
Since by definition, n = ------ , Eq.(56b) can be reduced to
|vF |
[y - ^uh-vF  = 0 (57)
For an impervious boundary, no water passes through the boundary: 
v |u = 0
111. = o
So, [v - ^u]„j = [v - ^u]0 - [v - ^u],
= -[Y - ft], (58)
and since v = vr + ^V,, Eq. (57) can be written as
[v - to]ua»vF = -[v - £u],»vF = -[v, + ^(V, - u)],*vF = 0 (59)
If we also assume that F is a material surface with respect to the solid, the 
following condition must also be satisfied, the derivative of which is similar to 
that for the flow of water at the boundary:
[V, - u],*vF2 = 0 (60)
E q. (59) becomes:
y,*vF2 = 0 (61)
An alternate form of boundary conditions can be derived in terms of v 
instead of v , :
From Eq. (58), [y, + $ ( ¥ , .  - u)],«vF2 = 0
i.e. vF2»yr Ji + ^Y,|,*vF2 - ̂ u|,*vF2 = 0 (62)
Also from Eq. (55):
aF2 aF2





vFj-vJ, + ^Y,|,*vF2 + <j>-----= 0 (63)
at
which can also be written as:
3F2
[yr|, + ^Y,|j *vf2 = - $ —
at
aF2
i.e. [v, + *YJ,.vF2 = - 4 > ----- (64)
at
By inserting Eq. (2) into Eq. (64):
3F2
y |,.vF2 = - ^ ------ (65)
at
for a stationary surface, 
y[,*vF2 = 0
When the upper boundary is a phreatic surface, we can also use Eq. (57): 
[v - ^u]UJ»vF -  0 
i.e., [v - 0u]uvF3 - [v - 0u]!*vF2 = 0
v | u.v F 2 - (0 u ) [u.v F 2 - v |,.vF2 + (f tO I^ F , = 0 (66)
From Eq. (55):
3F2
u»vF2 =  -----
at 
aF2
i.e., u l^ v F j  = ------
at
Eq. (66) can be rewritten as:
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aF2
i.e., v | u*vF2 - v | , .vF2 + [^]uj------= 0 (67)
at
where y |„*vF2 = -N = - Nvz is the rate of accretion and [^]ul can be 
interpreted as effective porosity or specific yield. So Eq. (67) can be written as:
aF2
2.1.1. Integration Along the Thickness of a Confined Aquifer
. a h *From Eq. (51b), i.e., v » ( y ,)  + S„’ — = 0, we can integrate this equation
along the thickness of the aquifer, taking into account the boundary conditions at 
the top and bottom surface. The purpose of doing so is to obtain a quasi three 
dimensional flow equation and land subsidence equation such that the dependent 
variables are averaged values and are only functions of time and the planar 
coordinates x and y. That is:
Y|,*vF2 = - Nvz + fo]UJ- (68)
at
aF2
= - N + [<f] aj-----
at
(69)
Before this integration can be performed, the following derivation is 
essential. For an aquifer with thickness B = b2(x,y,t) - b,(x,y) and any vector, 
A(x,y,z), the following derivation can be performed using the Newton-Leibnitz 
rule. Assume A is continuous and has the partial derivatives with respect to x,y 
the closed region R(x, < x <x2, y, < y < y2 and z, < z < z2).
For simplicity’s sake, first take the vector A as a two-dimensional vector 
A(x,y). The upper and lower limits of the integral are b, and b2, respectively, 
assuming b ,« x « b2.
Let u = b2(y), v = b^y), w = y







where u, v, and w all depend on y. By the chain rule: 
dF aG du a G  dv aG dw
(70)












so that Eq. (72) becomes:
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aG


















= - A[b,(y), y] 
dv dEb^y)]
u a







The product of Eqs.(76) and (77) gives the second term of Eq.(71) as:
aG dv dbt(y)
— •—  = - A[b,(y), y ]   = - Afb.O^yJb^y)
av dy dy
(78)
















dx + A[b2(y), y]b2’(y)
- A[bj(y), y]bt(y) (80)
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Eq.(80) can be rearranged to:
C rw,Jb,(y)
'i(y) 3A(x,y) d rb2(y)
 dx = ------ | A(x,y)dx - A[b2(y), y]b2’(y)
(y) a y  dy
+ A M y ) ,  y]b,’(y) (81)
In our problem, letting z, = b„ Zj = b2, i.e., « z « bj, we can proceed in a













v»A(x,y,z)dz + A |M»7b2
- Al^.vb,
Therefore, v«A dz =
bt b.




Let A’ = A(x,y), i.e. only two-dimensional coordinates are considered, Eq.(84)
becomes:
fbi fb2 9 A,
I v*A(x,y,z)dz = I (v’*A’ +  )dz
Jbi Jbj az
fb2 
= v’« A’ 
Jbi
dz - A’lbj.vb, + A’j^.vb! + A,[b2 - A j bl (85)
where primed symbols designate components and derivatives in x- and y-direction 
only. Using the vector derivative definition:
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a(z-bj) a(z-b2) 3(z-b2)
A |b2*vF2 = A |b2.v(z-b2) = A |bJ[ i +  j +  Js]
ax ay az
ab2 ab2 az ab2
= A U  1  j + — k  k]
ax ay az az
ab2 ab2 ab2
-  A U  -(— i + — j + — k) + kj
ax ay az
= A U -vb2 + k]
= -A ’|Hvb2 + Aj|„2 (86)
ab2
Note that  k = 0, because b2 = b2(x,y,t) does not have z component.
az
Similarly,
A U .vF, = A |„.v(z-b,)
= - A’|„.vb, + A ,|„  (87)
where A’ = A j + A j
aA, aAy aAI
and v« A   i + — j + — k (i, ], k are unit vectors)
ax ay az
Insert Eqs.(86) and (87) into Eq.(85) and let A’ be the average over the thickness 
of the aquifer:
1 fb2
A’ = —  A’(
B Jbi
dz
so that Eq.(85) becomes
£v*Adz = v’»BA’+ A |m. vF2 - A |bi*vF, (88)h i________________________________________
For any scalar h'(x,y,t), we can also follow the previous derivations [Eq.(71)
through Eq.(88)] and obtain
fb2(x,y,t) ah* a fb, ab2 ab,
— dz = —  h*dz - h‘|w —  + h’L -----
Jbj(x,y) at at Jbx at at
a 3(Z-F2) a(z-F,)
— (Bh*) •- h‘|b2-------- + Y»*L-------
at at at
a az aF2 az
— (Bh*) - h*|b2—  + h’l,bl h |bi“ "










Assume a vertical equipotential for a confined aquifer, h. = h*|bl = h ' |b2, 
then,
fb2 ah* a _ aF2 aFt
_ d z  = — (Bh-) + h’U  h*|M—  (89)
Jbj at at at at





vh dz= v’(Bh*) + h’|wvF2 - h'jb.vFj (90)
. bi(x.y)






SQ*— dz = 0 
b,(x,y) at
(91)
Using Eq.(88), the first term of Eq.(91) is
v.(vr)dz = v’Bv/ + v,|b2.vF2 - vr|b,.vF, 
b,
(92)
For impervious boundaries (meaning a confined aquifer), Eq.(61) is valid, i.e., 
yrU*vF2 = 0 




v .fe jdz  = v’*By/
Using Eq.(89), the second term of Eq.(69) is
■b2 ah* _  a(Bh’) aF2 aF,
S0‘— dz = S0’[ ------- + h*|M h*|bl ]
b, st 3t at at
_  ah' aB aF2 aF,
= S0*[B—  + h '—  + h*|b2—  - h*|bl— ] 
at at at at
_  aB aF2 aF,
Because h*—  + h '[b2------- h*|b,—
at at at
aB aF, aF2 _ aB a
=h*[-------(---------- )] = h*[----------(F,-F2)]
at at at at at
aB aB
= h*[----------- ] = 0
at at
and by assuming a vertical equipotential, h' = h*|bl = h '|b2 and 







— dz = s; . b —  
b, at at
By replacing Eqs.(94) and (96) into Eq.(91), we obtain
ah*











h' = h*  -----
B
h*dz













= - —*[v’ h'dz + h’lu-vFj - h’lb^vF,]
B Jb,
K’
= — .[v’(Bh') + h 'U .v F . - h 'I ^ F J  
B
K’
= — ♦[Bv’h' + hV B + h*|b2.vF 2 - h*|bl.vF J 
B
K’




= -----•{Bv’h* + h*[v’B - ?’(F,-F2)]}
B
= - K W h ' (98)
where K’ is the hydraulic conductivity vector averaged over the thickness of the 
aquifer. Eq.(97) now becomes:
ah'
- v’.(BK W ’h') + S ; .B —  = 0 (99a)
at 
ah'
or v’.(B K W ’h') = S0‘.B —  (99b)
___________________ at_
Again, the prime symbols indicate vector components and derivatives in the x and
y directions only.
In the above equation, i.e.,Eq.(99b),
-  1 _ _  P
v’h' a v’h = — v’p + v’z ( v h «  z + — ) (100)
g p  p g
ah' ah 1 ap az
and  b —  -  —  — * + —  (101)
at at ?g at at
where z = b, + B/2 indicates the average elevation of the mid-thickness 
of the aquifer.
To develop another form of integrated flow equation, we can integrate 




Sop dz = 0 (102)
^  at
Again, similar to the derivation of Eq.(88),
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rb2




vdz +  v | m7F2 - v | bl7Fi
v’.Bv’ + v |b2.vF2 - v^vF ,
Similar to Eq.(65), we can obtain
y[b2'VF2 = - 4>2








1v»vdz = v’Bv’ - <f>2------+ <i>i—b, at at
The second term of Eq.(102) is
fb, S P









rb2 ah fb2 d z
[ — dz -
Jb, at Jbi at
= sop
where = [(l-^)a + ~ +
Eq.(106) is approximately equal to
dz ]Pg
PgS0p[
\  ah _  a(Bh) aF2 al
—dz] = p g S ^ l  + h ^  h |bl—







_  ah _ aB aF2 aF,
= PfiSopJB■■ — + h ■ + h)M------ h |bl------]
at at at at
_  ah aB a
= pgSop{B—  + h[----------(F,-F3)]}
at at at
= pgSop[B— ] (107)
at
Combine Eq.(105) with Eqs.(106), (107) and (102), i.e., assuming vh* = vh, we 
obtain
aF2 aF, _  ah
7’,Bv’ - <f>2-+  <t>i —  + PgSopB —  = 0 (108)
at at at
Because the boundaries are impervious, <f> is very small,
Also, B = F, - Fj -  b2 - b , , where b, = constant
Therefore Eq.(108) becomes
_aB _  ah'
- v’Bv’ = 4>—  + S^pgB—  (109)
at at
Since the bottom surface is assumed stationary, z = b,(x,y), we can redefine a’
for vertical compressibilty only (i.e. no horizontal displacement, aA  is constant)
1 d(Yol) 1 aB 1 aB 1 ab2
Vol da’ B d a  B ap B dp
From Eq.(lOl) and because z = b, + B/2, indicating the average elevation of the
mid-thickness of a moving aquifer.
ah* l  ap aB l
—    — ( - )  (111)
at Pg  at at 2
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From Eq.(llO), we can refine E q .(lll)  as :
ah* l  aB 1 1 aB
=   (112a)
at pg at Bo’ 2 at
ah’ 1 1 aB
i-e., — = (— + -------)-
at 2 a B p g  at 
ah a’Bpg + 2 aB
—  = (-----------   ) -  (112b)
at 2 a B p g  at
Therefore,
aB 2 ( a ' B p g )  ah'
at 2 + a ’Bpg at
a fBpg  ah'
= [-------------------]—  (H3a)
1 + ( a ’B p g / 2 )  at
Since a’Bpg/2 « 1, Eq.(113a) becomes: 
aB ah'
—  » a JB p g   (113b)
at at
Hence, Eq.(109) becomes:
ah’   ah*
- v’Bv’ = 4 > ( a B p g )—  + S^pgB —  
at at
ah' _ _
“  Bpg [tfa + S^]
at 
ah'
= Bpg [ $ a  +  (l-^)a’ + f̂l]
at 
ah*




So, -v’«(Bv’) = S0’*B—  (115)
at
where S0" = p g ( a  + ?b)
Recall S0 = p g ( a  + 4b), S0‘ = pg(a’ + £b) = S0" (116)
and Eq.(115) can be written as
—  _  ah*
^ .(K ’.Bv’h') = S0"B  (117)
at
Because of the relation of Eq.(116), Eq.(117) can be expressed as:
_  _  ah
v’«(K’Bv’h) = S0”B—  (118a)
at
a*
or v’.(K ’Bv’h) = S0’B—  (118b)
at
This means that Eqs.(99b) and (117) can both be approximated by
ah
v’.0C’Bv’h) = S„B—  + Q (119)
__________________ at
where SD = S0* = S0” [L]1 is the average specific storativity; Q = Q(x,y,t) is the 
pumping rate (+), or recharging rate (-), in terms of volume of water per unit
L3 L
area per unit time. [—  = — ]
T .L 2 T
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2.1.2, Integration Along the Thickness of an Unconfined Aquifer
In an unconfined aquifer, the upper boundary is the water table. We can 
replace b2(x,y,t) by h(x,y,t), so that the thickness of the aquifer is
B = h - b, (120)
Following the same procedure used above and assuming also vertical 
equipotentials, we can also obtain the following equation, the same as Eqs.(92) 
and (96):
ah
v’*Bvr + £ | b.vF2 - y ^ .v F ,  + S0*B —  = 0 (121)
at
Because the bottom boundary is impervious,
VjI^^vFj = 0 [Same as Eq.(93)]
From Eq.(68):
aF2
y |h«vF2 = - N + [*]UJ—
at
aF2
y J ^ v F j = - N - Sy  (*V,)|b2.vF2 (v Y=yr+ 0V,)
at 
ah
= .  N + Sy —  - ( m  [m-vF2 (F2=z-b2=z-h) (122)
at
where Sy = -[^]uj is the specific yield of the unconfined aquifer. Because 
ah
</>V,«vF2 « Sy—  and h = h’, the third term on the right hand side of Eq.(122) 
at
can be dropped out and Eq.(121) becomes:
ah
v’By,’ - N = -(Sy + S0*B)—  (123)
at
According to the definition of the averaged dependent variable along the 










= -K’{v h'dz + h '|hvF2 - h*|blvF,}
= -K’{vBh‘ + h '[hvF2 - h’U.vF,}
= -K’{Bvh* + h‘vB + h*|hvF2- h'l^vF,}
= -K’{Bvh‘ + h’[vB - v(F, - F3)]}
= -K’[Bvh*] = -K’[Bvh] = -K’(h - b,)vh
This approximation is made possible due to the assumption of
h « h - - h - | h*h*|«
Therefore, from Eq.(123), we can obtain:
— _  ah
-v.K’(h - b,)7h - N = -[Sy + S/(h - b,)]-----
at
_  _  ah
or v*[K’Bvh] + N = (Sy + Sn'B)—
at





v.[K’Bvh] = (Sy + S0*B)—  - N + Q 
______________________ at________
(126)
where positive Q means pumping and negative means recharging. 
Since Sy » S„'B, we can further approximate Eq.(126) as :
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ah
v*[K’Bvh] = Sy — ±  Q (assuming N = 0) (127)
______________ at
2 2  DERIVATION OF LAND SUBSIDENCE EQUATION
2.2.1 Confined Aquifer
The basic idea of deriving a land subsidence equation is first to determine 
the piezometric head distribution h = h(x,y,t) or the drawdown s -  h(x,y,0) - 
h(x,y,t) using Eq.(119) in Section 2.1 for a confined aquifer and Eq.(126) for an 
unconfined aquifer. From the relationship derived as (E q.ll2a in Section 2.1),
ah* 1 aB 1 1 aB
at p g  at Ba’ 2 at
ah* 1 aB 1 aB
 . —    .   (128)
at 2 at a ’B p g  at
1 aB a 1 a az
where —•— = —(—B) = — (b, + B/2) = —
2 at at 2 at at
ab,
This is because z = b, + B/2, b, = b,(x,y) is independent of time, i.e.—  = 0.
at
So, when the piezometric drawdown is s=h(x,y,0)-h(x,y,t), Eq.(128) can be 
rewritten as
ah' 1 aB as az 1 aB
--------------------------------      . - (129)
at 2 at at at a ’Bpg at
aB a[B°(x,y) - B(x,y,t)] as
where —   -----------------------   — , S = B°(x,y) - B(x,y,t) is the land subsidence.
at at at
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Therefore, Eq.(129) can be written as:
5(x,y,t) = Ba’pg(s - az)
= Ba’pgS
-  _  P 3h 1 ap
Because s = A h ;  h = —  + z; — ~ —•----------
pg 3t p g  at
so, Ap » p g & h  =  p g s  (130)
Substitute Eq.130) into Eq.(129):
5(x,y,t) = Ba’Ap (131)
The following assumptions need to be made for further derivation:
1. The bottom boundary of an aquifer is independent of time and also 
impervious;
2. Initial steady state exists and pumping produces incremental effective stresses 
and pressures which cause subsidence;
3. h « h*
The following estimates can be made:
4> = 4>°(x,y) + ^'(x,y,t) ~ ?°(x,y) where 4>° » 4>'
h = h°(x,y) + h'(x,y,t) -  li0 - s(x,y,t)
P = P°(x,y) + P '(W )  (132)
a ’ =  a’D(x, y) + ae(x,y,t)
B = B(x,y,t) = B°(x,y) - s(x,y,t) 
z = z°(x,y) - ze(x,y,t) 
where superscript "o" represents initial condition and "e" the incremental value. 
Since z  - z° = (b, + B/2) - (b, + B°/2) = - <B° - B)
= - ze = - s / 2  (133)
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So, z* = 5/2 (134)
Total stress in the solid matrix can be assumed as a constant, i.e.,
<7 =  - P
= 7°(x.y) + 5’e(x,y,t) - [p°(x,y) + p*(x,y,t)]
= constant
It also means that the total stress at any time is a constant, i.e.,
* = F°(x,y) - P°(x,y)] +  [ o ’ \ x , y,t) - p*(x,y,t)]
= o °  +  [a ‘(x,y,t) - p“(x,y,t)] (135)
Since a  -  a°, we have
CT,e(x,y,t) = p'(x,y,t) (136)
1 a(Vol) 1 aB 1 aB l  8B
Hence, a  = ------------= —•----- = --------- --  — •-------  (137)
Vol ay  B a ?  B d d ’c B ap*
ap* aB a(B° - 5) as
a’B—  = —   ---------------------  (138)
at at at at
and 5(x,y,t) = a’B[p(x,y,t) - p°(x,y] = a’Bp* (139)
6
or p* = —  (140)
a’B
5
or a ’ = -------  (141)
Bp*
Eq.(139) is equivalent to Eq.(131). By inserting Eqs.(132), (136), (138) and
(139) into Eq.(119) of Section 2.1, we obtain the equation for the undisturbed
initial steady state:
v’.(K ’BvV) = 0 (142)
and the equation for transient state under pumping conditions:
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ah'
v’.(K ’Bvh') - Q(x,y,t) = S0B —  (143)
at 
l
Because h' = — p' + z' and from Eqs.(132), (134) and (140),
Pg
ah' 1 ap' az'
at pg at at
l a s  a s
= __-------(— ) + — (— )
pg at a’B at 2
1 as s a l  l  as
= [-------- •—  + — •—(—)] + — •—
pga’B at pg«’ at B 2 at
1 1 as s a l
= (  + —)—  +  •— (— )
pga’B 2 3t pgat’ at B
1 + %(pga’B) as s aB
= [----------------]------------------—  (144)
pga’B 3t pga’B2 at
pga’B S
Because-------- « 1 and — = 0 (145)
2 B2
Eq.(144) can be approximated as
ah' 1 as
—  « ------ . -----  (146)
at pga’B at
1 as
Eq.(144) implies that— *—  = 0, hence resulting in Eq.(146). This in turn
2 at
implies that the effect of changes in the aquifer’s axis (z) is negligible, because 
B
z = — + b, and B = B° - s 
2
az aB as
—  ^O (147)
at at at
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In a 3-D space, with the same reasoning we have just gone through, we can 
obtain:
1 1 6 6
vhe = —*vp' + vze = —v*(— ) + v(—) 
pg p g  a’B 2
1 1 1 1
= (-------  + — )vs + ---- 6V( ---- )
pga’B 2 p g  a’B
1
= ---------------- * V 6  (148)
Pga’B
Note that a’B may vary in x-y the plane. Because we have already assumed
1 1
 » —  in Eq.(146), and
pga’B 2
3he 1 a s  8  6
—  = —•—(— ) + _ ( — ) 
at pg at a’B at 2
I l  as  a l  d s
=  — [— . —  + 6  —( )] + — (— )
pg a’B at at a’B at 2
I I  8 6  -1 aB -1 d a  8  6
= —{— •—  + fi[ •—  + ------- •— ]} + —(—-)
pg a’B at a'B2 at B (a’)2 at at 2
1 1 as 1 1 aB l  da’
pga’B 2 3t pga’B B 3t a* 3t
1 + li(pga’B) 8 6  1 1 aB 1 d a ’
= [-----------------]----------   <5 [ •---  + —•—]
pga’B 3t pga’B B 3t a  3t
1 8 6  1 1 aB 1 3a’ pga’B
= --------    --------- fi[—•   + —•  ] [ v  « 1 ]
pga’B dt pga’B B at a’ at 2
1 8 6  1 aB 1 da’ [v = because]
= ------- [-------5(-------- --  — )] (149)
pga’B at B at a’ at
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In order to get the result of Eq.(146), the following comparison should be valid:
as 1 aB 1 da
—  » s ( —•-------+ —•— ) or
at B at a* at
1 aB 1 3a’ 1 88
(—• —  + —•— ) « —•-----  (150)
B at a at s at
Similarly,
1 1 1
— VS » —VB + —Va (151)
S B a’
With the assumptions of Eqs.(145), (148), (150) and (151), Eq.(143) becomes:
I ’ __ 1 36
v(— .vs) - Q(x,y,t) = S0— •------  (152)
pga pga at
-  r Pg
or, with K’ = ----- ,
p
Eq.(152) becomes:
k’ _  as
v ( _ . v s )  - Q(x,y,t) = S¥ —  (153)
pa* at
_  S0 _ B
where Sv = -------= ( 1 + <t>—) [Sc = pg(a’ + ?b)]
'pga a
_  k’
and Q, = —  is defined as the consolidation coefficient for an isotropic
fia
medium. Eq.(153) is thus expressed as:
as
v ( O v s )  - Q = S¥ —  (154)
_________________at
which is the land subsidence equation for a confined aquifer.
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2.2.2 Unconfined Aquifer
Recall the flow equation derived for unconfined aquifer in Eq.(126), 
Section 2.1:
ah
v[K’Bvh] = (Sy + S0*B) N ±  Q (155)
at
This equation is approximated under the condition that the total stress in 
the solid matrix is not varying with time. This is valid when the water table does 
not vary remarkably during the operation period. Other assumptions are :
1. The entire aquifer is assumed to be composed of an averaged soft material 
that behaves like a homogeneous deformable porous medium;
2. There is no time lag between pressure changes and subsidence;
3. Only vertical displacement takes place and vertical compaction is produced 
only within the flow domain where changes in water pressure occur.
4. The phreatic surface (on which p=0) serves as the upper boundary of the flow 
domain. No consideration is taken of the unsaturated zone.
5. The bottom boundary of the phreatic aquifer is fixed, i.e., b, = b,(x,y) = 
bi(x,y,0).
With these assumptions, derivations for Eq.(l) through (141) in Section
2.1 to 2.2.1 are valid for the present case.
The deviation from steady state produced by pumping in an unconfined 
aquifer is as follows:
ah'




where he is the deviation of piezometric head from steady state h°, i.e., h = h°+
1
h' = s(x,y,t). Because he = —«p' + z' and from Eqs.(132), (134) and (140),
P g
we get the following result by manipulating the same derivation as that for Eq. 
(146):
ah' 1 ap' az'
at pg at at
1 as
. ------    (157)
pgct’B at
1
and vh' ~  *vs (158)
pga’B
The assumptions made previously are all appropriate here. As a reminder, they 
are:
pga’B
   1
2
&
— = 0 (159)
B2
l  aB l  act l  as
(-—»-—■ + —• —■) « —-•
B at a’ at s  at
By inserting Eqs.(157) and (158) into Eq.(156) and taking into account the 
following factor: 
k’pg




v( «7s) = (Sy + S0'B)-----------  N +. Q
pa’ pga’B 3t
SY S0‘ as
= [-------+ ------ ]----- N ±  Q (160)
pga’B pga’ 3t
As has been defined, S0' ~ S0 is the average specific storativity [= pg(a’+^n)] 
k*
and C v = —  is the consolidation coefficient for an isotropic medium and
f ia
s 0 s ;




. v(Qv5) ±  Q + N = (--------+ Sy)  (161)
____________________ogq’B______ at
2 3  DERIVATION OF GROUND WATER FLOW EQUATION 
FOR SLOPING AQUIFER
2,3.1 Unconfined Aquifer
1. Assuming the flow is horizontal.
When the flow is assumed to be horizontal, Darcy’s equation is 
supplemented by the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions which state:
(a) the free surface inclination is small so that streamlines can be taken as 
horizontal and (b) the hydraulic gradient is equal to the slope of the free surface
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and does not vary with depth (Chapman, 1980). The discharge per unit width, q, 
can be expressed as : 
ah
q = . KB—  (162a)
ax
Because h = B + z = B +  xtana (see Figure 2-2) 
aB
q = - KB( —  + tana) (162b)
ax
where K = hydraulic conductivity;
h = piezometric head above the datum;
B = piezometric head (vertical depth) above the impervious bed, i.e.
thickness of the aquifer;







Figure 2-2 Notation of Parameters in an Unconfined Aquifer
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By considering the inflow and outflow of an elemental control volume, the 
mass balance equation can be derived in the same manner as that obtained in 
Eq.(126) of Section 2.1, except that a  "tan a" term has to be introduced in the 
gradient term just as we obtained in Eq.(162b):
ah
v[KB(vB + tana)] = [Sy + S0‘B] N + Q (163)
at
However, ground water flow is not always horizontal. In fact, many cases 
suggest that it is non-horizontal, especially in the case of a sloping bed. Thus,
Eq. (163) often referred to as Boussinesq’s equation, is no longer valid in such 
cases.
2. Assuming the flow is parallel to the bed.
In order to modify Eq.(163) to accomodate this condition, the following
relationship based on Figure 2-2 have to be establishe
h’ = (h - x*tana)cosa (164)
dh dh dh’ sin(a + a’)
—  = <— )/<— ) = --------------  (165)
dh* dl dl sina'
By definition, the slope of the free surface of ground water is the tangent of the
streamline with respect to the axes parallel and perpendicular to a coordinate
system. If the coordinate system is selected to be the sloping bed and its
perpendicular line, then
dh’
— = tana’ (166)
ds
In this case, we are assuming that the streamline is parallel to the bed. The 
Dupuit-Forchheimer assumption can be applied to this coordinate system. Thus, 
the flow across a unit width of the thickness perpendicular to the bed is:
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dh
q = - Kh’—  
ds
dh* dh 
= - Kh’— -----
ds dh’ 
dh’
= - Kh’— [sin(0 + 0’)/sin0’] 
ds
dh* sin0cos0’ + sin0’cos0
= - Kh’— [------------------------------ ]
ds sine’
dh’ dh’ sin0cos0’
= - Kh’[— cos0 + —  ----------------- ] (167)
ds ds sin0’
Using Eq.(166), Eq.(167) becomes:
dh’








—  = cos 7 (where 7 = 0  + 0’) (169) 
dl
ds
—  = cos 0’ (170) 
dl
Divide Eq.(169) by Eq.(170): 




From another perspective, taking into consideration Eqs.(164), (166) 
and (171),
dh dx dh
q = -Kh’—  = - K(h -xtans)coss — •-
ds ds dx
cos-y dh
= - K(h - xtans )coss •------- (172)
coss’ dx
Rearrange Eq.(172), and because cos 7 = cos(s + 0’),
dx -K coss’coss - sins’sins
—  = — (h - xtans )cosS(---------------------------- )
dh q coss’
K sins’
= — (h - xtanS)«(cos2s  sinscoss)
q coss’
K sins’
=  (h - xtans)»(l - sin2s  sinscoss)
q coss’
K K dh’
= - - ( h - - xtans) - - < h - xtans )*(-sin2s ----- sins cos s)
q q ds
K K dh’ sins
= - - ( h  ■- xtans) -f —h’[-—coss + sins]------
q q ds coss
K K q dh’ q
= - - ( h  ■- xtans) •t- —h’(------)tans [y — c o s s  + sins =: --------
q q Kh’ ds Kh’
K
--------(h -• xtans) - tans [v = because]
So, dx K





— (h - xtan*) = —  + tan* (174)
q dh
dh
Multiply (— ) to both sides of Eq.(174): 
dx
-K dh dx dh
— B(— ) = (—  + tan*)(— ) 
q dx dh dx
dh




q = -KB(— ) /  (1 + — tan*) (175)
dx dx
ah a aB
Because --------= — (B + xtantf) = —  + tan*
ax ax ax
and when we are differentiating only with respect to the x direction,
dh ah
—  = — r so, Eq.(175) becomes 
dx ax
ah aB
q = - KB—  /  [1 + (—  + tan*)tan*] 
ax ax
ah (aB/ax)sin*cos* + sin2*
= - KB—  /  {1 + [-------------------------------- ]}
ax cos2*
ah cos2* + sin2* + (aB/ax)sin*cos*
= - KB—  /  [--------------------------------------------- ]
ax cos2*
ah
= - Kcos2*B— /  [1 + (aB/ax)sin*cos*] (176)
ax
Because we assume that the streamlines are parallel with the bed, therefore
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dB
—  « 1, and Eq.(176) becomes 
ax
dh
q = - Kcos20B—  (177a)
ax
aB
or q = - KcoszaB(—  + tanfl) (177b)
ax
It is obvious now that for a sloping unconfined aquifer, the advection term y or q 
has to be corrected with a factor of cos20 as shown in Eq.(177a) when the 
dependent variable is the piezometric head. Thus, the flow equation for the 
unconfined sloping aquifer is:
ah
v[KB(vh)cos20] = [Sy + S0'B] N ±  Q (178)
__________________________ at_________
or
a ah a a(B + xtane) a aB sins
— (KB— ) = - [K B -----------------] -  — [KB(— + ----- )]
ax ax ax ax ax ax cos a
Therefore,
a  aB a(KB) ah
— (KB— )cos2fl +  sinacosfl = [Sy + S„*B] N ±  Q
ax ax ax at
(179)
In general, Eq.(179) can be expressed as
ah
v[Kb(vB)cos20] + v(Kb)sinflcosfl =[Sy + S0*B]------  (180)
at
2.3.2. Confined Aquifer
In a confined aquifer, the streamlines of the flow are even more closely
parallel with the sloping bed. Therefore the derivation for the flow equation is 
very much similar to that for the unconfined aquifer. However, we have to use 
Eq.(119) in Section 2.1 instead of Eq.(126).
The resulting equation for a confined aquifer is: 
ah




v[KB(vB)cos20 + v(KB)sin*cosa] = S0'B—  (182)
at
Eqs.(178) and (181) are the two forms of the flow equation used in the present 
dissertation for modeling ground water, land subsidence and salt water 
intrusion.
CHAPTER 3
COMPUTER MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND MODIFICATION
(STRALAN - SOLUTE TRANSPORT AND LAND SUBSIDENCE)
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The newly developed model, the Solute Transport and Land Subsidence 
(STRALAN) model, is based on the USGS’s SUTRA model in that it adopts the 
basic numerical methodology SUTRA employs. When STRALAN is reduced to only 
a solute transport function, STRALAN produces the same results as those SUTRA 
does.
STRALAN has some other important new features:
a. The capability of solving ground water flow, solute transport and land subsidence 
simultaneously or individually in a confined or an unconfined aquifer. In other 
words, STRALAN can cope with compressible aquifers or time-dependent thickness 
problems.
b. The capability of solving ground water flow, solute transport and land subsidence 
for horizontal aquifers as well as for sloping aquifers.
c. The capability of direct input and output of drawdowns of piezometric head (or 
water level) instead of input and output of pressures.
In this chapter, the three major governing equations are first presented in 
terms of pressure, solute concentration and subsidence, respectively. The 
methodology for solving these equations by hybridization of the finite element and 
finite difference approach will be discussed. Then the structure of the computer 
program will be discussed on a subroutine to subroutine basis. Lastly, two sets of 
simulated results produced by STRALAN and SUTRA are compared. In addition, 
a hypothetical example is presented with the purpose of comparing computer 
simulated results with an analytical solution for only the case of land subsidence, 
since several comparisons of analytical with simulation results have been done with
the SUTRA model (Voss, 1984).
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3.1 The Major Governing Equations
In Chapter 2, Eqs.(119) and (126) are the flow equations in a compressible 
aquifer for confined and unconfined aquifer, respectively. For simplicity’s sake, 
assume S„B represents the multiplier of the time derivative term for both equations. 
That is, in the case of an unconfined aqufer, S0B = Sy + S0*B. The general 2-D 
equation is thus expressed as:
ah
v(KBvh) = SJB + Q (183)
at
Physically, this is the fluid mass balance expressed in volume of fluid (water) per unit
L L3
area per unit time [—  = —  ].
t tL2
P &>g
Since h = —  + z, Sc = p g ( a  + ^s), K  -----  and g = -|g |vz,
pg M
kp[g| vp
v(KBvh) = v[-------- *B(----------- + vz)]
p Isl
kHgl 1
= v[------- «B---(vp + p |g |vz)
p  p|gl
k
= V[— B(vp - Pg)\  
p
The right hand side of Eq.(183) is
ah ap 1
S0B—  + Q — S0B— •-------- + Q
at at p g
Multiply both sides of Eq.(183) by p ,  the fluid density, and note that Sc=p | g | S^’ 
where S^’ = Sop + 4 a  = (l-^)a’ + 4 a  +  4 a  =  a  +  f a  [see Eq.(114) in Section 
2.1].
Eq.(183) now becomes:
k p  3 p
v[ B(vp - P g ) ]  = pS^’B—  + Qp (184)
n  d t
In the derivation from Eqs.(l) to (51) in Section 2.1, the effect of solute
concentration (C) on the density was not taken into consideration. Actually, the
B(p4)
term (p<j>) in the derivative  in Eqs.(l) and (4a) is a function of pressure (p)
dt
and concentration (C). Individually, 4  is only a function of p, not C, and p  is mainly
a function of C and temperature. Therefore, when temperature is constant,
d ( p 4 > )  B ( 4 p )  d p  d(p^) dC
 =  ,-------+  •--------
at ap at aC at
d<f> d p  d p  3 C
ap at aC at
34  3  Vw
in which—  = — (------ ) = S^, the specific pressure storativity, wherein V„ is the
ap ap V
volume of voids in the solid matrix and V is the total volume of the matrix.
In the process of deriving the flow equation for compressible aquifers in the
last chapter, S^ has been replaced by S0 which is further approximated by S^’ in this
chapter. Obviously, Eq.(184) should be modified to take into consideration the
3 p  aC
effect of concentration on density. Therefore an extra term ^B— • should
aC at
be added to the right hand side of Eq.(184). Note that this extra term has a B, the 
thickness of the aquifer. This is because we are dealing with a control volume with
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its thickness B as a time-dependent variable.
The flow equation (fluid mass balance) for a compressible and sloping aquifer 
is thus:
dp d p  d C  k p
/>(Sop’)B------+ tfB----- *---------------- v[— B(vp-pg)cosJfl] - Qp = 0 (185)
 at d C  d t  (i___________________
M
The dimension of each term in the above equation is [— ], which implies the
tL2
amount of mass per unit area per unit time in a control volume of thickness B.
For solute transport, the fundamental equation used here is the mass balance 
equation used in the SUTRA model (Voss,1984): 
d ( # p C )  a[(W )p,C(]
 h-------------------+ v(^pVC) - + D)*vC)] - <f>pTv
at at
- ( l - ^ , r ,  - QPC* = 0 (186)
where C = C(x,y,t) = solute concentration as a mass fraction;
C’ = C'(x,y,t) = solute concentration of the flow sources;
Y  = V(x,y,t) = flow velocity vectors;
D = D(x,y,t) = dispersivity matrix;
Dm = molecular diffusivity;
I = identity matrix;
k = k(x,y) = aquifer intrinsic peameability;
Qp = fluid mass sources;
p t  = density of solid grains in solid matrix;
r, = adsorbate mass source (per unit solid matrix mass) due to production 
reaction within adsorbed material itself;
C, = specific concentration of adsorbate on solid grains;
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r w = solute mass source in fluid (per unit fluid mass) due to production 
reactions.
In cases of solute transport where adsorption does not occur, Eq.(186) is 
reduced to:
d ( < i > p C )
 + v(^pVC) - vfep(DJ + D).vC] - QPC‘ = 0 (187)
at
This equation contains the redundant fluid mass balance contribution, which is
d(p<f>)
Y) + --------   Qp (188)
at
Multiply both sides of Eq.(188) by C:
8 ( p 4>)
C + C v .(^V ) = CQP (189)
at
The first and second terms on the left hand side of Eq,(187) are 
d ( p < f > C )  d ( p < f )  aC
 + v.(p^VC) = C + p<j>—  + C*7 (p^Y) + p < f > V * v C
at at at
aC
= p<f> .+ + CQP (190)
at
Substitute Eq.(190) into Eq.(187) to obtain 
aC
p<ji + p 4 y .v C  - v[p*(DJ + D).vC] - QP(C* - C) = 0 (191)
at
Because we are now dealing with mass balance in a volume with time-dependent 
thickness B, we have to modify the above equation by multiplying each term with B 
except for the mass source term Qp. Also taking into account the effect of the 
sloping aquifer on the ground water flow, i.e. the advection term, the solute mass
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balance can thus be expressed as: 
aC
p<f>B —  + P 4>BVcos^.vC - v[p*B(DJ + D).vC] - QP(C‘ - C) = 0 (192)
 sjl-____________________________________________________
For a land subsidence equation, Eqns(154) and (161) of Section 2-2 in Chapter 2 can 
be combined into a general form: 
as
v ( O w )  - S;—  + Qp = 0 (193)
____________ at___________
k
where Q,  ---- , p.  =  fluid viscosity and a  =  compressibility of the solid matrix.
I
Sv* = Sv = (1 + <f>----- ) for a confined aquifer;
ST' = (--------  + S„) for the unconfined aquifer and 5 = subsidence.
Pga’B
Eqs.(185), (192) and (193) are the three governing equations used in the
STRALAN model. When a horizontal confined aquifer is considered without having
a land subsidence problem, the governing equations are reduced to the following two
equations used in the SUTRA model:
Flow equation:
3p 3p  aC kp
pS^ —  + t —  v[— *(vp - Pg>] - Qp = 0 (194)
at aC at n
and
Solute Transport equation: 
d C
p4,—  + ^ V . v C  - v [ p *[D J + D).vC] - QP(C‘ - C) = 0 (195)
at
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As mentioned above, p , the density, is primarily dependent upon fluid solute 
concentration and temperature. The density model employed by STRALAN is 
identical to that used by SUTRA:
d p
p  =  p ( C )  ~  p Q + ----- ( C - C 0) (196)
d C
d p
where p 0 is the base fluid density at base concentration C0 and —  is a constant
d C
value of density change with concentration.
3.2 Numerical Methods
STRALAN employs a hybridization of finite element and finite difference 
methods to solve actually three physical models, one to simulate ground water flow, 
the second to simulate the movement of a solute in the ground water and the third 
to simulate the subsidence or compaction of the solid matrix from which water is 
withdrawn.
The hybridization of the two numerical methods is used such that the time 
discretization is based on a finite difference approximation for the time derivative 
terms in the governing equations while other terms which describe fluxes of fluid 
mass and solute mass are approximated with finite element methods. This hybrid 
method is believed to be an efficient and economical approach which preserves the 
mathematical elegance and geometric flexibility of finite element simulation, while 
taking advantage of the finite difference efficiency.
In the numerical modeling, the aquifer is treated as a three dimensional 
space. The third space dimension consists of a finite thickness of the aquifer which
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may vary in time and space. The hydrogeologic unit is divided into a mesh 
consisting of a number of finite elements, quadrilateral in shape, each of which has 
four comer nodes at the center of each vertical edge of the element.
In the spatial domain, three types of discretization are employed. Aquifer 
parameters such as hydraulic conductivity, dispersivity, diffusivity, compressibility of 
the solid matrix and fluid density are assigned or evaluated as averaged values along 
the thickness of the aquifer in each element of the mesh (element-wise). The values 
of dependent variables of fluid pressure (or piezometric head), solute concentration 
and subsidence are computed at each node in the mesh (node-wise) with linear 
change in value between adjoining nodes along element edges. The terms of the 
time derivatives appearing in the governing equations and the value of specific 
storativity are evaluated cellwise. Each cell is centered on a node and its boundaries 
are half way between opposite sides of an element.
In the temporal domain, the simulation period is divided into a number of 
discrete time steps. The time derivatives of fluid pressure (or piezometric head), 
solute concentration and subsidence are approximated by a backward finite 
difference method with an iterative process (Voss, 1984) and will be discussed in 
detail later.
In the process of simulation, certain variables and terms in the three
governing equations are approximated through elementwise and nodewise
discretization. The result is that each equation is no longer exactly equal to zero i.e.,
ap dp aC  kp
0(p)=pSop’B + <f,B— . --------- v[— B(vp - pg)cos2*] - Qp * 0 (197)
at aC at p
aC




0 ( 6 ) =  V (Q V 5 ) - s;-—  + Qp * 0  (199)
at
where 0 ( ) is the result of approximating the terms of the equations and the 
variables. In other words, 0 (  ) is the residual R(x,y,t) of the approximation.
The Galerkin method of weighted residuals (Pinder and Gray, 1977) uses a "basis 
function" $;(x,y) to minimize the error of approximation of the equations over the 
entire smulated region and during the entire time of simulation in order to 
accurately reproduce the physical behavior predicted by the exact governing 
equations:
R(x>y,t)$i(xiy)dV = o (i =1,NN)
V
where V is the volume of the simulated region and NN is the number of nodes in 
the mesh.
Eqn.(200) can be expanded as:
ap
(pS^— )®,(x,y)B,(x,y,t)dA + 
at
d p  aC 
( 4 — •— )^,(x,y)Bi(x,y,t)dA
A aC at
‘ kp
v[— (vp - pg)]cos10$i(x,y)B1(x,y,t)dA -  | QpdV -
A f1 - j *
M P bc - p)]dV
= 0 (201) 
Note that the integrals are manipulated over a volume of V at node i with a 
thickness of B. Therefore, dV -  Bi(x,y,t)dA. The last term is a boundary source 
term which comes from a specified boundary pressure condition, wherein up is a 
"conductance" and Pac(t) is the externally specified pressure boundary condition.
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When a very large value is assigned to up, p = pac which is the desired boundary 
condition (Voss, 1984).
Numerical Approximation of Fluid Mass Balance fEq.1851
The residual of Eqn. (185) is evaluted through Eqn.(201), one term at a time. 
The first term is:
ap
W — )*i(x,y)Bi(x,y,t)dA = 
A at
ap
W  )^(x,y)Bt(x,y,t)dydx (202)
at
ap
where S^’ and —  are assigned cellwise, p  is evaluated also at the elements
at
around cell i, and B is evaluated at the node centered at cell i. These terms take 
on a constant value for the region of each cell i within a time period. For any cell, 
Eq.(202) becomes: 
ap




where (pS^X and — ; are the values taken by ( p S ^ )  and —  in cell i. The
at at
volume of cell i, denoted by Vj(t), can be expressed as:
V,(t) = $i(x,y)B(x,y,t)dxdy (203)
J y  Jx
Therefore, the first term of the weighted residual in Eqn.(197) takes on its discrete 
approximation in space:
( ,V ^ fo y )H fc y ,t)d A  = ( , s , v ,  (204)
A at at
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The second term of Eqn.(201) is also approximted cellwise:
d p  d C  d p  d C
[(*— )— ]$i(x>y)Bi(x,y,t)dA = (<f>— ),(— )i V4 (205)
A aC at aC at
The third term of Eq.(201) which involves the divergence of fluid flux, is also 
weighted with the basic function. In order to manipulate this term, the expanded 
form of the divergence theorem, i.e., Green’s Theorem, can be applied. Green’s 
Theorem is:
= j(W .n )H d r - j(v*W)HdV |( .n ) H d r - |  (WvH)dV (206)
where H is a scalar and W is a vector, r  is the boundary surface of the region, n 
is a unit outward normal vector to the boundary. Applying Eq.(206) to the third 
term of Eq.(201) and taking dV = Bdxdy into consideration, we get: 
k p
(v[(— ).(vp - p g ^ co s^H fo y iB ^ tJd x d y
A P
‘ k p




[(— )(7P - pg)]cos20 •v$1(x,y)Bi(x,y,t)dxdy (207)
A M
The first term on the right of Eq.(207) is the fluid mass flux out across the region’s 
boundary given by Darcy’s law: 
k  p
^,v001 = - (— )(vp - Pg)cos20.n  = qoul (208)
p
where voul is the actual outward velocity at the boundary normal to the surface. The 
integral connotes the total flow across the bounding surface of a volume with
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k = (209)
thickness B at node i, q0un(t) in the units of [M/s].
The second term on the right of Eq.(207) is approximated using a 
combination of elementwise and nodewise discretizations. The intrinsic 




wherein k is discretized elementwise. The pressure is discretized nodewise:
NN
P(M,t) -  Z  p1(t)$,(x,y) (210)
i = l
The approximation of (vp - pg) requires particular discretization which maintains the 
consistency of vp and p g  in terms of vertical variability (Voss, 1984). Thus, the 








Note that the mesh thickness B is time-dependent and is evaluated at each node 
depending on a nodewise discretization:
NN
w O  = ZB(x,y,t)  L  Bt$i(x,y) 
i= l
(212)
The last two terms of Eq.(201) are approximated cellwise with a basis function for 
weighting:
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Qp $,(x,y)dV - [up(Pdc - p)].«i(x,y)dV
V V
— - Qi - Ui(pi,Ci - p^ (213)
Qp and Uj(pnc - P, are discretizised cellwise:
NN
v  Qi M
Qp = L  (— ) [— ]
i= l  V, tL2
(214)
NN
OpBC =  Up(Pec - P )  =  l  [(— )(PaCi . pi)j
i = l  V,
(215)
M
where V; is the volume of cell i with thickness B and Qi(t) in [— ] is the total mass
source to cell i. Qp0C in [— -] is the fluid mass source rate due to the specified
tL3
pressure defined at the boundary and Vj [L.t] is the pressure-based conductance for 




-  Q i + UjPaa + qrN +DF; (216)
where: AF, = (p S ^V , (217)
(218)
k p
[(— )cos2* •v«j]*v$1Bi(x,y,t)dydx (219)
D E =
k p
[(— -)cosau*(pg)] •v*1Bi(x,y,t)dydx (220)
y P
q>Ni = -qouTi (221)
BFjj and DF( require Gaussian integration, which is accomplished with the local 
coordinates and converted to global coordinates.
The time derivatives in the above spatially discretized and integrated equation 
are approximated by the finite difference method. The pressure term is 
approximated as: 
dp p r 1 - p"
dt Atatl
(222)
The concentration term is approximated as:
dC C" - G°-'
(223)
dt At0
This derivative is evaluated using information from the previous time step, as these 
values are already known.
The density is evaluated based on C(t“), the value of concentration at the 
beginning of the present time step. Because coefficients depend on the, as yet, 
unknown values of p and C at the end of the time step, one or more iterations may 




c r  = Q° + (------ )(C" - C"'1) (225)
Atn
All coefficients dependent on p and C in Eqs.(216) through (221) are estimated at 
time level tn+1 based on the most recent values of p and C. Iterations end when the 
maximum change in p and C at any node reaches an acceptable tolerance limit 
(Voss, 1984).
The weighted residual relations as expressed in Eq.(216) can be written in a 
form which allows for solution of pressures, p"*1, at the end of the present time step:
NN
AFf r -
( — ) p r  +  )  p r 1 B F ;jn+i +  vpr1 = o r  +
Atn+l j f i
AF,D+I dC
xiPsa"*1 + ■U.- + OF,-*1 + ( )Pl- - (C F ,-)(------ ,)■ (226)
Atn+t dt
where superscripts n or n + 1 denote the time level. Eq.(226) is exactly the form used 
in the computer programming, except that Q( and q,Ni are combined into a single 
term.
Numerical Approximation of Solute Mass Balance Equation (Eqn.192’1
Similar to the treatment of the fluid mass balance equation, the solute mass 
balance equation is modified by adding a point source term QPBc(Qc-C) at points of 
specific pressure (neglecting the production and adsorption terms for simplicity 
sake):
aC
O(C) = P$B----- + ^BYcos’tfvC - v .[„*B (D J + D)vC] - QP(C‘-C)
at
Qpbc(Cbc-C) /  0 (227)
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where Cnc is the concentration of the flow at the points of specific pressure.
The residual of the approxmation of 0(C ) is forced to zero by the same approach 
used for dealing with fluid mass balance equation:
0 (C ).$ i(x,y)dV = 0 (228)
V
The first term of the expanded equation of Eq.(228) is:
flC




M ,— iV, (230)
3t
The second term is the advection term which can be approximated as:
NN
[p^Vv^cos2* •$i(x,y)Bi(x,y,t)dydx (231)j l q o )  f . l
wherein V is evaluated at each Gauss point for each element with the approach 
mentioned previously regarding the consistency of vp and pg. The third term of the 
expanded Eqn.(228) is treated with Green’ theorem which results in:
{p^[DJ + D] • vC} •n$i(x,y)Bidr + {p^D j; + D]«vC}*V0,Bjdydx (232)
Jr
The first term represents the diffusive and dispersive flux across the region’s 
boundary at node i with thickness B. This term is denoted by floi™, which is equal 
to - oIN1. The second term of Eq.(231) is approximated through nodewise 
discretization and can be evaluated as:
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NN
- Owi + Y , Cj(t) {pflitDJ + D]} *v$jBi(x,y,t)dydx (233)
j = l  !
The remaining two terms are discretized cellwise:
[Qp(C‘ - C)]*,(x,y)dV = -Q,(C,‘ - C,) (234)
V
i
[Qpbc(Cbc ■ C)#i(x,y)dV — - Qbci(Cbci _ Q) (235)
V




Qpbc = Z (-------- ) (237)
i= l  V,
which is the fluid mass source which occurs at the specified pressure at node i at 
the boundary. By rearranging terms in Eq.(228) and the results from Eqs.(230)
through Eq.(235), we can obtain the following weighted residual expression:
^  NN NN
ATV—, + I  C,(t)DTa + £ C,(t)BT, + Q,C,(t) + Q„C,(t) 
dt j = l j= l
= Q C ’ + O C + n (238)Vi'-i T  nINl
where ATj = (p^V , 2̂39^
(p • v$j) *i(x,y)Bi(x,y,t)dydxDT, = Ix  J  y
BT(J = {p tfD J + D].v$j}Bi(x,y,t)dydx
Taking into consideration that the time derivatives are manipulated by finite
difference methods, Eq.(238) can be written as:
NN NN
AT**1 V  V
(— )Qn+i + L  Cj-^DTi '̂ + l  c ; +iBTljnti + oricri 
Atn+1 j = l  j= l
, u + lp n + 1    f - v n + l / in + l  j_ r v  n + l f i  in+l , 0  n+l
" r  W u c i  '- '1  “  W *  M  W d c i V--BC t" **INi
ATD+l
+ (— — ) Q" ( i= l  to NN) (240)
Numerical Approximation of the Land Subsidence Eq.(1951
Eqn.(193) can be written as : 
as
S y v(C> « ) - Qp = 0 (241)
dt
where S¥ = —  , Q   -------. Note that the dimension for each term is [— ].
Pga’ pas’ t
Multiply both sides of Eq.(241) by p  and take into account the relation Sn=pgSop:
pS^ as  k P
0(5) = -------.-------v(------V5) - Q - ^(pBc - p) /  0 (242)
a’ 3t pa
5 nc S
wherein puc = ----- , p = ----- . The last term of Eq.(242) is added to account
a’B a’B
for the fluid source occurred at specific pressure, hence specified subsidence, at 
the boundary.
Because of the nodewise, elementwise, and cellwise discretization of the 
coefficients, Eq.(242) will not equal to zero. Using the above-mentioned Galerkin’s
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weighted residual formulation, Eq.(242) is integrated over the region V:
0(fi)$i(x,y)dV = 0 (243)




p S v p d S
(— — )®i(x,y)dzdydx 
qj at
r  p s « *  a a




(— •— )4>,(x,y)B(x,y,t)dxdy 
a’ dt
(pSJ, as
- ----- ,V, [Refer to Eq.(201)]
at
(244)
The second term of the expanded Eq.(243) is approximated using Green’s 
Theorem:
’ kp 
v( V5)4>i(x,y)dV = -





[(— -)v5] •v$i(x,y)dV 
v pa’
(245)
The first term on the right of Eq.(245) can be regarded as fluid mass flux out across 
the region boundary at node i. This is because V5 is proportional to vhe, drawdown 
of the piezometric head (refer to Section 2.2). Thus, this term can be assigned 















{[(---- )] • v«j} •v*1(x,y)Bi(x,y,t)dydx
y
(247)
The third term of the expanded of (243) is approximated as:
Q$,(x,y)dV = -
NN
Q$i(x,y)dxdy dz = -BQi (248)
V  Qi
where Q = (— ), Q, is
i= l
M M
the fluid source in [— ], Q is in [----- ],
t  tL2
the same as those terms in Eq.(243).
The fourth term of the expanded Eq.(243) is approximated as:






where up(^bc - 0  = Z- — (fiBCi - & !)• All the terms in the weighted residual 
i= l  V,
ML
approximation have the dimension of [— ].
t
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Combine all the results from (244) through (249), we get:
NN 
M . V
AS; i + ^  5j(t)BS„ + ---- = *mi(t) + BQf + — S a a
d t  j - 1  a  a ’
pSop
where: AS, = (------ ),Vi;
(250)
BSij =
' k  P
{(— )]*v*j} •v$,(x,y)B(x,y,t)dxdy
y m ’
Eqn.(249) is then approximated by the finite difference method for the discretization 
of time derivatives. The equation is thus taking the form as:
NN
A s r 1 v







= (— k  + - 7 (5Bc.)d+1 + b q “+i + * m r
Ata+i a’
(251)
The last two terms on the right of Eq.(251) can be combined into a single term, 
representing the inflow source at node i.
SECTION 3-3 Computer Program Description
STRALAN consists of one main program and twenty four subroutines 
(Appendix 1). Four input data files stored in four different device units (Unit 5, 
Unit 55, Unit 56 and Unit 57) and two output files stored in two device units (Unit
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58 and Unit 66) are associated with the subroutines. A description of the functions 
of each subroutine is given below:
Main Program
1. To dimension and allocate space dynamically for the matrices and vectors;
2. To start the simulation, select the assigned options (either simulate solute 
transport and land subsidence or simulate them individually, etc.), call the core 
subroutine, STRALAN, and stop the simulation wherever erroneous input is 
encountered.
Subroutine STRALAN
1. To perform main control on the simulation, cycling both iterations and time 
steps.
2. To call most of the other subroutines to perform organization for input, output 
and calculations.
Subroutine INDAT1
To input, output and organize the major portion of Unit-5 data and to initialize 
some variables and cany out minor calculations.
Subroutine 1NDAT2
To read the initial drawdown, aquifer depth below mean sea level, natural 
subsidence, initial land elevation and specific yield for the unconfined aquifer at each 
node of the mesh from Unit 55.
Subroutine SOURCE
To read and organize fluid mass source data and solute mass source data and 
to print out source information; to set up pointer arrays which track the source 
nodes for the simulation.
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Subroutine BOUND
To read and organize specific pressure data, concentration data and specific 
land subsidence data and print out the relevant information.
Subroutine OBSERV
1. To read and organize observation node data;
2. To save simulation results for the observation nodes on particular time steps;
3. To output simulation results at all observation nodes after completion of 
simulation.
Subroutine CQNNEC
To read, organize and check data on node incidences (i.e. the order of the 
node number on an element) and pinch node incidences (pinch nodes are those 
nodes that are on an element that is reduced in size ) and to output these data. 
Subroutine BANWID
To calculate the band width of the finite element mesh and check the value 
specified by the user.
Subroutine NCHECK
To check that pinch nodes are not assigned with specific pressure, 
concentration, subsidence or sources.
Subroutine INDAT3
1. To read initial conditions of pressure, concentration and subsidence from 
Unit 57;
2. To initialize data for either warm or cold start of the simulation.
Subroutine PRISOL
1. To print initial conditions (pressure or drawdown, concentration and
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subsidence);
2. To print out solutions for drawdown (pressure), concentration and 
subsidence at the required time steps.
3. To print out information on time step, iterations and fluid velocity. 
Subroutine ZERO
To fill a real array with a constant value.
Subroutine BCTIME
1. To specify time-dependent pressure, concentration, subsidence for the 
boundary conditions by the user;
2. To specify time-dependent fluid mass sources and/or solute mass sources by 
the user.
Data are read from Unit 56.
Subroutine ADSORB
To calculate values of equilibrium sorption parameters for linear, Freundlich 
and Langmuir models.
Subroutine ELEMEN
To control and carry out all calculations for each element by obtaining element 
information from subroutine BASIS2. Calculation includes Gaussian integration of 
finite element integrals and element centroid velocities.
Subroutine BASIS2
To calculate values of basis functions, weighting functions, their derivatives, 
Jacobians, transformation matrices between local and global coordinates and 
parameters at a specific point in a quadrilateral finite element.
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Subroutine GLQBAN
To assemble results of elementwise integrations from subroutine ELEMEN 
into a global banded matrix and global vector for the pressure, concentration and 
subsidence equations.
Subroutine NODALB
1. To carry out all nodewise and cellwise calculations and to add nodewise and 
cellwise terms to the global banded matrix and global vector for the pressure, 
concentration and subsidence equations.
2. To add fluid source and solute mass source terms to the matrix equations. 
Subroutine BCB
To implement specified pressure and specified concentration conditions and/or 
subsidence by modifying the global flow, transport and subsidence matrix 
equations.
Subroutine PINCHB
To implement pinch node conditions by modifying the global flow, transport 
and subsidence matrix equations.
Subroutine SOLVEB
To solve the matrix equation by decomposing the matrix, modifying the right- 
hand side and back-substituting for the solution.
Subroutine BUDGET
To calculate and print out fluid mass and solute mass budgets on each time 
step or on particular time steps.
Subroutine STORE
To store the simulation results that may later be used to re-start the simulation.
Subroutine SUBPARM
To calculate new values for the aquifer thickness, porosity, storativity and 
compressibility of the solid matrix under land subsidence condition.
3.4 Simulation Examples
This section provides a few simulation examples using STRALAN to 
demonstrate some of its capabilities and to verify the accuracy of STRALAN model. 
A  detailed case study for the Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer in the New Orleans 
area, Louisiana, is presented in the next chapter to demonstrate the application of 
the full range capability of STRALAN model in simulating land subsidence and 
saltwater intrusion.
The development of STRALAN model is largely based on SUTRA model. 
The structure of the program and the results obtained should be identical to those 
from SUTRA when it is reduced to only solving ground water flow and solute 
transport problems. In fact, with the same data sets used for the Gonzales-New 
Orleans aquifer to solve only saltwater intrusion problems, STRALAN gives identical 
results as those obtained by SUTRA for both the drawdown and the chloride 
concentration in time and space over 20 years of simulation period. A section of 
STRALAN and SUTRA output for the saltwater intrusion problem is atttached as 
Appendix 5a and 5b. Because of the similarity of both models in this respect, we 
do not need to compare analytical results with those simulation results for 
verification purposes. Such comparisons are already available (Voss, 1984).
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Two examples are presented herein: one is the comparison of an analytical 
result with that simulated by the STRALAN model in a subsidence problem only; 
the other is the application of the STRALAN to an areal constant-density solute 
transport problem in an idealized unconfined aquifer at the Rocky Mountain 
Arsenal for both the steady-state and transient state conditions. Results are 
compared to those obtained by the SUTRA model.
3.4.1 Analytical solution for land subsidence problem
Eq.(193) is used here to obtain an analytical solution so that we can compare 
it with the simulation results obtained by STRALAN. Eq,(193) is a linear partial 
differential equation which can be solved mathematically under certain conditions 
for a given aquifer domain, provided the initial and boundary conditions are 
available.
The example here is a single well pumping from an infinite homogeneous 
isotropic confined aquifer. In this case, Eq.(193) can be written in radial coordinates 
as:
a2s 1 as as
C JL—  + — ---- ] = ------  (252)
ar2 r ar at
B
assuming that Sv = 1 + <f>—  « 1
a
Note that Eq.(252) is analogous to a radial flow equation where flow is toward a 
fully penetrating well with the same conditions. The initial and boundary conditions 
are respectively:
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s(r,0) = 0 (253)
S(®,t) = 0 (254)
d S  Q
and lim [ r — ] = --------  (255)
r-»0 ar 2*0,
The solution of Eq.(252) subject to the conditions in Eqs.(253), (254) and (255) is
analogous to the Thesis solution (Bear and Corapcioglu, 1981; McWhorter and
Sunada, 1979):
Q
S =  W(u) (256)
4*C,
r2
where W(u) is the well function for a confined aquifer and u =
4Qt
For a hypothetical aquifer system, the following parameters are assumed:
Q  = 6 x 101 m2/sec;
Q = 0.5 m3/sec;
B = thickness of the aquifer = 142 m.
The results of subsidence at 6 locations from 1 to 10 years are calculated and 
listed in Table 1.
In the computer modeling, the size of the study area is delineated by the 
influence radius estimated by the analytical method, i.e., the boundary is set at the 
locations where subsidence is insignificant in 10 years. The result is about 22 
kilometers from the pumping well. Thus, a square mesh containing 484 elements 
of dimension 2 km by 2 km for each element and 529 nodes can be used. The 
hydraulic conductivity is assumed to be 1.76 x lO4 m /s with the corresponding 
compressibility of the solid matrix as 3 x lO-4 [kg/(ms2)]'1. These values are chosen
Table 3-1 Calculated Subsidence for the Analytical Solution
Distance
Year 1 km 2 km 3 km 4 km 5 km 6 km
W(u) 6 (cm) W(u) S (cm) W(u) 6 (cm) W(u) 6 (cm) W(u) 6(cm) W(u) S (cm)
1 3.75 24.9 2.41 16.0 1.60 10.6 1.20 7.9 0.85 5.6 0.57 3.8
2 4.40 29.1 3.10 20.0 2.30 15.2 1.80 11.9 1.30 8.6 1.07 7.1
3 4.80 31.8 3.50 23.0 2.68 17.8 2.10 13.9 1.75 11.6 1.43 9.5
4 5.15 34.1 3.75 24.8 2.96 19.6 2.42 16.0 1.99 13.2 1.75 11.5
5 5.38 35.7 4.00 26.5 3.20 21.0 2.60 17.2 2.22 14.7 1.85 12.3
6 5.50 36.5 4.16 27.5 3.35 22.2 2.80 18.6 2.38 15.8 2.02 13.4
7 5.70 37.8 4.32 28.6 3.50 23.2 2.95 19.6 2.50 16.6 2.17 14.4
8 5.84 38.7 4.46 29.6 3.63 24.1 3.10 20.5 2.60 17.2 2.29 15.2
9 5.90 39.1 4.56 30.2 3.74 24.8 3.20 21.2 2.75 18.2 2.42 16.0
10 6.10 40.4 4.66 30.8 3.85 25.0 3.34 22.1 2.87 19.0 2.50 16.6
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to match the value of C , which is 6 x 101 m2/s.
The results of the simulation are compared to those of the analytical solution 
in two ways: one is the subsidence along a line at different distances from the well 
after 10 years of pumping (see Figure 3-1); the other is the subsidence at 3 locations 
(2,4, 6 km from the well) at different times (see Figure 3-2). The comparisons show 
good agreement between the analytical solution and the simulation results. The 
comparison between the analytical solution and the simulated results may have been 
even closer if the grid sizes had been reduced near the well.
3.4.2 Example at Rociky Mountain Arsenal
A simplified representation of a rectangular unconfined aquifer at Rocky 
Mountain Arsenal, Colorado is shown in Figure 3-3. The aquifer has a constant 
transmissivity and two impermeable bedrock outcrops. The bottom bedrock is 
assumed to be horizontal. This example is illustrated in the SUTRA manual (Voss, 
1984). Regional flow is from south-east to north-west. Constant head is defined at 
the top of Figure 3-3 and flow is discharged to the South Platte River at the bottom 
of the rectangle, which is the boundary of specified head. Three wells pump water 
from the aquifer at a rate of Qotrr (= 0.2 fp/s) each and a conservative contaminant 
enters the system through a leaking waste isolation pond at a rate of QIN (= 1.0 ft3/s) 
with concentration, C* (=1000 ppm). The natural background concentration of the 
contaminant is C„ (=10 ppm).
The rectangular mesh consists of 16 x 20 elements, each of which is 1000 ft 
by 1000 ft. The aquifer thickness, B, is actually changing with distance as the large 
variation of constant heads suggests. The porosity is given as 0.2 and the hydraulic
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Figure 3-1 Comparison of Analytical Solution and Simulated Result
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Figure 3-3 . Idealized Representation for Example at Rocky Mountain Arsenal 
With Finite Element Mesh (After Voss, 1984)
conductivity is set at 2.5 x 10'* (ft/s). Longitudinal and transverse dispersion 
coefficients are 500 ft. and 200 ft., respectively.
No flow occurs across any boundary except where constant head is specified 
at 250 ft. at the top of the mesh and where constant head is specified as changing 
linearly between 17.5 ft. at the bottom left corner and 57.5 ft. at the bottom right 
corner of the mesh. The initial pressures are arbitrary for steady-state simulation 
of pressure. For transient state, they are set to values interpolated between the 
specified heads with no pumping or recharging. Initial concentration is Ce (= 10 
ppm).
Three scenarios are demonstrated here. One is the near steady-state and the 
other two are transient state. A  nearly steady-state solute plume for the conservative 
solute is obtained after a 1000-year time step shown in Figure 3-4 by SUTRA and 
Figure 3-5 by STRALAN. Note the the results are fairly close to each other. A 20- 
year simulation and a 100-year simulation for the transient flow and transient solute 
transport are performed by STRALAN and are shown in Figures 3-6 and 3-7. This 
illustrates the transition state before the system reaches the steady state condition. 
In this simulation, the storage coefficient is assumed as 0.12 and the thickness of the 
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Figure 3-4 Nearly Steady-state Conservative Solute Plume as Simulated for
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Figure 3-5 Nearly Steady-state Conservative Solute Plume as Simulated for
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. Transient State Conservative Solute Plume After 20 years as
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Figure 3-7 . Transient State Conservative Solute Plume After 100 years as
Simulated for the Rocky Mountain Arsenal Example by STRALAN.
CHAPTER 4
A CASE STUDY:






Coastal cities and their vicinities often depend for their water supply on 
ground water for municipal, industrial and agricultural purposes. The New Orleans 
area, although it gets its domestic water supply from the abundant source of the 
Mississippi River, withdraws a great amount of ground water for air conditioning, 
cooling water for power generation, commercial purposes, industries, irrigation and 
other uses (Rollo, 1966; Dial, 1983).
However, occasional widespread dry spells in the Mississippi River basin 
causes extremely low river water and a curtailment of the river supply due to 
elevated salt concentration. In addition, the accidental spills of harzardous chemicals 
into the river results in the closure of water-supply intakes. Thus, a supplemental 
emergency supply of ground water becomes increasingly important. For example, 
the Department of Water, Jefferson Parish, is interested in developing a contingency 
plan to withdraw an additional 50 percent of the present public water supply from 
the Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer for emergency use (Dial and Tomaszewski, 1988).
Extensive pumping in the past decades has two significant consequences in 
the New Orleans area: saltwater intrusion characterized by the northward movement 
of the saltwater and fresh water interface (Malone et al., 1980); and land subsidence 
at the rate of 1.0 to 2.0 cm/yr (Flanagan, 1989), excluding natural subsidence and 
eustatic sea level rise. The development of ground water in this area is very likely 
to exacerbate the already existing issues of saltwater intrusion and land subsidence.
Many investigations and studies of ground water in this area have been 
conducted. The ealiest publication that discusses the ground water resources in New
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Orleans area is the "The Biennial Report of the Board of Health to the General 
Assembly of the State of Louisiana, 1890-1891". This publication contains lithologic 
sections of a well drilled in 1854 and chemical analyses of water from several wells 
in New Orleans. Decline of the ground water level due to increasing pumpage in 
the developed area was recognised.
Harris (1904) documented some driller’s logs of wells and water level data for 
the New Orleans area which are valuable to this day. In 1942, as a result of wartime 
needs, two memorandum ground water reports were prepared by the U.S.Geological 
Survey for this area. Eddards and others (1956) prepared a report that covered the 
water resources in an extensive area of New Orleans and summarized ground water 
information that had been collected up to that time. In 1963, a compilation of the 
data obtained during field investigations in the Baton Rouge-New Orleans area was 
published (Cardwell et. al., 1963).
Rollo (1966) conducted an in-depth investigation and evaluation of ground 
water resources of the area along the Mississippi River in the Greater New Orleans 
Area, south of Baton Rouge. Since virtually all the ground water withdrawals in the 
Greater New Orleans area are from the Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer (also 
referred to as the "700-foot" sand), this report evaluates in detail the potential of this 
aquifer to meet future demands and investigates possible detrimental effects of these 
demands on the water quality. Also, it outlines the alternative sources of ground 
water that may be utilized advantageously in some parts of the area. Artificial 
recharge as a method for decreasing future water-level declines and saltwater 
enchroachment is discussed briefly and some of the advantages and disadvantages 
were pointed out. In this report, Rollo outlined the underlying aquifers, i.e., the
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Gramercy aquifer ("200-foot" sand), the Norco aquifer ("400-foot sand), the 
Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer (700-foot" sand) and the "1200-foot" sand in terms of 
their hydrogeologic properties, withdrawals, their interrelations, water-levels and 
water quality.
Cardwell et. al. (1967) presented a report on the water resources of the Lake 
Pontchartrain area. They concluded that for development purposes, the only fresh 
water sources in the area comes from some of the deep aquifers beneath the 
northern half of the lake. Dial (1983) again stressed the importance of the 
Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer since about 10 times as much water is pumped from 
this aquifer as the combined total from the other aquifers in this area. This aquifer 
is described as widespread in area, relatively thick, of uniform texture and capable 
of yielding large amount of water to high-capacity wells. In Orleans and Jefferson 
parishes, it is heavily pumped as can be shown in Table 4-1. The figures in the table 
imply the magnitude of pumpage is around 41-51 Mgal/d (million gallons per day) 
in the past twenty years.
Dial and Sumner (1988) constructed a three-dimensional ground water flow 
model for the New Orleans aquifer system. The aquifer system was simulated in the 
model by four layers that represented the Gramercy, Norco, Gonzales-New Orleans 
and "1200-foot" aquifers. The study area covers much of southeastern Louisiana and 
southern Mississippi. Different pumping schemes were simulated to evaluate 
possible future water-level declines and flow patterns. Simulation results also show 
large vertical leakage as high as 34 Mgal/d in total entering the Gonzales-New 
Orleans aquifer from the Norco (overlying) and the "1200-foot" (underlying) aquifers 
under the 1981 pumping scheme. Most of this leakage occurs around the New
Table 4-1 Total Pumpage in Jefferson and Orleans Parishes
(From Dial, 1983)
(in million gallons per day)
Parish 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980
Jefferson 9.24 17.08 10.67 11.96 9.55
Orleans 32.18 34.26 43.40 35.82 35.50
Total 41.42 51.29 54.07 47.78 45.05
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Orleans area where pumping is intensive.
Dial and Tomaszewski (1988) used the above three-dimensional finite- 
difference ground water flow model to evaluate the effects of increased pumpage on 
water levels and flow patterns in the Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer in a 50 square 
mile region within northern Jefferson Parish. Simulation results indicate increases 
in ground water velocity and vertical leakage from the adjacent aquifers. 
Application of Darcy’s law, assuming no dispersion and density effects, indicates 
the fresh water - saltwater interface will move northward at the rate of 150 to 500 
ft/yr. While simulation results indicate significant vertical leakages, the increase of 
chloride concentration due to leakages is not mentioned quantitatively.
Much of the land mass along the Louisiana coast was formed by deposition 
of sediments eroded from inland drainage basins, transported through alluvial 
channels, and deposited at the mouth of Mississippi River (Wang, 1984). During the 
past 7000 years, the rate of maximum sedimentation (delta lobes) has shifted and 
occupied various positions (Coleman, 1981). In recent years, in the lower Mississippi 
River, the estimated annual sediment yield passing into the Gulf of Mexico has 
declined from about 400 million metric tons prior to 1963 to the present load of 200 
million metric tons (Keown et al., 1986), indicating a 50% reduction in sediment 
transport.
Land subsidence in the Gulf Coastal Plain area has long been observed 
during the past 50 years. It is generally accepted that sea level rise and subsidence 
are responsible for much of the observed erosion and land loss in the coastal zone 
of Louisiana (Gagliano et al., 1981).
In Louisiana coastal areas where the land elevations are already at or below
mean sea level, land subsidence associated with the eustatic sea level rise becomes 
a critical problem. Gagliano et al. (1981) estimated the coastal land loss for the 
Mississippi River deltaic plain was 120 km2 (40 square miles) per year. 
Depressurization of deep geopressured aquifers is one of the main factors which 
causes subsidence in Louisiana. Ground water and oil/gas withdrawals and 
marshland reclamation by drainage are other potential causes (Trahan, 1984). In 
the New Orleans area, land subsidence is quite significant. Lewis (1976) depicted 
the subsidence dynamic situation in New Orleans, "The entire city is built on 
land which is gradually sinking, and some of the city is built on land which is rapidly 
sinking." Superimposed on the broad and slow tectonic subsidence (or natural 
subsidence) in the New Orleans area, there is an obvious localized subsidence 
associated with the lowering of the piezometric surface of the principal aquifer, the 
Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer (Kazmann and Heath, 1968).
Many attempts have been made to estimate the natural subsidence. Kolb and 
Van Lopik (1958) estimated 0.24 cm/yr (including an eustatic sea level rise of 0.1 
cm/yr) in the Mississippi River deltaic plain, southern Louisiana. Saucier (1963) 
estimated a subsidence rate of 0.39 foot per century (0.12 cm/yr) in the Pontchatrian 
basin for the last 4,400 years. Based on this estimation, a regional subsidence of 
approximately 6.71 cm (including eustatic sea level rise) between 1938 and 1964 in 
the New Orleans area was expected.
Kazmann and Heath (1968) showed a close relationship between the 
drawdown of piezometric surface in the "700-foot’ aquifer and the total land 
subsidence (Figure 4-3) from 1938 to 1964 along a cross section A - A’ in Figures 
4-1 and 4-2. The maximum subsidence along this cross section was as high as 1.7
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Figure 4-1. Piezometric Surface (Feet MSL) in the Gonzales-New Orleans 
Aquifer, Fall 1963 (after Rollo, 1966).
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Figure 4-2. Contours of Land Surface Subsidence (in feet) Between 1938 
and 1964, New Orleans (from U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
After Kazmann and Heath,1968)
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Figure 4-3. Land Surface Subsidence Compared With Water Level in Wells Along Line A- A’ 
(After Kazmann and Heath,1968)
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feet (61 cm) based on bench mark records. Note that the natural subsidence 
amounts to only 10 percent of this total subsidence. Kazmann and Heath attributed 
most of the subsidence to the piezometric surface drawdown and concluded that 
"about one foot of land subsidence occurs for every 50 feet of water level decline". 
They further suggested that ground water withdrawal should not be increased since 
the land surface in the New Orleans area was already so low that additional 
subsidence should not be tolerated.
Holdahl and Morrison (1974) conducted regional investigations of vertical 
crustal movements in the US based on a sea level rise of 1 mm/yr. Trahan (1984) 
further indicated that a generalized trend of increasing subsidence to the south in 
Louisiana probably reflected the increasing sediment thickness. Subsidence as high 
as 1.76 cm/yr occurs in areas overlying Pleistocene and Holocene fluvial elements. 
He further suggested that land subsidence due to natural causes such as geologic 
movements may far outweigh subsidence resulting from fluid withdrawal or 
depressurization of geopressured aquifers.
Penland and others (1987) indicated that Louisiana is experiencing the highest 
rates of relative sea level rise (i.e. eustatic sea level rise plus subsidence) in the Gulf 
of Mexico based on their research on long-term tide gauge records. The rates of 
maximum relative sea level rise ranged between 1.03 cm/yr and 1.19 cm/yr. 
Louisiana is also experiencing the highest subsidence rates along the Gulf Coast 
areas. The maximum subsidence rates in Louisiana ranged between 0.8 cm/yr and 
1.07 cm/yr. This is the result of using the global eustatic correction factor for 
subsidence rates, which ranges from 0.03 cm/yr to 0.11 cm/yr. They concluded that 
the contribution of subsidence to relative sea level rise ranged between 81 and 90
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percent. The rates of relative sea level rise are believed to be accelerating in 
Louisiana and other Gulf states. The acceleration rates forecast that coastal 
Louisiana will experience a 1.5 to 2 m rise in relative sea level rise in the next 
century.
Ramsey and Moslow (1987) estimated an average rate of relative sea level 
rise for the entire statewide region of 0.85 cm/yr based on 78 tide gauge records and 
550 km of geodetic leveling in the span of 40 years (1942 - 1982). They indicated 
that relative sea level rise accelerated during the last 20 years, which was 1.12 cm/yr,
2.5 times greater than for the first 20 years. The compactional subsidence, i.e., the 
natural subsidence, accounts for approximately 80 %  of the observed relative sea 
level rise in Louisiana based on an eustatic correction of 0.23 cm/yr for the Gulf of 
Mexico. They predicted that approximately 50 % of coastal Louisiana will be 
converted to open water by the year 2037 if the present rate of relative sea level rise 
persists.
Suhayda (1988) conducted analyses on sea level rise and subsidence, taking 
into account the effects of fresh water run-off on tide gauge readings. He indicated 
that subsidence was the dominant process causing wetland inundation. The eustatic 
sea level rise was estimated at a rate of approximately 0.23 to 0.28 cm/yr. The 
subsidence, caused by compaction of coastal sediments, was estimated at a rate of
0.3 to 1 cm/yr. The analysis showed fluid withdrawal from oil/gas reservoirs 
appeared to have a localized influence on subsidence. However, considering the 
wetlands of Louisiana as a whole, oil and gas extraction is believed not to have a 
significant effect on subsidence.
An elaborate presentation of estimates of apparent movements of bench
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marks as indicated from analysis of geodetic leveling data was provided by Zilkoski 
and Reese (1986) based on the 1985 major releveling of the vertical control network 
performed by the National Geodetic Survey in the New Orleans downtown area and 
its vicinity. They performed a minimum constraint least square adjustment for each 
network (1951-1955, 1964 and 1985). Over two hundred sixty four common bench 
marks for the three networks were used to obtain the height differences between 
1985 and 1964,1985 and 1951,1964 and 1951. These height differences reflect the 
magnitude of relative sea level rise.
Based on Zilkoski and Reese’s data, Flanagan (1989) studied the differential 
subsidence in an area that encompasses the central part of New Orleans City, 
covering about thirty-five square miles. He used 153 bench mark’s data and 
performed three regression analyses, two of which were used to test for linearity of 
subsidence rates over time and the other was used to test the relationship between 
the elevations of the bench marks and subsidence rates. Since the rate of subsidence 
was proved to be linear for the time period of analysis, it was used to project the 
subsidence for the years 2000 and 2020. The sophisticated data set of height 
difference between elevations for 1964 and 1985 at two hundred sixty four bench 
marks are used in the present study as observation data with which the simulation 
results are to be compared for calibration purposes.
Because of the critical issues association with saltwater intrusion and 
land subsidence in the New Orleans area, there is a need for development of 
a tool to quantify these two processes. It is, therefore, the objective of this chapter, 
to apply the newly developed model, STRALAN, to the New Orleans area to 
simulate the processes of saltwater intrusion and land subsidence in time and space;
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and to evaluate the effects of additional pumpage on the aquifer behavior. As the 
governing equations used in STRALAN are advective-dispersion-diffusion models, 
it can handle the movement of dispersed miscible interfaces of saltwater and fresh 
water. Also, the concentration-dependent density and sloping aquifer are taken into 
account in this model to describe more realistically the flow and solute transport. 
Specific objectives are discussed in detail in Section 4.3.
4.2 The Study Area
The study area encompasses 900 km1 (352 square miles) in the New Orleans 
area, covering most of Jefferson and Orleans parishes and a part of St. Bernard and 
Plaquemines parishes (Figure 4-4). The aquifer system underlying this area consists 
of an alternating series of clay and sand beds. The four major water bearing 
aquifers, deposited in the Holocene and Pleistocene times are the Gramercy, Norco, 
Gonzales-New Orleans and the ''1200-foot" aquifers. These aquifers are separated 
by beds of clays which a c t  a s  confining units. Two geohydrologic sections (A-A’ and 
B-B’) through the study area show the interrelationship between aquifers and the 
confining beds (Figure 4-5).
Water from the Gramercy aquifer, Norco aquifer and "1200-foot" aquifer 
either contain high iron concentration or it is blackish, not suitable for domestic or 
industrial uses (Rollo, 1966; Dial, 1983). The Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer, on the 
other hand, produces good quality fresh water in most parts of the study area, hence 
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Figure 4-5. Geologic Cross Sections Along A-A" and B-B” in Figure 4-4 
(From Dial and Sumner, 1988)
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relatively thick. The thickness ranges from 30 to 90 meters (100 to 300 feet) with 
an average value of 61 meters (200 ft) (Figure 4-6). It lies from about 150 to 260 
meters (450 to 650 feet) below sea level. Regional dip of the aquifer is 25 to 50 feet 
per mile (i.e. 0.27° to 0.54° of sloping angle) to the south (Hosman, 1972; also see 
Figure 4-5). At aquifer-test sites in the study area, transmissivity ranges from 1115 
m2/d  (12,000 ft2/d ) to 2230 m2/d  (24,000 ft2/d), and hydraulic conductivity ranges 
from 20 to 32 m /d (Dial, 1983; Figure 4-6).
Water is heavily pumped from the Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer (see Table 
4-1) because of its good quality and its capability of yielding large amount of water 
to high capacity wells. Consequently, ground water is flowing toward the pumping 
centers in the downtown area, the eastern and southern shore of Lake Pontchartrain 
and cones of depression developed (Figures 4-7, 4-8). The locations of some of the 
pumping wells are shown in Figure 4-9. Table 4-2 show the drawdowns in well water 
level in the past 15 years in some wells. Extensive pumping also caused the 
saltwater and fresh water interface to move northward resulting in increased salinity 
in the area. The interface refers to the 250 ppm isochlor which serves as the limit 
for drinking water standard (USEPS, 1976). Figure 4-9 plots the contours of chloride 
content obtained from wells in the Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer in 1961-1962 
(Rollo, 1966). Note that the approximate positions of the interface was located 
immediately south of New Orleans city. Water quality in the Gonzales-New Orleans 
aquifer varies greatly from north to south. Chloride concentrations range from north 
to south between 48 to 2000 mg/1 (Figure 4-9). Color in the water from the 
Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer ranges from 5 to 120 units (Dial and Tomaszewski, 
1988). High color (50 to 120 units) can generally be found in fresh water zones.
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Figure 4-6. Thickness and coefficient of permeability of the Gonzales-New Orleans Aquifer (The "700-Foot" Sand) 














Figure 4-7. Contours of Water Level (in Meters Below Mean Sea Level) in the Gonzales-New Orleans 
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Figure 4-8. Contours of Piezometric Levelfin meters, MSL) in the Gonzales-New Orleans Aquifer 
November 5-6 1985, New Orleans Area{From US Geological Survey, Louisiana Office)
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Table 4-2 Drawdowns in Well Level in the Past 15 Years
(After Dial, 1983)
Well No. Parish Date of observation 
(month/year)
Drawdown 
(in feet, from mean sea level)
JF-64 Jefferson 09/1976 44.5
JF-156 Jefferson 05/1974 93.3
JF-158 Jefferson 01/1971 99.0
JF-161 Jefferson 02/1971 99.0
JF-166 Jefferson 01/1982 44.8
JF-167 Jefferson 01/1982 69.1
JF-168 Jefferson 08/1972 74.0
OR-186 Orleans 02/1970 143.0
OR-195 Orleans 07/1976 163.0
OR-198 Orleans 07/1978 110.0
OR-199 Orleans 01/1974 108.0
OR-200 Orleans 09/1976 130.0
OR-202 Orleans 05/1978 84.0
OR-203 Orleans 09/1981 81.7
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Figure 4-9. Contours of Chloride Content (in ppm) obtained From Wells in the Gonzales-New Orleans 
Aquifer in 1961-1962 (after Rollo, 1966)
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However, color in the water is generally not harmful to human health and most of 
the water color can be reduced to less than 15 units by some approaches stipulated 
by USEPA (USEPA, 1977). Table 4-3 shows the chloride concentration in some 
observation wells.
Land subsidence in this area has reached 15 to 40 cm from 1964 to 1984 
(Zilkoski and Reese, 1986; Figure 4-10) averaging from 0.75 to 2 cm/yr. With these 
average values, subsidence from 1961-1981 is projected and compared with the actual 
piezometric drawdown in 1981-1982 along A-A’ line (Figure 4-11). A-A’ line is 
referred to Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-10. It shows the response of land subsidence to 
the piezometric drawdown due to pumping.
4.3 Study Objectives
The major objective of this chapter is to use the STRALAN model to 
simulate the effect of pumping on the movement of ground water, the dynamic 
position of the dispersed interface between fresh water and saltwater in the 
Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer, and land subsidence spatially and temporally. The 
simulated results are then summarized and discussed to be used in decision making 
for the management of water resources in this coastal area.
The objectives of the study are accomplished through the following steps:
1. Acquisition of all the hydrogeologic data and physical properties of the underlying 
geologic formations and their areal distributions being used in the model as initial 
and boundary conditions;
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Table 4-3 Chloride Concentration in Some Observation Wells 
(U.S. Geological Survey Data)
Well No. Parish Date of Sampling Chloride concentration
(month/day/year) (m g/1)
JF-25 Jefferson 06/28/1985 220
JF-64 Jefferson 06/18/1986 410
JF-149 Jefferson 05/19/1986 120
JF-152 Jefferson 06/28/1985 190
JF-160 Jefferson 09/24/1986 740
JF-162 Jefferson 05/08/1986 1500
JF-163 Jefferson 05/19/1986 120
JF-168 Jefferson 01/16/1986 78
JF-169 Jefferson 01/16/1986 60
JF-170 Jefferson 01/16/1986 48
JF-171 Jefferson 01/17/1986 340
JF-172 Jefferson 05/08/1986 84
JF-175 Jefferson 05/07/1986 100
JF-176 Jefferson 01/17/1986 88
JF-177 Jefferson 05/07/1986 59
JF-178 Jefferson 05/07/1986 1100
JF-180 Jefferson 05/14/1986 96
JF-182 Jefferson 10/03/1986 93
JF-183 Jefferson 10/02/1986 2400
JF-184 Jefferson 09/26/1986 63
JF-185 Jefferson 09/25/1986 87
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Table 4-3 (continued)
Well No. Parish Date of Sampling Chloride Concentration
(month/day/year) (m g/1)
JF-186 Jefferson 10/02/1986 150
OR-61 Orleans 01/07/1986 40
OR-125 Orleans 06/19/1985 600
OR-130 Orleans 01/06/1986 340
OR-131 Orleans 07/16/1985 320
OR-170 Orleans 06/19/1985 380
OR-171 Orleans 06/19/1985 560
OR-175 Orleans 06/26/1985 48
OR-179 Orleans 10/09/1986 63
OR-195 Orleans 04/30/1986 89




Figure 4-10. Subsidence in the New Orleans Area, 1964-1985 (from Zilkoski and Reese, 1986) 
(Subsidence in centimeters)
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Figure 4-11. Land Subsidence Compared With Piezometric Drawdown in the 
New Orleans Area Along Line A-A\
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2. Delineation of the study area and selection of the proper size of the finite 
element mesh being discretized in the simulation;
3. Calibration of the model with available data sets by adjusting the hydrogeologic 
parameters and testing their sensitivities on the model results.
4. Preliminary verification of the model with another data set, using the calibrated 
parameters;
5. Application of the calibrated model, STRALAN, to predict drawdown, fresh 
water and saltwater interface and subsidence in future years with projected 
pumpage to meet the firm and emergent^ demands.
4.4 Model Calibration and Verification
Application of the STRALAN model to the Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer
was performed under the following assumptions:
1. The flow was fully saturated in a heterogeneous, anisotropic, confined and sloping 
aquifer with a dispersed interface between fresh water and salt water;
2. The processes of solute (salt) adsorption and desorption were not taken into 
consideration;
3. There was no chemical or biological reaction causing solute (salt) production or 
decay;
4. Monthly pumpage from the Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer in the study area did 
not change its pattern in the last 25 years. The monthly pumpage exerted in the 
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Figure 4-12. Average Monthly Pumpage From the Gonzales-New Orleans Aquifer in 
in New Orleans (after Rollo, 1966)
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(Table 4-1).
5. Natural subsidence (including the eustatic sea level rise) was evenly distributed 
in the study area.
4.4.1 Construction of the Finite Element Mesh
The size of the study area was delineated by the availability of a relatively 
constant pressure, explicitly depicted by the piezometric drawdowns (Figures 4-7 and 
4-8) and the relatively pumping-induced subsidence-free boundaries during the past 
25 years. The 900 km2 study area was then divided into 352 (16 x 22) quadrilateral 
finite elements with 391 (17 x 23) nodes , and each node represents one of the four 
edges of an element. Each node is assigned a specific integer number, starting from 
the southwest corner of the rectangular grid with Node #1  and incrementing 
northward by one (see Figure 4-14). The rectangular uniform grid ( l x l  mi2) was 
chosen based on the following reasons:
1. The observed data (piezometric drawdown and chloride concentration) and 
hydrogeologic parameters (hydraulic conductivity, transmissivity, etc.) were sparsely 
distributed (Figures 4-6,4-7, 4-8). Values in between the locations of the observed 
or tested data were evaluated by interpolation;
2. The stability criteria were satisfied. The spatial stability criterion in the 
STRALAN model depends on the value of a mesh Peclet number, Pem, defined as 
(Voss, 1984):
| v | aL
P™  ------------ (257)
Dm + «lM
where v is the velocity of flow which is in the order of 10-6 to 10'7 m/s; &L is the 
length of the finite element (= 1 mile); a L is the longitudinal dispersivity (= 400 m);
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and D„ is the molecular diffusivity (= 1.8 x 10 s m2/s).
The stability criterion for a diffusion type of equation is used in the 
STRALAN model (McWhorter and Sunada, 1977; Illangasekare, 1978):
T.At 1
 < ------------------------------------  (258)
S(aL)2 2
w h e r e  T = t r a n s m i s s i v i t y  (0.0123 m 2/ s ) ;  S = s t o r a g e  c o e f f i c i e n t  (= S0B); SD = 
s p e c i f i c  s t o r a t i v i t y  (0.0006 1/m); a n d  A t  =  t i m e  s t e p  i n  t h e  m o d e l  (1 m o n t h ) .
3. The rationality of the grid size compared with other existing models. Dial and 
Sumner (1988) used a 1 x 1 mi2 grid at the New Orleans area and a 25 x 11.25 mi2 
grid in the vicinity of the boundaries for the three-dimensional model. Their total 
study area was 23,000 square miles.
Based on the above-mentioned reasons, a 1 x 1 mi2 grid and A t = 1 month 
were adequate for the simulation study.
4.4.2 Initial Condiiton and Boundary Condition
The available data from the 1961-1962 piezometric surface (Figure 4-7) and 
the chloride concentration (Figure 4-9) in the Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer were 
used as initial drawdown and concentration conditions. Initial subsidence at each 
node was taken as zero.
The boundary condition was selected based on available information and the 
absence of nearby physical well-defined boundaries such as impervious barriers. 
During the past 25 years, the changes of the piezometric head along the northern, 
southern and western boundaries of the study area were relatively small, except the 
eastern boundary due to the development of pumping in 1980s (Figures 4-7, 4-8).
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Therefore, in the simulation, a variable pressure head was specified at the eastern 
boundary and constant pressure heads were imposed for the other boundaries. The 
boundary condition for solute transport varied according to the flow boundary 
conditions as chloride concentration was based on the advective-dispersion transport 
mechanism. Only the natural subsidence was considered along the boundaries. No 
pumping-induced subsidence was expected at those locations.
4.4.3 Vertical Leakage to the Gonzales-New Orleans Aquifer
Vertical leakage through the confining clay beds to the Gonzales-New Orleans 
aquifer from the Norco and the "1200-foot" aquifers was estmated at 1 Mgal/d by 
Rollo (1966). However, recent simulation studies by Dial and Sumner (1988), Dial 
and Tomaszewski (1988) using the USGS Trescott model showed that the vertical 
leakage was much higher.
Simulated vertical leakages from the Norco aquifer (overlying) and the "1200- 
foot" aquifer to the Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer were 12.72 Mgal/d and 20.95 
Mgal/d, respectively, for 1981, the annual pumpage of which was about 50 Mgal/d 
(Dial and Sumner, 1988). However, the total study area was 23,000 square miles. 
Most of the vertical leakage was supposed to occur around the New Orleans where 
pumping was intensive.
In a smaller area of about 50 square miles in Northern Jefferson Parish, the 
simulated vertical leakages would be 1.9 Mgal/d from the overlying layer and 1.6 
Mgal/d from the underlying layer, totalling 3.5 Mgal/d, if an additional pumpage of 
50 Mgal/d was exerted in this area (Dial and Tomaszewski, 1988). The results were 
based on the combined effects of pumping in northern Jefferson Parish and Orleans
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Parish on the east which had another 40 to 50 Mgal/d of pumpage. This implies 
that the overall vertical leakages would be less than 3.5 Mgal/d if the pumpage in 
Orleans Parish was not taken into consideration.
Using the above results, the vertical leakage adapted in the present study was 
based on the following assumptions:
1. The same magnitude of vertical leakage would occur in the present study area 
under the same pumpage as that which would have occurred in the northern 
Jefferson Parish. That is to say, about 50 Mgal/d of pumpage would induce 3.5 
Mgal/d of vertical leakage in an area of 50 square miles. Proportionally, a 90 
square-mile pumping area in the present study area will induce 6.3 Mgal/d of 
vertical leakage under 50 Mgal/d of pumpage.
2. The remaining 262 square miles are the outer fringe of the pumping area where 
practically no pumping occurs. Vertical leakage in this outer area was assumed to 
be 0.8 Mgal/d for every 50 square miles, a value resulting from the simulation under 
present pumping rate in northern Jefferson Parish (Dial and Tomaszewski, 1988).
With these assumptions, the total vertical leakage to this area was estimated 
at 10 Mgal/d.
4.4.4 Model Calibration
To calibrate the model parameters, sensitivity analyses were conducted for a 
reasonable range of each parameter. The STRALAN model was run for 20 years, 
from 1961-1981. The results of the simulation in terms of piezometric head 
drawdown, chloride concentration and subsidence were compared with the 
observation data. The set of parameters that produces the closest results to the
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observed data was selected as calibrated parameters. The key aquifer parameters 
tested included hydraulic conductivity K, compressibility of the solid matrix a ,  the 
longitudinal and transverse dispersivities a L and %  and the molecular diffusivity 
D„.
Based on previous investigation and studies, natural subsidence in the 
Louisiana coastal area ranges from 0.12 cm/yr to about 1 cm/yr (including an 
eustatic sea level rise of 0.1 cm/yr to 0.23 cm/yr). This only amounts to 10 to 30 
percent of the total subsidence in the study area surveyed by the National Geodetic 
Survey from 1964 to 1985. An average natural subsidence rate of 0.5 cm/yr was 
employed in this area for the present study.
The sloping angle of the aquifer is 0.3°. However, the effect of the sloping 
beds on the flow and solute transport is not significant (Appendix 6).
Table 4-4 summarizes the results of sensitivity tests of hydraulic conductivity 
on the response of drawdown, concentration and land subsidence at some selected 
locations (nodes). The root mean square error, which is a statistical index to 
indicate the fitness of the simulated results to those of the observed data and which 
is widely used in many engineering and planning reports (Dial and Sumner, 1988), 
was calculated based on 62 locations (nodes) to evaluate the degree of the overall 
deviation of the simulated results from the observed data. The detailed calculations 
are shown in Appendix 4. The comparison of the results shows that Test #3 with 
a hydraulic conductivity of (1.47-2.05) x 10  ̂m /s yields the best results in terms of 
piezometric drawdown and chloride concentration compared to observed data. The 
root mean square errors for the drawdown and chloride concentration are 1.2 m and
11.5 ppm, respectively, the smallest among the other alternatives. The root mean
Table 4-4 Results of Sensitivity Tests of Hydraulic Conductivity on Piezometric 
Drawdown, Chloride Concentration and Subsidence in 1981-1982














Drawdown (DD) DD CON SUB DD CON SUB DD CON SUB DD CON SUB DD CON SUB
Cone. (CON) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) i(ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm)
Subsidence (SUB)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)
Node Number
42 14.1 230.5 12.5 13.6 230.6 12.2 13.3 228.4 12.0 13.0 230.9 11.8 12.7 231.0 11.6
56 17.0 338.5 14.5 16.3 341.9 13.9 15.9 356.3 13.6 15.4 347.5 13.3 14.9 352.0 12.9
72 20.7 200.7 16.6 19.6 201.4 15.8 19.1 206.9 15.4 18.5 203.2 14.9 17.8 204.8 14.3
140 32.5 392.3 22.1 30.2 385.3 20.6 28.9 437.6 19.7 27.3 374.1 18.7 25.7 365.4 17.7
174 34.2 330.7 18.9 31.8 326.5 17.6 30.5 346.8 16.9 28.9 319,8 15.9 27.3 314.8 14.9
210 50.9 217.0 29.4 46.3 213.5 26.9 43.8 244.0 25.6 40.8 207.8 23.9 37.7 203.3 22.2
244 44.8 465.8 23.9 41.0 461.2 22.2 39.1 487.0 21.1 36.6 455.1 20.0 34.0 450.3 18.8
279 40.5 409.4 21.8 37.3 408.6 20.3 35.6 406.7 19.5 33.9 407.0 18.5 31.3 405.8 17.4
332 29.8 349.5 26.6 28.1 348.2 25.5 27.1 351.5 24.9 25.9 346.2 24.1 24.7 344.6 23.4
Note: c t = 0.3 x 10* [kg/m-s2]'1; a L =  400m; a r  =  4m; Dm = 1.8 x 10s [m2/s]; <p = 0.3
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square errors for subsidence were not calculated since the results were not sensitive 
changes of hydraulic conductivity. In fact, all test results for subsidence are veiy close 
to each other, though a slight increase with the decrease in hydraulic conductivity is 
shown. However, they are very sensitive to the aquifer compressibility as will be 
shown below.
Table 4-5 shows the results of sensitivity tests of aquifer compressibility on 
the response of drawdown, concentration and subsidence at some selected locations 
(nodes). The drawdown and the concentration increase slightly with the increase of 
aquifer compressibility. However, they are not sensitive to the change of 
compressibility. The detailed calculation of the root mean square error was based 
on data from 49 locations since the observed data for the outer fringe of New 
Orleans were not available (Appendix 4). The comparison of results shows that Test 
* 3  with an aquifer compressibility of 0.3 x 10* to 0.3 x 10'10 [kg/m*s2]'1 yields the 
best overall results compared with the observed data. The root mean square error 
is 3.1 cm for the subsidence test, the smallest among the others. Note that the root 
mean square errors for the drawdown and concentration were not tested. This was 
because they were not sensitive to the change in aquifer compressibility (Table 4- 
5). Figures 4-13 and 4-14 show the comparison of simulated drawdown and the 250 
ppm isochlor (the interface between salt water and fresh water) with observed data. 
Figures 4-15, 4-16 and 4-17 plot the computed and observed piezometric drawdown, 
chloride concentration and subsidence along a cross section (A-A* line in Figure 4- 
7 or 4-10) near the interface of fresh and salt water in 1981-1982. General 
agreements between the simulated and observed data were obtained. Note that in 
Figure 4-17, the simulated results of subsidence (1961-1981) are compared with the
Table 4-5 Results of Sensitivity Tests of Aquifer Compressibility on Piezometric 
Drawdown, Chloride Concentration and Subsidence in 1981-1982
Sensitivity Tests 1 2 3 4 5
Aquifer 0.30 x 1010 0.2 x 10* 0.3 x 10* 0.7 x 10* 3.0 x 10*
compressibility -- 0.30 x 1011 -0.2 x 10'10 --0.3 x 10'10 -0.7 x 1010 --3.0 x 10'10
(kg/m ’s2) 1
Drawdown (DD) DD CON SUB DD CON SUB DD CON SUB DD CON SUB DD CON SUB
Cone. (CON) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm)
Subsidence (SUB)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)
Node Number
72 19.1 206.9 10.5 19.1 206.9 13.6 19.1 206.9 15.4 19.2 206.9 22.6 19.4 207.2 63.9
140 28.9 437.1 10.9 28.9 437.4 16.5 28.9 437.6 19.7 28.9 438.3 32.8 29.3 442.7 107.4
174 30.5 346.5 8.9 30.5 346.7 13.8 30.5 346.8 16.9 30.6 347.4 28.7 31.0 350.6 96.3
210 43.8 243.3 11.5 43.8 243.7 20.3 43.8 244.0 25.6 44.0 245.2 46.3 44.7 252.1 165.1
227 42.2 490.2 21.3 42.2 490.9 29.5 42.2 491.3 34.3 42.3 493.4 53.5 43.0 505.1 163.2
244 39.0 486.2 11.1 39.0 486.7 17.4 39.1 487.0 21.1 39.1 488.3 36.2 39.7 495.7 121.7
279 35.5 406.4 10.9 35.6 406.6 16.3 35.6 406.7 19.5 35.7 407.2 32.1 36.1 409.8 104.4
332 27.1 351.3 18.6 27.1 351.5 22.5 27.1 351.5 24.9 27.2 351.9 34.1 27.4 353.6 86.8














Figure 4-13 Model Calibration. Piezometric Drawdown (in meters) Below Mean Sea Level 










































Figure 4-14. Model Calibration. Approximate Positions of Freshwater and Saltwater Interface
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Figure 4-15 Model Calibration. Comparison of Drawdown (1981) in the 
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Figure 4-16 Model Calibration. Comparison of Observed and Simulated Chloride Concentration (1961-1981) 
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Figure 4-17 Model Calibratioa Comparison of Land Subsidence (1961-1981) in the Gonzales-New Orleans Area 
Along A-A’ Cross Section.
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observed data for 1964-1984. This can be done because it was shown that the 
subsidence rate after the 1960s in this area was almost a constant (Flanagan,1989). 
It is, therefore, reasonable to compare results over the same length of time (i.e. 20 
years).
Table 4-6 shows minor changes in the responses of chloride concentration 
with respect to major changes in dispersivity and molecular diffusivity. There is no 
change in drawdown and subsidence with the changes of dispersivity and molecular 
diffusivity since they are not related to these parameters as can be seen in the 
governing equations.
Figure 4-18 plots the contours of simulated subsidence from 1961 to 1981. 
Comparison of this figure to Figure 4-10 show good agreement between the 
simulated results and the observed data.
The computer output for the calibration run is attached as Appendix 2.
4.4.5 Model Verification
Preliminary verification of the model was performed by using an independent 
data set (1985-1986) with the calibrated parameters. The results of the calibration 
run (1961-1981) were used as initial conditions for the 5-year (1981-1985) simulation. 
Boundary conditions were the same as those in the calibration run except the eastern 
boundary where pressures (or piezometric drawdown) changed in the 1980s. 
Consideration was taken of the shifting of the main pumping centers from the 
downtown area to the eastern part of the New Orleans area where development of 
a power plant and other enterprises required a large increase in pumping ground 
water. The monthly pumpage pattern was assumed to stay the same as that of the
Table 4-6 Results of Sensitivity Tests of Dispersivity and Molecular Diffusivity
on Piezometric Drawdown, Chloride Concentration and Subsidence for 




Dn [m2/s] 1.0 x 10* 1.8 x 10J 1.8 x 105
<*l  [m] 0 0 400






















Node No. 42 13.3 230.8 12.0 13.3 230.8 12.0 13.3 228.4 12.0
57 16.0 242.9 13.6 16.0 243.5 13.6 16.0 251.8 13.6
105 19.5 274.3 15.5 19.5 274.6 15.5 19.5 284.9 15.5
157 28.9 365.3 24.4 28.9 365.9 24.4 28.9 395.0 24.4
174 30.5 321.5 16.9 30.5 323.2 16.9 30.5 346.9 16.9
192 36.1 200.6 22.3 36.1 201.9 22.3 36.1 223.6 22.3
256 21.8 205.5 10.1 21.8 205.3 10.1 21.8 199.3 10.1
332 27.1 347.2 24.9 27.1 347.3 24.9 27.1 351.6 24.9






Figure 4-18. Simulated Land Subsidence (in centimeters) in the 
New Orleans Area Between 1961 and 1981.
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past 20 years. Vertical leakage from the Norco aquifer and the "1200-foot" aquifer 
was also estimated at 10 Mgal/d and was included in the fluid mass sources, Qp 
component in the governing equations. The comparisons of the simulated 
peizometric drawdown and the 250 ppm isochlor (interface) position with observed 
data are shown in Figures 4-19 and 4-20. Figures 4-21 and 4-22 plot the simulated 
and observed piezometric drawdown and chloride concentration along the cross 
section A-A’. Again, the simulated results show good agreement with the observed 
data. Comparison of subsidence between simulated and observed data was not 
performed for verification purpose because observed subsidence data for a period 
of 5 years were not available. However, subsidence in 1985 was computed by the 
model together with the drawdown and concentration (Appendix 3).
4.4.6 Model Prediction
The model was further used to predict piezometric drawdown, the saltwater 
and freshwater interface position and subsidence. Three cases were studied:
(1) Prediction for the years 1995 and 2010 under three scenarios of pumping rates: 
(a) the present rate of 50 Mgal/d; (b) an increase to 75 Mgal/d projecting future 
development at the eastern part of New Orleans area only; (c) an increase to 100 
Mgal/d expecting future development in both the downtown area and the eastern 
part of New Orleans area.
Tables 4-7 and 4-8 summarize the predicted results in 1995 and 2010, 
respectively, at some selected locations (nodes) within the area. The piezometric 
drawdown, the predicted position of the interface and subsidence with 















Figure 4-19 Model Verification. Piezometric Drawdown (in meters) Below Mean Sea Level 
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Figure 4-20. Model Verification. Approximate Positions of Freshwater and Saltwater Interface
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Figure 4-21 Model Verification. Comparison of Drawdown (1985) in the 
Gonzales-New Orleans Aquifer Along A-A’ Cross Section.
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Table 4-7 Predicted Results of Piezometric Drawdown, Chloride Concentration 



































Node No. 42 11.2 237.4 21.2 12.6 238.9 21.6 14.0 240.0 21.9
72 16.9 229.6 27.2 19.4 233.6 28.2 21.8 237.9 29.1
88 17.2 227.6 27.5 19.7 280.7 28.4 22.2 283.7 29.4
122 19.7 446.8 28.0 22.9 473.8 29.0 26.1 501.1 30.0
140 24.3 442.7 33.0 29.6 485.5 34.5 35.0 530.1 35.9
210 38.8 186.4 42.8 50.6 188.4 45.5 62.4 192.2 48.2
227 39.6 578.4 58.7 51.5 631.5 61.4 63.3 687.0 64.1
332 37.4 370.0 44.9 45.0 383.1 46.7 52.6 395.0 48.6
350 41.2 309.3 40.4 49.5 333.3 43.1 57.7 353.5 45.9
(Note: Subsidence is relative to 1961)
Table 4-8 Predicted Results of Piezometric Drawdown, Chloride Concentration 




Drawdown (DD) DD CON SUB DD CON SUB DD CON SUB
Cone. (CON) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm)
Subsidence(SUB)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Node No.
42 11.2 241.3 29.6 12.6 244.7 30.6 14.0 247.8 31.5
72 16.9 257.6 37.4 19.4 269.5 39.8 21.9 282.1 42.1
88 17.2 287.2 37.7 19.4 294.9 40.1 22.2 302.7 42.5
122 19.7 465.3 38.4 22.9 524.9 40.9 26.1 581.6 43.4
140 24.3 500.6 44.7 29.6 606.9 48.4 35.0 713.9 52.1
210 38.8 161.3 58.0 50.6 179.1 64.8 62.4 205.2 71.5
227 39.6 707.7 813 51.5 862.4 87.9 63.3 1023.5 94.5
332 37.4 386.0 63.7 45.0 420.6 68.3 52.6 452.7 73.0
350 41.2 281.0 58.9 49.5 328.3 65.8 57.7 359.0 72.5




Figure 4-23 Predicted Piezometric Drawdown (in meters) Below Mean Sea Level 
in 1995 with Different Scenarios of Pumping Rates: (a) 75 Mgal/d 
(b) 100 Mgal/d. inu>
11
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Figure 4-24 Model Prediction. Approximate Positions of Freshwater and Saltwater Interface (250 ppm Isochlor) 
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Figure 4-25 Predicted Land Subsidence (in centimeters) in the New Orleans Area (1%1-1995) with 
Annual Average Pumping Rate of 50 Mgal/d.
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respectively. Note that the simulated drawdown in 1995 will increase significantly 
under 75 and 100 Mgal/d, the concentration will increase slightly and the position 
of the interface will move slightly northward with the increase of pumping rate, but 
will remain stable as long as the pumping rate stays at the present rate. Maximum 
subsidence in the downtown area will increase to about 58.7 cm (relative to 1961) 
in 1995, showing an increase of 19 cm from 1985 and averaging 1.9 cm/yr. If the 
present pumping rate of 50 Mgal/d remains stable to the year 2010, the drawdown 
and the concentration will increase slightly as a whole. Figure 4-26 shows the 
contours of subsidence in the year 2010 under an annual average pumping rate of 
50 Mgal/d. An increase of about 48 cm will occur relative to 1985. Figure 4-27 
plots the land subsidence under different pumping rates in 1995 and 2010.
(2) Prediction of piezometric drawdown, chloride concentration and subsidence in 
response to additional pumpage when the surface water supply is cut off.
Jefferson and Orleans Parishes get their water supply mainly from the 
Mississippi River. Table 4-9 is a list of actual withdrawal of water, both surface 
water and ground water, for the two parishes in 1985 (Louisiana Department of 
Transportation and Development, 1987).
In times of emergency such as chemical spills into the river or saltwater 
wedge intrusion from the estuary during long dry spells, water intakes along the 
river have to be shut down and the surface water supply has to be cut down to a 
certain extent. An alternative to compensate for the inadequacy of the surface water 
supply is to pump more water from the Gonzales-New Orleans Aquifer to meet the 
overall demand of the users. Sue pumping schemes have been studied with respect 





Figure 4-26 Predicted Land Subsidence (in centimeters) in the New Orleans Area (1961-2020) with 
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Figure 4-27 Prediction of Land Subsidence with Different Scenarios of Pumping Rates in 1995 and 2010 
in the New Orleans Area Along A-A’ Cross Section.
Table 4-9 Water Withdrawal In Jefferson and Orleans Parishes in 1985 
[In million gallons per day,Mgal/d]
SW: Surface Water; GW: Ground Water
Parish Public Supplv 
GW SW
Industrial Power Generation Livestock Irrigation Total withdrawal bv source 
GW SW GW SW GW SW GW SW GW SW
Total
withdrawal
Jefferson 79.6 6.76 11.3 1.88 938.0 0.02 0.18 8.82 1028.92 1037.74
Orleans 135.0 30.7 10.1 880.0 0.08 0.01 40.88 1015.01 1055.89
Total 49.70 2043.93 2093.63
Source: Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development
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9%; and (6) 4%.
Table 4-10 displays the responses of piezometric drawdown, chloride 
concentration in the Gonzales-New Orleans Aquifer and subsidence in the area to 
additional pumpage in 20 years. The total pumping rate in the table includes the 
regular ground water pumpage of 50 Mgal/d.
It is obvious that Alternatives 1 to 3 are absolutely impractical because the 
piezometric drawdowns are large enough to deplete water totally in the aquifer, 
considering the aquifer lies only 150 - 260 meters below mean sea level with 30-90 
meters of thickness. The results of land subsidence and chloride concentration also 
show very large values, the maximum of which are 6.25 m and over 2000 ppm of 
chloride in the downtown area.
Comparison of Alternatives 4 to 6 yields the approximate maximum pumping 
rate that will not cause adverse effects such as acceleration of local subsidence, total 
depletion of the aquifer and deterioration of water quality. It can be seen that as 
far as drawdown is concerned, Alternative 5 with a total pumpage of 230 Mgal/d 
will not create drawdown that exceeds the "safety level" (i.e., the total depletion of 
the aquifer). However, the chloride concentration will increase significantly in the 
downtown area as compared to the present pumping status. Land subsidence in this 
alternative averages 3 cm/yr, which is 1.5 times that of the normal subsidence rate. 
Table 4-11 shows the responses at one of the locations near the downtown area 
(Node #210) that yield maximum drawdown and subsidence under continuous 
pumping for 30 days, 60 days, 180 days, 2 years, 10 years and 20 years.
Alternative 4 is not preferable also because the chloride concentration at 
some locations may be as high as four times that which exists in the present situation
Table 4-10 Responses of Piezometric Drawdown, Chloride Concentration 
and Subsidence to Additional Pumpage to Supplement 
Surface Water Supply Shortage (20 years of simulation)
Alternatives 1 2 3
Total Pumpage 2100 [Mgal/d] 1050 [Mgal/d] 400 [Mgal/d]
%  of Surface 
Water Supply 
Supplemented ( % )
100 50 17
Drawdown (DD) DD CON SUB DD CON SUB DD CON SUB
Cone. (CON) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm)
Subsidence(SUB)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Node No.
42 172.6 240.2 94.5 91.0 247.1 52.7 41.6 259.5 26.8
72 332.5 1356.2 224.6 171.4 906.8 117.9 74.3 440.1 52.4
140 735.0 2036.6 395.2 397.2 2061.9 203.9 152.0 2037.9 86.2
191 816.2 1783.6 395.9 409.4 1778.6 205.6 168.5 1790.9 87.2
210 1442.1 1991.7 625.3 705.1 1937.7 320.9 280.1 1474.2 132.5
227 1334.2 2085.4 587.9 655.2 2091.8 307.3 261.6 2077.9 133.2
244 1159.2 1926.8 453.3 572.9 1936.5 234.8 230.6 1758.6 98.7
332 562.3 743.6 293.8 285.4 745.4 158.0 120.4 726.3 73.2
350 491.8 538.4 297.1 251.2 531.8 157.1 107.6 514.3 70.4
Note: 1. Total pumpage include the regular pumpage of 50 Mgal/d;
2. Subsidence is relative to 1985.
Table 4-10 Responses of Piezometric Drawdown, Chloride Concentration 
and Subsidence to Additional Pumpage to Supplement 
Surface Water Supply Shortage (20 years of simulation) 
(continued)
Alternatives 4 5 6
Total Pumpage 300 [Mgal/d] 230 [Mgal/d] 140 [Mgal/d]




Drawdown (DD) DD CON SUB DD CON SUB DD CON SUB
Cone. (CON) <tn) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm)
Subsidence (SUB)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Node No.
42 33.6 256.7 22.6 21.2 256.7 17.0 16.2 249.4 14.3
72 58.7 362.1 41.8 34.6 322.4 28.0 25.8 282.8 21.3
140 117.3 1935.8 67.2 63.1 1047.4 37.6 43.7 794.1 27.1
191 130.1 1730.7 67.9 84.2 1561.5 44.8 57.3 1250.1 31.4
210 213.1 1238.1 101.8 124.3 356.6 60.3 81.5 233.3 40.9
227 199.4 1903.2 104.9 125.5 1546.7 69.0 82.5 1113.1 50.1
244 176.3 1554.5 76.5 125.7 1703.3 55.4 82.8 1289.4 37.8
332 94.1 693.6 59.4 92.3 557.1 52.5 64.9 547.2 39.1
350 84.7 506.7 56.3 81.9 419.1 64.4 71.0 387.2 44.8
Note: 1. Total pumpage include the regular pumpage of 50 Mgal/d;
2. Subsidence is relative to 1985.
Table 4-11 Piezometric Drawdown, Chloride Concentration and
Subsidence with Different Pumping Rates At Node #210 
For 30, 60, 180 Days, 2 years, 10 years and 20 years





















30 days 79.5 214.1 0.26 120.6 214.1 0.30 206.2 250.4 0.39
60 days 80.2 218.0 0.51 121.7 218.4 0.58 208.5 350.2 0.85
180 days 81.2 227.0 1.32 123.0 226.4 1.74 210.5 380.3 2.94
2 years 81.3 229.3 5.1 123.8 227.3 7.1 211.4 491.2 10.2
10 years 81.4 230.4 21.0 124.0 234.0 20.8 212.2 726.6 50.9
20 years 81.5 233.3 40.9 124.3 356.6 60.3 213.1 1238.1 101.8
Average rate of subsidence (cm/yr) 2.0 3.0 5.0
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and the average subsidence rate may reach 5 cm/yr, though the maximum drawdown 
is acceptable.
Therefore, based on the overall consideration of responses, it is suggested that 
the maximum pumping rate be limited to less than 230 Mgal/d (which supplements 
9 %  of the present surface water supply) if the surface water supply is cut off 
temporarily (say 30 days). If long term surface water cut off is expected, say over 
10 years, the suggested maximum pumpage is 140 Mgal/d (which supplements 4 %  
of the present surface water supply) since the maximum drawdown is within the 
acceptable limit and the subsidence rate is kept at 2 cm/yr, which is very close to 
the present. However, chloride concentrations in the downtown area are slightly 
higher than for the present condition.
Figures 4-28 and 4-29 plot the piezometric drawdown in 1995 under 140 
Mgal/d and 230 Mgal/d of pumpage, respectively. Figures 4-30 and 4-31 show the 
contours of predicted land subsidence in 2005 under 140 Mgal/d and 230 Mgal/d 
of pumpage, respectively.
(3) Prediction of piezometric drawdown, chloride concentration and subsidence in 
the year 1995 under 10 Mgal/d of recharging rate. Three pumping scenarios are 
the same as the first case: (a) 50 Mgal/d; (b) 75 Mgal/d; and (c) 100 Mgal/d.
Ten recharging wells were allocated south of the freshwater and saltwater 
interface (see Figure 4-32). Each well was assumed to be recharged with 1 Mgal/d.
Table 4-12 shows significant reduction of piezometric drawdown, chloride 
concentration and subsidence as compared to Table 4-8, which shows results under 
no recharging.
Maximum reductions show 3.9 m for the piezometric drawdown, 46.2 ppm for
PREDICTED PIEZOMETRIC DRAWDOWN IN 1995






Figure 4-28 Predicted Piezometric Drawdown (in meters) in the New Orleans 
Area in 1995 with Annual Average Pumping Rate of 140 Mgal/d
PREDICTED PIEZOMETRIC DRAWDOWN IN 1995






Figure 4-29 Predicted Piezometric Drawdown (in meters) in the New Orleans Area 










Figure 4-30 Contours of Predicted Land Subsidence (in centimeters) in the New Orleans 
Area in 2005 With Annual Pumping Rate of 140 Mgal/d If Surface Water 
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Figure 4-31 Contours of Predicted Land Subsidence (in centimeters) in the New Orleans 
Area in 2005 With Annual Pumping Rate of 230Mga!/d If Surface Water 
Supply is Cut Off By 9% (Subsidence is Relative to 1961).
Table 4-12 Predicted Results of Piezometric Drawdown, Chloride Concentration 










Drawdown (DD) DD CON SUB DD CON SUB DD CON SUB
Cone. (CON) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm) (m) (ppm) (cm)
Subsidence(SUB)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Node No.
42 10.9 235.6 17.9 12.2 237.1 18.3 13.6 238.6 18.6
72 16.0 219.8 22.7 18.5 223.6 23.6 20.9 227.7 24.6
88 16.2 273.5 22.9 18.7 276.5 23.8 21.2 279.5 24.8
122 17.4 355.6 23.2 20.6 379.4 24.2 23.8 405.9 25.2
140 22.0 422.3 27.8 27.4 461.1 29.2 32.8 502.4 30.7
210 34.7 184.4 35.8 46.6 180.9 38.5 58.4 180.2 41.2
227 35.7 539.3 49.5 47.6 588.7 52.1 59.5 640.8 54.8
332 34.7 349.0 37.3 42.3 367.8 39.2 49.9 385.5 41.1
350 39.9 316.2 33.6 48.2 338.6 36.3 56.4 357.7 39.1
Maximum reduction 
as compared to
Table 4-8 3.9 39.1 9.2 3.9 42.8 9.3 3.8 46.2 9.3
(Note: Subsidence is relative to 1961)
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the chloride concentration and 9.3 cm for the subsidence. Figure 4-32 shows that 
by installing recharging wells, the movement of the interface will effectively be 
obstructed to a certain degree no matter how much water is pumped. In fact, the 
interface in the downtown area will retreat back approximately 0.2 to 0.75 mile to 
the south. The distance which the interface retreats depends on the locations and 
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Figure 4-32 Model Prediction with Recharging Wells. Approximate Positions of Freshwater and Saltwater 
Interface (250 ppm isochlor) in the Gonzales-New Orleans Aquifer in the Vicinity of New 





Coastal aquifers are subject to compaction (subsidence) and saltwater 
intrusion when ground water is heavily and extensively pumped for municipal, 
industrial and other uses. Many coastal areas in the world are losing their coastal 
shorelines at an alarming rate as high as 120 square kilometers annually, the 
situation Louisiana is now experiencing. Concurrently, saltwater intrusion into the 
coastal aquifers is almost inevitable. The main reasons that cause land subsidence 
are the natural compaction of unconsolidated subsurface material, eustatic sea level 
rise and man-induced factors such as withdrawal of water, oil and gas, and the main 
reasons for saltwater intrusion to occur are the pumping of water from the aquifer 
and the difference in density between salt water and fresh water. The need to 
develop a model, based on the dynamics of fluid flow, solute transport and 
subsidence, that enables the simulation of both the land subsidence and saltwater 
intrusion is thus very pressing and very practical.
Three governing equations in the model, namely, the flow equation, the 
advective-dispersion-diffusion equation and the land subsidence equation describe 
the mechanisms of ground water flow, solute transport and solid matrix compaction 
under withdrawal of water from a heterogeneous and anisotropic aquifer. These 
three equations are derived in detail based on mass conservation taking into account 
the compressibility of the aquifer and the sloping effect of the aquifer. By 
integrating the three-dimensional equations over the thickness of an aquifer and 
introducing a relationship between changes in averaged piezometric head and land 
subsidence, a single partial differential equation in terms of land subsidence has 
been obtained for pumping from a confined or unconfined aquifer.
Based on these three governing equations, the STRALAN computer model
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was developed using a hybridization of finite element and integrated-finite difference 
methodology as that adopted by the SUTRA model developed by Voss and others. 
The Galerkin method of weighted residuals using "basis function" was used to 
minimize the error of approximation over the volume of a three-dimensional space 
domain. This model can be applied to solve simultaneously the land subsidence 
problem and saltwater intrusion problem in a confined or unconfined, horizontal or 
sloping aquifer. The applicability of the model was verified by comparison of the 
simulated results with analytical solutions and by the simulation of ground water flow 
and solute transport in a unconfined aquifer.
As a case study, STRALAN model was applied to the Gonzales-New Orleans 
aquifer to examine the potentials of saltwater intrusion and land subsidence under 
various pumping rates as required or proposed to meet the increasing demands of 
ground water in the New Orleans area, Louisiana. The numerical model, calibrated 
and verified with limited observed data set, provides a useful tool to quantify the 
dynamic behavior of saltwater intrusion and subsidence in Louisiana coastal aquifer 
systems.
Sensitivity analyses and statistical analyses (root mean squared error) were 
performed to calibrate the various hydrogeologic parameters under time-vaiying 
pumping rates with an estimate of 10 Mgal/d of vertical leakage from the overlying 
and underlying aquifers. The results of the calibrated parameters are:
Hydraulic conductivity K : (1.47-2.05) x 10-4 m/s;
Transmissivity (= K B ) : (44.1-184.5) x 10J mJ/s;
Storage coefficient: 0.0004 - 0.0015
Aquifer compressibility o : 0.3 x 10* -  0.3 x 10'10 [m«s2/kg];
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Longitudinal and transverse dispersivity : a L =  4 0 0  m and a T -  4  m;
Molecular diffusivity : 1.8 x 10 s m2/s.
Of the factors that affected the movement of ground water, solute transport
and land subsidence, the sensitivity study indicated that:
(1) The hydraulic conductivity is a dominant factor to control the degree of 
drawdown. Under the same set of parameters, pumping rates and vertical 
leakages from the adjacent aquifers, the smaller the hydraulic conductivity, the 
larger the drawdown. A small change of hydraulic conductivity may translate to 
a large change of drawdown. Hydraulic conductivity may have a slight inverse 
effect on subsidence. The larger the hydraulic conductivity, the smaller the 
subsidence. However, subsidence is only slightly sensitive to changes of hydraulic 
conductivity. Related closely to the hydraulic conductivity is the sloping angle 
of the aquifer which may produces sensitive results of piezometric drawdown. 
This is because the sloping angle only appears in the advection term of the flow 
and solute transport equations. However, since the sloping angle in the present 
study is very small (-0.3°), the effect is minor.
(2) The aquifer compressibility is a dominant factor to control the degree of 
subsidence. Under the same conditions of hydrogeologic parameters, pumping 
rates and vertical leakages, the larger the compressibility, the larger the 
subsidence. The drawdown and the chloride concentration are not sensitive to 
changes of aquifer compressibility. However, increases in aquifer 
compressibility result in slight increases in drawdown and chloride 
concentration.
(3) Aquifer dispersivities and diffusivity play a relatively minor role in the transport
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of solute. This may be attributed to the very low flow velocity which is in the 
order of 10* to 10'7 m/s in the study area.
Results of the calibration run indicate average ground water velocities will 
increase at the principal pumping centers which are the downtown New Orleans 
area, Industrial Canal and University of New Orleans area, and the Michoud area. 
Velocities may increase from the present velocity of 4.0 x 10'7 m/s to a maximum 
of 6.5 x 10* m /s when the pumping rate is increased to 100 Mgal/d.
Calibration run for 20 years (1961-1981) shows that the simulated drawdown 
in the study area ranges from 6 m to a maximum of 44.8 m in the northeastern part 
of the downtown area. The simulated saltwater and freshwater interface shows a 
northward movement of as much as 2 miles in 20 years at the west bank of the 
Mississippi River near the downtown area. The simulated land subsidence in the 
area ranges from 15 cm to 35 cm, averaging 0.75 cm/yr to 1.75 cm/yr.
Model predictions for the year 1995 and 2010 under 50, 75 and 100 Mgal/d 
of pumpage show significant increases of drawdown with the increase in pumpage 
but will remain stable with respect to the increase of time. Chloride concentrations 
will increase slightly with the increase of pumpage and time at locations south of the 
present interface. This implies that once the interface is arrested, it will not move 
northward as long as the pumpage remains at the present rate.
Predicted results for land subsidence show maximum subsidence in the 
downtown area will increase another 19 cm and 48 cm in the year 1995 and 2010, 
respectively with 1985 as the starting point under the present pumping rate 
condition.
Because the public-water supply from the Mississippi River is cut off at times
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of chemical spills and/or intrusion of a saltwater wedge from the estuary, decision­
makers have begun to consider the Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer as an alternative 
source. Different percentages of surface water supply were being considered to be 
supplemented by ground water. Simulated results indicate that the maximum 
pumping rate should not exceed 230 Mgal/d for a short time period. This pumping 
rate includes 9 %  of the present surface water supply. If long term surface water 
supply cut off is expected, the suggested maximum pumpage is 140 Mgal/d, which 
includes 4% of the present surface water supply. The upper levels of 
supplementation were selected such that the overall responses of piezometric 
drawdown, chloride concentration and land subsidence would not induce significant 
adverse effects such as total or partial depletion of the aquifer, significant northward 
movement of the saltwater and freshwater interface or acceleration of subsidence 
rate.
The degree and areal extent of saltwater intrusion and subsidence in the 
Gonzales-New Orleans aquifer depends greatly on the location of pumping wells and 
the amount of water pumped. The simulated results show that saline water will 
intrude further northward in the southern part of the area where heavy pumping 
activities occur north of the southern limit of the 250 ppm isochlor. Once the 
advancing isochlor reaches these area of heavy pumping, the wells will arrest any 
further movement of the interface resulting in the decrease of chloride concentration 
in the northern parts of the study area. However, the water being pumped from 
these wells having a heavy draft may not meet the drinking standard (USEPA, 1976).
Development of the recharging well system was intended to decelerate and 
alleviate the rates of piezometric drawdown, land subsidence and northward
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movement of the interface. It is a complicated planning and management problem. 
The best effect of such a system not only depends on the location of wells but also 
depends on the amount of water recharged to the aquifer from each well. The 
application example show that the recharging wells located south of the current 250 
ppm isochlor may stop the northward movement of the interface and decelerate the 
rate of subsidence significantly. However, feasibility studies regarding the layout of 
the recharging wells, the amount and duration of recharging, and the cost-benefit 
analyses have to be conducted in detail before any decision can be made. It is 
beyond the scope of this dissertation to commence such a detailed study.
The calibrated set of hydrogeologic parameters, such as hydraulic conductivity, 
aquifer compressibility and dispersivity etc., is based on the comparison of simulated 
results with the observed data set and the root mean squared error index. However, 
more elaborate statistical and optimization approaches may be further studied. 
Because of the complex simulation model to account for three main dependent 
variables (i.e.,piezometric drawdown, solute concentration and subsidence) and five 
parameters (i.e., hydraulic conductivity, aquifer compressibility, longitudinal and 
transverse dispersivity and molecular diffusivity), it is expected that using any kind 
optimization technique would require great amount of computer memory and 
computer time. Future research on this topic in the same study area would be very 
challenging.
In the optimal management of Louisiana coastal aquifer system, the predicted 
positions of the dispersed interface between fresh water and salt water and the 
predicted land subsidence under various pumping conditions will constitute important 
physical constraints and the piezometric head will be one of the decision variables.
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The need for such an optimization model is of crucial importance in the 
development of a strategy to cope with the emergency interruption of surface water 
supplies.
Lastly, because of the various approximate assumptions made in the 
derivation of the governing equations and in the computer modeling, the results 
obtained should be viewed as estimates of the true occurrences. However, for 
engineering purposes, such estimates should be sufficient.
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LISTING OF THE "STRALAN" COMPUTER PROGRAM
STRALAN M A I N  P R O G R A M  VERSION 1989 - 1.0
GROUNDWATER FLOW, SOLUTE TRANSPORT AND LAND SUBSIDENCE 
SIMULATION MODEL
S T R A L A N
SATURATED TRANSPORT LAND SUBSIDENCE
->SATURATED GROUNDWATER FLOW
->SINGLE SPECIES REACTIVE SOLUTE TRANSPORT
->LAND SUBSIDENCE
->TWO-DIMENSIONAL AREAL OR CROSS-SECTIONAL SIMULATION 
WITH SLOPING AQUIFER 
->EITHER CARTESIAN OR RADIAL/CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES 
->HYBRID GALERKIN-FINITE-ELEMENT METHOD AND 
INTEGRATED-FINITE-DIFFERENCE METHOD 
WITH TWO-DIMENSIONAL QUADRILATERAL FINITE ELEMENTS 
->SOLUTION FOR STEADY STATE OR TRANSIENT CONDITION 
->TIME-DEPENDENT OR SPECIFIED CONSTANT PRESSURE, 
CONCENTRATION OR SUBSIDENCE 
->TIME-DEPENDENT OR SPECIFIED CONSTANT FLUID SOURCE/ 
SINK
->TIME-DEPENDENT OR SPECIFIED CONSTANT SOLUTE MASS 
SOURCE/SINK 
->FINITE-DIFFERENCE TIME DISCRETIZATION 
->NON-LINEAR ITERATIVE, SEQUENTIAL OR STEADY-STATE 
SOLUTION M0DE3 
->OPTIONAL HORIZONTAL OR SLOPING AQUIFER 
->OPTIONAL CONFINED OR UNCONFINED AQUIFER 
->OPTIONAL FLUID VELOCITY CALCULATION 
->OPTIONAL SIMULATION LOCATION OUTPUT 
->OPTIONAL GROUNDWATER FLOW WITH SOLUTE TRANSPORT 
AND LAND SUBSIDENCE 
->OPTIONAL GROUNDWATER FLOW WITH ONLY SOLUTE TRANSPORT 
->OPTIONAL GROUNDWATER FLOW WITH ONLY LAND SUBSIDENCE 
->OPTIONAL FLUID MASS AND SOLUTE MASS BUDGET 











































THB STRALAN CODE WAS DEVELPOED BY SONG-KAI YAN FOR HIS PK.D 
DISSERTATION ENTITLED "LAND SUBSIDENCE AND SALT WATER 
INTRUSION IN COASTAL AREAS" AT THE C IV IL  ENGINEERING 
DEPARTMENT, LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY,BATON ROUGE,
LOUISIANA 
SPRING, 1989




COMMON/DIMS/ NN ,  NE, NIN, N B I, NB, NBHALF, NPINCH, NPBC, NUBC, NSBC,
1 NSOP, NSOPUMP, NSOU, NBCN
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU, UP, DTMULT, DTMAX,ME,ISSFLO, ISSTRA ,ITCYC, NPORC,
1 NPCYC, NUCYC, NSCYC, NPRINT, IREAD,ISTORE, NOUMAT, IHEAD,ISLOPE, LAN,
2 ISE T
COMMON/OBS/ NOBSN,NTOBSN, NOBCYC, ITCNT 
COMMON/ICONF/IUNCON




THB THREE ARRAYS THAT NEED BE DIMENSIONED 
ARE DIMENSIONED AS FOLLOWS:
DIMENSION RM( RMDIM), RV( RVDIM), IMV(IKVDIM)
RMDIM >= 3*NN*NBI
RVDIM >= ({ NNV*NN + (NEV+8)*NE + NBCN*4
+ (NOBS-f 1) * {NTOBS+2 ) * 4 + NTOBS +  5 ) )
IMVDIM > s  ( (  NE*8 + NN + NPINCH*3 + NSOP + NSOU 

































o NEV = 11
NBCN = NPBC + NUBC + NSBC + 1 
AND:
NN = NUMBER OF NODES IN  FIN ITE ELEMENT MESH 
NE -  NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN  FIN ITE ELEMENT MESH 
NBI = FULL BAND WIDTH OF MATRIX =  1+ 2 * (MAX DIFFERENCE 
IN  NODE NUMBER IN THE ELEMENT CONTAINING THE 
LARGEST NODE NUMBER DIFFERENCE IN THB MESH) * * 
NOBS s  NUMBER OF OBSERVATION NODES IN  MESH 
NTOBS = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME STEPS WITH OBSERVATIONS 
NPINCK = NUMBER OF PINCH NODES IN  F IN IT E  ELEMENT MESH 
NSOP = NUMBER OF FLUID MASS SOURCE NODES IN  MESH
NSOU = NUMBER OF SOLUTE MASS SOURCE NODES
NPBC = NUMBER OF SPECIFIED PRESSURE NODES IN  MESH
NUBC = NUMBER OF SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION NODES IN MESH
NSBC -  NUMBER OF SPECIFIED LAND SUBSIDENCE NODES IN  MESH
THE THREE ARRAYS MUST BE GIVEN DIMENSIONS JUST BELOW.
DIMENSION RH( 0 5 0 0 0 0 ) ,  RV(IOOOOO), IMV( 30 0 0 0 )
. . . . INPUT DATASETS 1AND 2 :  INPUT DATA HEADING
. . . . {  SET ME—- 1  FOR SOLUTE TRANSPORT# ME=+1 FOR LAND SUBSIDENCE 
. . . .  AND SOLUTE TRANSPORT)
DO 99 1 = 1 ,2  
99 READ( 5 , 1 0 0 )  SIM U LA l(I)
READ( 5 , 1 0 1 )  SIMULA2
100  FORMAT(A7)
1 0 1  FORMAT(A10)
WRITE( 6 , 1 1 0 )
1 10  FORMAT(1H1,1 3 2 ( l H * ) / / / / 3 ( I X , 1 3 2 (1H *) / / / / ) / / / /
1 39X, '  SSSS TTTTTT RRRRR AA LL AA NN NN ' /
2 39X, 'S 3  S T TT T RR RR AAAA LL AAAA NNN NN ' /
3 39X, 'S S S S TT RRRRR AA AA LL AA AA NN NNN ' /
4 39X, '  SS TT RR R AAAAAA LL AAAAAA NN NNN V
5 39X, 'S S  SS TT RR RR AA AA LL AA AA NN NN ' /
6 39X, '  SSSS TT RR RR AA AA LLLLLL AA AA NN NN ' /
7 7 ( / ) , 3 7 X , 'C I v  I  :L E N G I N E E R I N O
8 ' D E P A R T M E N T ' / / , 3 9 X , ' L  O U I S I  A N A S T A T E '
9 '  U N I V E R S I T  Y ' / / / /
* 3 IX,'SUBSURFACE SATURATED FLOW, SOLUTE TRANSPORT A N D ',
* '  LAND SU B SID E N C E '/ /S5X ,'-V E R SIO N  1 9 8 9 - 1 . 0 ' / / /
A 4 8 X , ' *  DEVELOPED BY SONG-KAI YAN * ' ,
B / / / / 3 ( / / / / l X , 1 3 2 ( l H * ) ) »
IF (S IM U L A 1 (1 ) .N B . 'S T R A L A N ')  GOTO 115
IF(SIM U LA 1( 2 ) .E Q .'SO L U T E '.A N D .SIM U L A 2.N E .'SU B SID E N C E ')  GOTO 120 
IF (S IM U L A 2.E Q .'SU B SID E N C E ') GOTO 140
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115 WRITE( 6 ,1 1 6 )
116 F O R M A T (1 H 1 / / / / /2 O X , '*  * * * * ERROR IN  FIRST DATA C A R D -- ' ,
1   DATA INPUT HALTED FOR CORRECTIONS * • * * * ' )
STOP 
120 ME=-1
WRITE( 6 , 1 3 0 )
130 FORMAT ( 1 H 1 / /1 3 2  ( 1H*J / / / 2 0 X ,  ' *  * * * S T R A L A N  S O L U ' ,
1 ' T E  T R A N S P O R T  S I M U L A T I O N  * * * * * ' / /
2 / 1 3 2 ( 1H*)/ )
GOTO 160
140 ME=+1
WRITE{ 6 ,1 5 0 )
150 FORMAT( 1 H 1 / / 1 3 2 ( 1 H * ) / / / I X , ' *  * * * S T R A L A N  ' ,
1 ' S O L U T E  ' ,
2 ' T R A N S P O R T  A N D  L A N D  S U B S I D E N C E ' ,
3 '  S I M U L A T I O N  * * * * ' / / / 1 3 2 ( 1 H * ) / )
160 CONTINUE
C
C ...........INPUT DATASET 3 :  OUTPUT HEADING
READ( 5 , 1 7 0 )  T ITLE1 , TITLE2, T IT L E 3, TITLE4 
170 FORM AT(80A1/80A1/80A1/80A1)
WRITE( 6 , 1 8 0 )  T IT L E 1 ,T IT L E 2 ,T IT L E 3 ,T IT L E 4  
180 FORMAT ( / / / / I X ,  131 ( l H - ) / / 2 6 X , 8 0 A l / / 2 6 X , 8 0 A l / / 2 6 X , 8 0 A l ,
1 / / 3 9 X , 8 0 A 1 / / 1 X , 1 3 1 ( 1 H - ) )
C
C ...........INPUT DATASET 4 AND 5 :  SPECIFIED NODE, ELEMENT AND CONTROL
C PARAMETERS
READ ( 5 , 2 0 0 )  NN , NE , NB I , NPINCH , NPBC, NUBC ,  NSBC, NS OP ,
1 NSOPUMP,NSOU,NOBS,NTOBS
READ ( 5 , 2 0 0 )  IUNCON, ISSFLO , ISSTRA,IREAD, ISTORE , IHEAD, ISLOPE, LAN,
1 ISET
200  FORMAT(1 6 1 5 )
WRITE( 6 , 2 0 5 )
2 05  F O R M A T ( / / / / / 1 1 X , 'S  I M U L A T I O N  M O D E  ' ,
1 ' O P T I O N  S ' / )
I F ( I S S T R A .E Q .1 . A N D .ISSFL O .N E .l)  THEN 
WRITE( 6 , 2 1 0 )
210  FORMAT ( / / / /1 1 X , 'S T E A D Y -S T A T E  TRANSPORT ALSO REQUIRES THAT ' ,
1 'FLOW I S  AT STEADY S T A T E . ' / /1 1 X , 'P L E A S E  CORRECT ISSFLO ' ,
2 'AND ISSTRA IN THE INPUT DATA, AND RERUN.' / / / / / / / /




I F ( IUN CO N .EQ .l) WRITE( 6 ,2 1 1 )
I F ( IUNCON.EQ.0) WRITE( 6 ,2 1 2 )
I F  ( IS S F L O . EQ. + 1 . AND.ME. EQ. - 1 )  WRITE( 6 , 2 1 9 )
I F  (ISS F L O .E Q .+ l.A N D .M E .E Q .+1) WRITE( 6 , 2 2 0 )
I F ( ISS FL O .E Q .O ) W R ITE(6 ,221)
2 1 1  FORMAT( 11X , ' -  THIS SIMULATION IB  FOR UNCONFINED AQUIFER')
212  FORMAT (1 1 X , ' -  THIS SIMULATION I S  FOR CONFINED AQUIFER')
219  FORMAT(11X,' -  ASSUME STEADY-STATE FLOW FIELD  CONSISTENT WITH ' ,
1 ' I N I T I A L  CONCENTRATION CONDITIONS')
220  FORMAT(11X,' -  ASSUME STEADY-STATE FLOW FIELD CONSISTENT WITH ' ,
1 ' I N I T I A L  TRANSPORT AND SUBSIDENCE CONDITIONS')
198
221  F O R M A T (11X ,A L L O W  TIME-DEPENDENT FLOW F IE L D ')
IF ( IS S T R A .E Q .+ l .A N D .M E .E Q .- l )  WRITE( 6 , 2 2 5 )
I F ( ISST R A .E Q .+ l.A N D .M E .E Q .+ l)  WRITE( 6 , 2 2 6 )
I F ( ISSTRA. EQ. 0 . AND. ME. EQ. - 1 )  WRITE( 6 , 2  27)
IF (ISST R A .E Q .O .A N D .M E .E Q .+ l)  WRITE( 6 , 2 2 8 )
225  FORMAT( 1 IX , ' -  ASSUME STEADY-STATE TRANSPORT')
226 FORMAT(11X,' -  ASSUME STEADY-STATE TRANSPORT AND SUBSIDENCE')
227 FORMAT( 1 1 X , ' -  ALLOW TIME-DEPENDENT TRANSPORT')
228  FORMAT( 1 1 X , ' — ALLOW TIME-DEPENDENT TRANSPORT AND SUBSIDENCE')
I F ( IR E A D .E Q .- l )  W RITE(6 ,230)
IF ( IR E A D .E Q .+ l )  W RITE(6 ,231)
230  FORM AT(11X,'-  WARM START -  SIMULATION I S  TO BE ' ,
1 'CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUSLY-STORED DATA')
2 3 1  F O R M A T (1 1 X ,C O L D  START -  BEGIN NEW SIMULATION')
IF ( IS T O R E .E Q .+ l)  W R IT E (6 ,240)
I F {ISTORE. EQ. 0 )  W R ITE(6,241)
240  FORMAT( 1 1 X , ' -  STORE RESULTS FOR THE FINAL TIME STEP ON U N I T - 6 6 ' ,  
1 '  AS BACK-UP AND FOR USE IN  A SIMULATION RE-START')
2 4 1  FORMAT(11X,' -  DO NOT STORE RESULTS FOR USE IN  A 
1 'RE-START OF SIMULATION')
IF ( I S L O P E . E Q .1) WRITE(6 ,2 4 2 )
242  FORMAT( 1 1 X , ' -  SLOPING AQUIFER')
I F ( M E .E Q . - l )
1 WRITE( 6 , 2 4 5 )  NN,NE,NBI,NPINCH,NPBC/ NUBC,NSOP/ NSOPUMP,NSOU/
2 NOBS,NTOBS
245  F O R M A T ( / / / /1 1 X , 'S  I M U L A T I O N  C O N T R O L  ' ,
1 ' N U M B E R  S ' / / 1 1 X , 1 6 , 5X,'NUMBER OF NODES IN  F I N I T E - ' ,
2 'ELEMENT M E S H '/ l lX ,1 6 , 5X,'NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN  M ESH '/
3 1 1 X ,1 6 , 5X,'ESTIMATED MAXIMUM FULL BAND WIDTH FOR M E S H '/ /
4 1 1 X ,1 6 , 5X,'EXACT NUMBER OF PINCH NODES IN M E S H '/ /
5 1 1 X ,1 6 , 5X,'EXACT NUMBER OF NODES IN  MESH AT WHICH ' ,
6 'PRESSURE I S  A SPECIFIED CONSTANT OR FUNCTION OF T IM E ' /
7 1 1 X ,1 6 , 5X,'EXACT NUMBER OF NODES IN  MESH AT WHICH ' ,
8 'SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IS  A SPECIFIED CONSTANT OR ' ,
9 'FUNCTION OF T I M E ' / / 1 1 X , 1 6 , 5X,'EXACT NUMBER OF NODES A T ' ,
* '  WHICH FLUID INFLOW OR OUTFLOW I S  A SPECIFIED CONSTANT',
A '  OR FUNCTION OF T I M E ' / l l X , 1 6 , 5X,'EXACT NUMBER OF NODES A T ' ,
A '  WHICH PUMPING RATE I S  A SPECIIED CONSTANT'/
A 1 1 X ,1 6 , 5X,'EXACT NUMBER OF NODES A T ' ,
B '  WHICH A SOURCE OR SINK OF SOLUTE MASS I S  A SPECIFIED ' ,
C 'CONSTANT OR FUNCTION OF T I M E ' / / 1 1 X , 1 6 , 5X,'EXACT NUMBER OF ' ,
D 'NODES AT WHICH PRESSURE AND CONCENTRATION WILL BE OBSERVED',
E / 1 1 X , 1 6 , 5X,'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME STEPS ON WHICH ' ,
F 'OBSERVATIONS WILL BE MADE')
IF (M E .E Q .+ l )
1 WRITE( 6 , 2 5 5 )  NN,NE,NBI,NPINCH,NPBC,NUBC,NSBC,NSOP,NSOPUMP,
2 NSOU,NOBS,NTOBS
2 55  F O R M A T ( / / / / l I X , 'S  I M U L A T I O N  C O N T R O L  ' ,
1 ' N U M B E R  S ' / / i l X , 1 6 , 5X,'NUMBER OF NODES IN F I N I T E - ' ,
2 'ELEMENT M E S H '/ l l X , 1 6 , SX,'NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN  M ESH'/
3 1 1 X ,1 6 , 5X,'ESTIMATED MAXIMUM FULL BAND WIDTH FOR M E S H '/ /
4 1 1 X ,1 6 , SX,'EXACT NUMBER OF PINCH NODES IN  M E S H '/ /




















6 'PRESSURE I S  A SPECIFIED CONSTANT OR FUNCTION OF T IM E '/
7 1 1 X ,I6 ,5 X , 'E X A C T  NUMBER OF NODES IN  MESH AT WHICH ' ,
8 'SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IS  A SPECIFIED  CONSTANT OR ' ,
9 'FUNCTION OF T I M E ' / / I  I X / 1 6 , 5X, 'EXACT NUMBER OF NODES ' ,
* ' I N  MESH AT WHICH SUBSIDENCE IS  A SPECIFIED CONSTANT OR ' ,
A 'FUNCTION OF T I M E ' / / 1 1 X , 1 6 , 5X,'EXACT NUMBER OP NODES A T ' ,
B '  WHICH FLUID INFLOW OR OUTFLOW I S  A SPECIFIED CONSTANT',
C '  OR FUNCTION OF T IM E '/1 1 X ,I6 ,5 X , 'E X A C T  NUMBER OF NODES A T ' ,
C '  WHICH PUMPING RATE I S  A SPECIFIED CONSTANT'/
C 1 1 X ,I6 ,5 X , 'E X A C T  NUMBER OF NODES A T ' ,
D '  WHICH A SOLUTE MASS SOURCE/SINK I S  A SPECIFIED CONSTANT',
E '  OR FUNCTION OF T I M E ' / / 1 1 X , 1 6 , 5X,'EXACT NUMBER OF NODES ' ,
F 'A T  WHICH PRESSURE, CONCENTRATION AND SUBSIDENCE WILL BE O B ',
0  'S E R V E D '/ l lX ,  1 6 , 5X, 'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME STEPS ON WHICH ' ,
H 'OBSERVATIONS WILL BE MADE')

















NOTE: THE LAST POINTER IN  THE ABOVE L I S T ,  CURRENTLY, KRM4,
MAY N E V E R  BE PASSED TO STRALAN. I T  POINTS TO THE 
STARTING ELEMENT OF THE NEXT NEW MATRIX TO BE ADDED. 
PRESENTLY, SPACE I S  ALLOCATED FOR (3 )  MATRICES.
SET UP POINTERS FOR REAL VECTORS
NNV I S  NUMBER OF REAL VECTORS THAT ARE NN LONG 
NNV=39

























DO 100 J=M1,M2 
400 K R V (J)=K R V (J-1)+  NN 
M1=M2+1
M2=M2+ ( NEV )
DO 410 J=M1,M2 
410 KRV(J)=KRV(J - l ) +  NE 
M1=M2+1
M2=M2+ { 4 )
DO 420 J=M1,M2 
420 KRV(J)=K R V (J - l ) + NBCN 
M1=M2+1
M2=M2+ ( 4 )
DO 430 J=M1,M2 
430 K RV<J)=KRV(J-1)+ MATOBS 
M2=M2+ ( 1 )
KRV(M2)=KRV(M2-1)+NTOBSN 
M1=M2+1
M2=M2+ ( 2 )
DO 440 J=M1,M2 
440 K R V (J)=K R V (J-1)+  NE4
NOTE: THE LAST POINTER IN THE ABOVE L IS T ,  CURRENTLY, K R V (Js6 2 ) , 
MAY N E V E R  BE PASSED TO STRALAN. IT  POINTS TO THE 
STARTING ELEMENT OF THE NEXT NEW REAL VECTOR TO BE ADDED. 
PRESENTLY, SPACE IS  ALLOCATED FOR (6 1 )  VECTORS.













NOTE: THE LAST POINTER IN THE ABOVE L IS T ,  CURRENTLY, KIKV11,
MAY N E V E R  BE PASSED TO STRALAN. IT  POINTS TO THE 
STARTING ELEMENT OF THE NEXT NEW INTEGER VECTOR TO BE ADDED. 
PRESENTLY, SPACE IS  ALLOCATED FOR (1 0 )  INTEGER VECTORS.
. . PRINT OUT THE POINTER LOCATION FOR EACH ELEMENT FOR CHECKING 
WRITE ( 5 8 , * )  'NO. OF REAL MATRICES = 3 '
WRITE ( 5 8 , * )  KRM1,KRM2, KRM3, KRM4
WRITE ( 5 8 , * )  'NO. OF REAL VECTORS THAT ARE NN LONG = ',N N V  
WRITE ( 5 8 , * )  'NO. OF REAL VECTORS THAT ARE NE LONG = ' ,N £ V  
WRITE ( 5 8 ,  *) KRV(l) ,KRV(2) ,KRV(3) ,XRV(4) ,KRV(5) ,KRV(6) ,KRV(7) ,
1 KRV(8) , KRV(9) , KRV(1 0 )  ,K RV (11) ,K RV (12) , KRV(13) ,
2 KRV(14) ,KRV(15) ,KRV(16) ,K RV (17) ,K RV (18) ,KRV(19) ,













WRITE(5 8 /  
WRITE (58
1
,  KRV (27)  , KRV( 2 8 ) , K R V ( 2 9 ) , KRV( 3 0 ) , KRV( 3 1 ) , K R V ( 3 2 ) ,  
, KRV( 3 4 ) / KRV( 3 5 ) , KRV( 3 6 )  , K R V ( 3 7 )  , K R V ( 3 8 )  , K R V ( 3 9 )  ,  
, KRV(41} ,  KRV( 4 2 )  ,  KRV( 4 3 )  ,  KRV( 4 4 )  , K R V ( 4 5 )  ,K R V (4 6 )  , 
/KRV (4 8 )  ,  KRV ( 4 9 )  , KRV ( 5 0 )  , K R V ( 5 1 )  , K R V ( 5 2 )  , K R V ( 5 3 )  , 
, KRV(55 )  , KRV( 5 6 )  ,K RV (5 7)  ,K RV (5 8}  , K R V ( 5 9 )  , K R V ( 6 0 )  ,
* )  'THESE ARE INTEGER VECTORS: '




RV{KRV( 1 ) )  
RV( KRV( 6 ) )  
RV(KRV(1 1 )  
RV( KRV(1 6 )  
RV( KRV(2 1 )  
RV( KRV(2 6 )  
RV(KRV(3 1 )  
RV(KRV(3 6 )  
RV(KRV(4 1 )  
RV(KRV(4 6 )  
RV(KRV(5 1 )  
RV(KRV(5 6 )  


















TO MAIN CONTROL ROUTINE/ STRALAN 
RH(KRHl) ,RM(KRH2) ,RM(KRM3) / 
z RV ( KRV { 2 ) ) / RV(KRV( 3 ) ) , RV(KRV( 4 ) ) ,R V (K R V (5)) ,  
RV ( KRV( 7 ) ) / RV(KRV( 8 ) ) ,R V (K R V (9 )) ,R V (K R V (1 0 )) ,
,RV(KRV(12) ) ,RV(KRV(1 3 )  ) / RV(KRV(14 
/RV(KRV( 1 7 ) ) /R V (K R V (18)) /RV(KRV(19 
z RV ( KRV( 2 2 ) ) / RV( KRV( 2 3 ) ) / RV( KRV(24  
,RV(KRV{27)) / RV( KRV( 2 8 ) ) ,RV(KRV(29 
z RV(KRV( 3 2 ) ) / RV(KRV( 3 3 ) ) , RV( KRV(34  
z RV {KRV( 3 7 ) ) / RV( KRV( 3 8 ) ) ,RV(KRV(39 
z RV (KRV( 4 2 ) ) / RV( KRV( 4 3 ) ) /RV(KRV(44 
, RV(KRV( 4 7 ) ) /RV(KRV( 4 8 ) ) ,RV(KRV(49 
, RV(KRV( 5 2 ) ) / RV( KRV( 5 3 ) > ,RV(KRV(54 
z RV (KRV( 5 7 ) ) /RV(KRV( 5 8 ) ) ,RV(KRV(59
) ,RV(KRV{ 1 5 ) )  
) #R V ( K R V ( 2 0 ) ) 
) , R V ( KRV( 2 5 ) )  
) #RV(KRV( 3 0 ) )  
) , R V ( K R V ( 3 5 ) )  
) , RV ( KRV( 4 0 ) )  
) , R V ( K R V ( 4 5 ) )  
) / R V ( K R V ( 5 0 ) ) 
) / RV ( KRV( 5 5 ) )  
) /R V(KRV ( 6 0 ) )
IM V(K IM V 2) , I M V (K IH V 3) , I M V (R IM V 4)  / IMV(KIMV5)  , 






C *** CALLED FROM: 
C  * * *
s R A L A N VERSION 1 9 8 9 - 1 . 0
MAIN
PURPOSE :
C ***  MAIN CONTROL ROUTINE FOR STRALAN SIMULATION.
C ***  ORGANIZES DATA INPUT, INITIALIZATION , CALCULATIONS FOR 
C ***  EACH TIME STEP AND ITERATION, AND VARIOUS OUTPUTS.
C ***  CALLS MOST OTHER SUBROUTINES.
C
SUBROUTINE STRALAN ( PMAT, UMAT, SMAT,
1 PITER,U ITER/SITER,PM 1,U H1,U M 2,SM 1,SM 2, PVEL, S L , SR,
2 X /Y ,T H IC K ,V O L ,P0R /C S1/C S2/C S3/R H O ,SO P,
3 Q IN ,U IN , QUIN , PVEC , UVEC ,  SVEC , RCIT , RCITM1, CC , XX, YY ,
4 CENDEP/DD,LAND,VOLS,COMMMA,SPEY,SETTLE,
5 ALMAX, ALMIN, ATAVG, VMAG,VANG, ANGL,
6 PERMXX,PERMXY, PERMYX,PERMYY, PANGLE,
7 PBC , UBC, SBC, QPLITR, POBS , UOBS ,  SOBS ,  SOB LAND ,  OBSTIM, GXSI, GETA ,
8 I N ,  IP IN C H , IQSOP,IQSOU, IP B C ,IU B C , ISB C,IN D EX , IO B 3, ITOBS ) 















COMMON/DIMS/ N N ,NE,N IN ,N BI, NB,NBHALF,NPINCH,NPBC,NUBC, NSBC,
1 NSOP,NSOPUMP,NSOU,NBCN 
COMMON/TIME/ DELT,TS£C,TMIN,THOUR,TDAY,TWEEK,TMONTH,TYEAR,





1 RHOWO, URHOWO, VISCO, PRODF1, PRODS1,PRODFO, PRODS0 , CHIX, CHI2
COMMON/ITERAT/ RPM,RPMAX,RUM,RUMAX,RSM,RSMAX,ITER, ITRMAX,
1 IPWORS, IUWORS, ISWORS





DIMENSION IN (N IN ) ,IP IN C H (N P IN C H ,3)
DIMENSION X(NN), Y(N N),THICK(NN), RHO(NN),SOP(NN), COMMMA(NN),
1 POR(NN),PVEL(NN),SL(NN) ,SR (N N ),S P E Y (N N ), SETTLE(NN)
DIMENSION PERMXX(NE) , PERMXY(NE) , PERMYX(NE), PERMYY(NE), PANGLE(NE),
X ALMAX(NE),ALMIN(NE),ATAVG(NE),VMAG(NE),VANG(NE),ANGL(NE),
2 G X S I(N E ,4 ) ,G E T A (N E ,4 )
DIMENSION VOL(NN),PMAT(NN,NBI), PVEC(NN),UMAT(NN,NBI),UVEC(NN),
X SMAT (NN,NBI) ,SVEC(NN) ,VOLS (NN) , SM2 (NN)
DIMENSION PMX(NN),UHX(NN),UM2(NN),SMX(NN), P IT E R (N N ), UITER(NN),
X S IT E R (N N ), RCIT(NN),RCITM X(N N),CSX(NN),CS2(NN),CS3(NN )






.INPUT SIMULATION DATA FROM UNIT-5 (DATASETS 6 THROUGH X6B) 
CALL INDATX(X,Y, THICK,POR,ALMAX,ALMIN,ATAVG,PERMXX,PERMXY, 
X PE RMYX , PERMYY , PANGLE , SOP ,  CENDEP , DD ,  LAND ,  ANGL , COMMMA)
.INPUT FLUID MASS, AND SOLUTE MASS SOURCES 
(DATASETS X7 AND 18)
CALL ZERO(QIN,NN, 0 . 0D0)
CALL ZERO(UIN,NN,0 . 0D0)
CALL ZERO(QUIN,NN,0.0D0)
IF (N S O P -X . GT. 0 .OR. NSOU-X. GT. 0 )
X CALL SOURCE(QIN,UIN,IQSOP,QUIN,IQSOU,IQSOPT,IQSOUT)
.INPUT SPECIFIED P ,U  AND S BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
(DATASETS X 9,20  AND 2X)



















.SET FLAG FOR TIME-DEPENDENT SOURCES OR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.
WHEN IBCT=+5, THERE ARE NO TIME-DEPENDENT SPECIFICATIONS. 
IBCT=1QS0FT+IQS0UT+IPBCT+IUBCT+ISBCT
.INPUT OBSERVATION NODE DATA (DATASET 22)
IF (N O B S N -l.G T .0) CALL OBSBRV(0,IOBS,ITOB3,POBS,UOBS,SOBS,
1 SOBLAND,OBSTIH, PVEC,UVEC,SM2,ISTOP,CENDEP,DD,RCIT, LAND)
.INPUT MESH CONNECTION DATA (DATASET 23)
CALL CONNEC( IN , IPINCH)
.CALCULATE AND CHECK BAND WIDTH 
CALL BANWID(IN)
.CHECK THAT PINCH NODES HAVE NO SOURCES OR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
I F (NPINCH-1 .G T .0) CALL NCHECK(IPINCH,IQSOP,IQSOU,IPBC,IUBC,ISBC)
.INPUT INITIAL DRAWDOWN,DEPTH TO A Q U IFER,IN ITIAL LAND ELEVATION 
NATURAL SUBSIDENCE AND UNCONFINED AQUIFER'S SPECIFIC YIELD 
(READ UNIT 5 5 ,  DATASET 1 THROUGH 5)
CALL INDAT2(DD,CENDEP,LAND,SPEY,SETTLE)
.INPUT IN ITIA L OR RESTART CONDITIONS AND IN IT IA L IZ E  PARAMETERS 
(READ UNIT-57 DATA OR UNIT-66 DATA FOR WARN START)
CALL INDAT3 (PVEC, UVEC, SVEC,PHI, UH1, UM2, S H I , SH2, CS1, C S 2 ,C S 3 ,S L ,S R ,  
1 RCIT, PBC , SBC, IPB C, IPBCT, ISBC ,  ISBCT, CENDEP, DD, POR)
.SE T  STARTING TIME OF SIMULATION CLOCK






TDAY—THOUR/2 4 . DO 
TWEEK—TDAY/7. DO 
TMONTH=TDAY/3 0 . 4  37 5 DO 
TYEAR=TDAY/3 6 5 .2  5D0
.OUTPUT IN ITIA L CONDITIONS OR STARTING CONDITIONS 
I F ( IS S T R A .N E .l)  CALL PRISOL( 0 , 0 , 0 , PVEC,UVEC,SH2, POR,
1VMAG, VANG,CENDEP,DD,LAND,RCIT)
C  SET SWITCHES AND PARAMETERS FOR SOLUTION WITH STEADY-STATE FLOW
I F ( I S S F L O .N E . l )  GOTO 1000 
ML=0






IF (M E .L E .O ) GO TO 990 
DLTSM1=DELTS 
BDELS=0.0D0







C  BEGIN TIME STEP *********************************************
C  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1000 IT = IT + 1 
ITER=0 
ML=0
IF(M E.LE.O ) ML=1 
NOUMAT=0
C..........SET NOUMAT TO OBTAIN V SOLUTION BY SIMPLE BACK SUBSTITUTION
C BEGINNING ON SECOND TIME STEP AFTER A PRESSURE SOLUTION
C I P  THE SOLUTION IS  NON-ITERATIVE (ITRMAX=1)
I F  (MOD(IT-l,NPCYC) .NE.O.AND.MOD(IT,NPCYC) .N E .0 .A N D .IT .G T .2  
1 .AND.ITRMAX.EQ.l) NOUMAT=l 
C..........CHOOSE SOLUTION VARIABLE ON THIS TIME STEP:
C ML=0 FOR P,U AND S ,  ML=1 FOR P AND 0 ,  AND ML=2 FOR U ONLY.
IF U T .E Q .l .A N D .IS S F L O .N E .2) GOTO 1005 
IF(MOD(IT,NPCYC) .N E .0 .AND.MOD<IT,NSCYC) .NE.O) MLs2 
IF  (MOD(IT,NSCYC) .NE.O .AND. MOD(IT,NUCYC) .EQ.O) HL=1
C ..........MULTIPLY TIME STEP SIZE BY DTMULT EACH ITCYC TIME STEP3
IF(M O D (IT ,IT C Y C ).E Q .O .A N D .IT .G T .1) DELT=DELT*DTMULT
C .......... SET TIME STEP SIZE TO MAXIMUM ALLOWED S IZ E , DTHAX
I F  (DELT.GT.DTMAX) DELT=DTMAX
C............ INCREMENT SIMULATION CLOCK, TSEC, TO END OF NEW TIME STEP
1005 TSEC=TSEC+DELT 
TMIN=TSEC/60. DO 
THOUR=TMIN/6 0 .  DO 
TDAY=THOUR/24 .DO 
TWEEK=TDAY/7.D0
TMONTH=TDAY/30.4  3 7 5D0
TYEAR=TDAY/36 5 .2  5D0
I F ( ISSFLO .EQ .2) GO TO 1100
C
C  SET TIME STEP FOR P,U AND/OR S ,  WHICHEVER ARE SOLVED FOR
C ON THIS TIME STEP













C SET PROJECTION FACTORS USED ON FIRST ITERATION TO EXTRAPOLATE
C AHEAD ONE-HALF TIME STEP
BDELP=(DELTP/DLTPM1)*Q. SODO 
BDELU= ( DELTU/DLTUH1) * 0 .5 0 DO 
IF(ME.LE.O) GO TO 1045 




C  INCREMENT CLOCK FOR WHICHEVER OF P,U AND S WILL BE SOLVED FOR
C ON THIS TIME STEP
C
C











C -----------------------------------------------------   - - - - - - - - - - -
C BEGIN ITERATION --------  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -    - ------- -----
1100 ITER=ITER+1
C
IF(M L-1) 2 0 0 0 ,2 2 0 0 ,2 4 0 0
C SHIFT AND SET VECTOR3 FOR TIME STEP WITH P,U AND S SOLUTIONS
2000 DO 2025 1 = 1 ,NN 
PITER(I ) =PVEC(I)
PVEL(I)=PVEC(I)
UITER{I ) =UVEC{I )
SITER( I ) =SVEC( I )
RCITM1(I ) =RCIT( I )
2025 RCIT ( I )  =RHOWO+DRWDU* (UITER ( I )  -URHOWO)
DO 2050 IP=1,NPBC 
I= IA B S ( IP B C (IP ) )
QPLITR(IP)=GNU*(PBC( IP ) -P IT E R ( I ) )
2050 CONTINUE
I F ( IT E R .G T . l )  GOTO 2600 
DO 2075 1 = 1 ,NN
PITER(I)=BDELP1*PVEC(I)-BDELP*PH1(I)
UITER(I ) =BDELU1*UVEC( I ) -BDELU*UM1(I)
SITER(I)=BDELS1*SVEC(I)-BDELS*SM1(I)
PM1( I ) =PVEC( I )




C SHIFT AND SET VECTORS FOR TIME STEP WITH P AND U SOLUTION ONLY
2200 DO 2225 1 = 1 ,NN 
PVEL(I)=PVEC(I)










2225  RCIT( I ) =RHOWO+DRWDU*{UITER(I ) -URHOWO)
DO 2155 IP=1,NPBC 
X=IABS(IPBC(IP) )
Q PLITR (IP)=G N U *(PB C (IP)-PITER (I))
2 1 5 5  CONTINUE
IF ( IT E R .G T . l )  GOTO 2600 





2250  UM1(I ) =UVEC(I )
GOTO 2600
C SHIFT AND SET VECTORS FOR TIME STEP WITH U SOLUTION ONLY
2400 IF(NOUMAT.EQ.l) GOTO 2480 
DO 2425 1 = 1 ,NN 
2 4 2 5  UITER(I)=UVEC(I)
IF ( IT E R .G T . l )  GOTO 2600 




2450  RCITM 1(I)=RCIT(I)
DO 2475 IP=1,NPBC 
I=IA B S(IPB C (IP) )
Q PL IT R (IP)= G N U *(PB C (IP )-P IT E R (I))
2475  CONTINUE 




 INITIALIZE ARRAYS WITH VALUE OF ZERO
MATDIM=NN*NBI 
IF (M L -1) 3 0 0 0 ,3 1 0 0 ,3 3 0 0  









3300 IF(NOUMAT) 3 3 5 0 ,3 3 5 0 ,3 3 7 5  
3350 CALL ZERO(UMAT,MATDIM,O.ODO)
3375 CALL ZERO(UVEC,NN,0. ODO)
SET TIME-DEPENDENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, SOURCES AND SINKS 
FOR THIS TIME STEP

































2 IQSOP, IQSOU, IPBCT, IUBCT, ISBCT, IQSOPT, IQSOUT,RCIT)
.SET SORPTION PARAMETERS POR THIS TIME STEP 
IF(ME.EQ.-l.AND.NOUKAT.EQ.O.AND.
1 ADSMOD.NE.'NONE ' )  CALL ADSORB(CS1,CS2,CS3, SL,SR,UITER)
 DO ELEMENTWISE CALCULATIONS IN MATRIX EQUATION FOR P,U  AND S
OR P ,U  OR U 
IF(NOUMAT.EQ.O)
1 CALL ELEMEN(ML,IN,X,Y,THICK,PITER,UITER,SITER,RCIT,RCITM1, POR,
2 ALMAX,ALMIN,ATAVG, PERMXX, PERMXY,PERMYX,PERMXY, PANGLE, COMMMA,
3 VMAG, VANG, VOL, PMAT, PVEC, UMAT, UVEC, SMAT,SVEC,GXSI,GETA, PVEL, ANGL)
 DO NODEWISE CALCULATIONS IN MATRIX EQUATION FOR P ,tf  AND S
OR P ,U  OR U
CALL NODALB (ML, VOL, PMAT, PVEC, UMAT,UVEC, SMAT, SVEC, PITER,UITER,
1 SITER,PM1,UM1,UM2, SM I,POR,Q IN,UIN,QUIN,CS1,CS2,CS3,SL,SR,
2 RHO,SOP,THICK,SPEY,COMMMA)
 SET SPECIFIED ? ,U  AND S CONDITIONS IN MATRIX EQUATION FOR
P,U  AND S OR P,U OR U
CALL BCB (ML, PMAT, PVEC, UMAT, UVEC, SMAT, SVEC, IPBC, PBC, IUBC,
I  UBC,ISBC,SBC,QPLITR,THICK,POR,COMMMA)
 SET PINCH NODE CONDITIONS IN MATRIX EQUATION FOR P,U AND S
OR P,U  OR U
IF(N PIN CH -I) 4 2 0 0 ,4 2 0 0 ,4 0 0 0  
4000 CALL PINCHB(ML,IPINCH,PMAT,PVEC,UMAT,UVEC,SMAT,SVEC)
4200 CONTINUE
 MATRIX EQUATION FOR P,U AND S OR P AND U ARE COMPLETE,
SOLVE EQUATIONS:
WHEN KKK=0, DECOMPOSE AND BACK-SUBSTITUTE,
WHEN KKK=2, BACK-SUBSTITUTE ONLY.
IHALFB-NBHALF-1 
IF(M L-L) 5 0 0 0 ,5 0 0 0 ,5 5 0 0
 SOLVE FOR P
5000 KKK=000000
CALL SOLVES(KKK,PMAT,PVEC,NN,IHALFB,NN,NBI>
 P SOLUTION NOW IN PVEC
IF(M L-1) 5 2 0 0 ,5 5 0 0 ,5 5 0 0
 SOLVE FOR S
5200 KKK=000000
CALL SOLVEB( KKK,SMAT,SVEC,NN,IHALFB, NN,NBI)
 S SOLUTION NOW IN SVEC
 SOLVE FOR U
5500 KKK=000000
IF(NOUMAT) 5 7 0 0 ,5 7 0 0 ,5 5 0 0  
5600 KKK=2
5700 CALL SOLVEB (KKK,UMAT,UVEC,NN,IHALFB,NN,NBI)




C CHECK PROGRESS AND CONVERGENCE OP ITERATIONS
C AND SET STOP AND GO FLAGS:
C ISTOP =: -1 NOT CONVERGED -  STOP SIMULATION
C ISTOP = 0 ITERATIONS LEFT OR CONVERGED -  KEEP SIMULATING
C ISTOP = 1 LAST TIME STEP REACHED -  STOP SIMULATION
c ISTOP = 2 MAXIMUM TIME REACHED -  STOP SIMULATION
c IGOI = 0 P ,S  AND U CONVERGED, OR NO ITERATIONS DONE
c IGOI = 1 ONLY P HAS NOT YET CONVERGED TO CRITERION
c IGOI = 2 ONLY U HAS NOT YET CONVERGED TO CRITERION
c IGOI = 3 BOTH P AND U HAVE NOT YET CONVERGED TO CRITERIA
c IGOI = 4 ONLY S HAS NOT YET CONVERGED TO CRITERIA
c IGOI = 5 BOTH P AND S HAVE NOT CONVERGED TO CRITERIA
c IGOI = 6 BOTH U AND S HAVE NOT CONVERGED TO CRITERIA
c IGOI = 7 P,U AND S HAVE NOT CONVERGED TO CRITERIA
ISTOP=0
IGOI=0







IP (M L - l )  7 0 5 0 ,7 0 5 0 ,7 1 5 0  
7050 DO 7100 1 = 1 ,NN
RP=DABS(PVEC(I)-PITER(I) )





7150 DO 7300 1 = 1 ,NN
RU=DABS(UVEC(I ) -UITER( I ))





IF (M L -1) 7 0 1 5 ,7 3 5 0 ,7 3 5 0  
7015 DO 7030 1 = 1 ,NN
RS=DABS(SVEC(I)-SITER(I) )






I F ( IG O I. GT. 0 . AND. ITER.EQ. ITRMAX) ISTO P=-1 
IF (IG O I,G T.0 .A N D .ISTO P.E Q .O ) GOTO 1100
C END ITERATION  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
C --------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ----------- -------------------------------------
C
7500 CONTINUE



















IF  ( ISTOP. N E . - l .  AND.TSEC.GE.TMAX) ISTOP=2
 UPDATE THE PARAMETERS IN A COMPRESSIBLE AQUIFER
IF(M E.LE.O ) GO TO B150 
DO 8200 1 = 1 ,NN
8200 VOLS (I )= T H IC K (I) -THICK(I) *POR(I)
CALL SUBPARH (THICK, POR,VOLS, SVEC, SOP, SM2 ,  LAND, COMMHA,
1 C£NDEP,DD,SETTLE)
8150 I F  (ME. LE • 0 .AND. IUNCON. EQ. 1) THEN 
DO 8201  1 = 1 ,NN
8201 THICK{I)=CENDEP(I) -DD (I )
ENDIF
 OUTPUT RESULTS FOR TIME STEP EACH NPRINT TIKE STEPS
IF(IT.GT.l.AND.MOD(IT,NPRINT) .NE.O.AND.ISTOP.EQ.O) GOTO 8000
 PRINT P,U AND/OR S, AND MAYBE V
CALL PRISOL ( ML , I  STOP , IGOI, PVEC , UVEC , SM2 , POR, VMAG , VANG ,
1 CENDEP, DD, LAND, RCIT)
 CALCULATE AND PRINT FLUID MASS OR SOLUTE MASS BUDGET
IF(KBUDG. EQ.1 )
1 CALL BUDGET(ML,IBCT,VOL,THICK,RHO,SOP,QIN,PVEC,PK1,
2 PBC,QPLITR, IPBC, IQSOP, POR,UVEC, UM1, UM2 , UIN,QUIN, IQSOU, UBC,
3 CS1,CS2,CS3,SL,SR,SPEY)
8000 CONTINUE
 MAKE OBSERVATIONS AT OBSERVATION NODES EACH NOBCYC TIME STEPS
IF(NOBSN-l.GT.O) CALL OBSERV(1,IOBS,ITOBS,POBS,UOBS,SOBS,
1 SOBLAND, OBSTIH, PVEC , UVEC, SM2 , 1STO P , CENDEP, DD , RCIT, LAND)
I F  (ISTO P.EQ .0 )  GOTO 1000 
***************  ******************************************************* 
. . . .E N D  TIME STEP ****************************************************
STORE RESULTS FOR POSSIBLE RESTART OF SIMULATION LAST TIME STEP 
IF(1STORE. N E.1) GOTO S205
CALL STORE (PVEC, UVEC,SVEC,PM1,UM1,SMI,SK2,POR,CS1,RCIT,PBC)
 COMPLETE OUTPUT AND TERMINATE SIMULATION
IF (IS T O R E .E Q .1) WRITE(6,8100)
8100 FORMAT ( / / / / / / U X , '* * *  LAST SOLUTION HAS BEEN STORED ' ,
1 'ON UNIT 66 * * * ')
 OUTPUT RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS
8205 IF (N O B S N -l.G T .0) CALL OBSERV(2,IOBS,ITOBS,POBS,UOBS,SOBS,
1 SOBLAND, OBSTIM, ISTOP, CENDEP, DD, RCIT , LAND)
.OUTPUT END OF SIMULATION MESSAGE AND RETURN TO MAIN FOR STOP 
I F  (IST O P.G T .0) GOTO 8400 
I F ( I G O I .E Q . l )  GO TO 8230 
I F ( I G O I .E Q .2 )  GO TO 8260 
IF ( IG O I .E Q .S )  GO TO 8292 
I F ( I G O I .E Q .4) GO TO 8266
I F {IGOI•EQ.5) GO TO 8296 
I F ( IGOI. EQ.6) GO TO 8300 
IF<IGOI.EQ.7> GO TO 8370 
8230 WRITE(6 /8 2 3 5 )
823S F O R M A T ( / / / / / / / / l l X ,  'SIMULATION TERMINATED DUE TO
1 'NON-CONVERGENT PRESSURE'/
2 / n x ,  ' ********** ********** *** ** / ,
3 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * / )
RETURN 
8260  WRXTE(6,8264)
8264  F O R M A T (// / / / / / / l IX , 'S IM U L A T IO N  TERMINATED DUE TO ' ,
1 'NON-CONVERGENT CONCENTRATION',




8268 FORMAT ( / / / / / / / /1 1 X , 'S IM U L A T IO N  TERMINATED DUB TO ' ,
1 'NON-CONVERGENT,SUBSIDENCE',
2 / 1 1 X , '* * ********  ********** *** ** *,
3 *************** ************)
RETURN 
8292 WRITE(6 ,8 2 9 4 )
8294 F O R M A T ( / / / / / / / /1 1 X ,  'SIMULATION TERMINATED DUE TO ' ,
1 'NON-CONVERGENT PRESSURE AND CONCENTRATION',
2 / I 1 X , '**********  **********  *** ** *,
3 *************** ******** • • *  **************)
RETURN 
8296 WRITE(6 ,8 2 9 8 )
8298 FO R M A T(//// / / / /11X ,'S IM U LA TIO N  TERMINATED DUB TO ' ,
1 'NON-CONVERGENT PRESSURE AND SUBSIDENCE',
2 / 1 1 X , '* * ********  **********  *** **
3 *************** ******** *** ************)
RETURN 
8300 WRITE(6 ,8 3 0 5 )
8305  FO R M A T{////// / /11X ,'SIM U LA TIO N TERMINATED DUE TO ' ,
1 'NON-CONVERGENT CONCENTRATION AND SUBSIDENCE',
2 / H X ,  '  ********** ********** *** **
3 *************** ******** *** ************)
8370 WRITE(6 ,8 3 7 5 )
8375  FO R M A T{////// / /11X ,'S IM U LA TIO N  TERMINATED DUE TO ' ,
1 'NON-CONVERGENT PRESSURE,CONCENTRATION AND SUBSIDENCE',
2 / H X ,  *********** **********  *** **
3 *************** ******** *** ************)
C
8400  IF (IS T O P .E Q .2 ]  GOTO 8500 
WRITE(6 ,8 4 5 0 )
8450 F O R M A T < / / / / / / /H X ,  'STRALAN SIMULATION TERMINATED AT COMPLETION ' ,
1 'OF TIME S T E PS '/
2 1 1 X , '* * * * *  ********** **********  ** **********  ' ,
3 *** **** ******)
RETURN 
8500  WRITE(6 ,8 5 5 0 )
8550 FO RM AT(//////11X,'STRALAN SIMULATION TERMINATED AT COMPLETION ' ,
1 'OF TIME PERIOD'/









C SUBROUTINE I  N D A T X STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
C
C *** CALLED FROM:STRALAN 
C *** PURPOSE t
C *** TO INPUT /OUTPUT/ AND ORGANIZE A MAJOR PORTION OF 
C *** UNIT-5 INPUT DATA (DATASET 6 THROUGH DATASET 16B)
C
SUBROUTINE INDAT1 (X,Y,THICK, POR, ALMAX, ALMIN, ATAVG, PERKXX, PERMXY,
1 PERMYX/PERMYY/PANGLE, SOP,CENDEP/DD, LAND, ANGL/COMMMA)





COMMON/DIMS/ NN,NE,NIN,NBI, NB, NBKALF,NPINCH,NPBC, NUBC, NSBC,
1 NSOP, NSOPUMP, NSOU, NBCN
COMMON/TIME/ DELT,TSEC,TMIN,THOUR,TDAY, TWEEK, TMONTH,TYEAR,
1 TMAX, DELTP,DELTU, DELTS, DLTPM1, DLTUM1, DLTSM1, I T , ITMAX, IYR
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU, UP,DTMULT, DTMAX,ME, ISSFLO, ISSTRA, ITCYC, NPORC,
1 NPCYC,NUCYC,NSCYC,NPRINT, IREAD, ISTORE,NOUMAT, IHEAD, ISLOPE, LAN,




COMMON/PARAMS/ COMPFL , COHPMA , DRWDU , RHOS ,  DECAY , SIGMAW ,
1 RHOWO , URHOWO , VISCO , PR0DF1, PRODS1, PRODFO , PRODSO , CHI 1 ,  CHI2
COMMON/KPRINT/ KNODAL, KELMNT, KINCID, KVEL, KBUDG,KPORS 
COMMON/SALT/ CSALT
DIMENSION X (NN) ,Y(NN) , THICK (NN) ,POR(NN) ,SOP(NNJ , CENDEP (NNJ ,
1 DD(NN),LAND(NN),COMMMA(NN)
DIMENSION PERMXX(NE) , PERMXY (NE) , PERMYX (NE) , PERMYY (NE) , PANGLE (NE) , 
1 ALMAX (NE) ,  ALMIN(NE) , ATAVG (NE) ,ANGL(NE)
DATA STYPE(1) /  ' SOLUTE'  /  , STYPE(2 ) / ' SOLUTE AND SUBSIDENCE'/
C
INSTOP=0
 INPUT DATASET 6: NUMERICAL CONTROL PARAMETERS
READ( 5 ,5 0 )  UP,GNU 
50 FORMAT(G10.0,G15.0)
WRITE( 6 ,7 0 )  UP,GNU 
70 F O R M A T (// / /11X , 'N  U M E R I C A L  C O N T R O L  D A T  A ' / /
1 1 I X , F I 5 . 5 , 5X,'"UPSTREAM WEIGHTING" FACTOR'/
2 11X ,1PD 15.4 , 5X,'SPECIFIED PRESSURE BOUNDARY CONDITION FACTOR')
. . . . I N P U T  DATASET 7A & 7B: TEMPORAL CONTROL AND SOLUTION CYCLING DATA 
READ (5 , 100 ) ITMAX,DELT,TMAX, ITCYC, DTMULT, DTMAX, NPCYC, NUCYC 
READ( 5 ,1 0 1 )  NSCYC,NPORC,IYR
100 FORMAT( 1 5 , 2 G 1 5 .0 ,1 1 0 ,G 1 0 .0 ,G 1 5 .0 , 2 1 5 )







1 2 0  FORMAT( 1 H 1 / / / / 1 1 X , 'T  E M P O R A L C O N T R O L  A N D  '  ,
1 ' S O L U T I O N  C Y C L I N G  D A T  A ' ,
2 / / 1 1 X , 1 1 5 / 5X,'MAXIMUM ALLOWED NUMBER OF TIME STEPS'
3 /1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .4 , SX ,'IN ITIA L TIME STEP (IN  SECONDS)'
4 /1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .4 , 5X,'MAXIMUM ALLOWED SIMULATION TIME (IN  SECONDS)'
5 / / 1 1 X , I 1 5 ,5 X , 'T I M E  STEP MULTIPLIER CYCLE (IN  TIME STEPS)'
6 / 1 1 X ,0 P F 1 5 ,5 , 5X,'MULTIPLICATION FACTOR FOR TIME STEP CHANGE'
7 /11X,1PD15,4,5X,'MAXIMUM ALLOWED TIME STEP (IN  SECONDS)'
8 / / 1 1 X , 1 1 5 , 5X, 'FLOW SOLUTION CYCLE (IN  TIME STEPS)'
9 / 1 1 X , I 1 5 ,5 X ,  'TRANSPORT SOLUTION CYCLE (IN  TIME S T E PS)'
* /11X,I15,5X ,'SU BSID ENCE SOLUTION CYCLE (IN  TIME STEPS)'
* / 1 1 X , 1 1 5 , 5X,'POROSITY SOLUTION CYCLE (IN  TIME S T E P S ) ')
IF(NPCYC.GE.l.AND,NUCYC.GE.l.AND.NSCYC.GE.l) GOTO 140 
WRITE( 6 ,1 3 0 )
130 F O R M A T (/ / lIX , '*  * * * ERROR DETECTED : NPCYC,NUCYC,NSCYC AND ' ,
1 'NPORC MUST ALL BE SET GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 1 . ' )
INSTOP=INSTOP-l 
140 IF(NPCYC.EQ.l.OR.NUCYC.EQ.l.OR.NSCYC.EQ.l) GOTO 160 
WRITE(6 ,1 5 0 )
150 FO R M A T{//lIX , '*  * * * ERROR DETECTED : EITHER NPCYC O R ',
1 '  NSCYC OR NUCYC MUST BE SET TO 1 . ' )
INSTOP=INSTOP-l 
160 CONTINUE
 SET MAXIMUM ALLOWED TIME STEPS IN SIMULATION FOR
STEADY-STATE FLOW AND STEADY-STATE TRANSPORT SOLUTION MODES 





IF (IS S T R A • E Q .1) ITMAX=1
 INPUT DATASET 8 : OUTPUT CONTROLS AND OPTIONS
READ (5 ,1 7 0 )  NPRINT, KNODAL, KELMNT, KINCID, KVEL, KBUDG, KPORS 
170 FORMAT(1615)
WRITE(6 ,1 7 2 )  NPRINT 
172 F O R M A T (// / /11X , 'O  U T P U T  C O N T R O L S  A N D  ' ,
1 ' O P T I O N  S ' / / 1 1 X , 1 6 , 5X,'PRINTED OUTPUT CYCLE ' ,
2 '{ I N  TIME STEPS)')
I F  (KNODAL.EQ.+l) WRITE(6,174)
IF(KNODAL.EQ.O) WRITE(6,175)
174 FORMAT(/11X,' -  PRINT NODE COORDINATES, THICKNESSES AND',
1 '  POROSITIES')
175 FO RM A T(/IIX , ' -  CANCEL PRINT OF NODE COORDINATES, THICKNESSES AND' 
1 '  POROSITIES')
IF(KELMNT.EQ.+l) WRITE(6 ,1 7 6 )
IF(KELMNT.EQ.O) WRITE(6,177)
176 F0RMAT(11X,' -  PRINT ELEMENT PERMEABILITIES AND DISPERSIVITIES'}
177 F O R M A T (l lX , '-  CANCEL PRINT OF ELEMENT PERMEABILITIES AND ' ,
1 'D ISP E R S IV IT IE S ')
IF fK IN C ID .E Q .+ l)  WRITE(6 ,1 7 8 )
IF(KINCID.EQ.O ) WRITE(6,179)
178 FORMAT ( 1 1 X , ' -  PRINT NODE AND PINCH NODE INCIDENCES IN EACH ' ,
1 'ELEMENT')
179 FORMAT(11X, ' -  CANCEL PRINT OF NODE AND PINCH NODE INCIDENCES ' ,
213
1 ' I N  EACH ELEMENT')
IME=2
IF (M E .L T .1) IME=i 
IF(K V EL.EQ .+l) WRITE{6 ,1 8 4 )
I F ( KVEL.EQ.0) WRITE(6 ,1 8 5 )
184 FORMAT(/UX,' -  CALCULATE AND PRINT VELOCITIES AT ELEMENT ' ,
1 'CENTROIDS ON EACH TIME STEP WITH OUTPUT')
185 FORMAT(/11X,' -  CANCEL PRINT OF VELOCITIES')
IF(KBUDG.EQ.+l) WRITE(6 ,1 8 6 )  STYPE(IME)
IF(KBUDG.EQ.O) WRITE(6 ,1 8 7 )
186 FORMAT(/11X,'- CALCULATE AND PRINT FLUID AND ' , A 6 , '  BUDGETS ' ,
1 'ON EACH TIME STEP WITH OUTPUT')
187 FORMAT(/11X,'- CANCEL PRINT OF BUDGETS')
C
C INPUT DATASET 9: ITERATION CONTROLS
READ(5 ,1 9 0 )  ITRMAX, RPMAX, RUMAX, RSMAX 
190 F0RMAT(I10,3G10.0)
IF(ITRMAX-1) 1 9 2 ,1 9 2 ,1 9 4
192 WRITE(6 ,1 9 3 )
193 F O R M A T (////11X , ' I  T E R A T I O N  C O N T R O L  D A T A ' ,
1 / / 1 1 X , '  NON-ITERATIVE SOLUTION')
GOTO 196
194 WRITE(6 ,1 9 5 )  ITRMAX, RPMAX, RUMAX,RSMAX
195 F O R M A T < / / / / l IX , ' I  T E R A T I O N  C O N T R O L  D A T A ' ,
1 / / 1 1 X , 1 1 5 , 5X,'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS PER TIME S T E P ',
2 /1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .4 , SX,'ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR FLOW',
3 '  SOLUTION'/IIX,1PD15. 4 , 5X,'ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE CRITERION',
4 '  FOR TRANSPORT S O L U T IO N '/ l lX ,1P D 15 .4 , 5X, 'ABSOLUTE',
5 '  CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR SUBSIDENCE')
196 CONTINUE
C
C .INPUT DATASET 10: FLUID PROPERTIES
READ( 5 ,2 0 0 )  COMPFL,SIGMAW,RHOW0, URHOWO, DRWDU,VISC0, CSALT
C ..............INPUT DATASET 11: SOLID MATRIX PROPERTIES
READ(5 ,2 0 0 )  COMPMA,RHOS 
200 FORMAT(8G10.1)
IF (M E .E Q .+ l)
1 WRITE( 6 ,2 1 0 )  COMPFL, COMPMA, VISC0, RHOS, RHOWO, DRWDU, URHOWO,
2 SIGMAW
210 F O R M A T (1H 1/// /1 IX , 'C  O N S T A N T  P R O P E R T I E S  O F ' ,
1 '  F L U I D  A N D  S O L I D  M A T R I X '
2 / / 1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .4 , 5X,'COMPRESSIBILITY OF F L U ID '/1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .4 ,5 X ,
3 'AVERAGE COMPRESSIBILITY OF POROUS K A TR IX '//11X ,1PD 15. 4 , 5X,
5 'FLUID V IS C 0 S IT Y '/ /1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .4 , 5X,'DENSITY OF A SOLID GRAIN'
* / /1 3 X , 'F L U I D  DENSITY, RHOW'/13X,'CALCULATED BY STRALAN ' ,
1 ' I N  TERMS OF CONCENTRATION, U, AS: '/13X,'RHOW = RHOWO + ' ,
2 'DRWDU*(U-URHOWO)'//11X,1PD1S.4 , 5X ,'FLU ID  BASE DENSITY, RHOWO'
3 /1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .4 , 5X,'COEFFICIENT OF DENSITY CHANGE WITH ' ,
4 'CONCENTRATION, DRW D U '/llX ,1PD 15.4 , 5X,'CONCENTRATION,' ,
5 '  URHOWO, AT WHICH FLUID DENSITY IS  AT BASE VALUE, RHOWO'
7 / / 1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .4 , 5X,'MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF SOLUTE IN FLUID')
I F (M E .E Q .- l )
1 WRITE(6 ,2 2 0 )  COMPFL,COMPMA,VISC0,RHOS,RHOWO,DRWDU,URHOWO, SIGMAW 
220 FO R M A T(1H 1////11X ,'C  O N S T A N T  P R O P E R T I E S  O F ' ,
1 '  F L U I D  A N D  S O L I D  M A T R I X '
2 / /1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .4 , 5X,'COMPRESSIBILITY OP FLUID ' / 1 1 X ,  XPD15 . 4, SX,
3 'COMPRESSIBILITY OP POROUS MATRIX'
4 / /11X ,X PD 15 .4 ,5X ,'F L U ID  VISCOSITY'
4 / / 1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .4 , 5X,'DENSITY OF A SOLID GRAIN'
5 / /1 3 X , 'F L U ID  DENSITY, RHOW'/13X,'CALCULATED BY ' ,
6 'STRALAN IN TERMS OF SOLUTE CONCENTRATION, U, A S : ' ,
7 /13X,'RHOW = RHOWO + DRWDU*(U-URHOWO)'
8 / / I I X ,1 P D 1 5 .  4,SX,'FLUID BASE DENSITY, RHOWO'
9 /1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .4 ,5X,'COEFFICIENT OF DENSITY CHANGE WITH
* 'SOLUTE CONCENTRATION, DRWDU'
1 /11X,1PD15.4,5X ,'SOLUTE CONCENTRATION, URHOWO, ' ,
4 'AT WHICH FLUID DENSITY IS AT BASE VALUE, RHOWO'
5 / / I 1 X ,1 P D 1 S .4 , SX,'MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF SOLUTE IN FLUID')
C
C INPUT DATASET 12: ADSORPTION PARAMETERS
READ(S,230) ADSMOD,CHI1,CHI2 
230 FORMAT(A10,2G10.0)
IF  (ADSMOD.EQ.'NONE ' )  GOTO 234
WRITE(6 ,232}  ADSMOD 
232 FORMAT ( / / / / l  IX , 'A  D S O R P T I O N  P A R A M E T E R  S '
1 //X6X,A10,5X,'EQUILIBRIUM SORPTION ISOTHERM')
GOTO 2 36
234 WRITE(6 ,2 3 5 )
235 F 0 R M A T (/ / / /1 1 X , 'A  D S O R P T I O N  P A R A M E T E R  S '
1 //16X,'NON-SORBING SOLUTE')
236 I F ( (ADSMOD.EQ.'NONE ' ) .OR.(ADSMOD.EQ.'LINEAR ' ) .O R .
1 {ADSMOD.EQ.'FREUNDLICH') .OR. (ADSMOD.EQ.'LANGMUIR ' ) )  GOTO 238
WRITE(6 ,2 3 7 )
237 FORMAT(//11X,' *  * * * ERROR DETECTED : TYPE OF SORPTION MODEL ' ,
1 ' I S  NOT SPECIFIED CORRECTLY.'/11X,'CHECK FOR TYPE AND ' ,
2 'SPELLING, AND THAT TYPE IS LEFT-JUSTIFIED IN INPUT FIELD') 
INSTOP=INSTOP-l
238 IF(ADSMOD.EQ.'LINEAR ' )  WRITB(6,242) CHI1
2 42 FORMAT(11X,1PD15. 4 ,  5X, 'LINEAR DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT')
IF(ADSMOD.EQ.'FREUNDLICH') WRITE(6,244) CHI1,CHI2
244 FORMAT (11X,1PD15. 4 ,  5X, 'FREUNDLICH DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT'
1 /1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .  4 ,  SX, 'SECOND FREUNDLICH COEFFICIENT')
IF(ADSMOD.EQ.'FREUNDLICH'.AND.CHI2.LE.0.DO) THEN 
WRITE(6 ,2 4 5 )
245 FORMAT(11X,'*  * * * ERROR DETECTED : SECOND COEFFICIENT ' ,
1 'MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO')
INSTOP=INSTOP-I
ENDIF
IF(ADSMOD.EQ.'LANGMUIR ' )  WRITE(6,246) CHI1,CHI2
246  FORMAT( 11X, 1PD1S. 4 , 5X,'LANGMUIR DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT'
X /1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .  4 , 5X, 'SECOND LANGMUIR COEFFICIENT')
C
C INPUT DATASET 13; PRODUCTION OF SOLUTE MASS
READ(5 ,2 0 0 )  PRODFO, PRODSO, PRODF1, PRODS1 
WRITE(6 ,2 5 0 )  PRODFO, PRODSO, PRODF1,PRODSX 
250 FORMAT ( / / / /X X X ,  'P  R O D U C T I O N  A N D  D E C A Y  O F  ' ,  
X ' S P E C I E S  M A S  S '//13X,'PRODUCTION RATE ( + ) ' /1 3 X ,
2 'DECAY RATE ( - ) ' / / X I X ,  1PD15. 4 ,  SX,'ZERO-ORDER RATE OF SOLUTE ' ,
3 'MASS PRODUCTION/DECAY IN FL U ID '/11X ,X PD X 5.4 ,5X ,









5 'IMMOBILE P H A S E '/ l lX ,1 P D 1 5 .4 ,5 X , 'FIRST-ORDER RATE OP SOLUTE
3 'MASS PRODUCTION/DECAY IN F L U ID '/11X ,1PD 15. 4 , 5X,
4 'FIRST-ORDER RATE OP ADSORBATE HASS PRODUCTION/DECAY IN
5 'IMMOBILE PHASE')
 INPUT DATASET 14: ORIENTATION OP COORDINATES TO GRAVITY
READ(5 ,2 0 0 )  GRAVX,GRAVY 
WRITE(6 ,3 2 0 )  GRAVX,GRAVY 
320 F O R M A T (/ / / / l IX , 'C  O O R D I H A T E  O R I E N T A T I O N  ' ,
1 ' T O  G R A V I T  Y'//13X,'COMPONENT OP GRAVITY VECTOR',
2 / 1 3 X , ' I N  +X DIRECTION, GRAVX '/11X,1PD15.4,5X,
3 'GRAVX = -GRAV * D{ELEVATION)/DX'//I3X,'COMPONENT OF GRAVITY',
4 '  VECTOR'/13X,'IN +Y DIRECTION, GRAVY '/11X,1PD1S.4,5X,
5 'GRAVY = -GRAV * D(ELEVATION)/DY')
 INPUT DATASETS 15A, AND 1SB : NODEWISE DATA
READ(5 ,3 3 0 )  SCALX,SCALY,SCALTH,PORFAC,COMFAC 
330 FORMAT(5X,5G10.0)
DO 455 1 = 1 ,NN
READ(5 ,4 0 0 )  I I ,X ( I I ) ,Y ( I I ) ,T H IC K ( I I ) ,P O R ( I I ) ,C O M M M A (I I )
400 FORMAT(I5,5G10.0)
X ( I I ) = X ( I I ) ‘ SCALX 
Y{I I ) =Y( I I ) ‘ SCALY 
T H IC K (II)= T H IC K {II)‘ SCALTH 
P O R (I I )= P O R ( I I ) ‘ PORFAC 
IP(ME.LE.O) GO TO 450 
COMMMA(II)=COMMMA(II)*COMFAC
 SET INITIAL SPECIFIC PRESSURE STORATIVITY, SOP.
SOP( I I ) =COMMMA( I I ) +POR{I I ) ‘ COMPFL 
GO TO 455
450 I F ( IUNCON.EQ.1) SOP(II)=COMPMA+POR(II)‘ COMPFL 
IF{IUNCON.EQ.1)  GO TO 455
S O P ( I I ) = ( l .D O - P O R ( I I ) ) ‘ COMPMA+POR(II)‘ COMPFL 
455 CONTINUE
450 IF(KNODAL.EQ.O) WRITE(6,469) SCALX,SCALY,SCALTH,PORFAC
469 FO RM AT(1H 1////11X ,'N  O D E  I N F O R M A T I O  N ' / / 1 6 X ,
1 'PRINTOUT OF NODE COORDINATES, THICKNESSES AND POROSITIES ' ,
2 'CANCELLED.'//16X,'SCALE FACTORS : ' / 3 3 X ,1 P D 1 5 . 4 , 5 X , 'X -S C A L E '/
1 3 3X,1PD15. 4 , 5 X , ' Y-SCALE'/33X,1PD15.4,5X,'THICKNESS FACTOR'/
2 33X ,1PD 15.4 , 5X,'POROSITY FACTOR')
IF(KNODAL.EQ.+l) WRITE(6 ,4 7 0 )  ( I , X ( I ) , Y ( I )  ,T H IC K (I ) ,P O R (I ) , I= 1 ,N N )
470 FORMAT(1H1//11X,'N O D E  I N F O R M A T I O  N ' / / 1 3 X ,
1 'N O D E ' , 7 X , 'X ' , 1 6 X , 'Y ' , 17X,'THICKNESS', 6 X , 'P O R O S IT Y '/ /
2 ( 1 1 X , I 6 , 3 (3X,1PD14. 5 ) , 6 X ,0 P F 8 .S ) )
 INPUT DATASETS 16A AND 16B: ELEMENTWISE DATA
402 READ(5 ,4 9 0 )  PMAXFA, PMINFA, ANGFAC, ALMAXF, ALMINF, ATAVGF, ANGLF 
490 FORMAT( 10X,5G10. 0 , 2G5.0 )
IF(KELMNT.EQ.+l) WRITE(6 ,5 0 0 )
500 FORMAT{1 H 1 / /6 X , 'E  L E M E N T  I N F O R M A T I O  N ' / /
1 6 X , ' ELEMENT' , 4X,'MAXIMUM', 9X,'MINIMUM', 12X,
2 'ANGLE BETWEEN',3X,'  MAXIMUM',5X,'  MINIMUM',5X,
3 '  AVERAGE',5X, '  SLOPING'/17X,'PERMEABILITY', 4X,
4 'PERMEABILITY',4X,'+X-DIRECTION AND',








5 3 X , '  ANGLE' / 45X, 'MAXIMUM PERMEABILITY' ,  3X, 'DISPERSIVITY' ,
6 3X ,'D ISPERSIV ITY ',3X , 'D ISP E R S IV IT Y '/53X , '  (IN DEGREES)'//)
DO 550 LL=1,NE
READ (5 ,5 1 0 )  L,PMAX,PMIN,ANGLEX, ALMAX (L) , ALMIN(L) , ATAVG (L) ,
1 ANGL(L)








I F ( KELMNT.EQ.+1) WRITE(6,520) L,PMAX,PMIN,ANGLEX,
1 ALMAX(L) , ALHIN(L) , ATAVG (L) , ANGL(L)
520 FORMAT(6X,1 7 , 2X ,2 (1PD14. 5 , 2X ), 8 X ,5 (0 P F 1 0 .3  ,5X) )
. . . .R O T A T E  PERMEABILITY FROM MAXIMUM/MINIMUM TO X/Y DIRECTIONS 












1 WRITE (6 ,  569) PMAXFA, PMINFA, ANGFAC, ALMAXF, ALMINF, ATAVGF, ANGLF
569 FORMAT ( / / / / 1 1 X , ' E  L E H E N T  I N F O R M A T I O  N ' / /
1 16X,'PRINTOUT OF ELEMENT PERMEABILITIES AND DISPERSIVITIES
2 'CANCELLED.'//16X, 'SCALE FACTORS : ' / 3 3 X ,1 P D 1 5 .4 , 5X,'MAXIMUM '
1 'PERMEABILITY FACTOR'/33X,1PD15. 4 , 5X,'MINIMUM PERMEABILITY ' ,
2 'FA CT0R '/33X,1PD15.4,5X,'AN GLE FROM 4-X TO MAXIMUM DIRECTION',
3 '  FACTOR'/33X,1PD15.4 , 5X,'MAXIMUM LONGITUDINAL DISPERSIVITY',
4 '  FACTOR'/33X,1PD15.4 , SX,'MINIMUM LONGITUDINAL DISPERSIVITY',
5 '  FACT0R'/33X,1PD15.4,5X,'TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY FACTOR'/,
6 33X, 1PD 15.4 , 5X,'SLOPING ANGLE FACTOR')
 END SIMULATION FOR CORRECTIONS TO UNIT-5 DATA IF  NECESSARY
605 IF(IN STO P.EQ.O) GOTO 1000 
WRITE (6 ,9 9 9 )
999 FORMAT ( / / / / / / / / 1 1 X , 'P L E A S E  CORRECT INPUT DATA AND RERUN.',
1 / / / 2 2 X , ' S  I M U L A T I O N  H A L T E D ' ,
























C *** CALLED FROM STRALAN 
C *** PURPOSE !
C *** TO READ THE INITIAL DRAWDOWN,AQUIFER DEPTH, NATURAL SUBSIDENCE,
C *** INITIAL LAND ELEVATION AND UNCONFINED AQUIFER'S SPECIFIC
C *** YIELD AT EACH NODE IN AREAL FLOW
C *** READ UNIT 55
C
SUBROUTINE INDAT2 {DD,CENDEP,LAND, SPEY,SETTLE)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION <A-H,0-Z)
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU, UP, DTMULT, DTMAX, ME, ISSFLO, ISSTRA, ITCYC, NPORC,
1 NPCYC , NUCYC , NSCYC, NPRINT , IREAD ,  I  STORE , NOUMAT , I  HEAD , ISLOPE , LAN ,
2 ISET
COMMON/D IMS/ NN,NE,NIN,NBI,NB, NBHALF, NP INCH , NPBC , NUBC , NS BC ,
1 NSOP,NSOPUMP,NSOU,NBCN 
COMMON/ICONF/ IUNCON
DIMENSION DD{NN) , CENDEP (NN) ,LAND(NN) ,SPEY(NN) , SETTLE (NN)
. . . . I N P U T  DATASET 1 TO 4
. . . .R E A D  INITIAL DRAWDOWN, DD(I) AND DEPTH TO THE NODES, CENDEP(I)
AT EACH NODE IN AREAL FLOW 
IF (IH E A D .L E .0) GO TO 102
 FOR UNCONFINED AQUIFER,CENDEP(I) IS  THE VERTICAL DISTANCE
FROM THE MEAN SEA LEVEL TO THE IMPERVIOUS LAYER 
READ( 5 5 ,1 0 1 )  (D D (I) ,I=1 ,N N )
READ( 5 5 ,1 0 1 )  (CENDEP(I), I=1,NN)
101 FORMAT(1 0 F 6 .1)
102 I F ( I S E T .N E . l )  GO TO 105 
READ( 5 5 ,1 0 3 )  SETFAC
103 FORMAT(G15.6)
DO 10 1 = 1 ,NN
READ( 5 5 ,2 0 )  I I ,S E T T L E (I I )
20 FORMAT( 1 5 , G10.0)
10 SETTLE(II)=SETTLE(II)*SETFAC
105 IF (L A N .N E .l)  GO TO 106
READ( 5 5 ,1 0  4) (LAND(I), 1 = 1 , NN)
104 FORMAT(6G12.6 )
106 IF(IU NCON.NE.l) GO TO 200
 INPUT UNCONFINED AQUIFER'S SPECIFIC YIELD:DATASET 5




SUBROUTINE S O U R C E  STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
*** CALLED FROM STRALAN 
*** PURPOSE :
*** TO READ AND ORGANIZE FLUID MASS SOURCE DATA AND 
*** SOLUTE MASS SOURCE DATA.
SUBROUTINE SOURCE(QIN,UIN,IQSOP,QUIN,IQSOU,IQSOPT,IQSOUT)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0-Z )
COMMON/DIMS/ NN, NE,NIN,NBI, NB, NBHALF,NPINCH,NPBC,NUBC, NSBC,
1 NSOP,NSOPUMP,NSOU,NBCN
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU,UP,DTMULT,DTMAX,ME, ISSFLO,ISSTRA,ITCYC,NPORC




C ...........NSOPI IS  ACTUAL NUMBER OF FLUID SOURCE NODES







IF(NSOPI.EQ.O) GOTO 1000 
50 WRITE (6 ,1 0 0 )
100 F O R M A T (1H 1// / /1 IX , 'F  L U I D  S O U R C E  D A T A '
1 / / / / 1 1 X , '* * * *  NODES AT WHICH FLUID INFLOWS OR OUTFLOWS ARE '
2 'SPECIFIED 'NODE NUMBER', 10X,
3 'FLUID INFLOW(+)/OUTFLOW(-)',5X,'SOLUTE CONCENTRATION OF'
4 /11X,'{M INUS IN D ICA TES',5X ,' (FLUID MASS/SECOND)',
5 12X,'INFLOWING FLUID'/12X*'TIME-VARYING', 39X,
6 '(MASS SOLUTE/MASS WATER)' / 1 2 X,'FLOW RATE O R '/12X ,
7 'CONCENTRATION)' / / )
 INPUT DATASET 17
300 CONTINUE
READ(5 ,4 0 0 )  IQCP,QINC,UINC 
400 FORMAT(I 1 0 , 2G15 .0 )
I F ( IQCP. EQ.0 )  GOTO 700 
NIQP=NIQP+1 
IQSOP(NIQP)=IQCP 
IF ( IQ C P .L T .0 )  IQSOPT=-l 
IQP=IABS(IQCP)
QIN(IQP)=QINC 
U IN ( IQP)=UINC 
I F ( IQCP.G T.0) GOTO 450 
WRITE(6 ,5 0 0 )  IQCP 
GOTO 600 
4 50 IF(QINC.GT.O) GOTO 4 60 
WRITE(6 ,5 0 0 )  IQCP,QINC 
GOTO 600 
460 WRITE (6 ,5 0 0 )  IQCP,QINC,UINC 
500 FO R M A T (11X ,I10 ,13X ,1PE 14 .7 ,16X ,1PE 14 .7)
600 GOTO 300
700 IF(NIQP.EQ.NSOPI) GOTO 890
C END SIMULATION IF  THERE NEED BE CORRECTIONS TO DATASET 17
W RITE(6,750) NIQP,NSOPI 
750 F O R M A T {// / / l IX , 'T H E  NUMBER OF FLUID SOURCE NODES READ, ' , 1 5 ,
1 '  I S  NOT EQUAL TO THE NUMBER SPECIFIED, ' , 1 5 / / / /
2 11X,'PLEASE CORRECT DATA AND R E R U N ' / / / / / / / /
3 2 2 X , 'S  I M U L A T I O N  H A L T E  D ' /
4 22X, ' __________________________________________' )
ENDFILE(6)
STOP

















900 F O R M A T (// / / l IX , 'T H E  SPECIFIED TIME VARIATIONS ARE ' ,  
1 'USER-PROGRAMMED IN SUBROUTINE B C T I  M E . ' )
1000 IF(NSOUI.EQ.O) GOTO 9000 
1050 WRITE(6 ,1 1 0 0 )
1100 FORMAT( / / / / / / / / 1 1 X , 'S  O L U T E S O U R C E  D A T A '
1 / / / / 1 1 X , '* * * *  NODES AT WHICH SOURCES OR SINKS OF SOLUTE ' ,
2 'MASS ARE SPECIFIED * * * * ' / / l lX , 'N O D E  NUMBER',10X,
3 'SOLUTE S O U R C E (+ )/S IN K (-) ' /1 1 X , ' (MINUS INDICATES', 5X,
4 '  (SOLUTE MASS/SECOND) ' / 1 2 X ,  'TIME-VARYING'/12X,
5 'SOURCE OR S I N K ) ' / / )
 INPUT DATASET 18
1300 CONTINUE
READ( 5 ,4 0 0 )  IQCU,QUINC 
IF(IQCU.EQ.O) GOTO 1700 
NIQU=NIQU+1 
IQSOU(NIQU)=IQCU 
IF(IQ CU .LT.O ) IQSOUT=-l 
IQU=IABS(IQCU)
QUIN( IQU) —QUINC 
IF(IQCU.GT.O) GOTO 1450 
WRITE(6 ,1 5 0 0 )  IQCU 
GOTO 1600 
1450 WRITE(6 ,1 5 0 0 )  IQCU,QUINC 
1500 FORMAT(11X,1 1 0 , 13X ,1PE14.7)
1600 GOTO 1300
1700 IF(NIQU.EQ.NSOUI) GOTO 1890
 END SIMULATION IF  THERE NEED BE CORRECTIONS TO DATASET l a
WRITE(6 ,1 7 5 0 )  NIQU,NSOUI 
1750 FO RM AT(////11X,'THE NUMBER OF SOLUTE SOURCE NODES READ, ' , 1 5 ,
1 '  IS  NOT EQUAL TO THE NUMBER SPECIFIED, ' , 1 5 / / / /
2 11X,'PLEASE CORRECT DATA AND R E R U N ' / / / / / / / /
3 2 2 X , 'S  I M U L A T I O N  H A L T E  D ' /
4 22X, ' _________________________________________ ' )
ENDFILE(6)
STOP
1890 IF (IQ S O U T .E Q .- l )  WRITE(6,900)
9000 RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE B O U N D  STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
*** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
*** PURPOSE :
*** TO READ AND ORGANIZE SPECIFIED PRESSURE DATA,CONCENTRATION DATA 
* * •  AND SPECIFIED LAND SUBSIDENCE DATA.
SUBROUTINE BOUND(IPBC,PBC,IUBC,UBC,ISBC,SBC,IPBCT,IUBCT,ISBCT) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0 -Z )
COMMON/DIMS/ NN , NE , NIN,NBI, NB, NBHALF, NPINCH, NPBC, NUBC, NSBC,
1 NSOP, NSOPUMP, NSOU, NBCN





1 NPCYC,NUCYC, NSCYC,NPRINT, IREAD, ISTORE, NOUMAT, IHEAD, ISLOPE, LAN
2 ISET









WRITE( 6 , SO)
50 FORMAT ( 1 H 1 / / / / 1 1 X , 'B  O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I O N  S ' )
IF(NPBC.EQ.O) GOTO 400 
WRITE(6,100)
100 FORMAT(//11X,'* * * *  NODES AT WHICH PRESSURES ARE',
1 '  SPECIFIED 4 * * * ' / )
IF(ME) 1 0 7 ,1 0 7 ,1 1 4
107 WRITE(6,108)
108 FORMAT(11X, '  (AS WELL AS SOLUTE CONCENTRATION OF ANY'
1 / 1 6 X , '  FLUID INFLOW WHICH MAY OCCUR AT THE POINT'
2 / 1 6 X , '  OF SPECIFIED P R E S S U R E )'/ /12X , 'N O D E ',18X , 'P R E SS U R E ',
3 13X,'CONCENTRATION'//)
GOTO 120
114 WRITE(0 ,1 1 5 )
115 FORMAT(11X,'  (AS WELL AS SOLUTE CONCENTRATION OF ANY'
1 / 1 6 X , '  FLUID INFLOW AND SUBSIDENCE WHICH MAY OCCUR AT THE '
2 'P O IN T '/1 6 X , '  OF SPECIFIED P R E S S U R E )'/ /12X , 'N O D E ', 13X,
3 ' PRESSURE' , 10X, '  CONCENTRATION', 16X,'SUBSIDENCE' / / )
 INPUT DATASET 19
120 IPU=IPU+1
IF(ME) 1 3 0 ,1 3 0 ,1 4 0  
130 READ(5 ,1 5 0 )  IPBC(IPU),PBC(IPU) ,UBC(IPU>
GO TO 135
140 READ(5,150) IPBC(IP U ) , PBC(IPU), UBC(IPU), SBC (IPU)
150 FORMAT( 1 5 , 3G20 .0 )
135 IF ( IP B C (IP U ) .L T .O )  IPBCT=-1 
IF (IP B C (IP U ).E Q .O ) GOTO 180 
IF(ME) 1 4 5 ,1 4 5 ,1 4 6
145 IF (IP B C (IP U ).G T .O ) WRITE(6 ,1 6 0 )  IP B C (IPU ),PB C (IPU ),U B C (IPU )
GO TO 147
146 IF (IP B C (IP U ).G T .O ) WRITE(6,160) IP B C (IP U ) , P B C (IPU ), UBC(IPU),
1 SBC(IPU)
147 IF (IP B C (IP U ) .L T .O )  WRITE(6,160) IPBC(IPU)




IF(IP .E Q .N PB C ) GOTO 200 
ISTOPP=l 
200 I F ( I P B C T .N E .- l )  GOTO 400 







205 WRITE(6 ,2 0 6 )
206 FORMAT(//12X,'TIME-DEPENDENT SPECIFIED PRESSURE'/12X,'OR INFLOW ' 
1 ' CONCENTRATION INDICATED'/12X,'BY NEGATIVE NODE NUMBER')
GOTO 400
215 WRITE{ 6 , 216)
216 FORMAT(//11X,'TIME-DEPENDENT SPECIFIED PRESSURE'/12X,'OR INFLOW '  
1 ' CONCENTRATION AND SUBSIDENCE INDICATED'/12X ,'B Y  NEGATIVE',
2 '  NODE NUMBER')
400 IF{NUBC• EQ.O) GOTO 1310
500 WRITE(6 ,1 0 0 0 )
1000 F O R M A T (// / /11X , '* * * *  NODES AT WHICH SOLUTE CONCENTRATIONS ARE ' ,
1 'SPECIFIED TO BE INDEPENDENT OF LOCAL FLOWS AND FLUID SOURCES'
2 # * * ** '/ /12X ,'N O D E ',13X ,'C O N C E N T R A T IO N '//)
 INPUT DATASET 20
1120 IPU—I P U t1
READ(5 ,1 5 0 )  IUBC(IPU), UBC(IPU)
IF (IU B C (IP U ).L T .O ) IUBCT=-i 
IF (IU B C (IPU ).E Q .O ) GOTO 1180
IF d U B C (IP U ) .GT.O) WRITE (6 ,  1150) IUBC (IPU) ,UBC(IPU)
IF (IU B C d P U ) .LT.O) WRITE(6 ,  1150) IUBC(IPU)
1150 FORMAT(1 I X , 1 5 , 6X,1PD20 .1 3 )
GOTO 1120 
1180 IPU=IPU-1 
IU = IP U -IP
IF(IU.EQ.NUBC) GOTO 1200 
ISTOPU=l 
1200 IF ( IU B C T .N E .- l )  GOTO 2000
1205 WRITE(6 ,1 2 0 6 )
1206 FORMAT(//12X,'TIME-DEPENDENT SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION'/12X,'IS ' ,
1 'INDICATED BY NEGATIVE NODE NUMBER')
1310 IF(NSSC.EQ.O) GO TO 2000
 INPUT DATASET 21
IF(NUBC.EQ.O) IU=0 
132 0 IPU=IPU+1
READ(S,150) IS B C (IP U ), SBC(IPU)
IF (IS B C (IP U ) .L T .O )  ISBCT=-1 
IF (IS B C (IP U ).E Q .O ) GOTO 1380
IF (IS B C (IP U ).G T .O ) WRITE(6 ,1 3 5 0 )  ISB C (IP C ),S B C (IPU )
IF (IS B C (IP U ) .L T .O )  WRITE(6 ,1 3 5 0 )  ISBC(IPU)
1350 FORMAT(11X,1 5 , 6X ,1PD 20.13)
GO TO 1320 
1380 IPU=IPU-1
IS = IP U - I P - IU
IF(IS .E Q .N SB C ) GO TO 1400 
ISTOPS=l 
1400 I F ( I S B C T .N E .- l )  GO TO 2000
1405 WRITE(6 ,1 4 0 6 )
1406 FORMAT(//11X,'TIME-DEPENDENT SPECIFIED SU B SID EN C E'/12X ,'IS  • ,
1 'INDICATED BY NEGATIVE NODE NUMBER')
. . .E N D  SIMULATION IF  THERE NEED BE CORRECTIONS TO DATASET 1 9 ,2 0  OR 21 











IF ( IS T O P P .E Q .l )  WRITE(6 ,3 0 0 0 )  IP,NPBC 
3000 FORMAT(////lIX,'ACTUAL NUMBER OF SPECIFIED PRESSURE NODES',
1 '  READ, ' , 1 5 , ' ,  IS NOT EQUAL TO NUMBER SPECIFIED I N ' ,
2 '  INPUT, ' , 1 5 )
IF (IS T O P U .E Q .l)  WRITE(6 ,4 0 0 0 )  IU,NUBC
4000 FORMAT{////XIX,'ACTUAL NUMBER OF SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION NODES',
1 '  READ, ' , 1 5 , ' ,  IS NOT EQUAL TO NUMBER SPECIFIED I N ' ,
2 '  INPUT, ' , 1 5 )
IF(ME) 4 8 0 0 ,4 8 0 0 ,4 6 0 0  
4600 IF (IS T O P S • EQ.1) WRITE(6 ,4 7 0 0 )  IS,N5BC
4700 FORMAT(////XIX,'ACTUAL NUMBER OF SPECIFIED SUBSIDENCE NODES',
1 '  READ, ' , 1 5 , ' ,  IS NOT EQUAL TO NUMBER SPECIFIED I N ' ,
2 '  INPUT, ' , 1 5 )
4800 WRITE(6 ,5 0 0 0 )
5000 FORMAT(////11X,'PLEASE CORRECT DATA AND RERUN.' / / / / / / / /
1 2 2 X , 'S  I M U L A T I O N  H A L T E  D ' /




6000 IF ( IP B C T .E Q .- 1 . OR.IUBCT.EQ. - 1 .O R.ISBCT.EQ.- 1 )  WRITE(6 ,7 0 0 0 )
7000 FORM AT(////11X,'THE SPECIFIED TIME VARIATIONS ARE 
1 'USER-PROGRAMMED IN SUBROUTINE B C T I  M E . ' )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE O B S E R V STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
*** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
*** PURPOSE :
*** (1 ) TO READ AND ORGANIZE OBSERVATION NODE DATA
*** (2 ) TO MAKE OBSERVATIONS ON PARTICULAR TIME STEPS
*** (3 ) TO OUTPUT OBSERVATIONS AFTER COMPLETION OF SIMULATION
SUBROUTINE OBSERV ( ICALL,IOBS, ITOBS, POBS, UOBS, SOBS, SOBLAND,
1 OBSTIM,PVEC,UVEC,SM2, ISTOP,CENDEP,DD,RCIT,LAND)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0-Z )
CHARACTER*14 UNAME(3)
CHARACTER*10 UNDERS
COMMON/DIMS/ NN, NE, NIN,NBI, NB,NBHALF,NPINCH, NPBC, NUBC, NSBC,
1 NSOP,NSOPUMP,NSOU,NBCN 
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU,UP,DTMULT, DTMAX,ME, ISSFLO, ISSTRA,ITCYC, NPORC,
1 NPCYC,NUCYC,NSCYC,NPRINT, IREAD,ISTORE,NOUMAT,IHEAD,ISLOPE,LAN,
2 ISET
COMMON/TIME/ DELT, TSEC, THIN,THOUR,TDAY,TWEEK,TMONTH, TYEAR,
1 TMAX , DELTP, DELTU, DELTS , DLTPM1, DLTUM1, DLTSM1,  IT  , ITMAX , IYR 
COMMON/OBS/ NOBSN, NTOBSN,NOBCYC, ITCNT 
COMMON/SALT/ CSALT
DIMENSION CENDEP (NN), DD (NN) , LAND (NN)
DIMENSION INOB(16)
DIMENSION IOBS (NOBSN) , FOBS (NOBSN,NTOBSN) , UOBS (NOBSN,NTOBSN) , 
1S0BS{ NOBSN, NTOBSN) , OBSTIM (NTOBSN) ,  ITOBS (NTOBSN) ,PVEC(NN) ,UVEC(NN) , 
2SM2 (NN) ,RCIT(NN) ,  SOBLAND (NOBSN, NTOBSN)
DATA UNAME (1) /  ' CONCENTRATION ' /  ,  UNAME (2) /  ' SUBSIDENCE' / ,
1 UNAME{3)/'LAND ELEVATION'/,UNDERS/' '/
C
C...........NOBS IS  ACTUAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATION NODES
C...........NTOBS IS MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME STEPS WITH OBSERVATIONS
NOBS=NOBSN-l 
NTOBS=NTOBSN-2 









WRITE( 6 ,6 0 )
60 FORMAT( / / / / 1 IX , 'O  B S E R V A T I O N  N O D E S ' )
READ(5 ,6 5 )  NOBCYC 
65 FORMAT(110)
WRITE( 6 ,7 0 )  NOBCYC 
70 FORMAT(//11X,'* * * *  NODES AT WHICH OBSERVATIONS WILL BE MADE', 
1 '  EVERY',1 5 , '  TIME STEPS * * * * ' / / )
NTOBSP=ITMAX/NOBCYC
IF(NTOBSP.GT.NTOBS) WRITE( 6 ,8 0 )  NTOBS,NTOBSP,ITMAX 
80 FORMAT ( / / 1 1 X , ' -  W A R N I N G  - ' / 1 1 X ,
1 'NUMBER OF OBSERVATION STEPS SPECIFIED ' , 1 5 ,
2 ' ,  IS  LESS THAN THE NUMBER POSSIBLE ' , 1 5 , ' , ' /
3 11X,'WITHIN THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ALLOWED TIME STEPS, ' , 1 5
4 11X,'PLEASE RECONFIRM THAT OBSERVATION COUNTS ARE CORRECT.
IOB=0
100 READ( 5 ,1 5 0 )  INOB 
150 FORMAT(1615)
DO 200 J J = 1 ,1 6  




I F ( IOB.LT.NOBS) GOTO 100 
250 I F ( IOB.NE.NOBS) JSTOP=l
WRITE( 6 ,3 0 0 )  ( IO B S (JJ ) ,J J= l ,N O B S )
300 FORMAT( ( 1 0 X ,1 6 ( 2 X , I 5 ) ) )
I F (JST O P.E Q .0) GOTO 400
C..........END SIMULATION IF  CORRECTIONS ARE NECESSARY IN DATASET 23
WRITE( 6 ,3 5 0 )  IOB,NOBS 
350 FORM AT(////lIX ,'ACTUA L NUMBER OF OBSERVATION NODES',
1 '  READ, ' , 1 5 , ' ,  IS  NOT EQUAL TO NUMBER SPECIFIED I N ' ,
2 '  INPUT, ' , I 5 / / / / 1 1 X , 'P L E A S E  CORRECT DATA AND RERUN.',
3 / / / / / / / / 2 2 X , ' S  I M U L A T I O N  H A L T E  D ' /




C.......... MAKE OBSERVATIONS EACH NOBCYC TIME STEPS
500 CONTINUE
IF(MOD(IT,NOBCYC).NE.0 . AN D .IT.GT.1 . AND.ISTOP.EQ.O) RETURN
224




00  1000 JJ=l,NOB3 
1 = 1 0 8 3 (J J )
IF(IHEAD.EQ.O) GO TO 998
DD( I)= C E N D E P (I)-PV E C (I) /( 9 • 81*R C IT (I)  )




IF(HE.LE.O) GO TO 1001 
SOBS (J J , ITCNT)=SH2( I )
SOBLAND(JJ , ITCNT)=LAND(I)
C  CONTROL LOWER LIMIT AND UPPER LIMITS OF CONCENTRATION
I F  (SOBS ( J J ,  ITCNT) .L T .0 .5 D -0 6 )  SOBS ( J J ,  ITCNT) =0 . ODO 
1001 IF(UOBS(JJ,ITCNT) .L T .O .00005) DOBS (J J , IT C N T )= 0 .  ODO 






IF (M E .E Q .l)  GO TO 8000
KN=1
JJ2 = 0
MLOOP=(NOBS+3) / 4  
DO 7000 LOOP=1,MLOOP 
J J 1 = J J 2 + 1  
J J 2 = J J 2 + 4
I F ( LOOP. EQ. MLOOP) JJ2=NOBS
WRITE(6 ,5 9 9 9 )  ( I O B S ( J J ) , J J = J J 1 , J J 2 )
5999 FORMAT(1H1///5X,'S I M U L A T I O N  ' ,
1 ' N O D E  D A T  A ' / / / 2 3 X , 4 ( : BX,'NODE ' , I 5 , 8 X ) )
WRITE(6 ,6 0 0 0 )  (U N D ER S,JJ=JJ1 ,JJ2)
6000 FORMAT( 2 3 X ,4 ( i8 X ,  A10 , 8 X ))
I F (IHEAD. EQ.0 )  GO TO 6003
W RITE(6,6004) (UNAME(MN),JJ=JJ1,JJ2)
6004 F0RMAT(/1X,'TIME S T E P ',4 X , 'T IM E (S E C ) ' , 4 ( :2X,'DRAWDOWN', 3X ,A 13)) 
GO TO 6005
6003 WRITE(6 ,6 0 0 1 )  (UNAME(MN),JJ=JJ1,JJ2)
6001 FORMAT(/IX,'TIME S T E P ', 4X , 'T IM E (SE C )' , 4 ( :2X,'PRESSURE' , 3X ,A 13))
6005 DO 6500 ITT=1,ITCNT
WRITE(6 ,6 1 0 0 )  ITOBS(ITT),OBSTIM (ITT),
1 (F O B S (J J , IT T ) , U O B S ( J J , I T T ) , J J = J J l , J J 2 )
6100 FORMAT(5X,1 5 , 1X,1PD12. 5 , 8 (IX ,1 P D 1 2 • 5 ) )
6500 CONTINUE 
7000 CONTINUE 















J J 1 = J J 2 + 1
J J 2 = J J 2 + 2
I F  (LOOP.EQ. MLOOP) JJ2=NOBS 
W RITE(6,8100) ( I O B S ( J J ) , J J = J J 1 , J J 2 )
8100 FORMAT ( 1 H 1 / / /  5 X , 'S  I H U L A T I O N  ' ,
1 - ' N O D E  D A T  A '/ / / 2 3 X ,2 ( :1 8 X , 'N O D E  ' , I 5 , 1 2 X ) )
WRITE(6 ,8 2 0 0 )  (U N D ER S,JJ=JJ1 ,JJ2)
8200 FORMAT( 2 3 X ,2 ( :1 8 X ,  A10 ,  12X))
IF(IHEAD.EQ.O) GO TO 8600 
IF (L A N .E Q .l)  GO TO 8320
WRITE (6 ,8 3 0 0 )  (UNAME(MN),UNAHE(MM),JJ=JJ1,JJ2)
8300 FORMAT ( / I X ,  'TIME STEP' , 4X, 'TIME (SEC) ' ,  2 ( :  5X, 'DRAWDOWN' ,
1 5X ,A 13,5X ,A 13))
GO TO 8700
8320 WRITE(6 ,8 3 2 5 )  {UNAME(MN), UNAME(MP), J J = J J 1 , J J 2 )
8325 FORMAT{/IX,'TIME S T E P ',4 X , 'T IM E (S E C ) ' , 2 (:5X,'DRAWDOWN',
1 5X,A13, 5X,A14))
GO TO 8700 
8600 IF (L A N .E Q .1) GO TO 8650
WRITE ( 6 ,8 6 0 5 )  (UNAME(MN) , UNAME (MM) , J J = J J 1 , J J 2 )
8605 FORMAT(/IX,'TIME S T E P ',4 X , 'T IM E (S E C ) ' , 2 ( : 5X ,'PRESSURE',
1 5X ,A 13 ,5X ,A 13))
GO TO 8700
8650 WRITE(6 ,  8655) (UNAME (MN) , UNAME (MP) , J J = J J 1 , J J 2 )
8655 F0RMAT(/1X,'TIME S T E P ',4 X , 'T IM E (S E C ) ' , 2 ( : 5X ,'PRESSURE',
1 5X ,A13,5X ,A14))
8700 DO 8900 ITT=1,ITCNT
IF (L A N .E Q .l)  GO TO 8850
WRITE(6 ,8 8 0 0 )  ITOBS(ITT),O BSTIM (ITT),
1 (POBS(J J , IT T ) ,U O B S (JJ ,IT T ) , S O B S ( J J , I T T ) , J J = J J 1 , J J 2 )
GO TO 8900
8850 WRITE (6 ,8 8 0 0 )  ITO BS(ITT),OBSTIM (ITT),
1 (POBS ( J J ,  ITT) , UOBS ( J J ,  ITT) , SOBLAND ( J J ,  ITT) , J J = J J 1 , J J 2 )
8800 FORMAT(SX,1 5 , IX,1PD12•5 ,  IX , 1PD12. 5 ,6 X ,1 P D 1 2 . 5 , 4X,1PD 12. 5 ,





SUBROUTINE C O N N E C STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
*** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
* * *  PURPOSE :
*** TO READ , ORGANIZE, AND CHECK DATA ON NODE INCIDENCES AND 
*** PINCH NODE INCIDENCES.
SUBROUTINE CONNEC(IN,IPINCH)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0 -Z )
COMMON/DIMS/ NN, NE, NIN, NBI, NB, NBHALF, NPINCH, NPBC , NUBC , NSBC,
1 NSOP,NSOPUMP, NSOU, NBCN
COMMON/ KPRI NT/ KNODAL , KELMNT , KI NCI D , KVE L , KBUDG , KPORS 
DIMENSION IN (NIN),IPINCH(NPINCH,3)
DIMENSION I IN (4 ) , IE D G E { 4 ) , IK (8 )








1 FORMAT( 1 H 1 / / / /1 1 X , 'M  E S H  C O N N E C T I O N  D A T  A ' / /
1 16X,'PRINTOUT OF NODAL INCIDENCES AND PINCH NODE ' ,
2 'CONNECTIONS CANCELLED.')
I F  (KINCID.EQ.+l) WRITE( 6 ,2 )
2 FORM AT(1H1////1IX, 'M E S H  C O N N E C T I O N  D A T A ' ,
1 / / / 1 1 X , '* * * *  NODAL INCIDENCES * * * * ' / / / )
. . . IN P U T  DATASET 23 AND CHECK FOR ERRORS 
DO 1000 L=1,NE 
DO 4 1 = 1 ,4
4 IED GE(I)=0 
READ( 5 ,1 0 )  LL, ( I I N ( I I ) ,1 1 = 1 ,4 )
10 FORMAT(516)
C  PREPARE NODE INCIDENCE LIST FOR MESH, IN .
DO 5 1 1 = 1 ,4  
I I I = I I + ( L - 1 ) * 4
5 I N ( I I I ) = I I N ( I I )
IF (IA B S fL L ) .E Q .L ) GOTO 25 
WRITE( 6 ,2 0 )  LL
20 FORMAT(1 IX,'ELEMENT ' , 1 6 , 'INCIDENCE DATA IS  NOT IN NUMERICAL', 
1 '  ORDER IN THE DATA SET')
ISTOP=ISTOP+l 
25 IF (L L .G E .O ) GOTO 500
C
READ( 5 ,3 0 )  (IE D G E (I) ,1 = 1 ,4 )
30 FORMAT(416)
C PREPARE PINCH NODE INCIDENCE LIST FOR MESH, IPINCH.
DO 200 K = l , 4 
I=IEDGE(K)
IF  ( I )  2 0 0 ,2 0 0 ,1 0 0  
100 IP IN = IP IN + 1





IPINCH(I P I N , 2 ) = I I N (KKK1)
IP IN C H (IP IN ,3 ) = I I N (KKK2)
200 CONTINUE
C
500 M l = ( L - l ) *4+1 
M4=Ml+3
IF (K IN C ID .E Q .0) GOTO 1000 
W RITE(6,650) L,(IN(M),M=M1,M4)
650 FORMAT(1 IX,'ELEMENT' , 1 6 , S X , '  NODES AT r ' ,  6X,'CORNERS ' ,
1 5 (1 H * ) , 4 1 6 , IX ,5 (1 H * ))
IF (L L .L T .O )  WRITE(6,700)(IEDGE(M ),M =1,4)
700 FO RM AT(llX ,'EDGES',416)
C
1000 CONTINUE













IF(IPIN .EQ.N PIN CH -1) GOTO 1500 
WRITE(6 ,1450}  IPIN,NPINCH 
1450 FO R M A T(//// / /IIX ,'A CTU A L NUMBER OF PINCH NODES,' , 1 4 ,
1 ' ,  DIFFERS FROM NUMBER ALLOWED AS SPECIFIED IN INPUT, ' , 1 4 / /
2 1 IX,'PLEASE CORRECT INPUT DATA AND/OR DIMENSIONS AND RERUN.'
3 / / / / / / / / 2  2 X, ' S I M U L A T I O N  H A L T S  D ' /




IF(KINCID.EQ.O) GOTO 5000 
WRITE (6 ,3 0 0 0 )
3000 F O R M A T ( / / / / / / l I X , '* * * *  PINCH NODE CONNECTIONS * * * * ' / / 7 X ,
1 'PINCH NODE' , 1 7 X,'CONNECTED N O D E S '/ / / )
DO 4000 1 = 1 , IP IN  
4000 WRITE(6 ,4 5 0 0 )  (IP IN C H (I ,N P ) ,N P = 1 ,3 )
4500 F0RM A T(11X,I6 ,10X ,2I6)
5000 RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE B A N W I  D STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .
*** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
•* *  PURPOSE :
*** TO CALCULATE AND CHECK BAND WIDTH OF FINITE ELEMENT MESH.
SUBROUTINE BANWID(IN)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0-Z )
COMMON/DIMS/ NN,NE,NIN, NBI, NB, NBHALF, NPINCH,NPBC, NUBC, NSBC,






100 F O R M A T { / / / / l IX , '* * * *  MESH ANALYSIS * * * * ' / / )
 FIND ELEMENT WITH MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE IN NODE NUMBERS
DO 2000 L=1,NE 
11=11+1 
IE L O = IN (II)
IE H I= IN ( I I )
DO 1000 1 = 2 ,4  
11=11+1
I F ( I N ( I I ) .L T . I E L O )  IELO =IN (II)
1000 IF ( I N ( I I ) .G T .X E K I )  IEH I=IN(XI)
NDIFF=IEHI-IELO 





IF(NBL.GT.N BI) WRITE(6 ,  1500) L,NBL,NBI
1500 FORMAT(/13X,'ELEMENT ' , 1 4 , '  HAS BANDWIDTH ' , 1 5 ,




C  CALCULATE ACTUAL BAND WIDTH, NB.
NB=2*NDIF+1 
NBHALF=NDIF+1 
WRITE(6 ,2 5 0 0 )  NB,LEM,NBI 
2500 FORMAT(//13X,'ACTUAL MAXIMUM BANDWIDTH, ' , 1 3 ,
1 WAS CALCULATED IN ELEMENT ' , I 4 / 1 3 X , 7 ( 1 H - ) ,
2 'INPUT BANDWIDTH IS ' , 1 3 )
IF(NBTEST.EQ.O) GOTO 3000
C
WRITE (6 ,2 8 0 0 )  NBTEST 
2000 FORMAT( / / / / / / 1 3 X,'INPUT BANDWIDTH IS  EXCEEDED IN ' , 1 4 , '  ELEMENTS
1 /11X,'PLEASE CORRECT INPUT DATA AND RERUN.',
2 / / / / / / / / 2 2 X , ' S  I M U L A T I O N  H A L T E  D ' / ,




3000 WRITE(6 ,4 0 0 0 )
4000 FORMAT ( / / / / / / / / I X ,  132 ( l H - ) / / / 4 2 X , 'E  N D  O F  I N P U T  ' ,
1 ' F R O M  U N I T -  5 ' / / 1 3 2 ( 1 H - ) )
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE N C H E C K STRALAN -  VERSION 1989-1
C
C *** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
C *** PURPOSE :
C *** TO CHECK THAT PINCH NODES ARE NOT ASSIGNED SPECIFIED 
C *** PRESSURES, CONCENTRATIONS, SUBSIDENCES OR SOURCES.
C
SUBROUTINE NCHECK(IPINCH,IQSOP,IQSOU,IPBC,IUBC,ISBC)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0-Z )
COMMON/DIMS/ NN,NE, NIN,NBI, NB, NBHALF, NPINCH, NPBC, NUBC, NSBC,
1 NSOP,NSOPUMP,NSOU,NBCN 
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU,UP,DTMULT, DTMAX, ME, ISSFLO, ISSTRA,ITCYC,NPORC,
1 NPCYC, NUCYC , NSCYC , NPRINT , IREAD, I  STORE , NOUMAT, IHEAD, I  SLOPE , LAN,
2 ISET
DIMENSION JQPX(30),JQUX(30) , J P X { 3 0 ) ,J U X (3 0 ) , J S X (3 0 )











DO 1000 I=1 ,N PIN  






C..........HATCH PINCH NODES WITH FLUID SOURCE NODES
IF (N S O P I- EQ•0) GOTO 200 
DO 100 IQP=l,NSOP




2 00 IF(NSOUI.EQ.O) GOTO 400
C ..........HATCH PINCH NODES WITH SOLUTE HASS SOURCE NODES
DO 300 IQU=l,NSOU




400 IF(NPBC.EQ.O) GOTO 600
C.............HATCH PINCH NODES WITH SPECIFIED PRESSURE NODES
DO 500 IP=1,NPBC
IF (IP IN -IA B S (IP B C (IP )> )  5 0 0 ,4 5 0 ,5 0 0  
450 IPX=IPX-i-l
JP X ( IPX )= IP IN  
500 CONTINUE
€00 IF(NUBC.EQ.O) GOTO 800
C ............ HATCH PINCH NODES WITH SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION NODES
DO 700 IU=1,NUBC 
IUP=IU+NPBC




800 IF(N SBC.EQ .0) GO TO 1000
 HATCH PINCH NODES WITH SPECIFIED SUBSIDENCE NODES
DO 900 IS=1,NSBC 
ISP=IS+NPBC
IF (IP IN -IA B S (IS B C (IS P )  ) ) 9 0 0 ,8 5 0 ,9 0 0  
850 ISX=ISX+1
JS X (IS X )= IP IN  
900 CONTINUE 
1000 CONTINUE
 END SIMULATION IF  CORRECTIONS TO UNIT-5 DATA ARE REQUIRED
IF(IQ PX .EQ .Q ) GOTO 1300
WRITE (6 ,1 2 5 0 )  (JQ P X (I) , I= 1 ,IQ P X )
1250 F O R M A T (/ / / / / I IX , 'T H E  FOLLOWING NODES MAX NOT BE SPECIFIED A S ' ,
1 '  FLUID SOURCE NODES : ' / 1 S X , 2 ( 2 0 1 6 / ) )
WRITE(6 ,1 2 5 1 )
1251 FORMAT(/11X,'PLEASE REDISTRIBUTE SOURCES OR CHANGE THESE PINCH' 
1 '  NODES TO NORMAL CORNER MESH NODES AND THEN RERUN.')
1300 IF(IQUX.EQ.O) GOTO 1400
WRITE( 6 ,1 3 5 0 )  (JQ U X (I) ,I= 1 ,IQ U X )
1350 FO R M A T (// / / /11X , 'T H E  FOLLOWING NODES MAX NOT BE SPECIFIED A S ' ,
1 '  SOLUTE SOURCE NODES : ' / 1 5 X , 2 ( 2 0 1 6 / ) )
WRITE(6 ,1 2 5 1 )













WRITE(6,1450) ( J P X ( I ) , 1 = 1 , IPX)
1450 F O R M A T {// / / / l IX , 'T H E  FOLLOWING NODES MAY NOT BE INPUT A S ',
1 '  SPECIFIED PRESSURE NODES : ' , / 1 5 X , 2 ( 2 0 1 6 / ) )
WRITE(6 ,1 4  51)
1451 FORMAT{/IIX,'PLEASE REMOVE SPECIFIED PRESSURE RESTRICTION O R ',
1 '  CHANGE THESE PINCH NODES TO NORMAL CORNER MESH NODES AND',
2 '  THEN RERUN.' )
1600 IF(IU X .EQ .O) GOTO 1660
WRITE(6 ,1 6 5 0 )  ( J U X (I ) , 1 = 1 , IUX)
1650 FO R M A T (//// /11X ,'T H E  FOLLOWING NODES MAY NOT BE INPUT A S ' ,
1 '  SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION NODES : ' , / 1 5 X , 2 ( 2 0 1 6 / ) )
WRITE(6 ,1 6 5 1 )
1651 F0RMAT(/11X,'PLEASE REMOVE SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION RESTRICTION ' ,
1 'OR CHANGE THESE PINCH NODES TO NORMAL CORNER NODES AND',
2 '  THEN RERUN.')
GOTO 1680
1660 I F ( IS X .E Q .0) GOTO 1680
WRITE(6 ,1 6 7 0 )  ( J S X ( I ) , I = 1 , I S X )
1670 F O R M A T (/ / / / / l IX , 'T H E  FOLLOWING NODES MAY NOT BE INPUT A S ',
1 '  SPECIFIED SUBSIDENCE NODES : ' , / 1 5 X , 2 ( 2 0 1 6 / ) )
WRITE(6 ,1 6 7 1 )
1671 FORMAT(/11X,'PLEASE REMOVE SPECIFIED SUBSIDENCE RESTRICTION O R ',
1 '  CHANGE THESE PINCH NODES TO NORMAL CORNER NODES AND',
2 '  THEN RERUN.')
1680 IF(IQPX+IQUX+IPX+IUX+ISX) 1 8 0 0 ,1 8 0 0 ,1 7 0 0  
1700 WRXTE(6,1750)
1750 F O R M A T I / / / / / / / / 1 1 X , '3  I M U L A T I O N  H A L T E  D ' / ,





SUBROUTINE I  N D A T 3 STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 - 1 .0
*** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
*** PURPOSE :
*** TO READ INITIAL CONDITIONS FROM U N IT -57 , AND TO 
*** INITIALIZE DATA FOR EITHER WARM OR COLD START OF 
*** THE SIMULATION.
SUBROUTINE INDAT3( PVEC,UVEC,SVEC, PM1,UM1, UM2, SMI, SM2, CS1, CS2,
1 CS3,SL,SR,RCIT,PBC,SBC,IPBC,IPBCT,ISBC,ISBCT,CENDEP,DD,POR) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0-Z )






1 TMAX,DELTP,DELTU,DELTS, DLTPM1, DLTUM1, DLTSM1, I T , ITMAX,IYR
COMMON/PARAMS/ COMPFL, COMPMA, DRWDU, RHOS, DECAY, SIGMAW,
1 RHOWO, URHOWO, VXSC0, PRODF1, PRODS1,PRODFO, PRODSO, CHI1 , CHI2
DIMENSION CENDEP(NN) , DD (NN) , POR(NN)
DIMENSION PVEC (NN) ,UVEC(NN) / SVEC (NN) ,PM1(NN) ,UM1(NN) ,UM2 (NN) ,
1 SMl(NN)/SL(NN),SR(NN), CS1 (NN) ,CS2 (NN) ,CS3 (NN)/RCIT(NN) ,
2 SM2 (NN) /PBC (NBCN) /SBC(NBCN) , IPBC (NBCN) , ISBC(NBCN)
C
C
IF(IREAD) 5 0 0 ,5 0 0 ,6 2 0
C  INPUT INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR WARM START (UNIT-66 DATA)
500 READ(66,510) TSTART, DELTP,DELTU, DELTS 
510 FORMAT(4G20.13)
READ(5 7 ,5 1 0 )  (PVEC(I),I=1,NN>
READ(5 7 ,5 1 0 )  (UVEC(I), 1 = 1 , NN)
I F  (ME.LE.0) GO TO 520 
READ(6 6 ,5 1 0 )  (SVEC(I), 1 = 1 , NN)
READ(66,510) (S M I( I ) ,1 = 1 ,NN)
READ(6 6 ,5 1 0 )  (S M 2(I) , 1 = 1 ,NN)
READ(66,510) (P O R (I) ,1 = 1 ,NN)
520 READ(66,510) (PM1 ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NN)
READ(6 6 ,5 1 0 )  (UM 1(I),I=1,NN)
READ(6 6 ,5 1 0 )  (C S 1 ( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NN)
READ(6 6 ,5 1 0 )  (R C IT (I ) ,I= 1 ,N N )
READ(6 6 ,5 1 0 )  (PBC(IP U ), IPU=1,NBCN)
C CALL ZERO(CS2,NN,0 .0D0)
C CALL ZERO(CS3,NN,0. ODO)
CALL ZERO(SL,NN,0.ODO)
CALL ZERO(SR,NN,0.ODO)
DO 550 1 = 1 ,NN 
550 UM2{I ) =UM1{I )
GOTO 1000
C
C...........INPUT INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR COLD START (UNIT-57 DATA)
620 READ(5 7 ,5 1 0 )  TSTART
C
C...........CONVERT DRAWDOWN TO PRESSURE IF  NECESSARY
I F ( IHEAD. EQ.0 )  GO TO 622 
DO 10 1 = 1 ,NN
PVEC( I )  = (CENDEP(I)-DD(I)) *9.81*RHOWO 
10 CONTINUE 
GO TO 621 
622 READ(5 7 ,5 1 0 )  (PVEC(I ) , 1 = 1 , NN)
621 READ(57,510) (UVEC(I),I=1,NN)
IF  (ME.LE.0) GO TO 625
READ(5 7 ,5 1 0 )  (SV E C (I) , 1 = 1 , NN)
C...........START-UP WITH NO PROJECTIONS BY SETTING BDELP=BDELU=BDELS=1.D-16




IF ( IS S F L O .N E .l )  GO TO 627 
DELTP=DELT 
DELTU=DELT
IF (M E .L E .0 )  GO TO 627 
DELTS=DELT
C........... INITIALIZE SPECIFIED TIME-VARYING PRESSURES TO INITIAL PRESSURE


















627 I F ( IPBCT) 6 8 0 ,7 4 0 ,7 4 0  
680 DO 730 I P = 1 , NPBC 
I= IP B C (IP )
I F ( I )  7 0 0 ,7 0 0 ,7 3 0  
700 PBC(IP)=PVEC(-I)
730 CONTINUE
C ..........INITIALIZE P , U, S, AND CONSISTENT DENSITY
740 DO 800 1 = 1 ,NN 
P H I( I ) =PVEC{I )
UM1(I ) =UVEC{I )
UM2(I)=UVEC{I)
IF  (HE.LE.0) GO TO 750 





CALL ZERO(CS2,NN,0 . ODO)
CALL ZERO(CS3,NN,0 • ODO)
CALL ZERO(SL,NN,O.ODO)
CALL ZERO( SR,NN,0 .ODO)
1000 CONTINUE




SUBROUTINE P R I  S O L STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
*** CALLED FROH: STRALAN 
* * •  PURPOSE :
*** TO PRINT PRESSURE ,  CONCENTRATION AND LAND SUBSIDENCE
*** SOLUTIONS AND TO OUTPUT INFORHATION ON TIHE STEP, ITERATIONS,
*** AND FLUID VELOCITIES.
SUBROUTINE PRISOL (HL, ISTOP, IG O I, PVEC , UVEC, SH2 , POR, VMAG, VANG,
1 CENDEP,DD,LAND,RCIT)
IHPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0 -Z )
COMMON/DIMS/ NN, NE, NIN,NBI, NB, NBHALF, NPINCH, NPBC, NUBC, NSBC,
1 NSOP, NSOPUMP,NSOU, NBCN
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU, UP, DTMULT, DTMAX, ME, IS  SFLO, IS8TRA, ITCYC, NPORC,
1 NPCYC , NUCYC, NSCYC, NPRINT ,  IREAD, ISTORE , NOUMAT, IHEAD , ISLOPE , LAN,
2 ISET
COMMON/TIME/ DELT, TSEC, TMIN, THOUR,TDAY, TWEEK, THONTH, TYEAR,
1 TMAX,DELTP, DELTU, DELTS, DLTPM1, DLTUM1, DLTSM1, I T ,  ITMAX, IYR



















DIMENSION PVEC(NN), UVEC(NN),SM2(NN), VMAG(NE)f VANS(NE),POR(NN),
1 RCIT(NN)
... .O U T PU T  MAJOR HEADINGS POR CURRENT TIME STEP
I F ( I T . GT. 0 . OR. ISSFLO. EQ. 2 . OR. ISSTRA. EQ,1 )  GOTO 100 
WRITE( 6 ,6 0 )
60 F O R M A T (1H 1/// /11X ,'I  N I  T I  A L C O N D I T I O N  S ' ,
1 / H X , ' ___________________________________________ ' )
IF  (IREAD. EQ. **1) WRITB(6,65)
65 FORM AT(//11X,'INITIAL CONDITIONS RETRIEVED FROM STORAGE ' ,
1 'ON UNIT 5 5 . ' )
GOTO 500
100 IF(IGOI.NE.O.AND.ISTOP.EQ.O) WRITE(6 ,1 5 0 )  IT E R ,IT  
150 F O R M A T (// / / / / / /1 1 X , 'IT E R A T IO N  ' , 1 3 , '  SOLUTION FOR TIME STEP ' , 1 4 )
I F {ISTOP.EQ .-1 )  WRITE( 6 ,2 5 0 )  XT,ITER 
250 FORMAT(1H1//11X,'SOLUTION FOR TIHE STEP ' , 1 4 ,
1 '  NOT CONVERGED AFTER ' , 1 3 , '  ITERATIONS.')
I F ( ISTOP.GE.0) WRITE(6 ,3 5 0 )  IT  
350 FORMAT(1H1//11X,'RESULTS FOR TIME STEP ' , 1 4 /
1 1 1 X , '_______________________________ ' )
IF(ITRMAX.EQ.l) GOTO 500
I F ( ISTOP.GE.O.AND.IT.GT.O) WRITE( 6 ,3 5 5 )  ITER
IF(IT .EQ.O.AND.ISTOP.GE.O.AND.ISSFLO.EQ.2) WRITE(6,355) ITER 
355 FORMATtllX,'(AFTER ' , 1 3 , '  ITERATIONS) : ' }
WRITE( 6 ,4 5 0 )  RPM,IPWORS, RUM,IUWORS, RSM,ISWORS 
450 FORMAT(//11X,'MAXIMUM P CHANGE FROM PREVIOUS ITERATION ' ,
1 1 P D 1 4 .S , '  AT NODE ' ,I5/11X,'MAXIMUM U CHANGE FROM PREVIOUS ' ,
2 'ITERATION ' , 1 P D 1 4 . 5 , '  AT NODE ' ,I5/11X,'MAXIMUM S CHANGE ' ,
3 'FROM PREVIOUS ITERATION ' , 1PD14. 5 , 'AT NODE ' , 1 5 )
500 IF (IT .E Q .O .A N D .ISSFL O .E Q .2) GOTO 680 
IF (IS S T R A .E Q .l)  GOTO 800
WRITE(6 ,5 5 0 )  DELT, TSEC,TMIN, THOUR, TDAY, TWEEK,
1 TMONTH, TYEAR
550 FORMAT(///11X,'TIME INCREMENT ! ' , T 2 7 ,1 P D 1 5 .4 , '  SEC0NDS'//11X,
1 'ELAPSED TIME : ' ,T 2 7 ,1 P D 1 5 .4 , '  S E C O N D S ', /T 2 7 ,lP D 1 5 .4 , '  MINUTES'
2 / T 2 7 , 1PD15. 4 , '  HOURS'/T27, 1PD15. 4 , '  DA Y S'/T27, 1PD15. 4 , '  WEEKS'/
3 T 2 7 ,1 P D 1 5 .4 , '  MONTHS'/T27,1PD15.4 , '  YEARS')
. . . .O U T P U T  PRESSURES OR DRAWDOWN FOR TRANSIENT FLOW SOLUTION 
( AND POSSIBLY, VELOCITY)
IF (M L .E Q .2 . AND.ISTOP.GE.O) GOTO 700 
IF(ISSFL O .G T .O ) GOTO 630 
C*****CONVERT PRESSURE BACK TO HEAD(DRAWDOWN)
IF(IHEAD.EQ.O) GO TO 649 
DO 10 1 = 1 ,NN
DD( I ) =CENDEP(I }- P V E C ( I ) / ( 9 . 8 1 * R C I T ( I ) )
I F ( D D ( I ) .L T .O . )  D D (I)= 0 .0  
10 CONTINUE
WRITE(6 ,6 5 2 )  ( I ,D D ( I ) , I= 1 ,N N )
GO TO 654 











650 FO R M A T(///11X ,'P  R B 8 S 0 R E ' / / 8 X , 6 ( 'NODE', 17X)/
1 ( 7 X , 6 d X , I 4 , l X , l P D 1 5 .8 ) ) )
652 FORMAT(///11X, 'D R A W D 0 W N ' / / 8 X ,  6 ( 'NODE', 17X)/
1 < 7 X ,6 (1 X ,H ,1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .8 ) ) )
654 IF(KVEL.EQ.1 .AMD.IT.QT.0) WRITE( 6 ,6 5 5 )  <L,VMAG(L),L=1,NE)
IF(KVEL.EQ.1 . AND.IT.GT.0) WRITE( 6 ,6 5 6 )  (t,VAMG(L),L=1,NE)
655 FORMAT ( / / / 1 1 X ,  'F  L U I  D V B L O C I T  Y ' / /
1 11X,'M  A G N I T U D E  AT CENTROID OF ELEMENT'//
2 5X, 6 ( '  ELEMENT' , 1 4 X ) / ( 7 X ,6 ( 1 X ,I 4 ,1 X ,  1PD 15.8) ) )
656 FO R M A T(///11X ,'P  L U I D  V E L O C I T  Y ' / /
1 11X, 'A N G L E IN DEGREES FROM +X-AXIS TO FLOW DIRECTION
2 'AT CENTROID OF ELEMENT'//
3 5 X ,6 ( ' ELEM ENT',14X)/(7X,6(IX, 1 4 , IX ,1PD15 .8 )  ) )
GOTO 700
 OUTPUT PRESSURES FOR STEADY-STATE FLOW SOLUTION
680 IF (IS S F L O .E Q .l )  GO TO 700
WRITE(6 ,6 9 0 )  ( I ,P V E C (I) ,I= 1 ,N N )
690 FORMAT ( / / / 1 1 X ,  '8  T B A D Y - S T A T E  P R E
1 '  S U R E ' / / 8 X ,  6 ( 'NODE' , 1 7 X ) / ( 7 X , 6 ( 1 X , I 4 , I X ,  1PD15 >8) ) )
IF (IS S T R A .E Q .l)  GO TO 800
.OUTPUT CONCENTRATIONS FOR TRANSIENT TRANSPORT SOLUTION
700 IF ( IS T O P .G T .l )  GOTO 1000 
DO 20 1 = 1 ,NN
IF (U V E C ( I ) .L T .0 .0 0 0 0 5 ) UVEC(I)=0.0 
IF(UVEC(I).GT.CSALT) UVEC(I)=CSALT 
20 CONTINUE
WRITE(6 ,7 2 5 )  ( I ,U V E C (I) ,I= 1 ,N N )
725  FORMAT ( / / / 1 1 X , 'C  O N C E N T R A T I O  N ' / / 8 X ,  
1 6 ( 'N O D E ',1 7 X ) / (7 X ,6 (1 X ,I4 ,1 X ,1 P D 1 5 . 8 ) )  )
.OUTPUT SUBSIDENCE FOR TRANSIENT TRANSPORT SOLUTION
IF(M E.LE.O) GO TO 1000 
DO 30 1 = 1 ,NN 
30 I F ( S M 2 ( I ) .L T . 0 .00 0 0 0 1 )  S M 2 (I)= 0 .0  
730 WRITE(6 ,7 3 5 )  ( I ,S M 2 ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NN)
735 FORMAT < / / / H X ,  ' 8  U B S I D E N C  E ' / / 8 X ,  6 ( 'NODE', 1 7 X )/  
1 (7 X ,6 (1 X ,I4 ,1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .8 ) ) )
IF (L A N .N E .l)  GO TO 837
WRITE(6 ,7 3 6 )  (I,LAND(I) ,I=1,N N)
736 FORMAT ( / / / 1 1 X , ' L  A N D  E L E V A T I O  N ' / /
1 8 X ,6 ( 'N 0 D E ' ,1 7 X ) / ( 7 X ,6 ( 1 X , I 4 ,1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .8 ) ) )
GOTO 837
.OUTPUT CONCENTRATIONS FOR STEADY-STATE TRANSPORT SOLUTION
800 IF (IS S T R A .N E .1) GO TO 1000
WRITE( 6 ,8 2 5 )  ( I ,U V E C (I) ,I= 1 ,N N )
825 FORMAT ( / / / 1 1 X ,  '8  T E A D Y - S T A T E  C O N
1 ' E N T R A T I O  N ' / / 8 X ,  6 ( 'NODE' , 1 7 X ) /





























 OUTPUT SUBSIDENCE FOR STEADY-STATE TRANSPORT SOLUTION
IF(H E.LE.O ) GO TO 1000 
830 WRITE(6 ,8 3 5 )  ( I ,S M 2 ( I ) , 1 = 1 , NN)
835 FO R M A T(///IIX , 'S  T E A D Y  -  S T A T E  S U B S ' ,
1 '  I  D E N C E ' / / 8 X , 6 ( 'NODE' , 17X)/
2 (7 X ,6 (1 X ,I4 ,1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .B )> )
837 IF(K PO R S.N E.l) GO TO 900
 OUTPUT POROSITY
IF(MOD(IT,NPORC). EQ.0)
1WRITE(6,B40) { I ,F O R ( I ) , I=1,NN)
840 FO R M A T (///11X ,'P  O R O S I  T Y ' / / 8 X ,  6 ( 'NODE',  1 7 X )/
1 (7 X ,6 ( 1 X , I4 ,1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .8 ) ) )
 OUTPUT VELOCITIES FOR STEADY-STATE FLOW SOLUTION
900 IF (IS S F L 0 .N E .2 .0 R .Z T .N E .1 .0 R .K V E L .N E .l)  GOTO 1000
WRITE( 6 ,9 2 5 )  (L,VMAG{L),L=1,NE)
WRITE( 6 ,9 5 0 )  (L,VANG(L),L=1,NE)
925 FORMAT { / / / 1 1 X , ' S  T E A D Y - S T A T E
1 ' F L U I D  V E L O C I T  Y ' / /
2 11X ,'M  A G N I T U D E  AT CENTROID OF ELEMENT'//
3 5 X ,6 ( ' ELEMENT', 14X)/ (7X, 6 ( IX , 1 4 , IX ,1P D 15. 8 ) ) )
950 FORMAT ( / / / l  I X , 'S  T E A D Y - S T A T E  ' ,
1 ' F L U I D  V E L O C I T  Y ' / /
2 11X, 'A  N G L E IN DEGREES FROM +X-AXIS TO FLOW DIRECTION ' ,
3 'AT CENTROID OF ELEMENT'//
4 5 X ,6 ( 'E L E M E N T ',1 4 X )/(7 X ,6 (IX ,1 4 , I X ,1 P D 1 5 .8 ) ) )
1000 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE Z E R O  STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
*** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
*** PURPOSE :
*** TO FILL AN ARRAY WITH A CONSTANT VALUE.
SUBROUTINE ZERO(A,IADIM,FILL)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0 -Z )
DIMENSION A(IADIM)
 FILL ARRAY A WITH VALUE IN VARIABLE 'F I L L '
DO 10 I=1,IADIM 
10 A (I )= F IL L
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE B C T I  M E STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
*** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
*** PURPOSE :





































C *** (1) TIME-DEPENDENT SPECIFIED PRESSURES, TIME-DEPENDENTC *** CONCENTRATIONS OF INFLOWS AND TIME-DEPENDENT
C *** SPECIFIED SUBSIDENCE AT THESE POINTS
c *** (2) TIME-DEPENDENT SPECIFIED CONCENTRATIONS
c (3) TIME-DEPENDENT FLUID SOURCES AND CONCENTRATIONS
c *** OF INFLOWS AT THESE POINTS
c *** (4) TIME-DEPENDENT SOLUTE MASS SOURCES
c
c
** * DATA READ FROM UNIT 56
SUBROUTINE BCTIME (IPBC, PBC, IUBC, UBC, ISBC, SBC, QXN, UIN, QUIN,
1 IQSOP, IQSOU, IPBCT, IUBCT,ISBCT,XQSOPT, IQSOUT, RCIT)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0-2)
COMMON/DIMS/ NN, NE , NIN , NBI, NB , NBHALF , NPINCH, NPBC , NUBC ,  NSBC ,
1 NSOP,NSOPUMP,NSOU/NBCN
COMMON/TIME/ DELT, TSEC, TMIN,THOUR, TDAY, TWEEK, TMONTH, TYEAR,
1 TMAX,DELTP,DSLTU , DELTS ,  DLTPH1, DLTUM1, DLT8M1,  I T ,  ITMAX, IYR
DIMENSION IPBC(NBCN) ,  PBC (NBCN) ,  lUBC(NBCN) , UBC(NBCN) ,  ISBC (NBCN) ,
1 SBC (NBCN) , QIN (NN) , UIN (NN) , QUIN (NN) ,  IQSOP (NSOP) ,  IQSOU (NSOU) ,
2 RCIT(NN)
DIMENSION PPM( 1 2 ) ,PKY(20),PPN{391)
.DEFINITION OF REQUIRED VARIABLES
NN = EXACT NUMBER OF NODES IN MESH 
NPBC = EXACT NUMBER OF SPECIFIED PRESSURE NODES
NUBC = EXACT NUMBER OF SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION NODES
NSBC = EXACT NUMBER OF SPECIFIED SUBSIDENCE NODES
IT = NUMBER OF CURRENT TIME STEP
TSEC = TIME AT END OF CURRENT TIME STEP IN SECONDS 
TMIN = TIME AT END OF CURRENT TIME STEP IN MINUTES 
THOUR = TIME AT END OF CURRENT TIME STEP IN HOURS 
TDAY = TIME AT END OF CURRENT TIME STEP IN DAYS 
TWEEK = TIME AT END OF CURRENT TIME STEP IN WEEKS 
TMONTH = TIME AT END OF CURRENT TIME STEP IN MONTHS 
TYEAR = TIME AT END OF CURRENT TIME STEP IN YEARS 
IYR = NO. OF YEARS OF SIMULATION NEEDED FOR TIME-DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES TO BE DISTRIBUTED TO EACH MOUTH
PBC(IP) = SPECIFIED PRESSURE VALUE AT IP(TH) SPECIFIED 
PRESSURE NODE 
USC(IP) = SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION VALUE OF ANY
INFLOW OCCURRING AT IP(TH) SPECIFIED PRESSURE NODE 
SBC(IP) = SPECIFIED SUBSIDENCE VALUE AT IP(IH) SPECIFIED NODE 
IPBC(XP) = ACTUAL NODE NUMBER OF IP(TH) SPECIFIED PRESSURE NODE 
{WHEN NODE NUMBER I=IPBC(IP) IS NEGATIVE (I<0), 
VALUES MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR PBC AND UBC.)
UBC(IUP) = SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION VALUE AT IU(TH) SPECIFIED 
CONCENTRATION NODE (WHERE IUP=IU+NPBC)
IUBC(IUP) = ACTUAL NODE NUMBER OF IU(TH) SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION 
NODE (WHERE IUP=IU+NPBC)
{WHEN NODE NUMBER I=IUBC(IU) IS NEGATIVE (I<0),





















































IQSOP(IQP) = mode NUMBER OF IQP(TH) FLUID SOURCE NODE.
(WHEN NODE NUMBER I=IQSOP(IQP) IS  NEGATIVE ( I < 0 | ,  
VALUES MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR QIN AND UIN .)
Q IN ( - I )  = SPECIFIED FLUID SOURCE VALUE AT NODE ( -1 )
U IN (- I )  = SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION VALUE OF ANY
INFLOW OCCURRING AT FLUID SOURCE NODE ( -1 )
IQSOU(IQU) = NODE NUMBER OF IQU(TH) ENERGY OR 
SOLUTE MASS SOURCE NODE
(WHEN NODE NUMBER I=IQSOU(IQU) IS  NEGATIVE ( K O ) ,  
A VALUE MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR QUIN.)
QUIN( - I )  = SPECIFIED SOLUTE MASS SOURCE VALUE AT NODE ( - 1 )
PPM(I J )=MONTHLY PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL ANNUAL SOURCE/SINK VALUE 
( I J = 1 ,1 2 )  (SELECT A MONTHLY PATTERN)
PMY(K)= ANNUAL AVERAGE SOURCE VALUE (K=1,IYR) IN MGD 
QINMT= TOTAL MONTHLY SOURCE/SINK VALUE IN KG/S 
PPN(IQP)= NODAL FRACTION OF QINMT <IQP=1,NS0PUMP)
WHERE NSOPUMP=EXACT NUMBER OF PUMPING NODES
NSOPI IS  ACTUAL NUMBER OF FLUID SOURCE NODES(INCLUDING PUMPING,
RECHARGING AND VERTICAL SEEPAGE)
NS0PI=NS0P-1
NSOUI IS  ACTUAL NUMBER OF SOLUTE MASS SOURCE NODES 
NS0UI=NS0U-1
IF(IPBCT) 5 0 ,2 4 0 ,2 4 0
. . . .S E C T IO N  (X ): SET TIME-DEPENDENT SPECIFIED PRESSURES OR
CONCENTRATIONS OF INFLOWS AT SPECIFIED PRESSURE NODES
50 CONTINUE
DO 200 IP=1,NPBC
I - IP B C ( IP )
I F ( I )  1 0 0 ,2 0 0 ,2 0 0  
100 CONTINUE
NOTE : A FLOW AND TRANSPORT SOLUTION MUST OCCUR FOR ANY 
TIME STEP IN WHICH PBC( ) CHANGES.
PBC( IP )  = {( ) )





240 IF(IUBCT) 2 5 0 /4 4 0 /4 4 0  
G ---------------------- --- --------------------------- --- ------ --- -------------- --- -----------------------------------
C SECTION ( 2 ) :  SET TIME-DEPENDENT SPECIFIED
CONCENTRATIONS
250 CONTINUE
DO 400 XU=1,NUBC 
IUPsIU+NPBC 
I=IUBC(IUP)
I F ( I )  3 0 0 /4 0 0 ,4 0 0  
300 CONTINUE
NOTE : A TRANSPORT SOLUTION MUST OCCUR FOR ANY TIME STEP
IN HHICH UBC( ) CHANGES. IN ADDITION, IF  FLUID PROPERTIES 
ARE SENSITIVE TO ' O '  THEN A FLOW SOLUTION MUST OCCUR AS WEL 
UBC(IUP) = ( (  ) )
400 CONTINUE
430 IF(ISBCT) 3 4 0 ,4 4 0 ,4 4 0
C---------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------
C..........SECTION ( 3 ) :  SET TIME-DEPENDENT SPECIFIED
C SUBSIDENCE
340 DO 360 IS=1,NSBC
ISP=IS+XUP 
I= IS B C (IS P )
I F ( I )  3 3 3 ,3 6 0 ,3 6 0  
333 CONTINUE
C NOTE: A SUBSIDENCE SOLITION MUST OCCUR FOR ANY TIME STEF IN
C HHICH SBC( ) CHANGES.
C SBC(ISP) = ( (  ) )
360 CONTINUE
C ---------------- --- ------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------------------------------







440 IF(IQ SO PT) 4 5 0 ,6 4 0 ,6 4 0
C  --------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------------------------------------------
C - - - - - - - - - - -----—  -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  -
C  SECTION ( 4 ) :  SET TIME-DEPENDENT FLUID SOURCES/SINKS,
C OR CONCENTRATIONS OF SOURCE FLUID
C
450 CONTINUE
I F ( I T . G T . l )  GO TO 455
C
C . . . . . I N P U T  MONTHLY PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL ANNUAL SOURCE/SINK VALUES 






































READ(5 6 ,1 0 )  (PPM (I),1 = 1 ,1 2 )
10 FORMAT(12F6.1)
. . . . I N P U T  ANNUAL VALUES OF SOURCE/SINK 
READ(56,20) (PMY(K),K=1,IYR)
20 FORMAT{1 0 F 5 .1)
. . . . I N P U T  NODAL FRACTION OF MONTHLY QINMT(JUST PUMPING)
DO 120 IQP=1,NSOPI 
I=IQSOP(IQP)





45S IF(M O D (IT ,1 2 ) .N E .0) GO TO 101 
NYR=IT/12 
IJ= 1 2  
GO TO 460 
101 NYR=IT/12+1 
IJ=M O D (IT,12)
460 DO 600 IQP=1,NSOPI 
I=IQSOP(IQP)
I F ( I )  5 0 0 ,6 0 0 ,6 0 0  
500 CONTINUE
NOTE : A FLOW AND TRANSPORT SOLUTION MUST OCCUR FOR ANY 
TIME STEP IN WHICH QIN( ) CHANGES.
Q I N ( - I )  = ({ ) )
I= IA B S( I )
QINMT=PMY(NYR)*PPM(IJ) * R C I T ( I ) / (22 .8 2 4 3 7 4 * 1 0 0 .0 )  
QIN(I)=-QINMT*PPN(I)
NOTE : A TRANSPORT SOLUTION MUST OCCUR FOR ANY 
TIME STEP IN WHICH UIN( ) CHANGES.
U IN ( - I )  = {( ) )
600 CONTINUE
640 IF(IQSOUT) 6 5 0 ,8 4 0 ,8 4 0
. . . .S E C T IO N  ( 5 ) :  SET TIME-DEPENDENT SOURCES/SINKS
OF SOLUTE MASS
650 CONTINUE
DO 800 IQU=l,NSOUI 
I=IQSOU(IQU)
I F ( I )  7 0 0 ,8 0 0 ,8 0 0  
700 CONTINUE



























n TIME STEP IN WHICH QUIN( ) CHANGES. 





SUBROUTINE A D S O R B  STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
*** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
*** PURPOSE :
*** TO CALCULATE VALUES OF EQUILIBRIUM SORPTION PARAMETERS FOR 
*** LINEAR, FREUNDLICH, AND LANGKUIR MODELS.
SUBROUTINE ADSORB(CS1,CS2,CS3,SL,SR,U)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0-Z )
CHARACTER*10 ADSMOD 
COMMON/MODSOR/ ADSMOD
COMMON/DIMS/ NN, NE ,  NIN, NBI, NB , NBHALF , NPINCH , NPBC , NUBC , NSBC ,
1 NSOP,NSOPUMP,NSOU,NBCN
COMMON/PARAMS/ COMPFL , COMPMA, DRWDU , RHOS ,  DECAY , SIGMAW ,
1 RHO WO , URHOWO, VISCO , PRODF1, PRODS 1 ,  PRODFO ,  PRODS 0 , CHI1, CHI2
DIMENSION CSl(NN) ,CS2 (NN) ,CS3{NN) ,SL(NN) ,SR(NN) ,U(NN)
 NOTE THAT THE CONCENTRATION OF ADSORBATE, C S ( I ) ,  IS  GIVEN BY:
C S ( I )  = S L ( I )  *U(I) 4- SR (I)
 NO SORPTION
I F (ADSMOD.NE.'NONE ' )  GOTO 450
DO 250 1 = 1 ,NN 
C S 1 ( I ) = 0 . DO 
C S 2 ( I )= 0 .D 0  
C S 3 ( I ) = 0 . DO 
S L (I ) = 0 .D 0  
S R ( I)= 0 .D 0  
2 50 CONTINUE 
GOTO 2000
 LINEAR SORPTION MODEL
450 I F (ADSMOD.NE.'LINEAR ' )  GOTO 700
DO 500 1 = 1 ,NN 
CS1(I)=CHX1*RHOWO 











 FREUNDLICH SORPTION MODEL




C H I2F = {(l.D 0-C H I2) /C H I2)
CH12=CHH**DCHI2 
DO 750 1 = 1 ,NN 






C S 2 ( I ) = 0 .DO 
C S 3 ( I ) = 0 . DO 
SL(I)=CH12*RU 
S R ( I ) = 0 .DO 
750 CONTINUE 
GOTO 2000
 LANGMUIR SORPTION MODEL
950 I F (ADSMOD.NE.'LANGMUIR ' )  GOTO 2000 
DO 1000 1 = 1 ,NN 
DD=1. D0+CHI2 *RHOW0 *U(I )
CS1(I)=(CHI1*RHOWO)/(DD*DD)
C S 2 ( I ) = 0 .DO 
0 3 3 ( I ) = 0 • DO 






C SUBROUTINE E L E M E N STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
C
C *** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
C *** PURPOSE :
C *** TO CONTROL AND CARRY OUT ALL CALCULATIONS FOR EACH ELEMENT BY 
C *** OBTAINING ELEMENT INFORMATION FROM THE BASIS FUNCTION ROUTINE,
C *** CARRYING OUT GAUSSIAN INTEGRATION OF FINITE ELEMENT INTEGRALS,
C *** AND SENDING RESULTS OF ELEMENT INTEGRATIONS TO GLOBAL ASSEMBLY 
C *** ROUTINE. ALSO CALCULATES VELOCITY AT EACH ELEMENT CENTROID FOR 
C *** PRINTED OUTPUT.
C
SUBROUTINE ELEMEN (M L,IN ,X,Y ,THICK ,PITER,U ITER,SITER,RCIT, RCITM1,
1 POR , ALMAX, ALMIN, ATAVG, PERMXX, PERMXY , PERMYX, PERMYY , P ANGLE , COMMMA,
2 VMAG , VANG ,  VOL, PMAT , PVEC , UMAT ,  UVEC, SHAT,  SVEC ,  GXSI, GETA, PVEL , ANGL) 




COMMON/PARAMS/ COMPFL, COMPMA, DRWDU, RHOS, DECAY, SIGMAW,
242
1 RHO WO , URHOWO , VISCO , PRODF1, PRODS 1 ,  PRODFO , PRODSO, CHI1, CHZ2
COMMON/TIME/ DELT, TSEC, TMIN/THOUR,TDAY, TWEEK,TMONTH, TYEAR,
1 TMAX, DELTP,DELTU , DELTS, DLTPM1, DLTUM1, DLTSM1, I T , ITMAX,IYR
COHMON/CONTRL/ GNU, UP, DTMULT, DTMAX,ME, ISSPLO, ISSTRA,ITCYC,NPORC,
1 NPCYC, NUCYC,NSCYC, NPRINT, IREAD, ISTORE, NOUMAT, IHEAD, ISLOPE, LAM,
2 ISET
COMMON/KPRINT/ KMODAL,KELMMT,KINCID,KVEL,KBUDG,KPORS 
DIMENSION IN(NIN) ,X(NN) ,Y(NN) , THICK (NN) ,  PITER (NN) ,COMMMA (NN) ,
X UITER(NN) , SITER(NN) ,RCIT(NN) ,RCITM1(NN) , POR(NN) , PVEL(NN) 
DIMENSION PERMXX (NE) , PERMXY(NE) , PERMYX(NE) , PERMYY (NE) , PANGLE (NE) ,
1 ALMAX(NE) , ALMIN(NE) ,ATAVG(NE) , VMAG (NE) ,VANG (NE) ,ANGL(NE) ,
2 GXSI(NE,4 ) ,GETA(NE,4)
DIMENSION VOL (NN) ,?MAT(NN,NBX) ,PVEC(NN) ,UMAT (NN,NBI) ,UVEC(NN) ,
1 SMAT(NN,NBI), SVEC(NN)
DIMENSION BFLOWE ( 4 , 4 ) ,  DFLOWE (4 ) ,BTRANE(4,4) ,  DTRANE ( 4 ,4 )  , VOLE (4) 
DIMENSION F (4 ,4 ) ,W (4 ,4 ) ,D E T (4 ) ,D F D X G (4 ,4 ) ,D F D Y G (4 ,4 ) ,B S U B E (4 ,4 ) ,
1 DWDXG( 4 , 4 ) , DWDYG(4 ,4 )
DIMENSION RHOG( 4 ) ,V ISCG (4),PO RG (4), VXG( 4 ) ,VYG( 4 ) ,
1 RGXG{4),RGYG(4),VGMAG{4),THICKG(4)
DIMENSION RXXG( 4 ) , RXYG( 4 ) , RYXG( 4 ) , RYYG(4)
DIMENSION BXXG{4), BXYG(4) , BYXG(4) , BYYG( 4 ) ,EXG(4),EYG(4)
DIMENSION SXXG( 4 ) , SXYG( 4 } , SYXG( 4 ) , SYYG(4)
DIMENSION GXLOC( 4 } ,GYLOC(4)
DATA GLOC/O<577350269189626D0/
DATA IST O P/0 /,G X L O C /-l .D 0 , l .D O , l . D O , - 1 . D 0 / ,
1 GYLOC/-1 . DO, - 1 • DO, 1 • DO, 1 . DO/
C
C ...........DECIDE WHETHER TO CALCULATE CENTROID VELOCITIES ON THIS CALL
IVPRNT-0
IF  (MOD (IT,NPRINT) . EQ.O. AND. ML.NE. 2 . AND. IT .N E . 0) IVPRNT=1




C...........ON FIRST TIME STEP, PREPARE GRAVITY VECTOR COMPONENTS,
C GXSI AND GETA, FOR CONSISTENT VELOCITIES,
C AND CHECK ELEMENT SHAPES
I F ( I T . G T . l )  GO TO 2000
C ...........LOOP THROUGH ALL ELEMENTS TO OBTAIN THE JACOBIAN
C AT EACH OF THE FOUR NODES IN EACH ELEMENT
DO 1000 L=1,NE 
DO 500 IL = 1 ,4  
XLOC=GXLOC(IL)
YLOC=GYLOC(IL)
CALL BASIS2 (0000 ,L ,X L O C ,Y L O C ,IN ,X ,Y ,F (1 ,IL )  ,W (1 ,IL )  ,DET ( IL )  ,
1 DFDXG ( 1 , I L )  , DFDYG (1 ,  IL) , DWDXG ( 1 , I L )  , DWDYG ( 1 , I L )  ,
2 PITER, UITER, SITER, PVEL,FOR,THICK,THICKG (IL ) ,VXG(IL) ,VYG (IL ) ,
3 RHOG( I L ) , V ISC G (IL),FORG (IL), VGMAG(IL) ,
4 PERMXX, PERMXY, PERMYX, PERMYY, C J 1 1 , CJ12 , C J2 1 ,  CJ22 ,
5 GXSI,GETA,RCIT,RCITM1,RGXG(IL), RGYG(IL) )
GXSI(L,IL)=CJ11*GRAVX+CJ12*GRAVY
GETA(L,IL)=CJ21*GRAVX+CJ22 *GRAVY
C............. CHECK FOR NEGATIVE- OR ZERO-AREA ERRORS IN ELEMENT SHAPES
I F ( D E T ( I L ) ) 2 0 0 ,2 0 0 ,5 0 0  
200 ISTOP=ISTOP+1
WRITE(6 ,4 0 0 )  IN ( (L - l ) * 4 + IL ) ,L ,D E T ( I L )
400 FORMAT( 1 IX/'THE DETERMINANT OF THE JACOBIAN AT GAUSS POINT ' , 1 4 ,




IF (IS T O P .E Q .0) GOTO 2000 
WRITE(5 ,1 5 0 0 )
1500 FORHAT< / / / / / / 1 IX,'SOME ELEMENTS HAVE INCORRECT GEOMETRY.'
1 / /11X ,'PL E A SE  CHECK THE NODE COORDINATES AND
2 'INCIDENCE L IST , MAKE CORRECTIONS, AND THEN RERUN.' / / / / / / / /
3 1 1 X , 'S  I H U L A T I O N  H A L T E  D ' /




C...........LOOP THROUGH ALL ELEMENTS TO CARRY OUT SPATIAL INTEGRATION
C OF FLUX TERMS IN P,U AND/OR S EQUATIONS
C -   ----------------------------------------------------- --------- --------- ----  ----------- --------------------------------------------------------------
C -   -----------------------------     -  -  -  --------------- -------------- ---------- --- ------------------
c _ _ .  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2000  DO 9999 L=1,NE 
XIX=-1. DO 
Y IY =-1. DO 
KG=0
C...........OBTAIN BASIS FUNCTION AND RELATED INFORMATION AT EACH OF
C FOUR GAUSS POINTS IN THE ELEMENT
DO 2200 IYL=1,2 




CALL BASIS2( 0 0 0 1 ,L,XLOC,YLOC,IN,X,Y,F< 1 ,XG),W (1,KG), DET(KG),
1 DFDXG(1,KG),DFDYG( 1 , KG), DWDXG( 1 , KG), DWDYG( 1 , KG) ,
2 PITER,UITER, SITER, PVEL,FOR,THICK,THICKG (KG) ,VXG(KG) ,VYG(KG) ,
3 RHOG(KG),VISCG(KG),PORG(KG), VGMAG(KG),
4 PERMXX,PERMXY,PERMYX,PERMYY,CJU,CJ12 ,C J 2 1 ,C J 2 2  ,




C CALCULATE VELOCITY AT ELEMENT CENTROID WHEN REQUIRED
IF(KVPRNT-2) 3 0 0 0 ,2 3 0 0 ,3 0 0 0  
2300 AXSUM=0.0D0 
AYSUM=0.0D0 




IF(AXSUM) 2 5 0 0 ,2 7 0 0 ,2 8 0 0  
2500 AYX=AYSUM/AXSUM
VANG(L)=DATAN(AYX)/I. 745329D-2 
IF(AYSUM.LT.O.ODO) GOTO 2 600 




























VANG(L)=VANG(L)- 1 8 0 . ODO 
GOTO 3000 
VANG(L)= 9 0 . ODO




INCLUDE MESH THICKNESS IN NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
DO 3300 KG=1,4 
DET(KG)=THICKG(KG)*DET(KG)
CALCULATE PARAMETERS FOR FLUID MASS BALANCE AT GAUSS POINTS 
IF (M L -l)  3 4 0 0 ,3 4 0 0 ,6 1 0 0  
DO 4000 KG=1,4 








INTEGRATE FLUID MASS BALANCE IN A  SATURATED 
ELEMENT USING SYMMETRIC WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS 
DO 6000 1=1,4 
DF=0.DO 
V0=0•DO 
DO 5400 KG=1,4 
VO=VO+F(I,KG)*DET(KG)
DF=DF+ ( (RXXG (KG) *RGXG (KG) +RXYG {KG) *RGYG (KG) ) *DFDXG (I, KG)
+ (RYXG (KG) *RGXG(KG) +RYYG (KG) *RGYG (KG) ) *DFDYG(I,KG) )
*DET(KG)*ACOS 
DO 5800 J=l,4 
BF=0.D0
DO 5600 KG=1,4







CALCULATE PARAMETERS FOR SOLUTE MASS BALANCE AT GAUSS POINTS 




IF(VGMAG(KG)) 6 3 0 0 ,6 3 0 0 ,6 6 0 0























 DI3PER3IVITY MODEL FOR ANISOTROPIC MEDIA
WITH PRINCIPAL DISPERSIVITIES: ALMAX,ALMIN, AND ATAVG
VANGG=1> 57O796327D0




 EFFECTIVE LONGITUDINAL DISPERSIVITY IN FLOW DIRECTION, ALEFF
ALEFF=0.ODO













 IN-PARALLEL CONDUCTIVITIES (DIFFUSIVITIES) FORMULA
6900 ESE=ESRCG*SIGMAW





 INTEGRATE SOLUTE MASS BALANCE USING SYMMETRIC WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS
FOR DISPERSION TERM AND USING EITHER SYMMETRIC OR ASYMMETRIC 
ASYMMETRIC WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS FOR ADVECTION TERM 
DO 8000 1 = 1 ,4  




BT=BT+( ( BXXG(KG) *DFDXG (J  , KG)+BXYG( KG)*DFDYG(J , KG)) *DFDXG(I , KG)






















8000 DTRANE(I , J)=DT
  CALCULATE PARAMETERS FOR LAND SUBSIDENCE EQUATION AT GAUSS POINTS
IF(ME) 9 0 0 0 ,9 0 0 0 ,8 1 0 0  
8100 COMMA=0.0
DO 8150 KG=1,4 
1 1 = (L-l)*4+KG 
I = I N ( I I )
8150 COMMA=COMMA-f- COMMMA ( I )
COMHAG=COMMA/4. ODO 





 INTEGRATE LAND SUBSIDENCE EQUATION USING SYMMETRIC
WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS 
DO 8500 1= 1 ,4  
DO 8500 J = l , 4 
BS=O.DO 
DO 8200 KG=1,4
8200 BS=BS+ ( (SXXG (KG) *DFDXG(J,KG) +SXYG(KG) *DFDYG(J,KG) ) *DFDXG (I,KG) +
1 (SYXG (KG) *DFDXG(J , KG)+SYYG (KG) *DFDYG (J , KG) ) *DFDYG(I,KG) )
2 *DET(KG)
8500 BSUBE(I, J)=BS 
9000 CONTINUE
 SEND RESULTS OF INTEGRATIONS FOR THIS ELEMENT TO
GLOBAL ASSEMBLY ROUTINE 
9999 CALL GLOBAN(L,ML,VOLE,BFLOWE,DFLOWE,BTRANE,DTRANE,BSUBE, 
1 IN , VO L, PMAT, PVEC, UMAT, UVEC, SHAT, SVEC)
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE B A S I 3 2 STRALAN - VERSION 1989-1.0
C
C *** CALLED FROM: ELEMEN 
C *** PURPOSE :
C *** TO CALCULATE VALUES OF BASIS AND WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS AND THEIR 
C *** DERIVATIVES, TRANSFORMATION MATRICES BETWEEN LOCAL AND GLOBAL 
C *** COORDINATES AND PARAMETER VALUES AT A SPECIFIED POINT IN A 
C *** QUADRILATERAL FINITE ELEMENT.
C
SUBROUTINE BASIS2(ICALL,L,XLOC,YLOC,IN,X,Y,F,W,DET,


















IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON/DIMS/ NN,NE, NIN,NBI, NB,NBKALF,NPINCH,NPBC,NUBC, NSBC,
1 NSOP,NSOPUMP,NSOU,NBCN
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU,UP,DTHULT,DTMAX,ME, ISSFLO, ISSTRA, ITCYC,NPORC,
1 NPCYC,NUCYC,NSCYC,NPRINT,IREAD, ISTORE,NOUMAT, IHEAD, I  SLOPE, LAN,
2 ISET
COMMON/ PA RAMS/ COMPEL, COMPMA, DRWDU, RHOS , DECAY,SIGMAW,
1 RHOHO , U RHO WO , VI SCO , PRODFX, PRODS1, PRODFO ,  PRODS 0 , CHI 1, CHI 2
COMMON/TENSOR/ GRAVX,GRAVY 
DOUBLE PRECISION XLOC,YLOC
DIMENSION IN(NIN) ,X(NN) ,Y(NN) ,UITER(NN) , PITER (NN) ,PVEL(NN) ,
1 POR(NN) , PERMXX (NE) , PERMXY (NE) , PERMYX(NB) , PERMYY (NE) ,
2 THICK(NN),SITER(NN)
DIMENSION GXSI(NE,4 ) ,GETA(NE,4),RCIT(NN),RCITM1(NN)
DIMENSION F (4) ,W(4) ,DFDXG(4) ,DFDYG(4) ,DWDXG(4) ,DWDYG(4)
DIMENSION F X (4 ) ,F Y (4 ) ,A F X (4 ) ,A F Y (4 ) ,
1 DFDXL(4), DFDYL(4),DWDXL(4),DWDYL(4),
2 X D W (4),YDW (4),XIIX (4),YIIY (4)
DATA X IIX /-1 .D O ,+ 1 .D O ,+ 1 .D O ,-1 .D O /,
X Y I I Y / - 1 . D O , - l .D 0 , + l .D 0 , + l .D 0 /
 AT THIS LOCATION IN LOCAL COORDINATES, (XLOC,YLOC),
CALCULATE SYMMETRIC WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS, F<I),
SPACE DERIVATIVES, DFDXG(I) AND DFDYG(I), AND 














DO XO 1=1,4 
XO F(I)=0.25QDQ *FX(I)*FY(I)

























I I = ( L - 1 ) * 4 + I L  





. . . .CALCULATE DETERMINANT OF JACOBIAN MATRIX. 
DET=CJ11*CJ22-CJ21*CJ12
... .R ETU R N  TO ELEMEN WITH JACOBIAN MATRIX ON FIRST TIME STEF. 
IF(ICALL.EQ.O) RETURN






....CALCULATE DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO GLOBAL COORDINATES 
DO 200 1 = 1 ,4
DFDXG(I)=CIJ11*DFDXL{I)+CIJ12 *DFDYL(IJ 
200 DFDYG(IJ =CIJ21*DFDXL(I)+CIJ22 *DFDYL(I)
. . . . CALCULATE CONSISTENT COMPONENTS OF <RH0*GRAV) TERM IN LOCAL 





DO 800 IL = 1 ,4
I I - ( L - l ) * 4 + I L  













RGYGM1=CIJ 21*RGXLM1+CIJ2 2 *RGYLM1































DO 1000 IL = 1 ,4  
I I = ( L - 1 ) * 4  +IL 




THICKG=THICKG+THICK( I ) * F ( IL)
PITERG=PITERG+PITER(I ) * ? ( IL)
UITERG=UITERG+UITER(I)*F(IL)
1000 CONTINUE
 SET VALUES FOR DENSITY AND VISCOSITY
 RHOG = FUNCTION(UITER)
RHOG=RHOWO+DRWDU* (UITERG-URHOW0)
 FOR SOLUTE TRANSPORT... VISCG IS  TAKEN TO BE CONSTANT
VISCG=VISC0
 CALCULATE CONSISTENT FLUID VELOCITIES HITS RESPECT TO GLOBAL
COORDINATES, VXG, VYG, AND VGMAG, AT THIS LOCATION, (XLOC,YLOC> 
DENOM=l. D O /( PORG*VISCG)
PGX=DPDXG-RGXGM1
PGY=DPDYG-RGYGM1
 ZERO OUT RANDOM BOUYANT DRIVING FORCES DUE TO DIFFERENCING
  NUMBERS PAST PRECISION LIMIT
  MINIMUM DRIVING FORCE IS  l .D - 1 0  OF PRESSURE GRADIENT
  (THIS VALUE MAY BE CHANGED DEPENDING ON MACHINE PRECISION)
IF(DPDXG) 1 7 2 0 ,1 7 3 0 ,1 7 2 0  
1720 I F  (DABS (PGX/DPDXG) - 1 .  0D-10) 1 7 2 5 ,1 7 2 5 ,1 7 3 0  
1725 PGX=0• ODO
1730 IF(DPDYG) 1 7 5 0 ,1 7 6 0 ,1 7 5 0
1750 IF(DABS( PGY/DPDYG)- 1 . 0D -10) 1 7 5 5 ,1 7 5 5 ,1 7 6 0  
1755 PGY=0. ODO
1760 VXG=-DENOM* (PERMXX (L)*PGX+PERMXY(L) *PGY)




 AT THIS POINT IN LOCAL COORDINATES, (XLOC,YLOC) ,
CALCULATE ASYMMETRIC WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS, W ( I ) ,
AND SPACE DERIVATIVES, DWDXG(I) AND DWDYG(I) .
 ASYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS SIMPLIFY WHEN UP=0.0
IF (U P .G T .1 . 0D-6.AND.N0UMAT.EQ.0) GOTO 1790 
DO 1780 1 = 1 ,4  
W(I )=F{I )
DWDXG(I ) =DFDXG(I )
DWDYG(I ) =DFDYG(I )
1780 CONTINUE
 RETURN WHEN ONLY SYMMETRIC WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS ARE USED
RETURN
 CALCULATE FLUID VELOCITIES WITH RESPECT TO LOCAL COORDINATES,
C VXL, VYL, AND VLHAG, AT THIS LOCATION, (XLOC,YLOC) .
17 90 VXL=CIJ11*VXG+CIJ21*VYG 












A FX <I)= .50D 0*FX (I)+X IIX (I>*X IX I 
2000 A F Y (I)= . 50D O *FY (I)+Y IIY (I)*Y IY I
C
C CALCULATE ASYMMETRIC WEIGHTING FUNCTION, W.
DO 3000 1 = 1 ,4  
3000 W (I)=AFX(I)*AFY(I)
C
THAAX=0. 5 0D 0-1 . 50D0*AA*XLOC 
THBBY=0.50D0-1.50D0*BB*YLOC 
DO 4000 1 = 1 ,4  
XDW(I }=X IIX ( I ) *THAAX 
4000 YDW(I)=YIIY(I}*THBBY
C
C...........CALCULATE DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO LOCAL COORDINATES.
DO 5000 1 = 1 ,4
DWDXL( I ) =XDW( I ) *AFY(I)
5000 DWDYL(I ) =YDW(I ) * AFX( X)
C
C ...........CALCULATE DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO GLOBAL COORDINATES.







C SUBROUTINE G L O B A N STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .
C
C *** CALLED FROM: ELEMEN 
C *** PURPOSE :
C *** TO ASSEMBLE RESULTS OF ELEMENTWISE INTEGRATIONS INTO 
C *** A GLOBAL BANDED MATRIX AND GLOBAL VECTOR FOR GROUNDWATER 
C *** FLOW, TRANSPORT AND SUBSIDENCE EQUATIONS.
C
SUBROUTINE GLOBAN(L,ML,VOLE,BFLOWE,DFLOWE, BTRANE,DTRANE,BSUBE,
1 IN,VOL,PMAT, PVEC, UMAT, UVEC, SMAT,SVEC)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0-Z )
COMMON/DIMS/ NN, NE , NIN, NBI,  NB , NBHALF , NPINCH, NPBC , NUBC , NSBC ,
1 NSOP,NSOPUMP,NSOU,NBCN
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU, UP, DTMULT,DTMAX, ME, ISSFLO, ISSTRA, ITCYC, NPORC,
1 NPCYC , NUCYC, NSCYC , NPRINT, IREAD, ISTORE, NOUMAT,  IHEAD, I  SLOPE , LAN,
2 ISET
DIMENSION BFLOWE{4,4),DFLOWE(4) ,B T R A N E (4 ,4 ) ,B SU B E (4 ,4 ) ,
1 DTRANE(4,4),VOLE(4)
DIMENSION VOL(NN) ,PMAT (NN/NBI) ,PVEC(NN) ,UMAT (NN,NBI) ,UVEC(NN) , 







C  ADD RESULTS OF INTEGRATIONS OVER ELEMENT L TO GLOBAL
C P-MATRIX AND P-VECTOR AND/OR S-MATRIX AND S-VECTOR








DO 100 JJ=N1,N4 
JE=JE+1
JB=IN(JJ)-IB+NBHALF
PMAT (IB ,JB )  =FMAT(IB, JB) +BFLOWE ( I E ,  JE )
100 SMAT(IB,JB)=SMAT(IB,JBJ+BSUBE(IE,JE)




IB = I N ( I I )
VOL(IB)=VOL(IB)+VOLE(IE)
PVEC( IB ) =PVEC( IB ) +DFLOWE(IE)
JE=0
DO 130 JJ=N1,N4 
JE=JE+1
J B = IN (JJ)-IB+NBHALF 
130 PMAT(IB,JB)=PMAT ( IB ,  JB)+BFLOWE(IE, JE )
C
C ..........ADD RESULTS OF INTEGRATIONS OVER ELEMENT L TO GLOBAL
C U-MATRIX
150 IF(NOUMAT.EQ.1) GOTO 300 
IE —0
DO 200 II=N1,N 4
IE=IE+1
I B = I N ( I I )
C ..........POSITION FOR ADDITION TO U-VECTOR
C UVEC( IB)=UVEC( IB )+  ( (  ))
JE=0
DO 200 JJ=N1,N4 
JE =JE+1
J B = IN (JJ)-IB+NBHALF 








C SUBROUTINE N O D A I, B STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
C
C *** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
C *** PURPOSE :
C *** (1) TO CARRY OUT ALL CELLWISE CALCULATIONS AND TO ADD CELLWISE
C *** TERMS TO THE GLOBAL BANDED MATRIX AND GLOBAL VECTOR FOR
C *** FLOW,TRANSPORT AND SUBSIDENCE EQUATIONS.
C *** (2) TO ADD FLUID SOURCE AND SOLUTE HASS SOURCE TERMS
C *** TO THE HATRIX EQUATIONS.
C
SUBROUTINE NODALB{ML,VOL,PMAT,PVEC,UMAT,UVEC,SHAT,SVEC, PITER,
1 UITER,SITER, PHI, UM1,UM2, SHI, POR,QIN, UIN, QUIN, C S1,CS2,CS3,
2 SL,SR,RHO,SOP,THICK,SPEY,COMMMA)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON/DIMS/ NN,NE,NIN,NBI,NB,NBHALF, NPINCH, NPBC, NUBC, NSBC,
1 NSOP,NSOPUMP,NSOU,NBCN
COMMON/TIME/ DELT,TSEC,TMIN,THOUR,TDAY,TWEEK,TMONTH,TYEAR,
1 TMAX ,  DE LT P , DELTU , DELT3 , DLTPM1, DLTUM1,  DLTSM1, 1T , ITMAX , IYR
COMMON/PARAMS/ COM PFL , COMPMA , DRWDU, RHOS , DECAY ,  SIGMAW ,
1 RHOWO , URHOWO , VISCO , PR0DF1, PRODS1, PRODFO , PRODSO , CHI1, CHI2
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU, UP, DTMULT, DTMAX,ME, ISSFLO, ISSTRA, ITCYC,NPORC,
1 NPC YC ,  NUC YC , NSC YC ,  NPRI NT, I  RE AD , IS TORE , NOUMAT , I  HEAD, IS  LOPE , LAN ,
2 ISET
COMMON/ICONF/IUNCON
DIMENSION VOL (NN) ,  PMAT (NN,NBI) ,FVEC(NN) ,UMAT (NN,NBI) ,UVEC(NN) ,
1 SHAT (NN,NBI) ,SVEC{NN) ,SPEY(NN) , COMMMA (NN)
DIMENSION PITER (NN) , UITER(NN) ,SITER(NN) ,PM1(NN) ,UH1(NN) ,UM2 (NN) ,
1 SMI (NN) ,POR(NN) ,QIN(NN) ,UIN(NN) ,QUIN(NN) ,CS1 (NN) ,CS2 (NN) ,




C.............DO NOT UPDATE NODAL PARAMETERS ON A TIME STEP WHEN ONLY U IS
C SOLVED FOR BY BACK SUBSTITUTION (IE :  HHEN NOUMAT=l)
IF(NOUMAT) 5 0 ,5 0 ,2 0 0
C............. SET FLUID DENSITY AT NODES, RHO(I)
C RHO = F (U IT E R (I))





DO 1000 1 = 1 ,NN 
IF (M L - l)  2 2 0 ,2 2 0 ,2 3 0
C
C..............CALCULATE CELLWISE TERMS FOR P EQUATION
C  FOR STEADY-STATE FLOW, ISSFLO=2; FOR TRANSIENT FLOW, ISSFLO=0
220 IF(IU NCON.NE.l) GO TO 225 
AFLN=( l- IS S F L O /2 )  *
1 (RHO(I) *SOP(I) + (S P E Y (I) /(9 .8 1 * T H IC K (I)  ) ) ) *VOL(I)/DELTP
GO TO 22 6
253
225 AFLN=( l-IS S F L O /2)*
1 (RHO(I) *SOP(I) ) *VOL(I)/DELTP
226 CFLN=POR(I)*DRWDU*VOL( I )
DUDT={l-IS S F L O /2 ) * {UM1( I ) -UM2{X) ) /DLTUM1 
CFLN=CFLN*DUDT
C  ADD CELLWISE TERMS AND FLUID SOURCES OR FLUXES TO P EQUATION
PMAT(I,NBHALF) = PMAT(I,NBHALF) + AFLN 
PVEC(I) = PVEC(I) -  CFLN + AFLN* PHI ( I )  + Q IN (I)
C
C
IF(ME.LE.O) GO TO 230
C
C CALCULATE CELLWISE TERMS FOR LAND SUBSIDENCE(S) EQUATION
C  FOR STEADY-STATE FLOW,ISSFLO=2} FOR TRANSIENT FLOW,ISSFLO=0
IF(IUNCON.NE.1) GO TO 227
ASN= ( l-IS S FL O /2)  * (RHO ( I )  *SOF(I) + (SPEY(I) /  {9 • 81*THICK(X)) ) ) *
1 VOL{I)/(COMMMA(I)*DELTS)
GO TO 228
227 ASN= ( l-IS S F L O /2)  * (RHO ( I )  *SOP ( I )  ) *VOL(I)/(COMMMA(I) *DELTSJ
C  ADD CELLWISE TERMS AND FLUID SOURCES OR FLUXES TO 3 EQUATION
2 28 SMAT( I , NBHALF)=SMAT( I , NBHALF) +ASN
SVEC(I)=SVEC{I)+ASN*SM1(I) -QIN (I)*THICK(I)
C
C  CALCULATE CELLWISE TERMS FOR U-EQUATION
230 EPRS=(I.ODO-POR(I)} *RHOS
ATRN= (1-ISSTRA) * (POR(I) *RHO(I)+EPRS*CS1( I )  ) *VOL(I)/DELTU 
GTRN=POR( I ) *RHO(I )* PRODF1*VOL( I )
GSV=E PRS * PRODSI*VOL( I )
GS LTRN=GSV * S L{I )
GSRTRN=GSV*SR(I)
ETRN= (POR(I) *RHO(I) *PRODFO+EPRS*PRODSO) *VOL(I)
C  CALCULATE SOURCES OF SOLUTE CONTAINED IN
C SOURCES OF FLUID (ZERO CONTRIBUTION FOR OUTFLOWING FLUID)
QUR=0.0D0 
QUL=0. ODO
I F ( Q I N ( I ) ) 3 6 0 ,3 6 0 ,3 4 0  
340 QUL=-QIN(I)
QUR=-QUL*UIN(I)
C  ADD CELLWISE TERMS, SOURCES OF SOLUTE IN FLUID INFLOWS,
C AND PURE SOURCES OR FLUXES OF SOLUTE TO U-EQUATION
360 IF(NOUMAT) 3 7 0 ,3 7 0 ,3 8 0
370 UMAT( I ,  NBHALF) = UMAT (I ,  NBHALF) + ATRN -  GTRN -  GSLTRN -  QUL 





C SUBROUTINE B C B STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
C
C *** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
C *** PURPOSE :
C * * * TO IMPLEMENT SPECIFIED PRESSURE AND SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION
C ***  CONDITIONS AND/OR SUBSIDENCE BY MODIFYING THE GLOBAL FLOW,
C *** TRANSPORT AND SUBSIDENCE MATRIX EQUATIONS.
C
SUBROUTINE BCB(ML,PMAT,PVEC,UMAT,UVEC,SMAT, SVEC, IPBC,PBC, IUBC,
1 UBC,ISBC,SBC,QPLITR,THICK,POR,COMMMA)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0-Z )
COMMON/DIMS/ NN, NE, NIN, NBI, NB, NBHALF, NPINCH, NPBC, NUBC, NSBC,
1 NSOP,NSOPUMP,NSOU,NBCN 
COMMON/TIME/ DELT, TSEC, TMIN,THOUR,TDAY,TWEEK,TMONTH,TYEAR,
1 TMAX, DELTP,DELTU,DELTS, DLTPM1, DLTUM1, DLTSM1, IT,ITM AX,IYR
COMMON/PARAMS/ COMPEL,COMPMA,DRWDU,RHOS,DECAY,SIGMAW,
1 RHOWO, URHOWO, VISCO, PRODF1, PRODS1, PRODFO, PRODSO, C H I1, CHI2
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU, UP, DTMULT, DTMAX,ME,ISSFLO,ISSTRA,ITCYC,NPORC,
1 NPCYC,NUCYC,NSCYC,NPRINT,IREAD,ISTORE,NOUMAT,IHEAD,ISLOPE,LAN,
2 ISET
DIMENSION PMAT(NN,NBI), PVEC(NN), UMAT(NN,NBI), UVEC(NN),
1 SMAT(NN,NBI), SVEC(NN), IPBC(NBCN),PBC(NBCN),IUBC(NBCN),
2 UBC(NBCN), ISBC(NBCN), SBC(NBCN), QPLITR(NBCN),THICK(NN),




IF(N PB C .EQ .0) GOTO 1050
C ......... SPECIFIED P BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
DO 1000 IP=1,NPBC 
1=1ABS(IPBC( I P ) )
IF (M L -l) 1 0 0 ,1 0 0 ,2 0 0
C




PMAT ( I , NBHALF) =PMAT( I , NBHALF)-GINL 
PVEC( I ) =PVEC( I ) +GINR
C
C..........MODIFY EQUATION FOR U BY ADDING U SOURCE WHEN FLUID FLOWS IN
C AT SPECIFIED PRESSURE NODE
200 GUR=0. ODO 
GUL=0. ODO
IF(Q PL IT R ( I P ) ) 3 6 0 ,3 6 0 ,3 4 0  
3 40 GUL=-QPLITR( IP )
GUR=-GUL*UBC(IP)
360 IF(NOUMAT) 3 7 0 ,3 7 0 ,3 8 0  
370 UMAT( I , NBHALF) =UMAT( I , NBHALF) - GUL 
380 UVEC(I)=UVEC(I)+GUR 
1000 CONTINUE
IF(M E.LE.O ) GO TO 1100
C..........MODIFY EQUATION FOR S BY ADDING SUBSIDENCE “ SOURCE" AT
C SPECIFIED SUBSIDENCE NODES
1050 IF(NSBC.EQ.O) GO TO 1100 
DO 1020 IS=1,NSBC 
ISP=IS+NUBC+NPBC 
J= IA B S (IS B C (IS P ))
GINS=-GNU/COMMMA(J)
GING=-GINS*SBC(ISP)
SMAT(J , NBHALF) =SMAT(J , NBHALF)-GINS 




C............SPECIFIED U BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
C MODIFY U EQUATION AT SPECIFIED 0  NODE TO READ: U = UBC
1100 IF(NUBC. EQ. 0) GOTO 3000 
DO 2000 IU-1,NUBC 
IUP=IU+NPBC 
I=IA B S(IU B C (IU P))
IF(NOUMAT) 1 2 0 0 ,1 2 0 0 ,2 0 0 0  
1200 DO 1500 JB=1,NB 
1500 UMAT( I , J B )= 0 .ODO








C SUBROUTINE P I  N C H B STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
C
C *** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
C *** PURPOSE :
C *** TO IMPLEMENT PINCH NODE CONDITIONS BY MODIFYING THE 
C *** GLOBAL FLOW,TRANSPORT AND SUBSIDENCE MATRIX EQUATIONS.
C
SUBROUTINE PINCHB(ML,IPINCH,PMAT,PVEC, UMAT,UVEC,SMAT,SVEC) 
IM PLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0 -Z )
COMMON/D IM S/ NN, NE , NIN, NBI,  NB ,  NBHALF , NPINCH ,  NPBC , NUBC , NS BC ,
1 NSOP, NSOPUMP,NSOU, NBCN
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU , UP , DTMULT, DTMAX, ME, ISSFLO, IS  STRA , ITCYC, NPORC,
1 NPC YC, NUC YC , NSC YC , NPRINT , I  READ , I  STORE , NOUMAT ,IHEAD,I8LOPE, LAN,
2 ISET
DIMENSION IPINCH (NPINCH, 3) , PMAT (NN, NBI) ,  PVEC (NN) ,
1 UMAT (NN, NBI) ,UVEC(NN) , SMAT (NN, NBI) ,SVEC(NN)
C
C ..........NPIN IS  ACTUAL NUMBER OF PINCH NODES IN MESH
NPIN=NPINCH-1 
DO 1000 IPIN =1,N PIN
C.......... SET NUMBERS OF PINCH NODE AND NEIGHBOR NODES
I= IP IN C H (IP IN ,1 )
ICORl=IPINCH (IP IN , 2 )
ICOR2=IPIN CH (IPIN ,|3)
JCl=ICORl-I+NBHALF 
J C 2=1COR2- I+NBHALF
C
IF (M L -l)  5 0 ,2 0 2 ,2 5 0
C ..........ADJUST P AND S EQUATION FOR PINCH NODE CONDITIONS
50 DO 100 JB=1,NB 
PMAT(I, J B )= 0 .0D0 
100 SMAT( I , J B )—0 .ODO 
P V E C (I)= 0 .ODO 
PMAT(I , NBHALF)= 1 . OODO 
P M A T (I,JC 1 )—- 0 .  50D0 
PMAT(I , J C 2 ) = - 0 . 50D0 
S V E C (I)= 0 . ODO
256
SMAT(I,NBHALF)= 1 .ODO 
SM A T(I,JC 1)=-0.50D O  
SMAT( I , JC 2 ) = - 0 .5 ODO 
GO TO 250 
202 DO 200 JB=1,NB 
200 PM AT{I,JB)=0.0D 0 
PVEC(I ) = 0 .ODO 
PMAT( I , NBHALF)= 1 .ODO 
PM A T(I,JC 1)=-0 .50D 0 
PM A T(I,JC 2)=-O .50D 0
C ADJUST U EQUATION FOR PINCH NODE CONDITIONS
250 IF(NOUMAT) 3 0 0 ,3 0 0 ,5 0 0  
300 DO 400 JB=1,NB 
400 U M A T(I,JB)= 0 .ODO
UMAT{I,NBHALF}= 1. OODO 
U M A T(I,JC 1)= - 0 .5 ODO 
UM AT(I,JC2)=-0.50DO 







C SUBROUTINE S O L V E B STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
C
C *** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
C *** PURPOSE :
C *** TO SOLVE THE MATRIX EQUATION BY:
C *** (1 ) DECOMPOSING THE MATRIX
C *** (2 ) MODIFYING THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE
C *** (3 ) BACK-SUBSTITUTING FOR THE SOLUTION
C
SUBROUTINE SOLVEB(KKK,C,R,NNP,IHALFB,MAXNP,MAXBW)




C DECOMPOSE MATRIX C BY BANDED GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION FOR
C NON-SYMMETRIC MATRIX
IF(K K K -1) 5 ,5 ,5 0  
5 NU=NNP-IHALFB 
DO 20 NI=1,NU 




DO 10 NL=NJ, NK 
IB = IB -1
A = -C (N L ,IB )* PIVOTI












PIV O T I=l. D O /(C (N I, IH B P)>
NJ=NI+1
IB=IHBP
DO 30 NL=NJ, NIC 
IB = IB -1









IP (K K K -l) 5 0 ,4 4 ,5 0  
44 RETURN
C
C UPDATE RIGHT-HAND SIDE VECTOR,
50 NU=NNP+1
IBAND=2*IHALFB+1 




DO 60 JB=IB,IHALFB 





DO 90 NI=NL,NNP 
NJ=NI-IHBP+1 
SUM=0.D0





C  BACK SOLVE
R(NNP)=R(NNP)/C(NNP,IHBP)





DO 100 JB=NL,MB 






























SUBROUTINE B U D G E T  STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
*** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
*** PURPOSE :
*** TO CALCULATE AND OUTPUT FLUID HASS AND SOLUTE HASS BUDGETS
SUBROUTINE BUDGET (ML,IBCT, VOL,THICK,RHO,SOP,QIN,PVEC,PHI,
1 PBC, QPLITR, IPBC, IQSOP, POR, UVEC, UM1, UH2 , UIN, QUIN, IQSOU, UBC,
2 CS1,CS2,C S3,SL,SR,SPEY )






COMMON/TIME/ DELT, TSEC, TMIN,THOUR,TDAY, TWEEK, TMONTH, TYEAR,
1 TMAX, DELTP, DELTU, DELTS, DLTPM1, DLTUM1, DLTSH1, IT ,  ITMAX, IYR
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU, UP, DTHULT, DTMAX, ME, ISSFLO, ISSTRA, ITCYC,NPORC,
1 NPC YC, NUCYC , NSCYC , NPRINT ,  IREAD , ISTORE , NOUMAT ,  IHEAD, I  SLOPE , LAN,
2 ISET
COMMON/PARAMS/ COMPFL,COMPMA, DRWDU, RHOS, DECAY, SIGMAW,
1 RHO W0 , URHOWO , VISCO , PRODF1, PRODS 1 ,  PRODFO , PRODSO , CHI1, CHI2
CHARACTER*13 UNAME
DIMENSION QIN(NN) ,UIN(NN) , IQSOP (NSOP) ,QUIN(NN) , IQSOU (NSOU) 
DIMENSION IPBC (NBCN) , UBC (NBCN) , QPLITR (NBCN) , PBC (NBCN)
DIMENSION POR(NN) ,VOL(NN) ,PVEC(NN) ,UVEC(NN) , THICK (NN) ,
1 RHO(NN) , SOP (NN) , PM1 (NN) ,UH1(NN) ,UM2 (NN) ,SPEY(NN) ,




...CALCULATE COMPONENTS OF FLUID HASS BUDGET 










IP (.ME. LE. 0 . AND. IUNCON. NE. IJ TTHICK=1. DO 
IF (IUNCON.NE.1) GO TO 70
STPTOT=STPTOT+(l-ISSFLO/2) *RHO(I) *VOL(I) *
1 (SOP(I) +SPEY (0/(9 .81*THICK(I) ) +POR(I) )*(PVEC(I)-PHl(I))/DELTP 
GO TO 80
70 STPTOT=STPTOT+ (l-ISSFLO/2) *RHO(I) *VOL(I) *
1 (SOP(1}+POR(I))*(PVEC(I)-PHI(I))/DELTP 
80 STUTOT=STUTOT+(l-ISSFLO/2) *POR(I) *DRWDU*VOL(I)*





DO 200 IP=1,NPBC 
I=IABS(IPBC(IP))
TTHICK=THICK(I)




 OUTPUT FLUID HASS BUDGET
WRITE ( 6 , 300) IT , ST PTOT, STUTOT, UNAME, QINTOT, QPLTOT 
300 FORMAT { //1 1 X , 'F  L U I D  H A S S  B U D G E T
1 '  STEP ' , 1 5 , ' ,  IN (M A S S /SE C O N D )'///11X ,1PD 15.7 , 5X,
2 'RATE OF CHANGE IN TOTAL STORED FLUID DUE TO PRESSURE CHANGE',
3 ' ,  INCREASE (+ )/DECREASE { -) ' , / l l X , l P D 1 5 . 7 ,5 X ,
2 'RATE OF CHANGE IN TOTAL STORED FLUID DUE TO ' , A 1 3 , '  CHANGE',
3 ' ,  INCREASE(+ )/DECREASE( - ) ' ,
3 /1 1 X , 1PD15 . 7 ,  5X, 'TOTAL OF FLUID SOURCES AND SINKS,
4 'NET INFLOW(+ )/NET OUTFLOW( - )  '/1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .7 , 5X,
5 'TOTAL OF FLUID FLOWS AT POINTS OF SPECIFIED PRESSURE, ' ,
6 'NET INFLOW(+ )/NET OUTFLOW(-)')
I F ( IB C T .E Q .5} GOTO 600
NSOPI=NSOP-1
INEGCT=0
DO 500 IQP=l,NSOPI 
I=IQ SO P(IQ P)
I F ( I )  3 2 5 ,5 0 0 ,5 0 0  
32 5 INEGCT=INEGCT+1
IF  ( INEGCT.EQ.1) W RITE(6,350)
350 FORMAT (///22X,'TIM E-DEPENDENT FLUID SOURCES OR S IN K S '//2 2 X ,
1 '  NODE',5X,'INFLOW( + ) /OUTFLOW( - ) '/ 3 7 X ,  '  (M ASS/SECOND)'//)
WRITE (6 ,4 5 0 )  - I ,Q I N ( - I )
450 FORMAT (22X ,I5 ,10X ,1P D L 5 .7 )
500 CONTINUE
600 IF(NPBC.EQ .O ) GOTO 1000 
WRITE(6 ,6 5 0 )
650 FO R M A T(///22X ,'FLUID SOURCES OR SINKS DUB TO SPECIFIED PRESSURES', 
1 / / 2 2 X ,  '  NODE' ,5X , '  I  NFLOW(+)/OUTFLOW ( - )  ' / 3 7 X ,  '  (MASS/SECOND)'/)
DO 700  IP=1,NPBC 




WRITE(6 ,4 5 0 ) I,Q PL IT R ( IP)
7 00 CONTINUE
C











IF(M E• E Q .- l •AND.ADSMOD.NE.'NONE ' )
1 CALL ADSORB(C81, C32, CS3, SL,SR,UVEC)




EPRSV={ 1 .DO-POR( I ) ) *RHOS*VOL(I)





PO FTOT=P 0FTOT+ESRV* PRODFO 
POSTOT=POSTOT+EPR3V*PRODSO 
QQUTOT=QQUTOT+QUIN( I ) *TTHICK 
I F ( Q I N ( I ) ) 1 2 0 0 ,1 2 0 0 ,1 2 5 0  
12 00 QIUTOT—QIUTOT+QIN( I ) *UVEC(I) *TTKICK 
GOTO 1300




DO 1500 IP=1,NPBC 
1=1ABS(IPBC( I P ) }
TTHICK=THICK(I)
IF(M E. LE. 0 . AND. IUNCON.NE. 1) TTHICK=1. DO 
IF (Q P L IT R (IP )) 1 4 0 0 ,1 4 0 0 ,1 4 5 0  
1400  I= IA B S (IP B C (IP ))
QPUT0T=QPUT0T-f QPLITR (IP ) *UVEC(I) *TTHICK 
GOTO 1500
14 50 QPUTOT=QPUTOT+QPLITR(IP)*UBC(IP)*TTHICK 
1500 CONTINUE
.OUTPUT SOLUTE MASS BUDGET 
WRITE(6,1600) IT,FLDTOT,SLDTOT,P1FTOT,P1STOT,POFTOT,POSTOT,
1 QIUTOT,QPUTOT,QQUTOT 
1600 FORMAT<//HX,'S O L U T E  B U D G E T  AFTER TIME STEP ',15
1 ', IN (SOLUTE MASS/SECOND) '///11X,1VD15.7,5X, ' NET RATE OF ',
2 'INCREASE<+)/DECREASE(-) OF SOLUTB'/H**lPD15.7,5X,
3 'NET RATE OF INCREASE(+)/DECREASE(-) OF ADS0RBATE'/UX,1PD15.7
261
4 5X,'NET FIRST-ORDER PRODUCTION(+ ) /DECAY{-) OF SO L U T E '/llX ,
5 1PD15. 7 ,5X ,'N E T  FIRST-ORDER PRODUCTIONS)/DECAY ( - )  OF
6 'ADSORBATE'/11X,IPD15. 7 , 5X ,'N ET ZERO-ORDER PRODUCTION( + ) / ' ,
7 'DECAY( - )  OF S0L U T E '/11X ,1PD Z 5.7 ,5X ,'N E T  ZERO-ORDER ' ,
8 '  PRODUCTION (+ )/DECAY ( - )  OF ADSORBATE'/11X, 1PD15. 7 ,  5X,
9 'NET GAIN (+ )/LO SS(-}  OF SOLUTE THROUGH FLUID SOURCES AND SINKS'
* /1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .7 ,5 X , 'NET GAIN{+)/LOSS ( - )  OF SOLUTE THROUGH
1 ' INFLOWS OR OUTFLOWS AT POINTS OF SPECIFIED PRESSURE'
2 /1 1 X ,1 P D 1 5 .7 ,5 X , 'NET GAIN(+ )/L O S S ( - )  OF SOLUTE THROUGH




IF(N SO PI.EQ .O ) GOTO 2000 
W RITE{6,1650)
1850 FORM AT(///22X,'SOLUTE SOURCES OR SINKS AT FLUID SOURCES AND ' ,
1 'S IN K S '/ /2 2 X , ' N O D E ',8 X ,'S O U R C E (+ )/S IN K (-) '/3 2 X ,
2 ' (SOLUTE MASS/SECOND)' / )
DO 1900 IQP=l,NSO PI 
X=IABS(IQSOP(IQP))
TTHICK=THICK(I)
IF(M E. LE. 0 . AND.IUNCON.NE.1 )  TTHICK=1. DO 




1800 WRITE(6 ,4 5 0 )  I,QU 
1900 CONTINUE
C
2000 IF(NPBC.EQ.O) GOTO 4500 
WRITE(6 ,2 1 0 0 )
2100 FORMAT(///22X,'SOLUTE SOURCES OR SINKS DUE TO FLUID INFLOWS OR ' ,
1 'OUTFLOWS AT POINTS OF SPECIFIED P R E S S U R E '//22X ,'  NODE',8X,
2 'SOURCE ( + ) /S I N K ( - ) '/ 3 2 X , ' (SOLUTE MASS/SECOND)'/)
DO 2400 IP~1,NPBC
I= IA B S (IP B C (IP ))
TTHICK=THICK( I )
IF(M E. LE. 0 . AND. IUNCON. NE.1 )  TTHICK=1. DO 




2300 WRITE(6 ,4 5 0 )  I,QPU 
2400 CONTINUE
C
IF (IB C T .E Q .S ) GOTO 4500
NSOUI=NSOU-l
INEGCT=0
DO 3500 IQU=l,NSOUI 
I=IQSOU(IQU)
I F ( I )  3 4 0 0 ,3 5 0 0 ,3 5 0 0  
3400 INEGCT=INEGCT+1 
3450 IF (IN E G C T .E Q .1) WRITE(6 ,3 4 5 5 )
3455 FORMAT(///22X,'TIME-DEPENDENT SOLUTE SOURCES AND S IN K S '//2 2 X ,
























SUBROUTINE S T O R E  STRALAN -  VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .
*** CALLED FROM: STRALAN 
*** PURPOSE :
*** TO STORE RESULTS THAT HAY LATER BE USED TO RE-START 
*** THE SIMULATION.
SUBROUTINE STORE {PVEC, UVEC, SVEC, PHI,UM1, S H I, SH2 , FOR/CS1,
1 RCIT,PBC)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0 -Z )
COMMON/DIMS/ NN,NE, NIN,NBI,NB,NBHALF,NPINCH,NPBC,NUBC,N8BC,
1 NSO P , NSOPUMP , NSOU, N3CN
COMMON/TIME/ DELT, TSEC, THIN, THOUR,TDAY, TWEEK, TMONTH, TYEAR,
1 TMAX, DELTP, DELTU, DELT8, DLTPML, DLTUH1 ,DELSH1,  IT  , ITMAX, IYR
COMMON/CONTRL/ GNU,UP,DTHULT,DTMAX,ME,ISSPLO,ISSTRA,ITCYC,NPORC,
1 NPCYC, NUCYC , MSCYC , NPRINT , IRE AD, ISTORE , NOUMAT , IHEAD, ISLOPB , LAN,
2 ISET
DIMENSION PVEC (NN) ,UVEC(NN) ,SVEC(NN) ,PM1(NN) ,UH1(NN) ,SH1(NN) ,
1 CSl(NN) ,RCIT(NN) ,PBC(NBCN) ,SH2 (NN) ,POR(NN)
 REWIND UNIT-66 FOR WRITING RESULTS OF CURRENT TIME STEP
REWIND(66)























C SUBROUTINE SUBFARM STRALAN- VERSION 1 9 8 9 -1 .0
C
C*** CALLED FROM: STRALAN
C*** PURPOSE:
C*** TO CALCULATE NEW VALUES FOR THE AQUIFER THICKNESS, POROSITY,
C STORATIVITY AND COMPRESSIBILITY OF THE MOVING! SOLID
C MATRIX UNDER LAND SUBSIDENCE CONDITION.
SUBROUTINE SUBPARM(THICK,POR, VOLS, SVEC, SOP, SM2, LAND, COMMMA,
1 CENDEP,DD,SETTLE)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A -H ,0 -Z )
COMMON/ICONF/ IUNCON
COMMON/DIMS/NN, NE , NIN ,NBI, NB, NBHALF, NPINCH, NPBC,NOBC , NSBC,
1 NSOP,NSOPUMP,NSOU,NBCN
COMMON/ P ARAMS/COMPFL, COMPMA , DRWDU , RHOS , DECAY , SXGMAR, RHOWO ,
1 URHOWO, VISCO, PRODF1 , PRODS1, PRODFO, PRODSO, CHI1, CHI2
DIMENSION THICK(NN),POR(NN),VOLS{NN), SVEC(NN), SOP(NN), SETTLE(NN), 
1 SM2 (NN), LAND(NN), DD(NN), CENDEP(NN), COMMMA(NN)
DO 10 1=1,NN
I F ( IUNCON.EQ.l) THICK (I)=CEN D EP(I)-D D (I)
THICK( I ) =THICK( I ) -SVEC(I )
PO R(I) = (T H IC K (I)* 1 .DO *1.D O -V O L S(I)) /T H IC K (I)
SOP( I ) =COMMMA(I ) +FOR( I )*  COMPFL 
S M 2(I)=SVEC( I)+ S M 2 (I) +SETTLE(I)
IF (L A N .N E .1) GO TO 10





COMPUTER OUTPUT OF THE CALIBRATION RUN 
(1961 - 1981)
SSSS TTTTTT RRRRR AA LL AA NN NN
s s  s T TT T RR RR AAAA LL AAAA NHN HH
SSSS TT RRRRR AA AA LL AA AA NN nnn
ss TT RR R AAA AAA LL AAA AAA NN NNH
SS s s TT RR RR AA AA LL AA AA NN NN
SSSS TT RR RR AA AA LLLLLL AA AA HM NN
C I V I L  E N G I N E E R I N G  D E P A R T M E N T  
L O U I S I A N A  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T T
SUBSURFACE SATURATED FLOW, SOLUTE TRANSPORT AND LAND SUBSIDENCE 
-VERSION 1989*1.0
•  DEVELOPED 8T SOWG-KAI TAN *
• • • * S T R A L A N  S O L U T E  T R A N S P O R T  A N D  L A N D  S U B S I D E N C E  S I M U L A T I O N  * * *
LAND SUBSIDENCE AND SALT WATER INTRUSION PROBLEMS
JEFFERSON PARISH ANO NEW ORLEANS PARISH AREA (352 SQUARE MILES)
DATA FILES: UNIT 5:-DATA5(S1); UNIT 5S:-DATA55(S1);UNIT 36:-DATA56(Sl);
UNIT 57 :- DATA57(S1); UNIT AA:- DATAAA(SI); AND UNIT 5B:- DATASB(SI)
S I M U L A T I O N  MO D E  O P T I O N S
• THIS SIMULATION IS FOR CONFINED AQUIFER
• ALLOU TIME-DEPENDENT FLOW FIELD
- ALLOW TIME-DEPENOENT TRANSPORT ANO SUBSIDENCE
• COLO START - BEGIN NEW SIMULATION
• STORE RESULTS FOR THE FINAL TIME STEP ON UNIT-66 AS BACK-UP ANO FOR USE IN A SIMULATION RE-START
- SLOPING AQUIFER
S I M U L A T I O N  C O N T R O L  N U M B E R S
391 NUMBER OF NODES IN FINITE-ELENENT MESH
352 NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN MESH
37 ESTIMATED MAXIMUM FULL BAND WIDTH FOR MESH
0 EXACT NUMBER OF PINCH NODES IN MESH
76 EXACT HUMBER OF NOOES IN MESH AT WHICH PRESSURE IS A SPECIFIED CONSTANT OR FUNCTION OF TIME
0 EXACT NUMBER OF NOOES IN MESH AT WHICH SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IS A SPECIFIED CONSTANT OR FUNCTION OF TIME
76 EXACT NUMBER OF NOOES IN MESH AT WHICH SUBSIDENCE IS A SPECIFIED CONSTANT OR FUNCTION OF TIME
391 EXACT NUMBER OF NOOES AT WHICH FLUID INFLOW OR OUTFLOW IS A SPECIFIED CONSTANT OR FUNCTION OF TIME
81 EXACT NUMBER OF NODES AT WHICH PUMPING RATE IS A SPECIFIED CONSTANT
0 EXACT NUMBER OF NOOES AT WHICH A SOLUTE NASS SOURCE/SINK IS A SPECIFIED CONSTANT OR FUNCTION OF TIME
47 EXACT NUMBER OF NOOES AT WHICH PRESSURE, CONCENTRATION AND SUBSIDENCE WILL BE OBSERVED
240 HAKIHLH NUMBER OF TIME STEPS ON WHICH OBSERVATIONS WILL BE HADE
N U M E R I C A L  C O N T R O L  D A T A
0.50000 "UPSTREAM WEIGHTING" FACTOR




» • *  s r i t i H  s o i u t E  T u i s r a n  » ■ d i  » * o s m s  i o e i c e  s i n i f u r i o s
LAM) SUBSIDENCE AM) SALT WATER INTRUSION PROBLEMS
JEFfFRSON PARISH ANO NEW ORLEANS P A * 1 511 AREA <352 SflUAtE NILES)
DATA FTLES: UNIT 5 t-DATA5<S1); UNIT 55;-DATA55t5l);UlttT 56:-DAfA56fSt);
UNIT 57;* DATA57(S1); UNIT £6;- DATAA6($1); AND UNIT SB:* 0ATA5SCS1)
S I M U L A T I O N  M O D E  O P T I O N S
* THIS S W L A T I C N  IS TON COMFINEO AQUIFER
- ALLOW TIHT-DEPEKDENT FLOW FtELD
* ALLOW Tir«E*DEAEHOTH1 TRANSPORT ANO SUBSIDENCE
* COLD S T M T  * BEGIN NEW SIMULATION
* SI ONE RESULTS FOB THE FINAL TIRE STEP ON UNIT-66 AS BACK‘UP ANO FOR USE TN A SIMULATION REDSTART
- SLOPING ROUfFER
S I M U L A T I O N  C O N T R O L  N U M B E R S
391 NUMBER Of NODES IN FIN1TE*ELEMEKT MESfl
352 NUMBER Of ELEMENTS IN MESH
37 ESTIMATED NAXIWJN FULL BAND WIDTH FOR ME5N
0 ENACT NUMBER OF PINCH NODES IN MESH
76 ENACT NUMBER Of NOOES IN MESH AT WHICH PRESSURE IS A  SPECIFIED CONSTANT OR FUNCTION Of TIME
0 ENACT NUMBER OF NOOES IN MESH AT WHICH SOLUTE CONCENTRATION IS A SPECIFIED CONSTANT QR FUNCTION OF TINE
76 EXACT NUMBER OF NODES IN MESH AT WHICH SUBSIDENCE IS A SPECIFIED CONSTANT OR FUNCTION OF TIME
301 ENACT ffWBER Of NOOES AT WHICH FLUID 1NT10W OR OUTFLOW IS A SPECIFIED CONSTANT OR FUNCTION OF TIME
61 EXACT NUMBER Of NOOES AT M I C H  PUMPING RATE IS A SPECIFIED CONSTANT
0 EXACT NUMBER OF NOOES AT WHICH A SOLUTE MASS SOURCE/SINK IS A SPECIFIED CON SI ANT OR FUNCTION OF T l «
47 EXACT NUMBER OF NODES AT WHICH PRESSURE, CONCENTRATION AND SUBSIDENCE U T U  BE OBSERVED
240 tUXINLM NUMBER OF TIME STEPS ON WHICH OBSERVATIONS WILL BE MADE
N U M E R I C A L  C O N T R O L  D A T A
0.50000 "UPSTREAM WEIGHTING* FACTOR
1,00000-0? SPECIFIED PRESSURE BOUNDARY CONDITION FACTOR
T E M P O R A L  C O N T R O L  A ND S O L U T I O N  C Y C L I N G  D A T A
240 tMXIMUH ALLOWED NUMBER OF TIME STEPS
2.59200*06 INITIAL TIME STEP (IN SECONDS)
6.22060*09 MAXIMUM ALLOWED SIMULATION TIKE (IN SECONDS)
999 TIME STEP MULTIPLIER CYCLE (IN TIME STEPS)
1.00000 MULTIPLICATION FACTOR FOR TIME STEP CHANGE
2.59200*06 MAXIMUM ALLOWED TIME STEP (IN SECONDS)
1 FLOW SOLUTION CYCLE (IN TIME STEPS)
1 TRANSPORT SOLUTION CYCLE (IN TIME STEPS)
1 SUBSIDENCE SOLUTION CYCLE (IN TIME STEPS)
120 POROSITY SOLUTION CYCLE (IN TIME STEPS)
O U T P U T  C O N T R O L S  A N O  O P T I O N S  
120 PRINTED OUTPUT CYCLE (IN TIKE STEPS)
- CANCEL PRINT OF NODE COORDINATES, THICKNESSES AND POROSITIES
- CANCEL PRINT OF ELEMENT PERMEABILITIES AND DISPERSIVITIE5
- CANCEL PRINT OF NODE AND PINCH NODE INCIDENCES IN EACH ELEMENT
• CANCEL PRINT OF VELOCITIES
- CANCEL PRINT OF BUDGETS
I T E R A T I O N  C O N T R O L  D A T A  
NON-ITERATIVE SOLUTION
too>-o
C O N S T A N T  P R O P E R T I E S  O f  F L U I D  A N D  S O L I D  M A T R I X
<•70000-12 COMPRESSIBILITY Of FLUID
3.00000-10 AVERAGE COMPRESSIBILITT OF POROUS MATRIX
1.00000-03 FLUIO VISCOSITY
2.(6000+03 DENSITY OF A SOLID CRAIN
FLUID DENSITY, RHCU
CALCULATED BY STRALAN IN TERMS OF CONCENTRATION, U, AS:
RHOU = RKOUO + DRUDU*(U-URHOUO)
9.98200+02 FLUID BASE DENSITY, RHOUO
7.00000+02 COEFFICIENT OF DENSITY CHANCE WITH CONCENTRATION, DRMJU
0.00000+00 CONCENTRATION, URHQUO, AT WHICH FLUIO DENSITY IS AT BASE VALUE, RHOUO
1.80000-05 MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF SOLUTE IN FLUID
A D S O R P T I O N  P A R A M E T E R S  
NON-SORBING SOLUTE
P R O D U C T I O N  A ND D E C A Y  OF  S P E C I E S  M A S S
PRODUCTION RATE (+)
DECAY RATE (-)
0.00000+00 ZERO-OROER RATE OF SOLUTE MASS PRODUCT I ON/DECAY IN FLUID
0.00000+00 ZERO-ORDER RATE OF ADSORBATE MA5S PRODUCTION/DECAY IN HWOBUE PHASE
O.OQDOO+OO FIRST-ORDER RATE OF SOLUTE HASS PROOUCTION/DECAY IN FLUID
0,00000+00 FIRST-ORDER RATE OF ADSORBATE HASS PRODUCTION/DECAY IN 1WMBILE PHASE
C O O R D I N A T E  O R I E N T A T I O N  T O G R A V I T Y
COMPONENT OF GRAVITY VECTOR 
IN +X DIRECTION, GRAVX
0.00000+00 GRAVX = -GRAV •  DLELEVATJONI/OX
COMPONENT OF GRAVITY VECTOR 
IN +Y DIRECTION, GRAVY
0.00000+0D GRAVY = -GRAV •  D(ELEVATION>/OY
toooo
N O D E  I N F O R M A T I O N










E L E M E N T  I N F O R M A T I O N
PRINTOUT OF ELEMENT PERMEABILITIES ANO DISPERSIV1T1E5 CANCELLED.
SCALE FACTORS :
2.50000-11 MAXIMUM PERMEABILITY FACTOR
2.50000-11 MINIMUM PERMEABILITY FACTOR
1.0000D+00 ANGLE FROM +X TO MRXIMJH DIRECTION FACTOR
4.00000+02 MAXIMUM LONGITUDINAL DISPERSIVITY FACTOR
4.D000O+02 MINIMUM LONGITUDINAL DISPERSIVITY FACTOR
0.00000+00 TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY FACTOR
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S I M U L A T I O N  N O D E  D A T A
NODE 94
TINE step TIHECSEC) DRA1D0UN CONCENTRATION SUBSIDENCE
1 5.184000+06 1.856080*01 8.000840-05 5.586400-04
24 6.480000+07 2.085490*01 8.043320-05 1.447130-02
4B 1.2700B0*08 2.131170+01 8.093180-05 2.968630-02
72 1.892160*08 2.106300*01 8.139510-05 4.473830-02
96 2.514240+08 2.127090*01 B.1B583D-05 5.998360-02
120 3.136320+08 2.129200*01 8.230580-05 7.523350-02
144 3.758400+08 2.12923D*0t 8.273960-05 9.048790-02
168 4.380480*08 2.129270*01 8.316100-05 1.057420-01
192 5.002560*08 2.096100*01 8.353600-05 1.205800-01
216 5.62464D+0S 2.106510*01 8.392780-05 1.357170-01
240 6.246720+08 1.942600*01 B.42742O-05 1.503760-01
S I M U L A T I 0 N N O D E  D A T A
NODE 138
TIME STEP 1 24 
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S I M U L A T I O N  N O D E  D A T A
NODE 188
TIME STEP TIHECSEC) DRAUDOUN CONCENTRATION SUBSIDENCE
1 5.134000+06 2.113700*01 1.799990-03 4.186820-04
24 6.480000*07 2.126200*01 1.80333D-03 1.D0724D-02
48 1.270080*08 2.128780*01 1.805500-03 2.016260-02
72 1.692160+08 2.127400*01 1.80588D-03 3.024890-02
96 2.514240+08 2.128540+01 1.80523D-03 4.013970-02
120 3.136320+08 2.128640+01 1.803760-03 5.043070-02
144 3.758400+08 2.128610+01 1.801740-03 6.0521BD-02
163 4.380480*08 2.128580*01 1.799370-03 7.061280-02
192 5.002560+08 2.12669D+01 1.796470-03 8.069400-02
216 5.624640*08 2.12723D+D1 1.79374D-03 9.07822D-02
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121 1.732177130 01 122 1.880019010*01 123 2.086006300 01 124 2.227082510*01 175 2.236468970*01 126 2.213856500*01
127 2.11331337b 01 128 1.990210740*01 129 1.877788650 01 130 1.732988230-01 131 1.592904070*01 132 1.450495740*01
133 1.310S762Q0 01 134 1.176761380*01 135 1.04619001D 01 136 9.371464130*00 137 1.747867880*01 138 1.908747140*01
139 2.070377990 01 140 2.276367630*01 141 2.424179810 01 142 2.516096510*01 143 2.516845250*01 144 2.346141820*01
US 2.177591380 01 146 2.037443300*01 147 1.692206880 01 148 1.744470070*01 149 1.592554720*01 150 1.441195420*01
151 1.296441630 01 152 1.163199320*01 153 1.033368990 01 154 1.837951790*01 155 2.001967950*01 156 2.201615930*01
157 2.39125304D 01 158 2.536397420*01 159 2.619486200 01 160 2.604053630*01 161 2.517804620*01 162 2.386297720*01
163 2.246598340 01 164 2.094496240*01 165 1.937027230 01 166 1.771701400*01 167 1.606749360*01 168 1.445997400*01
169 1.291627660 01 170 1.152531090*01 171 1.698794220 01 172 2.154495890*01 173 2.359344130*01 174 2.621419130*01
175 2.791696800 01 176 2.860048970*01 177 2.633679520 01 178 2.746352930*01 179 2.623808730*01 180 2.499563070*01
ia i 2.342992160 01 182 2.166913510*01 183 1.978802220 01 184 1.790387770*01 185 1.614982290*01 186 1.437463900*01
167 1.255283930 01 188 1.916316130*01 169 2.236930020 01 190 2.540389500*01 191 2.636950120*01 192 3.073770820*01
193 3.152825180 01 194 3.1625B5650*01 195 3.01902672D 01 196 2.672557040*01 197 2.716664910*01 198 2.556080010*01
199 2.370333460 01 200 2.158772000*01 201 1.938892360 01 202 1.7356816tD*01 203 1.54185791D*01 204 1.151736970*01
205 1.924575080 01 206 2.309118630*01 207 2.664270470 01 208 3.093644790*01 209 3.547960830*01 210 3.54631331D*01
211 3.52435961D 01 212 3.291977270*01 213 3.131403180 01 214 2.964176240*01 215 2.787292750*01 216 2.558589340*01
217 2.318127460 01 218 2.077064580*01 219 1.852065030 01 220 1.642289690*01 221 1.459884660*01 222 1.903482620*01
223 2.300756040 01 224 2.722795370*01 225 3.115891810 01 226 3.4t6075950*0l 227 3.624078940*01 223 3.666283000*01
229 3.570416540 01 230 3.437235340*01 231 3.268524540 01 232 3.038891670*01 233 2.759881830*01 234 2.451612080*01
235 2.1B157473D 01 236 1.938986990*01 237 1.71918187D 01 238 1.508478930*01 239 1.672053860*01 240 2.284472260*01
261 2.715926900 01 242 3.146889090*01 243 3.434322890 D1 244 3.678278770*01 245 3.797974420*01 246 3.945742720-01
247 3.793022400 01 24B 3.604793300*01 249 3.577794010 01 250 2.898913840*01 251 2.556947560*01 252 2.264203080-01
253 2.003985770 01 254 1.768933750*01 255 1.565400280 01 256 1.813596320*01 257 2.230847450*01 256 2.681140260-01
259 3.093827120 01 260 3.432153310*01 261 3.684003010 01 262 3,977137970*01 263 4.099437030*01 264 4.076114790*01
265 4.027822890 01 266 3.345298860*01 267 2.97012B14D 01 268 2.612806580*01 269 2.313739830*01 270 2.043423660*01
271 1.799648800 01 272 1.570967150*01 273 1.727355860 01 274 2.139825620*01 275 2.564613420*01 276 3.04142653D*01
277 3.7B317761D 01 278 3.644789460*01 279 3.72940355D 01 280 3.600067780*01 281 3.796839930*01 202 3.587307260-01
263 3.298761160 01 2B4 2.941627590*01 285 2.625730990 01 286 2.333727250*01 287 2.059186390*01 288 1,808650860-01
269 1.572398200 01 290 1.686839040*01 291 2.043985630 01 292 2.442606820*01 293 2.897889450*01 294 3.508772460*01
295 3.658272720 01 296 3.514027230*01 297 3.567415760 01 296 3.551302540*01 299 3.439920350*01 300 3.217866990*01
301 2.9220B0480 01 302 2.618078690*01 303 2.33194024D 01 304 2.057152S20*01 305 1.797269130*01 306 1.568462920*01
307 1.620953D40 01 308 1.934753300*01 309 2.287288920 01 310 2.667956520*01 311 2.976306170*01 312 3.207133300*01
313 3.346571430 01 314 3.445660360*01 315 3.482498420 01 316 3.400931120*01 317 3.215031270*01 318 2.908211680*01
319 2.604857090 01 320 2.314158560*01 321 2.035692900 01 322 1.772543530*01 323 1.513304720*01 324 1.529570200 *01
325 1.617961200 01 326 2.119261490*01 327 2.441851690 01 328 2.729818890*01 329 2.97507261 D*01 330 3.19K32B7D*01
331 3.400004160 01 332 3.531679930*01 333 3.544189140 01 334 3.24871674D*01 335 2.898179300*01 336 2.583488510*01
337 2.282786630 01 336 1 ,99741B53D*01 339 1.730018120 01 340 1.479254360*01 341 1.459864620*01 342 1.703056570*01
343 1.963570210 01 344 2.241298810*01 345 2.521183090 01 346 2.777150930*01 347 3.013524020*01 348 3.264592140-01
349 3.925428510 01 350 3.692960780*01 351 3.211051900 01 352 2.883693130*01 353 2.555016560*01 354 2.237536660*01
355 1.943900590 01 356 1.674828070*01 357 1.419059500 01 358 1.370748970*01 359 1.595801680*01 360 1.823261820*01
361 2.067622000 01 362 2.344004590*01 363 2.63953551D 01 364 2.847444460*01 365 3.031304880*01 366 3.167353130*01
367 3.165B93960 01 366 3.176437380*01 369 2.8898631ID 01 370 2.526497130*01 371 2.161171930*01 372 1.873503680-01
373 1.612128370 01 374 1.334737160*01 375 1.290547260 01 376 1.466113540*01 377 1.674756220*01 378 1.911770730*01
379 2.133528610 01 3B0 2.509530580*01 361 2.794906240 01 382 2.951038550*01 363 3.076853690*01 384 3.093648820*01
365 2.941262840 01 386 2.639118900*01 367 2.36421395D 01 388 2.042366630*01 369 1.789344630*01 390 1.540549530*01
391 1.308804170 01
C O N C E M T R A I  1 0  H
MCOE NOOE NOOE NODE NOOE NOOE
1 2.010875560-03 2 1.735374020-03 3 1.644134160-03 4 1.559076430-03 5 1.257696010-03 6 1.050536130-03
7 5.383176210-04 6 2.595234220-04 9 2.181296660-04 10 1.975949990-04 11 1.791231530-04 12 1.705417210-04
13 0.000000000*00 14 0.000000000*00 15 0.000000000*00 16 0.000000000*08 17 0.000000000*00 18 1.763627640-03
19 1.611403530-03 20 1.352979350-03 21 1.18317117D-03 22 9.725292330-04 23 7.5160S557D-04 24 3.857951330-04
25 2.626529570-04 26 2.184555550-04 27 2.003060480-04 26 1.626164090-04 29 1.411921550-04 30 5.712855770-05
31 0.000000000*00 32 0.000000000*00 33 0.000000000*00 34 0.000000000*00 35 1.549608340-03 36 1.443460649-03
37 1.173898610- 03 36 9,603608690-04 39 6.589111720-04 40 4.223699890-04 41 3.155654220-04 42 2.342764450-04
43 2.078642390-04 44 1.598368760-04 45 1.094981500 04 46 0.000000000*00 47 0.000000000*00 48 0.000000000*00
49 0.000000000*00 50 0.000000000*00 51 0.000000000*00 52 1.247477830-03 53 1.243687080-03 54 6.949875140-04
55 6.162710730-04 56 3.614364800-04 57 2.640356910-04 56 2.076296020-04 59 1.734292620-04 60 1.39B135240-04
61 1.10970947D 04 62 9.073208400-05 63 0.000000000*00 64 0.000000000*00 65 0.000000000*00 66 0.000000000*00
67 0.000000000*00 68 0.000000000*00 69 1.087723140 03 70 6.502606100-04 71 3.6349315B0-04 72 2.127010720-04
73 2.298513890 04 74 1.938105190-04 75 1.691S6035D 04 76 1.496864280-04 77 1.066312480-04 78 8.513088330-05
79 5.39379255D 05 60 0.000000000*00 61 0.000000000*00 82 0.000000000*00 83 0.000000000*00 84 0.000000000*00
85 0.000000000*00 66 6.137007240-04 B7 5.290947590-04 66 2.708072640-04 89 1.085107660-04 90 1.156466910-04
91 1.160261160 •04 92 1.158323980-04 93 9.698728850-05 94 8.707924150-05 95 7.1B5B94310-05 96 6.341711490-05
97 0.000000000*00 98 0.000000000*00 99 o . ooooooqdd*oo 100 0.000000000*00 101 0.000000000*00 102 0.000000000*00
103 6.920B6703D-04 104 7.604945260-04 105 2.778685790-04 106 2.103710990-04 107 1.501BS964D-04 108 1.170962670-04
109 9.686271590 ■05 110 6.109423630-05 111 6.507990180 •05 112 5.850906420-05 113 0.000000000*DQ 114 o.ooooooodo*od
115 0.000000000*00 116 0.000000000*00 117 0.000000000*00 118 0.000000000*00 119 0.000000000*00 120 1.220820040-03
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APPENDIX 4
1. CALCULATION OF THE ROOT MEAN SQUARED EERORS FOR THE 
DRAWDOWN
C„.ALTERNATIVE #1: K -  (l.lB-1.64)E-4 M/S 
C...ALTERNATIVE #2: K -  (lJM .B9)E-4 M/S
C, ALTERNATIVE #3: K -  (1.47-2.Q5)&4 M/S
C...ALTERNATIVE #4: K -  (1.65-2.30)E4 M/S 
C....ALTERNATTVE #5: K = (1.88-2 63)E-1 M/S 
C VERTICAL LEAKAGE = 10 MGD
1 DIMENSION J(62),U{62),V(62),W(62),X(62),Y(62),Z(62)A(62),
B{62j.C(62J,D(62j.E(62j
2 N = 62
3 DO 10 1 = 1, N






10 200 FORMAT(//.6X.’NODE NUMBER\15X,,S IM U lA nO N '130X,’OBSERVATlON7
22X,'ALT.#l’,3X,'ALT.#2't3X1’ALT.#3',3X,’ALT.#4\
SX.’ALT.fSMZX/DATAVaOX/tALL IN PPM)')




15 DO 40 1 = 1,N
16 A(I) * (ABS(U(I)-Z(I)))* *2.0
17 B{l) = (ABS{V(I)-Z(I)))**2,0
18 C(I) = (ABS(W(I)-Z(I)))"2.0







26 SUME = 0.0
27 DO 50 1 = 1,N
28 SUMA=5UMA + A(I)
29 SUMB=SUMB + B(I)
30 SUMC«SL'MC+C(1)
31 SUMD = SUMD+D(I)
32 SUME=SUME + E(I)
33 SO CONTINUE
31 RMSEA=SQRT(SUMA/N)
35 RMSEB = SQRT(SUM B/N)
36 R.MSEC » SORT(SUMC/N)
37 RMSED = SQRT(SUMD/N)
38 RMSEE=SQRT(SUME/N)
39 WRJTE(6,400) RMSEA,RMSEB,RMSEC,RMSED,RMSEE





ALT.#1ALT.#2 ALT.#3 ALT.#4 ALT.#5
(ALL IN METERS)
0 9 5 95 9 5 95 95 9.3
B 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 11.0
23 11.6 11.3 11.3 11.1 11.0 12.0
26 11.6 11.4 11.3 11.2 11.0 12.2
27 10,9 10.7 10.6 105 10.4 12.0
40 14.1 13.6 135 13.0 12.7 135
42 14.1 13.6 13.3 13.0 12.7 13.0
44 12.7 12.3 12.1 11.8 115 12.0
46 10.6 10.3 10.2 10.0 9.8 11.0
55 16.7 16.1 15.7 15.2 14.8 145
56 17.0 16.3 15.9 15.4 14.9 155
59 165 15.8 15.4 14.9 14.4 15.0
61 14.8 14.1 13.8 13.4 12.9 14.2
71 20.8 19.8 19.3 18.6 17.9 19.0
72 20.7 19.6 19.1 185 17.8 20.0
B8 20.9 19,9 19.4 18.7 18.0 18.0
90 235 22.0 21.3 20.4 195 21.0
92 24.1 22.6 21.B 20.7 19.6 225
104 205 19.6 19.1 185 17.9 19.9
106 22.3 21.1 205 19.7 18.9 195
108 285 265 25.3 24.0 22.6 26.0
122 245 23.1 22.4 215 20.6 215
124 33.1 30.6 29.2 275 25.8 285
127 29.1 26.9 25.8 24.4 22.9 25.0
129 24.7 23.0 22.1 21.0 19.9 24,0
140 325 30.2 28.9 275 25.7 27,0
144 32.1 29.6 28.3 26.6 24.9 27.0
155 22.8 21.9 21.4 20.8 20.2 23.0
157 325 30.2 28.9 275 25.9 28.0
160 36.2 33.2 31.7 29.7 27.7 33.0
163 29.0 26.9 25.7 24.4 22.9 28.0
172 25.8 24.6 23.9 23.2 22.4 245
174 34.2 31.8 305 28.9 27.3 295
178 37.0 34.0 32.4 30.4 28.3 34.0
189 25.3 24.4 23.8 23.2 225 245
191 365 33.9 325 30.7 28.9 31.0
194 43.6 39.8 37.8 355 32.7 375
197 33.6 31.0 29.6 27.9 26.1 31.0
206 27.1 26.1 25.6 24.9 24.2 25.0
210 50.9 46.3 43.8 40.8 37.7 45.0























ROOT MEAN 33 1.6
SQUARED ERROR
253 24.9 24.3 25.0
42.2 39.4 363 43 3
40.0 37.3 343 41.0
33.1 31.2 29.0 32.0
32.8 31.1 29.4 33.0
39.1 36.6 34.0 413
43.4 40.4 37.3 39.0
353 33.3 30.9 35.0
33.8 31.9 30.0 31.0
40.8 38.1 35.3 42.0
35.6 33.9 31.3 36,2
39.1 36.6 33.9 38.0
29.9 28.4 26.7 31.0
22.9 22.3 21.7 24.0
32.3 30.6 28.7 333
28.1 26.7 25.3 29.0
27.1 25.9 24.7 28.4
25.0 24.0 22.9 26.0
26.3 25.3 24.2 28.6
193 19.4 19.1 193
16.4 163 163 16.0
1.2 2.0 3.4
289
2. CALCULATION OF THE ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERRORS FOR THE 
CHLORIDE CONCENTRATION
G...-ALTERNATTVE #1: K = (M 8-L64J& 4 M /S 
G —ALTERNATIVE #2: K = (1.3S-1.89)E-4 M /S 
G ...ALTERNA TIV E #3: K = (1.47-2.05)E4 M /S 
G ...ALTERNA TIV E #4: K = (1.6S-2.30)&4 M /S 
G ...ALTERNA TIV E #5 : K = (1.88-2.63)E-4 M /S 
G....VERTICAL LEAKAGE = 10 MGD
1 DIMENSION J(62),U(62),V(62)>W (62)<X(62),Y(62)!Z(62)A(62),
B(62),C(62)ID(62}IE(62)
2 N=62
3 DO 10 I=1,N




8 190 FO R M A T (lH l)
9 WRITE(fi|200)
10 200 FO R M A T(//,6X ,'N O D E NUM BER’,15X,'SIMULATION',30X,’OBSERV ATION'/
22X,’A L T .# r,3 X ,’ALT.#2',3X,’ALT.#3',3X,'ALT,#4', 
3X,’ALT.#5’,12X,’DATA'/30X,'(ALL IN PPM )')
11 DO 20 1=1,N
12 W RJTE(61300) J(1),UCI),V(I),W(I),X(I)1Y(I),Z(1)
13 300 FORMAT(10X,13,5X,5F9.1,8X,F9.1)
14 20 CONTINUE
15 DO  40 1=1,N
16 A (I)= (A B S(U (I)-Z (I))}"2 .0
17 B (I)= (ABS(V(I)-Z(I))) • *2.0
18 C (I)= (ABS(W (I)-Z(I)))* *2.0
19 D (I)= (A B S(X (I)-Z(I)))' *2.0





25 SU M D=0.0
26 SU M E=0,0
27 DO 50 1=1,N
28 SU M A=SU M A+A(1)
29 SU M B =SU M B +B (I)
30 SU M C =SU M C +C (I)
31 SUM D = SU M D + D (I)
32 SU M E =SU M E +E (I)
33 50 CONTINUE
34 R M SEA =SQ RT(SU M A /N )
35 R M SEB =SQRT(SUM B/N )
36 R M SEC =SQRT(SUM C/N )
37 R M SED = SQ R T(SU M D /N )
38 RMSEE = SQRT(SUM E/N)
39 WRJTE(MOO) RMSEA.RMSEn.RMSEC.RMSED.RMSLE





A L T #1 A L T # ’ ALT.#3 A L T #4 A LT#5
(ALL IN PPM)
6 10305 10325 994 2 1035.6 1038.0 1010.0
8 2540 254.9 252.9 256.1 257.0 262.0
23 701,8 705.9 7095 7125 718.0 715.0
26 217.9 217.7 216.6 2175 2175 220.0
27 199.3 199.2 197.7 199.0 198.9 203.0
40 3805 383.4 397.1 388.3 392.1 400.0
42 2305 230.6 228.4 230.9 231.0 227.0
44 1565 156.2 155.7 155.9 155.8 160.0
46 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SS 548.9 555.8 567,7 567.1 576.2 595.0
56 3385 341.9 356.3 3475 3510 350.0
59 165.8 166.0 169.4 166.3 166.7 170.0
61 107.1 107.1 107.1 107.1 107.1 111.0
71 3735 374.4 377.1 375.9 377.0 376.0
72 200.7 201.4 206.9 203.2 201.8 203.0
as 267.6 267.6 270.9 2675 267.4 274.0
90 108.9 109.4 118.1 110.3 110.9 109.0
92 108.8 109.1 1145 109.7 110.0 115.0
104 9185 912.1 883.8 901.8 894.0 390.0
106 2085 208.4 211.6 208.3 2085 210.0
ioa 117.8 117.6 119.3 117.3 117.1 119.0
122 4995 4965 495.4 465.9 4505 4805
124 180.9 180.2 180.4 1795 1785 1855
127 78.6 78.4 81.1 78.2 77.9 75.0
129 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
140 3923 385.3 437.6 374.1 365.4 410.0
144 113.9 113.7 110.1 113.3 113.0 110.0
155 1070.9 1069.3 1061.9 1065.6 1061.7 1070.0
157 371.0 368 4 395.0 364.0 3605 380.0
160 98.7 98.8 99.6 9tf9 990 100.0
163 505 50.4 OO 0.0 0.0 0.0
172 15205 1521.1 1496.4 1523.4 1525.7 1510.0
174 330.7 3265 346.8 319.B 3148 360.0
178 75.2 75 5 74.7 75.4 755 75,0
189 17313 1722.6 16535 17075 1695.9 1680.0
191 574.8 562.1 597.9 541.2 524.7 590.0
194 79.4 79.4 83.4 79.4 795 90.0
197 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
206 18675 1860.1 18475 1846.9 18355 1850.0
291
210 217.0 2135 244.0 207.8 203.3 250.0
213 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
223 2152.0 2146.9 2107.8 2138.1 2130.9 2120.0
227 456.7 4525 491.4 445.7 4405 450.0
229 98.1 97.6 96.4 96.7 95.9 100.0
231 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
242 1141.0 1133,9 1145.7 1122.2 1112.9 1170.0
244 465.8 461.2 487.0 455.1 450.3 480.0
246 152.2 150.9 148.7 149.6 147.9 140.0
248 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
260 794.7 790.9 773.1 784.9 780.1 790.0
262 359.9 358.4 3833 355.9 353.9 390.0
279 409.4 403.6 406.7 407.0 4050 400.0
281 170.7 170.1 169.8 169.0 168.2 160.0
283 675 67.3 66.2 66.9 665 50.0
292 1419.1 1416.6 1398.0 1412.9 14095 1400.0
297 3100 309.6 3150 308.6 307.9 320.0
300 83.9 830 84.7 83.6 83.4 85.0
332 3495 348.2 3515 346.2 344.6 360.0
334 75.2 74.4 835 73.0 72.0 86.0
350 3665 360,3 357.4 351.6 345.7 370.0
367 453.9 440.4 396.0 423.2 4135 420.0
385 2555 256.1 269.3 257.0 257.8 260.0
‘ MEAN 173 16.7 115 16.3 18.7
SQUARED ERROR
CALCULATION OF THE ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERRORS FOR THE 
SUBSIDENCE
C CALCULATION OF ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERROR FOR H IE  SUBSIDENCE
C.... ALTERNATIVE #1: ALPHA * (0.3E-10 - 0.3E-11) { M.S2/KG}
C....ALTERNATIVE # 1  ALPHA = (0.2E-09 - 0.2E-10) { M.S2/KG}
C....ALTERNATIVE #3: ALPHA * (0.3E-09 - 0.3E-IO) ( M.S2/KGJ 
C...ALTERNATIVE #4: ALPHA => (0.7E-09 - 0.7E-10) { M.S2/KG)
C....ALTERNATIVE #5: ALPHA = (3.0E-09 ■ 3.0E-10) { M.S2/KG)
C VERTICAL LEAKAGE * 10 MGD
1 DIM ENSION J(49),U (49),V (49).W (49).X (49),Y (49).Z(49).A (49),
B(49).C(49),D(49),E<49)
2 N = 49
3 DO 10 I = I,N






10 200 FORMAT(//,6X,'NODE NUMBER\15X,‘SIMULATION\30X,’OBSERVATION7
22X,'ALT. # f 13X,’ALT.#2,,3X,,ALT. #3'.3XI,ALT. #4’, 
3X,’ALT.#SM2X;DATA730X.’CALL IN MEIERS)')




15 D O 4 0 I= l,N
16 A(I) = (ABS{U(I)-Z(I)))"2.0
17 B(I) = (ABS(V(I)-Z(I)))"2.0
18 C(I) =(ABS(W(I)-Z(I)))**2.0
19 D(I)=(ABS(X(I>Z(I)))” 2.0
20 E(1) = (ABS(Y(I>Z(I)))*, 2.0
21 40 CONTINUE
22 SUMA=0.0




27 DO 50 I = 1.N
28 SUMA=SUMA+A(0






35 RMSEB = SQRT(SUMB/N)










ALT.#1 ALT. #2 ALT. #3 ALT. #4 ALT, #5
71 105 13.6 15.4 22.6 64.3 15.0
72 105 13.6 15.3 22.6 63.9 15.0
83 105 13.7 155 22.9 65.2 15.0
90 10.6 14.3 16.4 25.1 74.6 15.0
92 10.6 14.2 16.4 24.9 73.9 15.0
104 105 13.3 15.0 21.7 60.2 15.0
106 105 14.1 16.1 243 71.3 15.0
103 10.8 15.9 18.4 29.6 93.9 15.0
122 10.6 14.1 16.2 24.6 72.4 155
124 11.0 17.1 20.6 34.9 1165 155
127 10.8 15.3 18.0 28.8 905 15,0
129 10.6 13.9 15.9 23.8 69.2 15.0
140 10.9 165 19.7 32.8 107.4 15.0
144 6.9 12.0 15.0 27.1 96.0 17.0
15S 16.3 18.4 19.7 24.6 53.0 20.0
157 16.8 21.6 24.4 35.7 1005 20.0
160 11.0 16.9 205 345 U4.7 17.0
163 10.7 14.7 17.1 26.6 80,7 18.0
172 20.3 22.7 24.1 29.7 61.7 25.0
174 8.9 13.8 16.8 28.7 96.3 25.0
178 11.0 17.0 205 34.6 114.7 17.0
189 10.2 11.7 12.7 16.3 37.1 20.0
191 10.9 165 19.8 32.9 107.7 25.0
194 7.3 14.7 19.2 36.7 137.3 15.0
197 10.8 155 18.4 29.6 93.6 17.0
206 10.2 11.6 12.4 15.7 345 17.0
210 115 20.3 255 46.3 16S.1 25.0
213 11.0 17.4 21.0 35.8 120.2 18.0
223 20.2 21.4 22.2 25.4 42.9 20.0
227 21.3 295 34.3 535 163.2 35.0
229 7.3 14.7 19.1 365 136.1 15.0
231 10.9 165 19.8 32.9 107.6 17.0
242 18.6 22.4 24.7 33.8 85.4 24.0
244 11.1 17.4 21.2 36.2 121.7 24.0
246 5.4 13.3 17.9 36.6 143.0 20.0
248 15.0 21.1 24.6 38.8 120.0 25.0
260 10.7 15.2 17.8 28.2 875 17.0
262 7.2 13.9 17.9 33.7 124.3 20.0
279 10.9 16.3 195 32.1 104.4 20.0
231 11.1 17.3 20.9 35.6 1195 20.0






























APPPENDIX 5a COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR SATLWATER INTRUSION 
PROBLEM IN THE GONZALES-NEW ORLEANS AREA USING SUTRA MODEL
RESULTS F O R  T IM E  ST E P 240
T IM E  IN C R EM EN T 25920D 406  SECONDS
ELA PSED T IM E  : 6.2467D 4 08 SECONDS
L 0 4 U D 4 0 7  M INUTES 
1.7352D+QS H O U R S 
7.2300D403 DAYS 
L0329D 403 W EEKS 
2.37S4D402 MONTH IS 
1.979SD401 YEARS
D R A W D O W N
N O D E  N O D E  N O D E  NODI- N O D E N O D E
1 6.3Q577623D 4 00 2 6.98057332D 4 00 3 7.62843791D400 4 iB.24981861D400 S 8,851311670 4 00 6 9.437559891) i 00
7 1.00181776D + 01 8 1.07710B92D401 9 9.96198829D 4 00 10 9.34483855D 4  00 11 8.69201985D400 12 7.52303585111 («
13 6.33773337D+00 14 5.4356S896D 4 00 15 5.47772414D 4 00 ir. 3.89Q33825D400 17 3,20572627D 4  00 18 7.797466811 * u «
19 8.65663302D+00 20 9.5118205 ID  4  00 21 1.02009161D401 22 1.07344219D401 23 1.11827013D401 24 1.1591594111*01
25 1.1602S714D401 26 L125U744D4 01 27 1.05883198D 4  01 28 9.77036581D 400 29 8.B1743676D 400 30 7-80773O7KI1 * 00
31 6.95968193D 4 00 32 6.09S51766D 4  00 33 5 28388472D 4  00 34 4.6581B734D 400 35 8.87350503D 4  00 36 1.0S15477811,0)
37 1.18SU887D401 38 1.265478S1D401 39 L30244567D401 40 132391030D401 41 12385746111401 42 1,3234857311*01
43 1.27411387D401 44 1.20298275D401 45 1.US66922D401 46 1.019S5319D401 47 9.1869453611400 48 8.20UB031’ ! > * 00
49 7.25911299D400 50 6.32859132D400 51 5.33900898D400 52 985050698 D 4  00 53 1.28952I26D401 54 1.4855842111 Mil
55 154965971D + 01 56 156990599D+01 57 1578382310+01 58 156R29043D+01 59 152343920D+01 60 1.45552265D + 01
61 1371979640+01 62 U 7101803D +01 63 1.I618359ID +01 64 1.048346320+01 65 9.38372339D+00 66 831657254D+00
67 7.18481201D+00 68 6.2340308713+00 69 1.15S03649D+01 70 1.819259I5D+01 71 1.900I1470D+01 72 1.88875561D +01
73 1.8349986ID+01 74 1.85432327D+01 75 1.83963821D+01 76 1.78093421D+0! 77 1.688795070+01 78 I58194353D +01
79 1.46B62887D+01 80 1.33429247D+01 81 1.2031Q525D+01 82 1.076556020 + 01 83 954I43908D +00 84 8.24675786D+00
85 6.387598030+00 86 1336S8S42D+01 87 1,89853815D+01 88 1.91311497D+01 89 1.92187043D+01 90 2.09574872D+01
91 2.16228352D+01 92 2.13008075D+01 93 203423199D+01 94 1.912239I2D+01 95 1.78084585D +01 96 1.635B4B11D+01
97 1.48757842D+01 98 133893884D+01 99 1.19693711D+01 100 1.06126041D+01 101 'J.18296252D+00 102 7.82936048D+00
103 1.49008552D+01 104 1.88146136D +01 105 I.92678571D+01 106 2.02222839D+01 107 2.43202284D + 01 108 2.4754S641D+01
109 2.389188420 + 01 110 228386459D+01 U l 2.16722874D+01 112 1.9828745ID+01 113 1.814532140 + 01 114 1.64215769D+01
115 1.47822088D+0I 116 I3224127SD +01 117 1.17421931D+0I 118 1.030231060+01 119 8.76774557D+00 120 1.61825764D+01
121 1.91442197D+0I 122 2.197I923SD+01 123 260081620D+01 124 2.837818210+01 125 2.76454228D + 01 126 2.7227424SD+01
127 2.52157562D+0I 128 233913595D+01 129 2I7500456D +01 130 1.980212770+01 131 1.79590738D+01 132 1.617D0939D+0I
133 1.4476054011+01 134 1.28962723D+01 135 1.13942492D+01 136 9,964884110 + 00 137 1.740037000+01 138 2.074031420 + 01
139 2.39416046D +01 140 2.80693363D+01 141 3.0375B669D+01 142 3.139818320+01 143 2.991945910+01 144 2.75406890D+01
145 2.52339252D+01 146 232755534D+01 147 212857870D+01 148 1.93219950D+01 149 1.740049150+01 150 15S687408D+01
151 I.38735I94D +0I 152 123233603D+01 153 1.087I6232D+01 154 1.860S4733D+0I 155 2.10864943D+0I 156 256424553D +01
157 2.81949049D+01 158 3.03705296D+01 159 3.12776906D+01 160 3.074181530 + 01 161 2.92086251D +01 162 2.72487565D+01
163 2-52I91455D+0I 164 230606875D+01 165 209194676D +01 166 1,883009170 + 01 167 1.68574110D+01 168 150136745D+01
169 1..12977129D+01 170 1.17672764D+01 171 1.20960551D+01 172 2.345816330 + 01 173 2.62424419D+01 174 2.96927873D+0I
175 3.200707980+01 176 3323S2641D+01 177 3.29059415D +0I 178 3.14522278D + 01 179 2.941036620+01 180 2.76048507D+01
181 23033903017+01 1B2 226588430D+01 183 2034198460+01 184 13115803030 + 01 185 1.62097787D+OI 186 1.43I6S847D+01
187 1.24375040IJ+01 188 209500955D+01 189 2.335370600+01 190 2.762I7443D+01 191 3.152M177D+01 192 3.49341381 D + 01
193 3.66138979D+01 194 3.65188345D+01 195 3.431I5388D+01 196 3.149690790+01 197 2.89060489D+01 198 2.64999191D+01
199 2.40085I72D+01 200 2.152710I2D+01 201 1.91347912D+01 202 1.69977074D+01 203 1.49583664D + 01 204 1.30669993D+01
205 2.16660786D+01 206 2503988430+01 207 285981711D+01 208 334962222D+01 209 3.91099388D+01 210 421883709D+01
211 430176818D+01 212 3.67161021D+01 213 334258743D +01 214 3.050219S4D + 01 215 2.78323830D+01 216 250431489D+01
217 Z24161649D+01 218 1.99516486D +01 219 1.76834506D+01 220 1556I8995D  + 01 221 134146749D+01 222 2.17180787D+01
223 250I07190D +01 224 2.88295816D+01 225 3.28336069D+01 226 3.66840168D+01 227 4.06304970D+01 228 4.12710070D+01
229 3.8591287013+01 230 356193990D +01 231 3.22275188D+0I 232 2.902448390 + 01 233 2585112190+01 234 230007455D+01
23S 2.04212166D+01 236 131062344D+01 237 159977883D+01 238 I.40003704D+01 239 2.168549790+01 240 2.47153582D+01
241 2.80078224D+01 242 3.17839144D+01 243 3.47756183D+01 244 3.76880567D+01 245 3.93173495D+01 246 4.17805743D+0I
247 3.77403165D+OI 248 3.43992160D+01 249 3.05930034D+01 250 2.62947116D+01 251 232883661D+01 252 2.06491I28D+01
253 1.82903238D+01 254 1.61988125D+01 255 1.45446005D+01 256 2.15804485D+01 257 2.38161444D+01 258 2.68576525D+01
259 2.97682897D+01 260 3.27521540D+01 261 355318805D+01 262 3.92821596D +01 263 4.07012508D+01 264 3.97400772D+01
265 3.688I6394D+01 266 3.009314230+01 267 2.6269353ID+01 268 2.31769680D + 01 269 2.053I2813D+01 270 181758708D+0I
271 1.612717060*01 272 1.427S7645D+01 273 2.03545327D+01 274 2-22677451D + 01 275 2.4S988029D+01 276 2712564I2D+0I
277 2.97755R10D + 01 278 3.23484036D+01 279 3.44566436D+01 280 3.59606215D + D1 281 3.778265B9D+01 282 3284777H2D+01
283 2.92251745D+01 284 25S864576D+01 285 2.2639R62ID+01 286 2.009029820+01 287 I.77842023D+01 288 15749S713D+0I
289 1.396207820+01 290 1R561461SD+01 291 2.04897381D+01 292 2.25133772D+01 293 246431946D+0I 294 2.68576023D+01
295 25781B757D+01 296 3.03338479D+01 297 3.14200174D+01 298 3.13689384D+01 299 3.Q5B25220D+01 300 27S209251D+01
301 2.455488S3D+0I 302 2.178627080+01 303 1.93640064D + 01 304 1.71496619D+01 305 15I289965D + 01 306 1J35W591D +01
307 1.701581160+01 308 1.866827610+01 309 2.04521237D + 01 310 27284127SD+01 311 2.40740883D + 01 312 257587489D+01
313 2.7212412II) +01 314 22116859530+01 315 2870945610+01 316 2.79518590D+01 317 2.62534604D + 0I 318 232677196D+01
319 2.0G979587D + 01 320 1H3921797D+G1 321 1.626403340+01 322 1.43304899D + 01 323 I24S03488D+01 324 1548532170+01
325 1.695355610+111 326 1.84516119D + 01 327 2.0I207906D+01 328 7166931310+01 329 231042915D + 01 330 2.446O6530D +01
331 256230302D+0I 377 2.65651685D+0I 333 2.B3520775D+0I 334 2.45719321D+01 335 2173047860+01 336 1.936O9I66D + 01
337 1.7203G598D+0I 338 1-51831970D+0I 339 IJ3139759D+01 340 1.178257100+01 341 1.42097148D+01 342 153259448D + 01
343 1.657659660 + 111 >44 1.79530494D+0I 345 I.92414963D+01 346 203332879D+01 347 213332509D+01 348 2234800560+01
349 2.404515680+01 350 25803407ID+0I 351 22Q526225D+01 352 1.98382569D+01 353 1.78520160D+01 354 159064093D+01
355 1397055070+01 356 1.21746743D+01 357 1.03195347D+01 358 12R9S7473D+01 359 135I7R569D+01 360 1.48820728D+01
361 1.602512530+01 362 1.7072Q576D+01 363 1.78516944D + 01 364 1.79922152D+01 365 1.88410491 D + 01 366 1.96I14I49D+01
367 1.946R4075D + 01 368 1J19314233D+01 369 1.75272742D + 01 370 1.66076899D+OI 371 1.4680I6Q5D+01 372 12S486388D+01
373 1.08975481D+01 374 9.35579426D+00 375 8.68724816D + 00 376 173632099D+01 377 I33357559D+01 378 1.42699488D+01
379 151870644D+01 380 159650961D+0I 381 1.75253649D + 01 382 I.64321290D+01 383 I.9563I875D+0I 384 1.95I92412D+01
385 1.66369423D+01 386 1.62343Z73D+01 387 1.73913597D+01 388 175438687D+G1 389 1.09262947D+0I 390 938005203D+00
391 8.402602900+00
C O N C E N I R A T  I O N
NODE NODE NODE NODE NODE NODE
1 1.98749424D-03 2 1.71559347D-03 3 I.62930836D-O3 4 154407368D-03 5 124300592D-03 6 1.03887468D-03
7 5357407390-04 8 257541674D-04 9 216118629D-04 10 1.96435415D-04 11 1.77I37381D-04 12 I.68669335D-04
13 o.noooooooD-oo 14 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 15 0.00000000D-00 16 0.00000000D4» 17 o.oomoonoD-oo 18 1.73S55602D-03
19 1582255250-03 20 1320118400413 21 1.14513679D-03 22 957285070 D4M 23 7.20268279D-04 24 3.70069338D-04
25 2605974210-04 26 217221289D-04 27 1.98841006D-04 28 1807144730-04 29 1396487670-04 30 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
31 o.oooooonoD-oo 32 0.000000000-00 33 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 34 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 35 153042381D-03 36 I.41S62473D-03
37 1.1427324504)3 38 92955832704)4 39 625529085D4M 40 3.937958S9D-04 41 3.04945629D-04 42 231096070D-04
43 2.047710970-04 44 13575919704)4 45 1.044750550-04 46 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 47 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 43 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
49 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 50 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 51 O.OOOOOOOOD-OD 52 153727968D-Q3 53 1.20928463D-03 54 850730616D-O4
55 S.79639725D-04 56 353856868004 57 247558201 D-04 58 1.97764120D-O4 59 1.668142090-04 60 153834631D-OI
61 I.07I242S7D4M 62 9.094256460415 63 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 64 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 65 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 66 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
67 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 68 0.000000000-00 69 1.07631390D-03 70 8.40496859D-04 71 3.77391832D-04 72 2.05457801 D-04
73 2I5454S66D4M 74 1.86138367D-04 75 1.64804051D4M 76 1.46297260D-04 77 1.03734413D-04 78 859195990D-05
79 5.40695876D-05 80 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 81 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
85 O.nnoOOOOOD-OO 86 1.09633931D-03 87 5.4I6437I5D-04
91 1.1109250217-04 92 1.1O255067D-O4 93 9.417677SOD-05
97 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 98 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 99 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
103 1.2894I483D-03 104 8.89533837D-04 105 2.71766609D-04
109 9.33317102D-OS 110 787907676D-05 111 6.32577807D-QS
115 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 116 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 117 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
121 1.079547B3D-03 122 4.43137209D-04 123 2.44943360D-44
127 7.79148603D-OS 128 6.18101126D-05 129 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
133 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 131 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 135 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
139 7.87584740D-O4 140 3.61440484D-04 141 2.18679820D-W
145 7.78253914D-05 146 5.78433316D-05 147 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
ISI O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 152 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 153 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
157 359119500D-04 158 1;79792381 D-04 159 1.0374167DD-04
163 5.00899366D-05 164 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 165 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
169 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 170 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 171 1.73069151D-03
175 1.88714149D-04 176 1J312S647D-04 177 9.70201071D-05
181 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 182 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 183 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
187 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 188 183011779D-03 189 1.69068691D-03
193 1.04901855D-04 194 7.95509566D-05 195 6.36508261 D-05
199 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 200 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 201 O.OOOOOOOOD-00
203 2.01060125D-03 206 1.83101936D-03 207 1.78315097D-03
211 8.6198666704)5 212 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 213 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
217 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 218 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 219 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
223 2.I2797896D-03 224 1.77873708D-03 225 1.41382485D-03
229 95662S336D-OS 230 5.95924969D-0S 231 000000000D-00
23S O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 236 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 237 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
241 1.41597571 D-03 242 1.1O992O09D-O3 243 7.73831185D-04
247 6.04217505D-05 248 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 249 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
253 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 254 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 255 C.OOOOOOOOD-00
259 1.02949524D-03 260 7.78636905D-04 261 4.86565408D-04
265 5.40691723D-OS 266 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 267 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
271 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 272 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 273 2.04954833D-03
277 7.92515080D-04 27B 622134374D-04 279 4.05535509D-04
283 6.63942555D-05 284 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 285 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 83 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 84 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
2.67479788D-04 89 1.06620208D-04 90 I.11241339D-04
8.47938682D-05 95 7.08746231D-05 96 6-531921B8D-05
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 101 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 102 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
2.08306729D-04 107 1.49624105D-04 108 1.16991631D-04
S.75133340D-05 113 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 114 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 119 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 120 1.79266320D-O3
1.78276128D-04 125 U3709690D-04 126 8.80437754D-05
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 131 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 132 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 137 2^9391736D-03 138 1.92316411 D-03
IJ6073598D4M 143 1.29054348D-04 144 1.12837748D-04
o.ooooooooD-on 149 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 150 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
91|
155 1.06107616D-03 156 7.07582998D-04
9.91162806D-Q5 161 8.0065R846D-Q5 162 6.9I396163D-05
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 167 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 168 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
1.52669509D-03 173 6.4B055528D-04 174 3.12801422D-04
7J3437153D-05 179 5.26805543D-O5 180 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 185 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 186 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
1J0273007D-03 191 5.17882037D-O4 192 1.92529540D-O4
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 197 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 198 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 203 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 204 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
1.06541179D-03 209 5.219508I2D-04 210 2.01628815D-04
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 215 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 216 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 221 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 222 2.20436092D-03
8.10856445D-04 227 4-38480788D-04 228 2.06192391D-04
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 233 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 234 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 239 2.03655332D-03 240 1.70610771 D-03
4.48565988D-04 245 2.65229797D-04 246 1.47369I60D-04
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 251 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 252 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
2.05128175D-03 257 1.68958963D-03 258 1.40118098D-03
3J3327942D-04 263 2J0289442D-04 264 9.99423070D-05
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 269 O.OOOOOOOOD-00 270 O.OOOOOOOOD-00
1.645800R5D-03 275 1.42278215D-03 276 9.69721635D-04
2.79473803D-04 281 1.67898064D-04 282 8.19195384D-Q5




































289 O.OOOOOOOOD-OU 290 2.O4482380D-O3 291 1.63441074D-03 292 1.40871291 D-03 293 9.68244397D-04 294 7.88392182D-04
295 6.013957330-01 296 4.34484330D-04 297 3.077738700-04 298 1.87679129D-04 299 1.10854890D-Q4 300 833326881D-0S
301 7.52143209D-03 302 6.61220460D-05 303 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 304 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 305 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 306 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
307 2.0425057DD-03 308 1.61925885D-03 309 138612163D-03 310 1.0388I705D-03 311 8.02852203D-04 312 5.73214452D-04
313 4.90148566D-04 314 3,70917189D-04 315 2.41496753D-04 316 1.1918S935D-04 317 951B44793D-05 318 8.27114628D-05
319 7.206113570-05 320 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 321 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 322 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 323 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 324 2.03573070D-03
32S 1.618646900-03 326 138677099D-03 327 1.09422682D-03 328 8.69282699D-04 329 6.71018471D-04 330 5.83293324D-04
331 4.49087132D-04 332 3.4424173SD-04 333 1.94305496D-04 334 7.167S67D4D-05 335 7.78969280D-05 336 6.96709095D-05
337 6.77862235 D-05 338 S.31572257D-05 339 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 340 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 341 2.05584418D-03 342 1.75938313D-03
343 1.451300350-03 344 1.09635262D-03 345 8377211470-04 346 7J60S7911D-04 347 6.66601867D-O4 343 5.92489595D-04
349 4.881325640-04 350 3.43702465D-04 351 1.64327622D-04 352 9.43912720D-0S 353 8.68480308D-05 354 7.62896996D-05
355 6.734278520-05 356 5.44026381D-O5 357 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 358 232497192D-03 359 2.11264367D-03 360 1.63742237D-03
361 1.113207300-03 362 930637329D-04 363 8.12648797D-04 364 7.327746S8D-04 365 6.82355498D-04 366 5.8388I556D-04
367 4.101237890-04 368 1.97450113D-W 369 1.79834350004 370 7.77408167D-OS 371 7.45380531D-05 372 6.82111109D-05
373 6.7B825959D-05 374 5-86231312D-OS 375 2.40185047D-03 376 2.07099600D-03 377 1.62607839D-03 378 l.22979787D~03





386 238206778 D-04 387 1.64011103D-04 388 7,938843120-05 389 6.83810818D-05 390 6.82193304D-05
APPENDIX 5b COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR SALTWATER INTRUSION 
PROBLEM IN TH E GONZALES-NEW ORLEANS AREA USING STRALAN MODEL
RESULTS F O R  T IM E  STEP 240
TIME INCREMENT 25920D+06 SECONDS
ELA PSED  T IM E  : 6.2467D+08 SECON DS
1.0411D + 07 M INUTES 
1.7352D + 05 HO U RS 
7.2300D + 03 DAYS 
1,03290+03 W EEKS 
2.3754D + 02 M ONTHS 
1.9795D + 01 YEARS
D R A W D O W N
N O D E  N O D E  N O D E  N O D E  N O D E  N O D E
1 6.30577623D + U0 2 6.98057332D + 00 3 7.62K43791D + 00 4 8.2498186ID + 00 S 8.851311670 + 00 6 9 437559800 + 00
7  1.00181776D + 01 8 1.07710B92D + 01 9 9.9619H829D + 00 10 9,344838550+00 11 8.692019850 + 00 12 7.52303585D + 00
13 6.33773337D ♦ 00 14 5.43565896D+00 15 5.47772414D + 00 16 3.8903382SD+00 17 3.20572627D + 00 18 7.7974668313 + 00
19 8.65663302D + 00 20 9.5U82051D+00 21 1.02U09161D + 0I 22 1.073442I9D+01 23 1.1182701311 +01 24 1.1591594)11 +01
25 1.16025714D + 01 26 I.I25U 744D  + 01 27 1.05H83198D+01 28 9.77036581D+00 29 8.81743676D + 00 30 7.807736.181) +00
31 6.95968193D + 00 32 6.09B51766D+00 33 5.28388472D+00 34 4.65818734D+00 35 8.873505031) + 00 36 1.051547780 + 01
37 1.18SUB87D + 01 38 I.26S47851D + 01 39 1.30244567D + 01 40 1.32391030D + 01 41 1.338574610 + 01 42 1.323485710 + 01
43 1.2741I387D + 01 44 1.20298275D + 01 45 1.11566922D + 0I 46 I.019S53I9D+01 47 9.186944361) + 00 48 8.200803170 + 00
49 7.25911299D + 00 50 6.32859132D +00 51 S.33900898D + 00 52 9.6S050698D+00 S3 1.289521260 + 01 54 1.4855842ID+01
55 1.S496S971D+01 
61 1.37197964D+01 







109 2.389188420 + 01 
115 1.478220880 + 01 
121 1.914421970+01 
127 2521575620 + 01 
133 1.447605400+01 
139 2.394160460 + 01 
145 252339252D+01 
151 1587351940+01 











223 250107190D + 01 
229 3.8S9128700 + 01 
235 2042121660+01 
241 2.800782240 +01 
247 3.77403I65D+01 
253 1.82903238D+01 

















152 I23233603D +01 
158 3.0370S296D+01 




188 209500955D +0I 
194 3.6S188345D +01 


















































82 1.07655602D + 01 
88 1.91311497D + 01 
94 1.912239120 + 01 
100 1.06126O41D+0I 
106 202222839D+01 












184 1.815803030 +01 
190 2.762174430+01 
196 3,149690790+01 

















































































265 3.688163940+01 266 3.00931423D+01 267 267693531D+01 268 2317696R0D+01 269 2053128130+01 270 IBITSBTORO+Ol
271 1.612717061)4 01 272 1.42757645D + 0I 273 2.03S4J327D+01 274 2.226774510+01 275 2.459880290 + 01 276 2712564120+01
277 2 97755111(111« 0 | 278 3.234R4036D+0I 279 3.44566436D+0I 280 3.596062 ISO+01 281 3.77B265R9D+OI 282 3.28477782D+0I
281 2.922517450*01 284 2358645760+01 285 226198621D+01 286 2009029820 + 01 287 1.77842023D+0I 288 1574957130+01
289 1396207820*01 290 1.856146150 + 01 291 2OW 7381D+01 292 2251337720+01 293 2464319460+01 294 2.685760230 + 01
295 2.878187570*01 296 3.033384790+01 297 3.142001740+01 298 3.13689384D+0I 299 3.05825220D+01 100 2.75209251D+01
101 2.455488530 * 01 102 2178627080+01 303 1.93640064D+01 304 1.71496619D + 01 305 1.S12B9965D+01 306 133504S91D+01
.107 1.701581160 *01 KIR 1.866827610 + 01 309 2.04521237D+0I 310 222841275D+01 311 2.40740RR1O + 01 312 2575R7489D+01
113 2.721241210*01 314 2816859510 + 01 315 2.87094561 D + 01 316 2.7951B590D+01 317 2.625346040+01 318 232677196D+01
119 2.069795870+01 320 183921797D + 01 321 I.62640134D+0I 322 1.43304899D+01 32) 1.245034880+01 324 154853217D+01
125 1.695355610+01 326 1JV45161I9D + 01 327 2.01207906D+01 328 2166931310+01 329 2.31042915D+01 330 244606530D+01
111 2J623O102D+0I 312 2656516850 + 01 333 2.81520775D + 01 314 2.45719321D+01 315 2171047B6D + 01 336 1.91609166D+0I
337 1.7203059BD+01 118 1518319700+01 339 1.331397590 + 01 340 1.I782S71OD+0! 341 1.42097I48D + 01 342 153259448D+0I
341 1.657659660+01 344 1.79530494D+01 345 1.924149*30*01 346 203332879D+01 347 2.13332509D+01 348 2214800560+01
349 2.4O45156HD+0I 350 2580340710+01 351 220526225D+01 352 1.98382569D + 01 151 I.78520160D+01 354 159064093D+0I
355 1397055070 + 01 356 1.217467430 + 01 357 1.031953471)+01 358 1.28957473D + 01 359 1.3517H569D + 0J 360 l.4R820728D+nt
161 I.60251253D + OI 162 1.707205760+01 363 1.785169440+01 364 1.799221S2D + 01 365 1.884104910 + 01 366 1.96114149D+01
367 1.94684075D + 0I V<8 1 .R9314231D+QI 369 1.75272742D+01 370 1.660768990+01 371 1.468016050 + 01 372 1.25486388D+01
373 1.0K975481D+OI 374 9.355794260 + 00 375 H.68724816D+00 376 1.23632099D+01 377 1331575590 + 01 378 I.42699488D+01





386 1.623432730 + 01 387 1.739I3597D + 0I 388 I.25438687D+01 389 I.1N262947D+ 01 390 9.38005203D+00
C O N C r. N r R A T I O N
NODE NOI1H NODF. NODE NODE NODE
1 1.9874942404)3 2 1.7155934704)1 3 1.6293083604)3 4 154407368D-03 5 1.243005920-03 6 1.0388746804)3
7 5.157407190-04 8 2575416740-04 9 21611862904)4 10 1.96435415D-04 11 1.7711718104)4 12 1.686693350-04
13 0.0000000004*1 14 0.0000000004)0 15 O.OOflOOOOOD4» 16 0.0000000004)0 17 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO IB 1.71R5560204)1
19 1582255250-01 20 1-1201184004)1 21 1.1441367704)3 22 9.3728507004)4 23 7.2026827904)4 24 3.700693380-04
25 2.605974210-04 26 2172212890-04 27 1.98841006D-04 28 1.80714473D-04 29 1.39648767D-04 30 0.00000000043)
31 o.ooonnoono-on 12 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 33 OOOOOOOOOD-OO 34 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 35 15301238! 04)3 36 1.4I562473O-03
17 1.1427324504)3 IB 9.295583270-04 39 6.2S5290RSD-04 40 3.9379585904)4 41 3.049456290-04 42 2J1 0960700-04
43 2.0477109704)4 44 15575919704)4 45 1.044750550-04 46 onooonoooD-oo 47 0.(33333331043) 48 0.000000000-00
49 0.000000000-00 SO 0.000000000-00 51 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 52 1.237279680-03 53 1.2092846104)3 54 B.5073061604M
55 5.7963972304)4 56 3538568680-04 57 2.47558201 D-04 58 1.97764120D4M 59 1.668142(3) D-04 60 1.31834611D4M
61 1.071242570 4M 62 9.094256460-05 63 0.(333*33)004)0 64 0.(333333)00-00 65 0.00133333)043) 66 0.00000(3*1043)
67 n.oon 0000043) 68 0.00000000043) 69 1.0763119004)3 70 8.4049685904)4 71 3.7739181204M 72 2.054578010-01
73 2.15454566D4M 74 1.861383670-04 75 1.64H0405 ID-04 76 1.46297200D4H 77 I.0173W13O4M 7R 8.2919599004)5
79 5.40895876 D-06 80 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 81 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
65 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 86 1.09633931D-03 87 5.4I6437I5D-04
91 1.11092S02 D-04 92 1.10255067D-04 93 9.41767750D-05
97 0.00000000040 98 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 99 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
103 1.28941483D-03 104 8-89533837D-04 IDS 2.71766609D-04
109 9.33317102D-QS 110 7.B7907676D-05 111 6J2577807D-0S
115 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 116 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 117 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
121 1.07954783D-03 122 4.43137209D-04 123 1 o *
127 7.791486Q3D-05 128 6.18101126D-0S 129 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
133 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 134 0.0000000004)0 135 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
139 7.87584740D-O4 140 3,61440484D-04 141 2.1B679820D-04
145 7.78253914D-G5 146
9Q1w> 147 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
151 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 152 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 153 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
157 359U9500D-04 158 1.79792381D4J4 159 1.03741670D-04
163 5.00899366D-05 164 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 165 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
169 000000000D-00 170 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 171 1.73069151D-03
175 1.88714I49D-G4 176 1J3125647D-04 177 9.7020I071D-05
181 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 182 O.OOOOOOOOD-00 183 0.000000000-60
187 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 188 1.8301177913-03 189 1.69068691D-03
193 1.049018SSD-04 194 7.95509S66D-05 195 6.36508261D-05
199 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 200 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 201 OOOOOOOOOD-OO
205 2.01060125D-03 206 1^31019360-03 207 1.783I5097D-03
211 8^19866670-05 212 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 213 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
217 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 218 0.000000000-00 219 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
223 212797896D-03 224 1.77873708D-03 225 1.41382485D03
229 956625336D-05 230 5.95924969D-05 231 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
235 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 236 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 237 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
241 1.41597571 D 43 242 1.10992009D-03 243 7.7383118SD-04
247 6.01217505D-05 248 OOOOOOOOOD-OO 249 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
253 OOOOOOOOOD-OO 254 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 255 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
259 1.02949524D-03 260 7.78636905D-04 261 4865654080-04
265 S.40691723D-05 266 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 267 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
271 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 272 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 273 204954833D-03
277 7.9251S080D-04 278 6.22I34374D-04 279 4.QS535S09D-CH
283 6.63942555D-05 284 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 285 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
OOOOOOOOOD-OO 83 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 84 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
2.67479788D04 69 1.06620208D-04 90 1.11241339D-04
8.47938682D-0S 95 7.08746231D-Q5 96 653192188 D-05
O.OOQOQOOOD-OQ 101 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 102 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
2.06306729D-04 107 1.49624105D-04 108 1.1699163 ID-04
S.7S133340D-OS 113 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 114 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 119 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 120 1.79266320D-03
1.78276128D-04 125 1.33709690D-O4 126 B-B0437754D-OS
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 131 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 132 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 137 2.29391736D-03 138 1.9231641 ID-03
156073S98D-04 143 1-29054348D-O4 144 1.I2837748D-04
O.OOOOOOOQD-OO 149 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO ISO O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
1.79275690D-03 155 1.06107616D-03 156 7.07582998D-04
9.911628060-05 161 8.006S8846D-05 162 6.91396163D-05
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 167 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 168 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
1.52669509D-03 173 6.4805S528D-04 174 3.I2801422D-04
7J3437153D-05 179 5.26805S43D-0S 1B0 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 185 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 186 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
130273007D-03 191 5.17882037D-04 192 1.92529540D-04
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 197 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 198 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 203 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 204 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
1.06S41179D-03 209 5.21950612D-04 210 2.01628815D-04
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 215 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 216 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 221 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 222 2.20436O92D-03
8.10856445D-O4 227 433480788D-04 228 206192391 D-04
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 233 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 234 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 239 2.03655332D-03 240 1.70610771 D-03
4.48565988D-04 245 2.65229797D-04 246 1.4736916QD-04
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 251 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 252 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
2.05128175D-03 257 1.68958963D-03 258 1.4011809BD-03
353327942D4M 263 2.20289442D-04 264 9.99423070D-05
O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 269 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 270 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
1.645S0085D-03 275 1.4227B215D-03 276 9.6972163SD-04
2.79473803D-04 281 1.67898064D-04 282 8.I9195384D-05




































289 0.00000000(1-00 290 2.04482380D-03 291 1.63441074D-O3 292 1.40871291D-03 293 9.68244397D-04 294 7.B8392182D-04
295 6.01395733D-04 296 454484330D-04 297 3.07773870D-O4 298 1.8767912917-01 299 1.10854890D-04 300 8.33326881D-05
301 75214320911-05 302 6.61220460D-Q5 303 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 304 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 30S O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 306 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO
307 2.0425057011-03 308 1.61925885D-03 309 138612163D-03 310 1.03881705(1-03 311 B.028S2203D-O4 312 6.73214452D-04
313 4,9014856617-04 314 3.70917189D-O4 315 2.41496753D-04 316 1.19185935D-04 317 951844793D-05 318 8.27114628D-05
319 7.2061135711-05 320 0.000000000-00 321 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 322 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 323 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 324 2.03573070D-03
325 I.61864690D-03 326 1.38677099D-03 327 1.09422682D-03 328 8.6928269911-04 329 6.71018471D-04 330 533293324D-04
331 4.49087132DJM 332 3.44241735D-04 333 I.9430S496D-04 334 7.16756701 D-05 335 7,78969280D-05 336 6.96709095D-05
337 6.77862235D-OS 338 5.315722S7D-05 339 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 340 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 341 2.05584418D-O3 342 1.759383I3D-03
343 1.45130O35D-O3 344 1.09635262D-03 345 857721147D-04 346 756057911D-04 347 6.66601867D-04 348 5.92489595D-04
349 4.8813256411-04 350 3.4370246SD-04 351 1.64327622D-04 352 9.43912720D-O5 353 8.68480308D-05 3S4 7.62896996D-05
355 6.73427852D-05 356 5.44026381D-05 357 O.OOOOOOOOD-OO 358 I32497192D-03 359 2.11264367D-03 360 1.63742237D-03
361 1.1I320730I1-O3 362 950637329D-04 363 8.12648797D-04 364 7J2774688D-04 365 6.82355498D-04 366 5.83881556D-04
367 4.10I23789D-W 368 1.97450113D-04 369 1.79834350D-04 370 7.77408167D-05 371 7.45380531D-OS 372 6.82U1109D-fi5
373 6.788259590-05 374 5.86231312D-05 375 2.40185047D-03 376 2.07099600D-03 377 1.62607B39D-O3 378 1.22979787D-03





386 2.38206778D-04 387 1.64011103D-04 388 7.93884312D-05 389 6.83810818D-05 390 6.82193304D-OS
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APPENDIX 6
Comparison of Results Obtained Under Horizontal and Sloping Aquifer
(20 years of Simulation)
Orientation Horizontal Sloping


















42 13.4 230.7 12.2 13.5 230.7 12.2
56 16.0 343.4 13.9 16.3 341.9 13.9
72 19.3 201.9 15.8 19.7 201.4 15.8
140 29.3 382.5 20.5 30.2 382.5 20.6
174 31.0 324.9 29.5 31.8 326.5 23.6
210 44.7 212.2 28.4 46.3 213.6 26.9
244 39.8 459.9 22.8 41.0 4613 22.2
279 36.2 408.2 20.9 37.3 408.6 20.3
332 27.5 347.8 25.6 28.1 348.3 25.5
350 26.6 357.9 21.8 27.2 360.4 21.8
Note: K = (1.35-1.89) x 10- (m/s); a = 0.3 x 10'9 - 0.3 x 10 '° (kg/m*sJ) ';
«L  = : 400 m; aT = 4 m; <j> = 0.3
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Newspaper clipping from "People’s Daily", January 22, 1988. The heading is " 
Serious Shortage Situation of Water Resources in China. Red light warnings are 
blazing in two hundred cities". It points o u t:" In Shanghai, overdrafting of ground 
water resulted in land subsidence. Accumulative maximum subsidence since 1965 
has reached 2.63 meters. Based on the same reason, Tianjin, Xian, Changzhou and 
Ningbuo cities are still experiencing land subsidence.
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Newspaper clipping from "People’s Daily", January 26,1988. The heading is 
"Significant result in the control of land subsidence in Tianjin City". It reports: " 
Based on Tianjin governmental statistics, the land subsidence in this city is 
continuing to slow down in 1987. The average subsidence in the city proper is 43 
mm, being reduced by 19 mm as compared to the previous year".
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